
Nicotine and Flavor Preference…

Survey Results

Question

01 What is your age? (Mandatory)
Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 13% 26% COUNT PERCENT

 35-44 501 26%

 45-54 483 25%

 26-34 364 19%

 55-64 295 15%

 18-25 222 11%

 Over 65 70 4%

 Under 18 8 0%

Question

02 What is your history pertaining to the use of e-cigarettes or vaporizers?
(Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 49% 98% COUNT PERCENT

 Use regularly 1,892 97%

 Use occasionally 27 1%

 Never used 12 1%

 Have regularly used in past, but do not currently use 10 1%

 Have tried in past, but do not currently use regularly 2 0%

Question

03 What is your history with traditional tobacco products (cigarettes, chewing
tobacco, etc.) (Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 45% 90% COUNT PERCENT

 Used regularly in the past 1,736 89%

 Used occasionally in the past 75 4%

 Currently use on occasion 74 4%

 Currently use on a regular basis 29 1%

 Never used 29 1%



Question

04 If you are a current e-cigarette or vaporizer user, how long have you been using
these devices? (Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 16.5% 33% COUNT PERCENT

 1-2 years 632 33%

 6 months to 1 year 406 21%

 More than 3 years 349 18%

 2-3 years 339 17%

 Less than 6 months 211 11%

 Do not currently use 6 0%
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Question

05 When you STARTED using e-cigarettes or vaporizers, what level of nicotine content
did you prefer? (Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 19.5% 39% COUNT PERCENT

 16-20 mg 746 38%

 21-24 mg 555 29%

 10-15 mg 324 17%

 25 mg or higher 166 9%

 4-6 mg 70 4%

 0 mg 35 2%

 7-9 mg 24 1%

 1-3 mg 19 1%

 Never used 4 0%

Question

06 If you are currently using e-cigarettes or vaporizers, what level of nicotine content
do you prefer NOW? (Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 14% 28% COUNT PERCENT

 4-6 mg 531 27%

 1-3 mg 434 22%

 10-15 mg 376 19%

 16-20 mg 251 13%

 7-9 mg 147 8%

 21-24 mg 89 5%

 0 mg 80 4%

 25 mg or higher 32 2%

 Never used 3 0%



Question

07 If you currently use e-cigarettes or vaporizes with ejuice containing nicotine, do
you intend to reduce your nicotine level to zero in the future? (Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 27.5% 55% COUNT PERCENT

 Yes 1,068 55%

 No 811 42%

 Do not currently use e-cigarattes, or do not use devices or
juices that contain nicotine

64 3%
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Question

08
How strongly would you rate the importance of having a variety of flavor options
other than tobacco to your continued use of e-cigarettes or vaporizers?
(Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 42.5% 85% COUNT PERCENT

 Highly important 1,645 85%

 Important 176 9%

 Somewhat Important 65 3%

 Not Important 27 1%

 Little Importance 26 1%

 Do not currently use e-cigarettes or vaporizers 4 0%

Question

09
Use drag and drop to rank the following general flavor types in order of your
current preference: (from most preferred at top to least preferred at bottom)
(Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

RANK CHOICE WEIGHTED
RANK

1 Sweet (e.g. Candy, fruity, bakery,
custards)

1.41

2 Minty (e.g. Menthol, cool, ice,
peppermint, spirament)

2.82

3 Savory/Spicy 2.93

4 Traditional Tobacco 3.55

5 Flavorless 4.21

Question

10
Use drag and drop to rank the following specific flavor types in order of your
current preference: (from most preferred at top to least preferred at bottom)
(Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

RANK CHOICE WEIGHTED
RANK



1

Fruity (e.g.
flavor is
specific to a
type of fruit,
or mixed
fruits)

2.98

2

Bakery (e.g.
apple pie,
banana-nut
bread,
chocolate
cake,
cookies, or
other baked
confections)

3.59

3

Candy (e.g.
mimics
flavor of a
specific type
or brand of
candy)

4.09

4 Custards 4.62

5

Non-
alcoholic
beverage
(e.g. coffee,
energy
drink, soda)

5.71

6
Minty (e.g.
spearmint,
peppermint)

6.06

7

Alcoholic
beverage
(e.g. pina
colada,
mixed
drinks, or
straight
alcohol)

6.53

8

Savory,
Spice, or Hot
(e.g. clove,
hot
cinnamon)

6.72

9 Traditional
Tobacco

7.64

10 Menthol
Tobacco

8.20

11 Flavorless 8.93

RANK CHOICE WEIGHTED
RANK

Question

11 Please indicate how often you vape the following flavors: (Mandatory)
Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

NEVER RARELY OCCASIONALLY OFTEN DAILY

Savory/Spicy/Hot (e.g. clove, hot cinnamon) 657 636 474 126 47



Candy 200 236 656 545 304

Bakery (cookies, cake, pie, bread, etc) 215 248 510 517 451

Fruity 99 120 405 497 819

Non-alcoholic bevarage 471 490 631 242 106

Alcoholic beverage 740 584 463 120 32

Minty 453 574 544 207 162

Traditional tobacco
962 383 250 102 242

Menthol Tobacco 1,214 421 183 64 57

Dessert (ice cream, custard, pudding, etc) 210 219 446 470 596

Flavorless 1,480 300 112 26 22

NEVER RARELY OCCASIONALLY OFTEN DAILY

Question

12
If you are a current or former user of traditional tobacco products, would
limitations on permitted flavors of e-cigarettes or ejuice, such as tobacco flavors
only, result in an increase or relapse in your use of traditional tobacco?
(Mandatory)

Answers

1,943
100%

Skips

0
0%

0% 20% 40% COUNT PERCENT

 Very likely to increase use or cause relapse 774 40%

 Somewhat likely to increase use or cause relapse 391 20%

 Definitely would not increase use or cause relapse 371 19%

 May or may not increase use or cause relapse 359 18%

 Never used traditional tobacco in the past, and would not
start

42 2%

 Never used traditional tobacco in the past, but would
possibly start

6 0%
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Question

13 (Optional) Using your own words, please describe the importance of flavor and
nicotine level choices to your use of electronic cigarettes:

Answers

992
51%

Skips

951
49%

120,094,127

The fact that our e-juice is so flavorful is what makes me stay vaping. I don't like the early cigalikes that were just
tobacco. The option for nicotine level is important especially for advanced vapers who may use tank systems or
dripping. Just because we are adults doesn't mean we don't like flavorful e-juice and it would be a shame to force just a
traditional tobacco flavor for them!

Today, 1:36AM

120,093,492

Flavor is very important. If vaping were just like smoking, with the same flavor, I'd would not have gotten to the point
where the smell of cigarettes is BAD to me. I wouldn't have wanted to try vaping, or stuck with it long enough to give my
throat and lung a chance to heal enough so that I could actually use a vape.

Today, 1:06AM

120,092,568
Everyone has different taste Budds. Some people may enjoy the flavors that I do and some will not. I enjoy getting my
nicotine in something healthier than a cigarette.

Today, 12:16AM



120,092,527

I was a menthol smoker and started vaping menthol flavor.
I smoked 2 packs a day, started vaping at 21mg of nicotine, I have decreased to 9mg of nicotine.
I have gotten away from menthol, I enjoy the smells and taste of the different flavors, which in turn has cut my nicotine
cravings down.

Today, 12:14AM

120,091,375

tobacco flavors are terrible, menthol worse. flavors are the reason i was able to quit tobacco forever. nic levels give me
control of the experiance, less choice = less control for me. if only tobacco flavors were availablle more people would
not to be able to quit cigarettes (and will die from tobacco). quitting cigarettes is the goal, it is better than death from
cigarettes. nicotine is not the evil substance, the poison of burning tobacco is the evil one..the cancer forming junk
comes from cigarette smoke, not to mention the junk added by big tobacco that makes them more addicting (and
dangerous) !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Yesterday, 11:27PM

120,091,230

Banning advertising/display of vaporizers is dangerous. Vendors must display the product to show customers how to
use and maintain them. Vaping should be allowed in a shop, so customers can try different juices at different Nicotine
levels, as flavours are partly why we chose this better alternative to tobacco.

Yesterday, 11:20PM

120,090,947

I thought I would have to use a tobacco flavor, and found within 24 hours, tobacco flavors fell short of the intended mark.
I found candy, fruit and dessert flavors to be much more satisfying.

The nicotine is important to me as well, it keeps me alert and focused on things, as well as relaxes me in the evening. I
enjoy vaping like I enjoy a good coffee, or a good wine.

Yesterday, 11:07PM

120,090,905
Flavor and nicotine choices give me control over my cravings and flavor preferences. A large part of the desire to keep
vaping and not return to smoking is the different flavors available, and the control I have over the nicotine I am using.

Yesterday, 11:06PM

120,090,648

I tried EVERYTHING including Chantix to quit my 30plus year smoking habit. By using personal vaporizers I quit ON
ACCIDENT. DO not try to tell me that flavors are geared to kids. If so, stop making flavored lube and good flavored adult
beverages. A
also restrict body lotions from tasting of anything but SWEAT.

Yesterday, 10:56PM

120,090,542 flavor choices are a huge part of what kept my off cigarettes Yesterday, 10:51PM

120,089,208
It is what keeps it interesting to me. If there was no flavor or even only tobacco flavors, I would either quit or go back to
spending hundreds of dollars on the traditional unhealthy version/

Yesterday, 10:07PM

120,088,440

I smoked medium-tar menthol cigarettes and began vaping tobacco menthol flavors with 18mg of nicotine 07/04/14. It is
now 03/06/15 and I am down to 3mg of nicotine, but love so many flavors and flavor blends that it is difficult to name one
or a few. The thought of my old cigarettes now makes me feel extremely nauseated since I prefer to expand my taste
palette with e-liquids.

Yesterday, 9:45PM

120,087,450 Flavor got me away from tobacco flavor which I view as a positive move toward less harm. Yesterday, 9:15PM

120,087,156

This isn't tobacco. Arguing that flavour is a concern is irrelevant unless you're trying to compare it directly to tobacco.
Arguing over flavour is like trying to determine whether Apples should have any flavour or not.
I'm an adult. I quit smoking tobacco thanks to these devices, and moreso thanks to the flavours I get to enjoy.

Why would someone choose inhaling burning tobacco over incredible and enjoyable flavours? Vaping and electronic
cigarettes are about as much of a gateway TO tobacco as eating ice cream is a gateway to eventually eating dog s**t.

Yesterday, 9:07PM

120,086,997

These are vital! When I used other methods to quit smoking before (will power, books, patches, etc.) I gained a lot of
weight, and this was the main reason I couldn't stay off cigarettes. The flavours are the secret; I realized as I vaped my
Rice Krispie Treat e-juice that I had no desire to eat the real thing. I also like the variety -- it keeps the experience
interesting. I did try tobacco-flavoured juice after a month or so of vaping, and found the taste disgusting. I don't know
what I would do if I were restricted to that flavour.
Nicotine level is also important; I intend to experiment with lower levels with a view to tapering off, but I'm in no rush to
do so.

Yesterday, 9:02PM



120,086,710

When I first started using an e cigarette I thought I would prefer tobacco flavoured e juice so it would be similar to
regular tobacco cigarettes. But now after trying various e juice flavours I really prefer the flavoured e juice. After trying
many flavors I have discovered I really enjoy and like "Crazy Creme Brule" vanilla based and amazing flavor. The flavors
are really what will keep vapors away from tocco cigarettes. Nicotine levels are very important because each individual
has their own preference. This gives vapors the option of eventually switching to lower nicotine levels and then to 0 if
they choose. I truly feel that e cigarettes have helped lots of smokers who have been smoking for years to kick the habit
finally with an e cigarette. It is by far the best thing that has happened for long term tobacco cigarette user. Nicotine
patches, gum, sprays and pills( Champix ) etc... are not effective at all. I love my e cig with choices of flavor and nicotine
levels. Vape on !!

Yesterday, 8:58PM

120,086,142

I began vaping with tobacco flavoured e-juice, but once I completely stopped using cigarettes I discovered that I didn't
actually like the taste of tobacco. I experimented with many other flavours to find something I could use constantly in
order to encourage myself to keep using the vaporizer often enough to prevent nicotine withdrawal. Now, after several
months, I still find tobacco flavours unpleasant but also seductive - they remind me too much of the head-rush from
smoking that you only seem to notice when trying to quit. For this reason I avoid tobacco flavours, cigarettes, and
smokers as much as possible.

Yesterday, 8:38PM

120,085,512
Having Flavored ejuices helped in my quiting smoking traditional cigarettes. If i wanted a tobacco flavored ejuice then i
thing i would be back smoking cigarettes.

Yesterday, 8:20PM

120,085,485

Gives you a variety of flavors to choose from opposed to smoking cigerettes and only have one flavor while being
addicted to them. Having the flavors adds that option of quitting and knowing your quitting because its ejuice and doesnt
taste like tobacco.

Yesterday, 8:21PM

120,085,021

This is the only thing that has worked for me to even reduce the amount of smoking I do. Change or take away any of my
choices and there's a good chance I'll be smoking full time again. It's not tobacco and I need that recognized or I'll be
costing a lot of money as I already have COPD.

Yesterday, 8:07PM

120,084,762

Flavours, and the large varieties available, are what makes vaporizers so successful! Included with my starter kit was a
bottle of tobacco flavoured juice. The next day I replaced it with a fruit flavour. I wanted something that kept me away
from tobacco, because I never really enjoyed that taste. Fruit based flavours are my favourite, and with a diminishing
percentage of nicotine I have been able to stay tobacco free for 15 months!
I enjoy vaping, it provides me with all the former physical sensations and movements of smoking, with no fear of deadly
tobacco smoke. I wish governments would listen to the science, and not be guided by greed. Reducing or limiting our
free choices of flavours and nicotine percentages will only serve to keep smokers using tobacco, which we know is killing
them. Vaping is a much safer alternative, as proven again and again by irrefutable scientific evidence.
Flavours choices make these products the success they are today and in the future.

Yesterday, 8:00PM

120,084,716
I started with American tobacco and tried sugar cinnamon cookie and now I want nothing else
I always ask them to add a little extra flavor , I vape at 18 which is pretty perfect if I change I will go down in number.I

Yesterday, 7:58PM

120,084,351 Nicotine level and tobacco flavor is extremely important. I would not use anything else. Yesterday, 7:49PM

120,083,931 Switching flavors on daily basis allows me to taste different items and also keep my taste buds stimulated Yesterday, 7:38PM

120,083,791
I do like the variety of flavors of e juice. I don't particularly like the tobacco flavor alone, therefore, I mix it with something
sweeter. I wish the nicotine levels would go higher than 24g for those days that I need a stronger kick.

Yesterday, 7:35PM

120,083,748 considering I have gone from 12mg down to 3mg of nicotine and heading towards 0 nicotine its very important Yesterday, 7:35PM

120,083,582 Traditional tobacco and tobacco flavors taste horrible. Yesterday, 7:31PM

120,083,562
I enjoy vaping different flavors, this keeps me away from cigarettes.
Very important to me and I can reduce the level of nicotine when I see fit to do it.

Yesterday, 7:31PM

120,083,533 very important Yesterday, 7:30PM



120,083,412

Both flavors and being able to choose nicotine levels are of prime importance to me. If I could no longer get custard or
fruit flavors or have the ability to slowly decrease my nicotine levels at my own comfort level I believe I would just go
back to smoking. I would hate that in the extreme, but I do think that is what would happen, God forbid.

Yesterday, 7:27PM

120,083,403

Flavours are what kept me from going back to cigarettes! The ability to choose my Nicotene levels has allowed me to
control the decrease on my own, and depending stress level and smoking urge. Could easily increase it to avoid relapse.
The flavours also have a side perk, they help you enjoy candy flavours without eating it, no weight gain! In fact I lost
weight

Yesterday, 7:27PM

120,082,980
Who doesn't like mom's apple pie or a good custard pudding or a chocolate bar. I don't smoke anymore , why on earth
would I want a tobacco flavor.makes no sense who ever even thought of this

Yesterday, 7:19PM

120,082,820

Flavor is a big thing, if you cannot find the right flavor that does it for you. Your chances of starting on real cigarettes is
greater. Nicotine levels are also very important as you get the hit you need, as time goes on you lower your nicotine until
you hit 0mg. Then eventually it get's overplayed and you eventually don't use it. Yesterday, 7:17PM

120,082,637
We are all different.When it came to me switching to e cigs it took a lot of trials with the different flavours to find one that
would allow me to go completely smoke free.

Yesterday, 7:13PM

120,082,564

The flavours are very important to the success of electronic cigarettes. My tastes are very different to my husbands. I
enjoy custards and bakery vapes while my husband likes the fruity or candy type of vapes.The different flavours are the
reason our interests continue with vaping.It helps to keep us off traditional cigarettes

Yesterday, 7:12PM

120,082,471

The flavors ARE the key to success. If I could only have access to tobacco flavors of e-liquid, I would have to turn to
making my own fluids, as tobacco is totally gross. I do not use or intend to ever use a tobacco flavored e-juice......ever. I
use candy and bakery flavored juices mostly, and the bonus is that I don't have weight gain vaping them.....and no
craving to eat foods like the flavors emulate. It's a truly healthy choice if you ask me!

Yesterday, 7:09PM

120,082,425
Extremely important to have choice of flavors and nicotine levels to give choice. Would probably never have switched
otherwise

Yesterday, 7:08PM

120,082,326

I find it important to have nicotine options which my body allowed me to slowly taper down on it's own.

I was able to break the cycle of needing or feeling the need to have a cigarette and break that habit side.

The options to choose a flavour allowed me to dislike tobacco in general when I first started to transition myself away
from traditional cigarettes.

Yesterday, 7:06PM

120,082,279

Options are a must since each persons experience is totally different especially when it comes to flavors because its so
subjective. Having the ability to lower your nicotine level is really important because I started at 21mg and after a week
it started to give me a sore stomach. I quickly went down to 18mg and then after another 2 weeks I was getting a sore
stomach again. Then I went down to 12mg and to make a long story short, I'm currently very happy at 3mg of nicotine
and loving it. I also believe it's very important as well to be able to choose what PV/VG ratio you want. I found vaping
70pg gave me little pimples on my hands and wasn't enough vapor produced to help me trick my mind thinking I'm
smoking a cigarette. More options is the best way!!!!

Yesterday, 7:05PM

120,081,861

Having a wide variety of flavours keeps vaping exciting and interesting. This is such a powerful tool and I don't think I
could have been successful if it wasn't for flavours such as watermelon or sweet tarts. After only a couple of days the
taste of tobacco was repulsive and I haven't looked back since.

Yesterday, 6:55PM

120,081,836
It is extremely important to me to have both a good variety of flavours as well as the ability to choose my nic. strength in
my personal vapourizer.

Yesterday, 6:55PM

120,081,791

I was able to completely quit traditional tobacco products by using an e-cig. The wide variety of flavors available made
that possible. I was able to use different flavors depending on my mood. When I had moments that were stressful, I
would use a stronger flavor to help with the urge to smoke a real cigarette. I love having so many different flavor
options. With regular tobacco there was only 2 options, menthol and non menthol. Vaping is so much better!!

Yesterday, 6:54PM



120,081,701

A good verity of flavours is very important as they challenge the taste buds, to stick to one type of flavour would be
boring and there would never be anything new.

Having such a vide verity of flavours help people stop smoking altogether, by introducing there favourite tastes while
still getting the nicotine hit that hey crave. While also helping them be healthier and stopping passive smoking
altogether.

Yesterday, 6:51PM

120,081,656 Flavors are a must. We are adults, and have the right to choose for our self. Yesterday, 6:51PM

120,081,637

A variety of flavours is very important to the vaper who is wanting away from tobacco flavours. Most vapers start out
with tobacco flavours, however they very quickly move onto dessert or candy flavoured, or fruit flavoured e juices. This
move to the flavoured varieties increases their success in getting away from analogue cigarettes. Being a former 30
year plus analogue smoker, who is finally out of the TRAP of analogue cigarettes. I have been 8 months FREE. My
favourite e juices are candy, dessert or fruit flavours. Without these being offered. I am afraid it will go to the
blackmarket levels. I do not wish to return to cigarettes ever again. Unless my government forces me to.

Yesterday, 6:50PM

120,081,590

I wide assortment of flavors keep me vaping i get bored of an all day vapor flavor. A lack of selection would generate a
lack of enjoyment as I will have tried it all. In a weak moment of boredom I have been tempted to see if I still enjoy my
pipe tobacco, just for a little bit, which could lead me back to smoking regularly again.

Yesterday, 6:50PM

120,078,939

When supplied with a variety of flavors, you realize how nasty, gross, and offputting traditional tobacco is while still
catering to nicotine users. I tend to stick around fruity, and flavorful liquids and I absolutely enjoy it even people around
me at any given time enjoy the scent of my vapor clouds.

Yesterday, 5:57PM

120,077,460

First off; like traditional tobacco cigarettes I have the right to chose from a lengthly list of blends,flavors and nicotine
levels. In fact the laws surrounding those products confirm such rights without restrictions. As for personal preference,
such a variety is presently also available with use of the electronic cigarette. This is very important not only to help me
maintain freedom from the negative aspects of traditional cigarettes but to also provide one aspect of smoking vs
vaping few realize. That is to say curbing of ones appetite. Many times while trying to quit smoking I found myself
nibbling or eating candies, cookies, or anything that kept me from smoking while enduring complete nicotine withdrawal.
It doesn't take too long before the pounds started adding on and the risk of far too much sugar started taking it's toil. OF
course we all know sugar has zero health benefits. So yeah; flavors certainly do play a critical role for anyone switching
from smoke to vapor.

Yesterday, 5:30PM

120,077,446

It's extremely important! Shortly after I stopped tobacco products the smell and taste became repulsive. I still prefer to
have the nicotine but I can't imagine ever smoking a real cig again. I don't know what I would do if tobacco flavor was my
only option... Yuck!

Yesterday, 5:30PM

120,072,672

Having my choice of flavorings is absolutely primary. Nicotine .. is secondary as over the course of my vaping I mainly
vape zero to 3mg unless a stress related incident causes the need for 6mg.
Flavors are the primary reason I was able to make the switch. 3 days after full time vaping I did take one drag off of my
previous brand of cigarette and was immediately disgusted by the taste.
One thing of definite importance regarding flavoring is *safe* flavorings not containing Diacetyl Acetoin &
Acetylpropionyl

Yesterday, 4:19PM

120,071,048
After quitting tobacco,almost everyone wants a different flavor immediately,or asap after keeping off cigs. Eliminating
flavoring in eliquids would be a crime,& playing God for no sensible reason!

Yesterday, 3:55PM

120,067,633
Very important for me to have these options. I love the bakery flavors and it made it so easy to choose vaping over
cigarettes. Cigarettes do not taste good at all so it was an easy choice when I first quit smoking.

Yesterday, 3:06PM

120,066,158

nictoine give you the throat hit that you would experience with traditional cigarettes. The difference is when you stop
smoking and your taste buds regenerate you no longer desire the taste of traditional tobacco. Fruity flavors become
more appealing and is better smelling than traditional tobacco. I would much rather vape blueberry pomegranate than
traditional tobacco.

Yesterday, 2:47PM

120,065,536

As a vaper I don't want to remember the taste of tobacco. After several weeks of not smoking, the taste of tobacco
became offensive to me. I think the wide variety of flavor and nicotine options is what makes vaping such a great
alternative.

Yesterday, 2:39PM

120,062,170 I quit analogs. I don't want to taste tobacco. Iv never liked the taste. Only smoked becus It was my only option Yesterday, 1:52PM



120,054,911 Flavors are not for minors, favors are to satisfy the urge to smoke. Yesterday, 12:16PM

120,054,197
I love the smell of the sweets. It smells better then reg cigs. Plus helps with weight gain because the taste is sweet I'm
not eating candy

Yesterday, 12:07PM

120,052,745
Flavor is probably one of the most important contributing factors in the satisfaction from vaping. Flavors in complete
opposition of tobacco are what helpede totally kick cigarettes.

Yesterday, 11:48AM

120,051,859
Opens to a larger market to personalize a smoking cessation device to each individual to increase the chances of
success.

Yesterday, 11:35AM

120,051,517
Very Important,If there was not an option for different flavor's or the option to go up or down in the nicotine leval's
people would probably quit, I know that I would/

Yesterday, 11:31AM

120,046,525
The possibly limitless options in flavors, nicotine levels, and equipment was for me the key to being able to put down
cigarettes and quit using traditional cigarettes.

Yesterday, 10:31AM

120,043,194

Different nicotine levels allowed me to start at a level that kept me off of traditional tobacco and allowed me to lower my
levels as time went on. The flavors were crucial for me. There are so many to explore that it never gets boring and it
keeps me coming back and staying away from the nasty tasting cigarettes.

Yesterday, 9:47AM

120,042,166 Flavor and nicotine level is extremely important. If not available, why bother. Yesterday, 9:33AM

120,036,443 If I didn't have a choice of flavor, I would go back to traditional cigarettes. Yesterday, 8:09AM

120,032,808 never used one but I could benefit from it Yesterday, 6:53AM

120,032,735 The flavors are what keep my excited about vaping and not smoking the traditional cigarettes. Yesterday, 6:53AM

120,031,519

it gives you something different your not limited to only one things IE tobacco it allows the person to find something they
like which allows for a better chance of quitting smoking it also helps with cutting back on eating unhealthy things IE
sweets and bakery items

Yesterday, 6:26AM

120,028,284

Well IMHO, Tobacco flavor is as nasty as the cigarettes i have let behind not to mention that it is wrong to force Any
flavor on anyone. Part of the reason that i have stayed off of Tobacco is that there are many flavors to choose from.
There is no reason what so ever to outlaw specific flavors. Same goes for Nicotine. Nicotine is in the same class as
caffeine. Moderation is key when working with Nic. What legislators don't realize is that this is Our industry, not theirs.
They need to do real research, not Pseudo research. They are gonna force people to go back to smoking or force the
industry to go underground. They need to take a step back and look at the real research before they make the mistake
they are about to make.

Yesterday, 5:15AM

120,025,181

I didn't smoke because I liked the flavor of cigarettes. That was just the only option for satisfying my addiction. I believe
that the variety of flavors that I vape helps satisfy my oral cravings which is why I was able to cut the nicotine content of
my e-liquid to just 25% of what I started vaping.

Yesterday, 4:11AM

120,024,805 Like many adults, flavor is important. I prefer variety just like when I smoked traditional cigarettes. Yesterday, 4:03AM

120,023,303

I began using electronic cigarettes as a way to stop smoking or at least smoke less. It was very difficult for me to stop
smoking, and the only reason was because I found a vaping method that was enjoyable to me. If I could no longer get
flavors I liked and the proper nicotine content to stop my urge, I would surely go back to smoking cigs.

Yesterday, 3:27AM

120,019,789

Flavor must be close or exact to what I want for example. Banana custard.
I like a creamy after taste with a banana main flavor.
I only vape 6 MG because I use a dual coil rda

Yesterday, 1:17AM



120,018,396
Honestly I don't think I would have quit smoking if I didn't have tie flavors and nicotine choices. Everybody has their
preference so we need yo have those options.

Yesterday, 12:25AM

120,018,062

Flavor in electronic cigarettes is extremely important because everyone has different flavor preference. I love the
bakery type of flavors as it satisfies my sweet tooth and I have not gained additional weight due to the use of flavored
vapor. I don't use traditional tobacco flavor because it taste too much like a cigarette and the whole purpose of having a
wide variety of flavor is that it should always remain my choice of what flavor to choose.

Yesterday, 12:15AM

120,017,524
Flavor is just as important as nicotine where I'm concerned. There are a couple flavors that actually give me comfort and
helps relieve stress.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:58PM

120,016,760

Without flavor, I never would be able to quit my 37 year smoking habit. I have vaping for 22 months and have no plans to
smoke again. If nicotine gum and lozenges are flavored, why is this different? What about flavored Vodkas and other
alcoholic beverages? Seems to be a double standard.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:38PM

120,016,485
I've tried prefilled electronic cigarettes in the past unsuccessfully, it was not until I was able to chose what fits me
personally that I was able to quit smoking traditional cigarettes.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:30PM

120,016,005 Very important
Thursday, Mar 5th
11:16PM

120,016,004 Its important to vape a nice flavour and get a kick out of it too.
Thursday, Mar 5th
11:16PM

120,014,647
It is very important as the user has a number of options and can find the easiest and least painful route to quitting. You
are not locked into a set of less than pleasurable choices.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:31PM

120,014,194
Flavors are one of the many fantastic benefits of vaping. A variety of flavors helps me to stay away from traditional
cigarettes. E-cigs simply taste better.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:20PM

120,013,990 It is of the up most importance. The more choices the better.
Thursday, Mar 5th
10:15PM

120,013,556
if there was limits on flavors for e-juice, it would not be worth the money to buy it. its like a treat, more than a habit. its a
hobby, and a lifestyle.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:02PM

120,013,283
I was able to quit smoking because of all the flavors I found .It would not have worked for me I I only had tob. flavors to
use.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:53PM

120,012,478

Flavors allow me to get the nicotine I want while also curbing my sweet tooth. Haven't gained a pound since I quit
smoking cigarettes thanks to my fruit and candy flavors. Nicotine levels...everyone is different so folks should have a
choice of what level they use. You're not going to overdose for heavens sakes! Might get jittery or a headache from too
much nic, just lower your level. Pretty easy to self regulate.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:35PM

120,011,628 It's like food you can't eat same thing every day.finding a flavor I love helped take the cigarette away.
Thursday, Mar 5th
9:19PM

120,010,509

A variety of flavors and nicotine levels is extremely important because it allows me to have different options to vape so I
don't get bored or tired of one flavor. Nicotine levels are important because I want to gradually decrease the level of
nicotine in my e-liquid and not be stuck with a level that's too high or low.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:57PM

120,009,745
I would attribute both my ability to cease using tobacco AND my continued interest in vapor products to the range of
flavors available.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:43PM

120,008,550

Flavor choices allow me to pick what is right for me, as does the nicotine level.
I can reduce and quit on my terms, using a safer alternative that I also find enjoyable. Traditional reduction methods are
not pleasant and have not worked for me in the past.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:22PM



120,008,204 Flavor is important to keep the taste fresh. Nicotine level choices are important because a change at times
Thursday, Mar 5th
8:15PM

120,005,619
I prefer to use low levels of nicotine daily and a variety of flavors is very important to satisfy me and allow me to choose
a much less harmful alternative to combustible tobacco.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:30PM

120,005,197
I think flavor is extremely important and figuring out the level of nicotine necessary to stop the cravings. If you don't find
a flavor you really enjoy then you will not stick with or continue to use either the ecig or vape.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:23PM

120,004,676
I need the nic for neuro tremors and shaking. I have a VERY hard time finding liquid i like....all the liquids i use are bakery
and dessert type flavors.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:14PM

120,003,969
Different flavors allow me to vary my routine. What tastes good one day may not hit the spot the next. I also like that I've
been able to gradually step down the amount of nicotine I intake.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:02PM

120,003,814
After getting away from cigs I want nothing to do with tobacco flavor at all and prefer a choice of nic I am an adult and
can make my own dicisions.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:59PM

120,003,552 Helped save my life by giving me a healthier alternative to cigarettes
Thursday, Mar 5th
6:54PM

120,003,045
without these options I do not think I would have been successful in quitting smoking. The nicotine levels allowed me to
reduce the amount of nicotine I was using to almost 0 now. I was never able to successfully do that with the patch.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:45PM

120,002,719
Certain flavors were instumental in breaking my habit of soming cigarettes. After 44 years, I was able to quit and be
done with evil tobacco.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:40PM

120,001,169
I used to smoke over a pack a day and have now been over 6 months without a smoke. The nicotine level and variety of
flavors available with electronic cigarettes has played a very large role in that success.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:13PM

120,001,065 Without flavors that taste good, the desire to smoke increases.
Thursday, Mar 5th
6:15PM

119,999,911
they have saved my life undoubtedly...im very grateful for them but dont know how i would do without the various flavors
being avail

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:59PM

119,999,758 very important to keep it interesting
Thursday, Mar 5th
5:56PM

119,999,703 I think that flavors are extremely important to me. It is nice to have the variety in flavors.
Thursday, Mar 5th
5:56PM

119,999,198

If flavors were banned, I'd probably start diluting what I have to step down my nic levels gradually and try to quit vaping
ahead of schedule. I could vape flavored VG, but I'd prefer to keep using the nicotine on a step-down schedule of my
own. I'm too new to know if I'll level out somewhere or quit altogether someday. If I do quit vaping and relapse, I'd prefer
to relapse to vaping than to smoking. So stinky!

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:50PM

119,998,876
Different flavor profiles adhere to different individuals which really allows me to change the flavor, nicotine content, and
PG/VG ratio depending on the device I am using or even the mood I am in.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:46PM

119,998,479

I feel flavors are very very important because it's the flavors that have kept me from smoking. I hate tobacco flavors and
I hate the smell of tobacco since I quit smoking and never want to have to have no other option.. if that was my only
option I think I'd end up going back to smoking.. to me it just makes more since to let us vapers enjoy the flavors we
choose.. it's supposed to be a free country and to me if I'm not free to choose the flavors I vape that is not freedom!!!!

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:42PM

119,998,270 Flavors were key in my quitting tobacco cigarettes in favor of vaping.
Thursday, Mar 5th
5:39PM

119,998,229
As one of many who tried to quit cigarettes and couldn't, I can't express how important flavor and nic levels are to me. I
have just celebrated 1 year smoke free. I couldn't have done this if I didnt have the choices that were available to me.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:39PM



119,998,099

If I wanted to have the flavor of tobacco I would still be using combustible cigarettes. I have reached the level of nicotine
that I intend to stay with and have no plans of going lower, but if it happens, it happens. The flavors other than tobacco is
what helps me to stay away from tobacco products. I love all the flavors including cotton candy, strawberry and other
candy flavors.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:37PM

119,997,880 i need a good flavored juice to help me not smoke.
Thursday, Mar 5th
5:34PM

119,994,131
it is very important to have a variety of flavors. Also the variety of nicotine levels will help people eventually get down to
0 nicotine.

Thursday, Mar 5th
4:55PM

119,993,173

Without the option of being able to have my preferred flavors and preferred nicotine levels available I would surely
relapse back to smoking Kools. Being able to have control over what I choose to ingest/inhale flavor wise and nicotine
wise was exactly what motivated most of us to switch to smokeless alternatives. Without it I may as well continue to
smoke the 3 packs of Kools and 3-10 cigars everyday that I was accustomed to having.

Thursday, Mar 5th
4:48PM

119,989,203 It wasn't until I found a fruity flavour and realized how disgusting a cigarette tasted that I quit.
Thursday, Mar 5th
4:15PM

119,979,927

Vital. I know that without the various nic level/flavour options I have had available, that I would not have successfully
switched and abstained from traditional tobacco for over 3.5 years. I sincerely hope that other tobacco users continue to
have the same freedom of choice.

Thursday, Mar 5th
2:21PM

119,976,485

I have been vaping for almost 3 years and have dropped my nicotine level from 24mg in the beginning to 6mg currently.
Flavor is VERY important not only to me but vaping in general. Getting off the stinky cigs and flavor in ecigs go hand in
hand. Once we get our taste buds back, due to vaping, we want the flavor and not the yucky taste of a cigarette. Thursday, Mar 5th

1:35PM

119,974,593 Crucial to help when quitting tobacco.
Thursday, Mar 5th
1:12PM

119,974,240

I vape a product called RY4. It has almost a zero tobacco taste but has a hint of it in the flavor, but the full flavor is
caramel/vanilla/slight tobacco. I LOVE this mix.
I started out with 24mg nicotine and I lowered my nicotine levels as my BODY wanted me to lower them and NOW I AM
AT 1 TO 3MG OF NICOTINE!! ThIS is EXTREMELY IMPORTANT - "MY BODY" TOLD ME WHEN TO LOWER THE AMOUNT OF
NICOTINE NOT - MY CONSCIOUS DECISION!

Thursday, Mar 5th
1:07PM

119,973,742
being able to change flavors helps keep vaping fresh and allows me to have things I can not eat or drink due to acid
reflux

Thursday, Mar 5th
1:00PM

119,965,692
Flavors are very important to me and actually help with reducing snack craving for me as well as an aid to remain smoke
free.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:27AM

119,963,600
Nicotine level and flavor choices are very personal and the NEED to have those choices is crucial. These options have
kept me interested and involved, allowing my mind to stay away from wanting a cigarette.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:02AM

119,963,417

Availability of flavours and nicotine levels is vary important to me. I've gradually reduced nicotine from 24mg/ml to
3mg/ml, where I'm happy with it.
I started with tobacco flavoured e-juices but soon realised fruit flavours are much more enjoyable, and recently have
discovered custards. I mix my own juices and my favourite flavours are fruity creamy custards now.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:59AM

119,958,957
I am trying to get away from tobacco, I certainly don't want to smell it or taste it. I liken forcing vapers to using tobacco
flavors to forcing a dieter to eat a rice cake while standing in a bakery. Honestly, it's just cruel.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:08AM

119,958,709
When I first heard about the flavors, I was dead set on not to ever use flavors, I was only going to use flavorless juices or
Tabaco flavor. But once I tasted Dr. Crimmy's Juice, I was hooked.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:04AM



119,957,693

I vape tobacco-flavored..ie-cherry, maple, etc. This would be my preference during the day. After dinner, the fruity/spicy
would be my go-to.

The benefit of the flavors is to NOT gain any significant weight in the process.

Currently I'm using 18mg OR 12 mg nicotine strength. MY goal is to continually decrease...but i don't have a timeline.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:49AM

119,957,025

I am very picky on what flavors I like. Sometimes I try 20 flavors to like only 1. And that is 20 flavors within the flavor
profile I typically enjoy. I would pretty quickly return to cigarettes if I couldnt find any flavors I like. My nicotine use has
dropped to almost 1/4 of what it was.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:40AM

119,953,274 People want to enjoy a good flavor or they will not use these products and will go back to cigarettes
Thursday, Mar 5th
8:49AM

119,953,161 Quality flavor and nicotine level is everything to me..it also makes a huge difference using a quality tank.
Thursday, Mar 5th
8:48AM

119,952,641

I have been vaping for over 5 years and can not stand the smell or taste of tobacco. A cigarette makes me sick to be
around. I enjoy bakery and fruity flavors because they taste good and have nothing to do with tobacco, just like me. I am
not a tobacco user.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:40AM

119,951,517

Flavor options are highly important. I would say THE most important next to nicotine content control.When I quit smoking
to use a vaporizer, I quit a 20 year habit of tasting tobacco. To quit smoking is life changing and I appreciated (still do)
the choices in flavor.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:20AM

119,950,097

It gives me the option to satisfy my urge to pick up a regular cigarette. Everyone has different opinions on what tastes
good and what satisfies them. We as adults should have the option to pick and choose what flavors and nicotine we
perfer verses smoking regular cigarettes that are a lot more harmful than vaping

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:53AM

119,949,376 If it's not there, vaping is pointless.
Thursday, Mar 5th
7:39AM

119,944,178
Different flavours help make the switch easier as it is more enjoyable.

Drinking flavoured cordials is far more enjoyable than tap water!

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:50AM

119,939,057

During the past years since I vape I slightly decreased the nicotine level in the liquids I use. It is still important to have
nicotine in the liquid. As for the flavors, I was experimenting with a bunch of them, I even tried mixing and DIY methods.
For about a year I found a flavour that is good enough for me, since then I haven't been messing around with other
flavors.

Thursday, Mar 5th
3:44AM

119,938,534

I originally started out using 12 mg/ml of nicotine and a tobacco flavor. Then moved on to fruity flavors then candy
flavors and finally no flavor. I started DIYing because I couldn't regulate the nicotine by reducing 1 mg/ml steps and this
does make a big difference in reducing nicotine. Flavors I just got tired of them and found out that they were clogging up
my coils faster.

Thursday, Mar 5th
3:32AM

119,934,529

Using sweet dessert type flavors or candy flavors were extremely important in enabling me to switch completely from
combustible cigarettes to electronic cigarettes. I enjoyed vaping those flavors much more than I liked smoking regular
cigarettes.

Enough nicotine (for me, anywhere from 12 - 24 mg/ml) along with the hand-to-mouth action and seeing vapor exhaled,
completely eliminates all cravings to "smoke."

Thursday, Mar 5th
2:28AM

119,934,198 It's the element that first makes vaping more enjoyable than smoking.
Thursday, Mar 5th
2:20AM

119,933,520 I only smoke nicotine base created by me.
Thursday, Mar 5th
2:03AM

119,929,986

I thoroughly enjoy and rely on the ability to pick from a limitless amount of flavors. I would not enjoy vaping very much if I
could only have traditional or menthol. Higher nicotine concentrations are important for new vapers to help them get off
the cigarettes. After becoming a full time vaper, at least in my experience, it becomes easier and easier to drop your
nicotine levels. I worked my way from 18mg down to 6mg before the end of my first year. I have been vaping 3mg or
lower for more than 6 months . I am planning to step down to 0 in the near future.

Thursday, Mar 5th
12:30AM



119,929,400 Having yummy flavor options made cigarettes taste yucky. I love being able to choose what I vape.
Thursday, Mar 5th
12:15AM

119,927,490 It is everything to what makes it work .
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:33PM

119,927,461

Extremely important for me to have a varied choice of liquid as to switch between flavours depending on how I feel and
not to get bored with same flavour. I personally like sweet and fruity flavours because they taste very nice. I would never
Vape a full on tobacco liquid as it reminds me to much of cigarettes and in my opinion taste disgusting. Nicotine levels
are extremely important to me as I plan to reduce to zero nicotine by the end of the year. I started on 1.8mg of nicotine 7
months ago and I am on 0.6mg now, which I am very pleased with.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:32PM

119,927,096
the flavoring keeps me off of cigarettes. I've tried MANY e-cigs and tobacco flavors but the sweet flavor kept me off of
analog cigaretts

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:25PM

119,926,529

I started vaping with tobacco flavours and thought fruit flavours sounded weird but when I tried strawberry I felt like I
had taken a further step away from smoking. If all we are allowed is tobacco flavours will it be worth trying to quit
smoking? Vaping is not the same as smoking it still takes determination to quit.Taking flavours away is taking the reward
for quitting away.
If I had started on anything lower than the 24mg I doubt very much I would be off analogs, just like patches or gum does
not work for heavy smokers like I was.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:13PM

119,925,799

I vape nicotine for the cognitive benefits. At this point, vaping is more of a habit than an addiction. vaping various flavors
throughout the day is very important. You wouldn't want to eat the same thing for Breakfast, lunch, snack, and dinner.
You would not want to vape the same flavor all day long either.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:59PM

119,925,241 Flavor and nicotine level is verry important for me, if it is taken away, i will prob.. get back to smoking trad cigarettes.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:50PM

119,924,602 Flavor is the #1 thing that keeps me vaping & prefer cereal flavors. Currently at 6 mg nic level & working my way down.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:38PM

119,924,550
For me, the variety of flavors have greatly helped me from relapsing back to tobacco. They keep me engaged with
vaping and less enamored with going back to tobacco. In short, I couldn't have quit tobacco without the flavor variety.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:38PM

119,924,081 it keep me from going back to smoking,and let me control how much nicotine i use
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:29PM

119,922,426

It was primarily the variety of flavors and the perceived "fun" factor, that even caused me to want to experiment with e-
cigarettes to begin with! I had no intention to quit smoking. Yet, now that I have been using e-cigs I no longer have any
desire for regular tobacco cigarettes. I believe it's very important to keep the flavors. Because most smokers are tired of
being talked down to, downtrodden and ridiculed for the habit. E-cigs need to be a pleasant alternative, for them to even
be attractive.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:06PM

119,921,722

The choice of flavor and nicotine level are essential to my vaping experience. I am able to match my flavor and level to
my mood and need. This is the key to me quitting traditional tobacco. I was a menthol smoker. I haven't tried a tobacco
flavor or menthol since I quit and have no urge to do so.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:56PM

119,921,221

Having flavors other than tobacco is what helped me realize just how gross tobacco/ menthol was, THEN is when it was
easy to not use cigarettes any more. Vape shops aren't doing anything wrong selling flavors if they card, drinks are
flavored as well and colorful and appealing to kids, but if they cant sell flavors I won't go to support their business, there
would be no point, I would either make my own juice, or start smoking again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:51PM

119,921,182
The variety of flavors is necessary because if I were to only have a limited amount of flavors the use of my vaporizer
would decline and I'd probably go back to cigarettes because it would be more fulfilling.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:50PM



119,920,261
It is ESSENTIAL in terms of a smoking cessation mechanism. I can not longer stand the taste of traditional tobacco and
being able to gradually lower nicotine content is a MUST to quit smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:40PM

119,920,053

It allows for a much more pleasant experience than smoking traditional cigarettes. The fact that I can chose my own
level of nicotine allows me to gradually decrease my nicotine intake, with the goal of eventually vaping 0% nicotine
liquid.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:37PM

119,919,264

I don't really like the taste of tobacco, but just smoked for the nicotine. Fruity and fun flavors give me a reason to choose
vaping over cigarettes. With tobacco only flavors or flavorless juices to choose from, I might as well just smoke a real
cigarette.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:30PM

119,915,550
Flavor is pretty much the only reason I use an ecig. Nicotine levels are extremely important to satisfy each individual's
preferences.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:49PM

119,915,510
Flavor variety is key to keeping the vape experience fresh. After smoking for 40 years, I find I still enjoy the nicotine buzz,
although I have dropped to very low mg.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:48PM

119,915,509 Only reason to switch to Vapes.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:49PM

119,915,225
The choice of favors and nicotine levels keeps me satisfied and also keeps me from returning to smoking deadly
cigarettes. I don't use any nicotine at all so I have nothing harmful in the e-liquids that I use.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:42PM

119,914,881
The ability to control the dose and taste of the liquid is extremely important in allowing smokers to reduce or eliminate
the use of tobacco cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:35PM

119,914,633 --
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:28PM

119,914,348
The variety of flavors is the single most important aspect of vape use for me. After trying cig alike tobacco flavored
vapes and having zero success I dont think I would ever bother trying to vape tobacco flavor exclusively again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:23PM

119,914,127

It's crucial to the enjoyment of vaping. Adults enjoy things that taste good too, not just little kids. Nicotine helps with my
depression/anxiety as a supplement to my prescriptions and I do not want to lose that boon to my mental well being. If I
don't find the flavor enjoyable I won't be able to continue to vape.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:18PM

119,913,721 I personally don't use nicotine, but the flavor is determining for me. That's exactly why I use an RDA: FLAVOR :D!
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:09PM

119,913,179 I am an adult and I prefer the taste of Fruit flavored liquid and I have also dropped my nicotine level down to a 3mg.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:58PM

119,913,149

It is my own free will to choose to have flavors and my desired strength of nicotine in my personal vaporizers.

How important is it? I don't want to think of it not being in my life. Flavor and nicotine are the mainstays of vaping for me,
and without those two ingredients of my choosing, I would feel as though my free will is being infringed upon.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:57PM

119,912,530 I like having the freedom to chosen level and flavor. This is very important to me.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:43PM

119,912,481
Cigarettes taste bad and vaping being healthier isn't enough of a benefit for most people. They need it taste better and
make them feel better. Variable nicotine levels make weening yourself off of nicotine astronomically easier.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:42PM

119,911,551

When I first tried vaping the only flavor available was a tobacco that was terrible and in no way imitated a cigarette. It
wasn't until much later when I tried it again and other flavors were available that I was able to break with cigarettes
completely. I needed something that tasted better to me than the tobacco did.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:22PM

119,911,168 I mainly use only tobcco flavors on occassion I have used coffee.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:14PM



119,911,103 It's very important to have my minty 12 MG so I don't smoke regular cigarettes
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:07PM

119,910,697 Flavor choice is of GREAT importance to me.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:04PM

119,909,900

I tried using e cigs when the only options were menthol and non menthol. I was not able to keep off of cigarettes then.
Once I was able to purchase an open vaping system and select a flavor that I felt like I could vape all day I put the
cigarettes down and haven't looked back and that was 7 months ago.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:45PM

119,909,739 Flavours improve the experience of vaping and nicotine levels add satisfaction
Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:42PM

119,909,621
Flavours are extremely important ,they leave a pleasant taste .
To stop smoking you need a high nicotine level to start with ,gradually reducing over time

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:39PM

119,909,580 Both very important especially nicotine level. I was a 3-pack a day smoker so had to start high then gradually reduce.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:38PM

119,909,161
It is the single most important thing! It is tha availability of flavours tha finally got me off tobacco after 35 years. Fact is, I
can't stress this enough...it IS crucial!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:30PM

119,907,750
Needed both to quit, the ability to adjust nicotine level and several different flavors to leave combustible tobacco behind.
I still enjoy the flavor of unburned tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:01PM

119,907,125

My normal use of sweeter flavours, primarily involving vanilla in some way, have made tobacco taste horrible to me. The
last cigarette I tried, about a month after I started vaping, tasted so unpleasant that I was unable to take more than one
or two puffs. I believe that limiting flavours to tobacco would renormalise that flavour for me, making me much more
likely to return to the use of combustible tobacco.

In regards to nicotine strength, I have recently (after approximately six months' use) reduced the concentration I use
from a 1.8% solution to a 1.2% solution, and have already noticed an improvement in flavour that I can see encouraging
me to reduce the concentration further. Being able to reduce my nicotine intake has also turned out to be a source of
personal satisfaction, which I expect to motivate me further in the future.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:51PM

119,906,811 I like the taste
Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:45PM

119,906,800

If the nicotine level is too low, the device inefficient (such as cigalikes) or the flavour one I do not like (such as menthol,
almost all tobacco, most mint, all savory) I probably would still be smoking 60+ cigarettes a day. The nicotine level must
be high enough for an individual and there must be many flavours because everybody is different. These are not
medical devices, making them unpleasant or boring would turn them into another NRT, they must cater to the needs and
tastes of the person using them. For example, most vapers start with high nicotine levels and tobacco flavors, soon
move to food, drink or candy, and often reduce nicotine level because after a while it seems that tolerance is reduced
for many people.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:45PM

119,906,543
Take you're mind away from the sensation of a cigarette, causing you to quit more rapidly, I went from 12 to 6 now I'm
basically on zero because I've gotten tired of nicotine

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:41PM

119,906,495
I like being able to vape fruit flavors because it has nade me not like the taste of cigarettes anymore. The nicotine level
allows me to control my addiction to eventually be able to quit

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:40PM

119,906,285

the main issue is i vape non tabacco flavours is to not be tempted back to ciggarettes. candy flavours give me that sweet
taste i would normally repace ciggarettes with (candy cookies etc) if i was to quit smoking. and gain weight. with candy
flavoured e liquid i get sweets with out gaining weight and i dont smoke!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:36PM

119,905,972

I believe finding a flavor that you like, and actually prefer, to the taste of tobacco, is absolutely key in helping someone
switch over to vapor. Getting the proper level of nicotine is also extremely important. If you do not feel that you are
getting enough nicotine to calm the cravings, you will not effectively be able to quit, the feeling of need will make you
continue to smoke instead, because that will calm those urges.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:31PM



119,905,968

1) stepping down my nicotine level at my own pace
2) mix and match flavors to my mood
3) gave me hope of getting through my addiction to nicotine
4) by seeing me work through this addiction most of the smokers in my family from my senior citizen mother to my own
over 21 yr old children have switched to vaping and cut down the nicotine level thanks to the variety of flavors,nicotine
levels and choices of batteries.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:31PM

119,905,421

I am also a diabetic who is morbidly obese. Since I started vaping/stopped smoking. I have lost 46 lbs and lowered my
A1C levels from 7.1 to 6.4. Not to mention improving my pulmonary functions by 2%. I can now have any sweet any fruit
or dessert I want, whenever I want and as much of it, as I want. I just vape it instead of eat it!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:22PM

119,905,163 Flavor and nicotine strength choices are very important.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:17PM

119,904,855 I like them
Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:12PM

119,903,841
Options are extremely important everyone has different tastes and desires and not everyone wold like the same
nicotine and flavoring

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:55PM

119,903,212 VERY IMPORTANT
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:46PM

119,903,043
I think it is essential for people to have choices when it comes to flavor and nicotine level. People who don't find a flavor
or nicotine level they like are typically more likely to switch back to traditional tobacco products.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:44PM

119,902,566

The choices make it your own. Your own flavor your own nic level. The variety of different flavors if juice are so helpful
because if you get tired of a certain flavor you can try a different flavor. As you stop smoking cigarettes you can lower
your nicotine level. Anything it takes to stay off the cigarette.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:36PM

119,902,514

Started Vaping and did not like the tobacco flavors. I have an assortment of flavors and tanks that I use everyday,
switching between flavors.
I am going to do my own if they outlaw, and I have plenty of flavors.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:35PM

119,902,161
I think that flavors are extremely important. The most important for me, being a former smoker, I want to stay away
from anything the reminds me of the 32 year habit I had that was ruining my life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:30PM

119,902,097 I prefer flavors to move me further from tobacco flavors
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:29PM

119,901,342

Flavor and nicotine are extremely important to me. I reject the notion that these flavors are being offered as a means to
attract children and teens...the fact of the matter is that former smokers, like myself, LOVE these flavors (ANY flavor),
because we have our sense of taste back! This is simple science, and the propaganda put forth by major media is
maddening.

PLEASE CONTACT ME WHEN THIS SURVEY IS DONE. I HAVE A WEEKLY ADVOCACY SHOW ON vapers.tv AND I ALSO
CONDUCTED A SURVEY IN THE LATE PART OF LAST YEAR, WHICH ENDED IN JANUARY. I WOULD LOVE TO SEE THE
RESULTS AND TALK ABOUT IT IN CONJUNCTION WITH MY OWN DATA. MY EMAIL IS jervinbates@gmail.com Thank you
and I wish you the best!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:19PM

119,900,740

I was a smoker for 37 years. I never quit smoking because I hated the tobacco flavors. After my moms death I tried the
ecig with Juicy fruit gum. I haven't picked up a cigarette since. I love the bakery flavors & the fruit flavors. I can vape
different flavors. I tend to stick to certain bakery flavors. I also love fruit flavors.
I started at 24 nic, & a month later dropped to 18 nic. I currently vape 6-12 nic. I can't stand tobacco vapes and will only
vape mint if I have a sore throat. However since I started vaping 14 months ago I have only been sick once, and not for
long.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:10PM

119,900,392
The availability of a choice of enjoyable flavors was an important factor in using vaping to help me quit smoking, and to
continue to vape instead of smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:06PM



119,899,775 It is extremely important. I would quit vaping all together without the options.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:58PM

119,899,026 I love the flavors so many options and better taste then tobacco or even cigs
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:47PM

119,898,971
Flavor is a vital component in my choice of e juice flavors. Nicotine levels are also important as I lowered my levels over
a period on months and continue to protect my right to do do.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:48PM

119,898,951
The variety of flavors is what makes this so appealing. With out flavors other than tobacco why would I vape instead of
smoke? I

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:48PM

119,898,743 made it easier for me to stop smoking with the variety of flavors and work my way down in nic at my own pace.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:44PM

119,898,730 If flavors are taken away, I will make my own or buy on black market.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:45PM

119,898,727 I vape very low nicotine and vape for the flavor. I like having choices and trying new flavors.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:45PM

119,898,444 I enjoy the flavors! I never really cared for the tobacco flavor honestly. I'd much rather inhale a fruity flavor.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:41PM

119,897,650 I need the regular tobacco flavor. I keeps me from going back to regular cigs.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:30PM

119,896,538 I require fruit/candy/sweet flavors to continue to be a satisfied vaper, in order to not start smoking cigarettes again.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:15PM

119,896,078
Flavors dont only help smokers get rid of the nasty cigarette taste that lingers for months after quitting, they can also
help the overweight curb cravings for sweet desert foods. To me, the flavors are extremely important.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:10PM

119,895,705

The variety of flavors and nicotine levels are paramount to the continued effort to maintain my goal of being smoke-
free. Not only does the variety of flavors keep my interest in using the product, but allows me to pair flavors with moods,
foods, drinks, and occasions in a way that was impossible before. Even the differing nicotine levels help me to maintain a
state of equilibrium between using different types of devices to ensure that I am, more or less, receiving a similar
amount of nicotine. This was particularly key when I quit smoking since the technology was not there at the time to
provide an efficient use of the e-liquid.
Without these components: the variety of flavors and the differing levels of nicotine, not only would this have lost my
interest over time, but I probably wouldn't have quit. Thinking about all the current and future smokers, limitations in
either of these components would be severely detrimental to their efforts.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:07PM

119,895,399 Having the ability to control these two option is what sold me to stop smoking.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:04PM

119,895,183

Traditional tobacco flavors tempt me as well as many other people to use traditional tobacco products because of the
simarity in flavors. This would infact would defeat the purpose of having the different flavors, to keep the mind off the
flavor of cigs or any other tobacco products and have a separate flavor that we can slowly ween off of nicotine levels

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:01PM

119,895,092

I smoked traditional cigarettes for almost 30 years. I've been smoke free for one year thanks to my vape juice. Sweet &
desert love it. Smokers stink call me a hipocrit but I didn't realize. If they take the flavors away? Why would they do that
to people. This saved my life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:59PM

119,894,662

I tried all the flavors, liked some, got sick of others. A good Traditional tobacco flavor for me is the best tasting, and what
I have gotten use to. High nic for me due to my aerotank rig and not using RBAs. The nic level has never been a huge
thing for me. I dont think it actually affects me much.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:55PM

119,894,633
For every new flavor of ejuice i purchased smoking was that much further in my past. If not for flavors i would not have
quit smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:54PM



119,894,594
I vape for the flavor, I love trying new flavors and types. Unusual blends that I would have never have thought to try
before make me want to try more an more.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:54PM

119,894,279

I use the blueberry cream and strawbeery cream on a daily basis, I quit smoking cigarettes last year April, and I started
out on 18mg nicotine and now I am down to a 3nicotine, if they remove the flavors from the ejuice and put it back to just
tobacco flavors I would probably go back to smoking again, well or just quit everything because my health is so much
better I dont think I want to feel like I used too. So please don't take our flavors away from us.I smoked for over 30 some
years and I can breath and smell and I don't cough up stuff any more, so please leave us alone.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:49PM

119,894,243

Its a major hobby to me. I enjoy mixing my own juices and coming up with new flavor combinations. I am a bit of a cloud
chaser so it naturally caused me to lower my nicotine because high amounts of nicotine don't work on an RDA setup. As
a result I wish to phase out nicotine completely later down the line.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:49PM

119,894,134

Critical! Could not/did not stop smoking completely until I was able to find and use a better device (than the original
cigalike devices available back in 2008), and liquids with a higher nicotine content (originally needed 36 mg/ml, then was
able to go down to current 24 mg/ml), and with a great minty flavor.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:47PM

119,893,256

I would never have quit cigarettes if not for peach and watermelon flavored vapes. The variety of flavors (I used 10- 12
different flavors at the time I quit) helped me develop an aversion to the taste of cigarettes. That aversion was key to
leaving a 2ppd Marlboro habit behind me. Wednesday, Mar 4th

2:33PM

119,892,585
Its extremely important. Everyones taste is different. I want to be able to vape what i want!!!! I want flavors to be easily
available. Not hard to find.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:23PM

119,892,317 It is very important to me. Having these options was what made it easy for me to quit smoking traditional cigarettes.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:19PM

119,892,138

I am using electronic cigarettes to stop smoking, so it's extremely important to have varying levels of nicotine in liquids
available. The flavors are also important to me because menthol, flavorless, & tobacco flavors just aren't good & won't
be very appealing to me. I love my flavored juice.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:16PM

119,891,914 Flavoring is the main reason I and many other vapers decided to make the switch.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:13PM

119,891,834

I am a former smoker that has never used the tobacco flavor as an option for my vaporizer. I have found flavors and
nicotine levels that work for me to keep me from smoking. After using the flavors I did fall off the so-called "wagon" and
did attempt to smoke a cigarette, but found that I no longer enjoy the taste of them at all. If flavors were to go away, I am
not sure what I would do as I really do not enjoy the tobacco flavor at all.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:12PM

119,891,715
Vaping is not like smoking. It helped me to quit the smoking-habit, but there is still "something" missing.
Cigarettes are not really tasty. The flavors of the e-liquids are an advantage, that helps me to overcome my cravings.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:10PM

119,891,602
It is extremely important! These flavors add to the quitting process in that they retain the brain to accept other flavors as
"good" and this ends part of the addiction process of the taste cravings.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:08PM

119,891,497
Absolutely critical to every vaper. Being able to tailor the experience to personal preferences is a major strength of the
product.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:07PM

119,891,096
Having something that tastes good is what made it possible for me to quit using tobacco. Taking the choice of flavors will
push many people back to using tobacco. Adults like candy/fruit/bakery flavors just the same as kids do.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:02PM

119,890,964 Variety and the choice to have flavors was key to my quitting combustible tobacco.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:00PM



119,890,725

Here's the deal. I'm 36 & smoked a pack/day for about 15 years. Vaping caused me to quit immediately. The fact that i
feel like I'm smoking coupled with the flavors is what works.

If "flavors" went away and I was stuck with only tobacco flavors then I might relapse because 1/2 the attraction of e-cigs
would be gone. Plus think about it: If store only carried a few tobacco flavors they'd just go out of business. This would
cause e-cig users to either buy stuff online (might relapse if you run out) or end up buying cheap stuff at gas stations
which will taste like shit & you'll relapse again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:57PM

119,890,491
I stopped smoking thanks to vaping. Been cigarette free for over 1 year now. I would never have quit if flavors were not
an option

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:54PM

119,890,225
I personally think this is a main reason of why people vape rather than smoke. I like to not smell of cigarettes and would
rather smoke a cigarette than smoke flavorless vg.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:51PM

119,890,020

Definite flavor is primary choice
Nicotine I have been at zero MG for dripping 3 mg for subohm tank
Only exception of a 6mg available for higher stress
Even using 6mg nic I my opinion it is more psychological
absolutely can no longer use 12mg cough/headache

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:47PM

119,889,946

The flavors help with cravings as well as have the right amount of nicotine if it was to be ban two just tobacco flavors i
would definnaty relaspse i quit smoking for a reason and went to vaping for a reason smoking was killing me and
vapeing has helped me kick that habit thanks

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:46PM

119,889,806
I first tried ecigs unsuccessfully a few years ago when tobacco flavor was all you could get. I found the flavor very
unpleasant. I tried again this year and because of the flavors available am a non smoker.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:44PM

119,889,605
Flavors are an immensely important part of vaping. A lot of my sense of taste was lost to analog cigarettes so re-
exploring my palette and the tastes I like the most has been an integral part in making the switch to e-cig use regularly.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:41PM

119,889,533 Very important because you can wear out on a flavor and trying new flavors is fun
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:40PM

119,889,445
Its very important and I love the fact that you can try so many different flavors, and I have slowly been lowering my
nicotine level the entire time so eventually I can handle being at 0 nic so then one day I wont feel an urge to smoke

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:39PM

119,889,360
The make the experience more enjoyable and help cut out some dependance that was present in cigarettes. I also have
a sweet tooth and they make me snack less.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:38PM

119,889,306 of the utmost importance
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:38PM

119,889,235
I love the choice of flavors and nicotine for my vaporizer. I don't want it to taste like cigarettes. I want something
different. I like the mixture of mentholholic and wild cherry.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:36PM

119,889,036 I no longer want the taste of tobacco. I prefer other flavor profiles now.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:33PM

119,889,007 If it wasn't for the delicious flavors I get with Vaping, I never would have started, and would still be smoking ciggarettes.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:33PM

119,888,880 i like fruit flavours and vape 18mg anything less than 18mg doesn't work very well for me
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:31PM

119,888,643

Prime importance. Without having the ability to get away from tobacco flavors, I would have probably not quit smoking. I
have heard this from many people. Tobacco flavors are too close to completely separate yourself from the cigarette
habit.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:27PM



119,888,327

When i started vaping i hated flavors i only wanted what tasted like newports to me. When i finally completely quit
smoking and after i discovered dripping i now HATE tobacco flavors and i am very into trying the different flavors. I
would go insane if i wasnt able to have those options. When it comes to nicotine level i strongly believe that the levels
need to exist. When u first quit u need that stronger level to help u but as time goes by you start lowering it like quitting
smoking basically. If you took that away i dont think this would be as effective as it is now.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:23PM

119,887,697

Having "non-traditional" flavors was really important when I started vaping, if it wasn't for the dessert flavors I wouldn't
have stuck with it. Also, if I didn't have a choice on nicotine levels it would have been way harder to vaping at the level I
needed. There is no need to discourage people switching.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:15PM

119,887,483

i vape primarily to maintain a nicotine addiction. flavor however is what keeps me coming back to vaping, along with
price. if prices increase, or flavorings disappear, i would more than likely revert back to traditional smoking and using
smokeless tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:11PM

119,887,173

Tobacco flavor mimicks the tobacco flavor in cigarettes. The flavor variety (mint,fruit ect..) is what turned me off to
smoking cigarettes. Once I started vaping I never looked back. I can't stand the smell of tobacco flavors or cigarettes.
Every person I know uses a non tobacco flavor. It would be disappointing to all of us that have had success getting off
cigarettes if the flavors are banned.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:07PM

119,887,090 I love having many different options of flavors for when I vape. It's makes it a much more enjoyable experience.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:06PM

119,886,730 I'm a tax paying veteran and by God if i want a flavored vape who the hell is the government to stop me.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:01PM

119,886,468 I always go for 6mg of a savory/sweet blend. i dont like juice to be ungodly sweet or wholly harsh.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:57PM

119,885,456

The ability to use flavors is very important to me. If I were to use tobacco flavored e-juice I feel it would increase my
desire to smoke a traditional cigarette. With the use of flavors I no longer crave the tobacco taste. I started using e-
cigarettes at a nicotine level of 12 to 14mg and now use only 0 to 3mgs. It seems to be a natural progression to
decrease the nicotine level once you kick the traditional cigarette addiction. The vapers that I know started using e-cigs
to kick the cigarette habit and all have succeeded.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:44PM

119,885,348
Nicotine levels choices have enabled me to lower my nic levels. I started at 18 and am now down to 12. I like the option
of dropping my levels to fit my needs. A one size fits all mentality is not the way to go when it comes to nic levels.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:43PM

119,885,307

I had a severe 2 pack a day habit since I was 16 years old and it was killing Me I ended up with bronchitis and severe
asthma and hardly able to breath from the time I first picked up vaping I was able to quit because of all the flavors
available to Me it was the easiest thing the choices make Me feel like I am in control and make it a more pleasant
experience. I am disabled and have state medical too but since I have not been smoking I never have to go to the
doctors whereas before I was at the doctors weekly if I could not choose what I was putting in My body I fear I would go
back to smoking it's better for Me and the economy to. I fear for the future of vaping which all these threats but it's sad
to Me that cigarettes are in no way threatened like this and they are 10 times worse for people. I would like to add that
My father smoked for 35 years and was able to quit as well using vaping, If He were regulated as well He would go back
to smoking and probably pass before no time.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:42PM

119,884,992
If you smoke the same flavour for a long time it tastes like nothing. That would be bad, cause it even loses the flavour in
flavourless liquid

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:38PM

119,884,913 It is the variety and ability to customize the liquid and hardware that makes vaping a satisfying alternative to tobacco.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:36PM

119,884,654 I don't want the smell our the taste combustible tobacco.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:33PM

119,884,566

I have one flavor that I vape every day (espresso). I only use other flavors occasionally. I think having found my "perfect"
flavor has helped to keep me from smoking. I have been smoke free for 2 1/2 months and if I only had the choice of a
nasty tobacco flavored juice, I don't think I would still be on the wagon.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:32PM



119,884,434
Anywhere from 3-6 mg and my favorite flavors are cherry limeade and Arctic menthol( more for the Arctic and less
menthol)

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:30PM

119,884,342 Choice is very important to me
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:29PM

119,884,078
Variety of flavors prevents me from developing vapers tongue. Having different flavor choices has kept me away from
cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:25PM

119,884,030 I would still be smoking if it wasn't for eciggs
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:24PM

119,883,835
Flavor is very important. Persobally when i crave a tobacco cigarette i go to my vape shop and pick out a new flavor,
which pretty much kills the cravin. I definitely would still be smoking if it were not for the many flavors available.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:22PM

119,883,243

I started vaping as a different alternative to hookah. I like the sweeter flavors because they actually help curb my desire
to eat sweets. I like nicotine juices at around 6mg to vape when I've been drinking alcohol but mostly I vape 0mg when
using it day to day.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:14PM

119,882,500

Flavours most important part of vaping

vapers need different nicotine levels especially when coming off tobacco cigarettes/therefore you need different
strengths of nicotine.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:04PM

119,882,401

Choices of flavors and nicotine level choices for me are the only option to keep me off traditional cigarettes. In July 2015
it will be 6 years off traditional cigarettes for me. For me, it has been 6 of the healthiest years of my life. Having these
choices will be critical for my health in the future.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:03PM

119,882,315 Flavor is very important. I've never liked the taste of tobacco and could only smoke one brand of cigarettes. I have not
been able to find a tobacco flavor I like.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:02PM

119,882,124
Choice is the reason I use e-cigs, take it away and what is the point. It is a safer alternative to analogs for me and I prefer
to have a choice in the matter.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:59AM

119,882,024

i am a shop owner and also quit smoking with e-cigs. nicotine level is very important so that people don't reach for their
cigarettes just for the fact that they need the nicotine. also it is very important to like the flavor of your liquid so that in a
short amount of time, the cigarettes taste discusting.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:58AM

119,881,608 I love vaping
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:53AM

119,881,268

There would be little point to using ecigs without flavors. Had tried them in the past with tobacco flavors and hated it.
The tobacco flavors just taste awful, and usually nothing like a cigarette. I'm happy to be smoke free, but if I couldn't
vape flavors I would just smoke again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:48AM

119,881,071 Highly enjoy being able to control my own nicotine level, and having a choice in flavors is very important to me.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:45AM

119,881,056

Nicotine levels help everyone find their comfort zone, it's a lot like regulating how much coffee you intend to drink based
on how strong it is brewed. Some like a shot of espresso while others like large lattes diluted with cream and sugar.
Without the flavors that vaping provides the experience would be hollow, it is my humble opinion that the flavors of
these juices are what end up winning people over from cigarettes. Why smoke a pack a day to taste burnt ash and smell
like a fire pit, when you could puff on a delicious strawberry custard that leaves you smelling like a bakery. It is the
knowledge that it tastes better, satisfies cravings, is easier on the body and offers a wider variety than traditional
cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:45AM



119,880,947

I am a former smoker of 30+ years. I don't want to vape a tobacco flavor as I am a "former" smoker and don't want the
taste of tobacco as I feel it could be a trigger for me to relapse. I enjoy the variety of flavors to choose from. I get bored
of certain flavors after vaping for a while and like the choice to vape whatever flavor I enjoy. My true belief on having
candy flavors, fruity etc is the same reason I consume fruity and candy beverages. Because it tastes good and I like it. If
flavors were attracting minors to vape then you could say the same thing about the rows and rows of fruity and dessert
alcohol flavors that line the liquor stores. If adults did not enjoy and demand these flavors, they wouldn't be made. It's
ridiculous to assume only a minor would enjoy these flavors!!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:44AM

119,880,890
the amount of customization is very necessary for my use of electronic cigarettes. it's what makes it easier for people to
transfer over.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:43AM

119,880,859

Flavors is what made quitting so easy. Having an almost limitless variety to choose from added a level of excitement
that other cessation options do not have. Plus I really hate the smell of cigarette's now, and the taste would only further
that disgust. I am an adult, there are safe guards in place for children in regards to other substances that have flavors,
like alcohol, which is the most deadly recreational substance. Why do I have to suffer from poor legislation, when the
parents could just accomplish the same goals themselves. Why are e-cigartte's being unfairly targeted, especially when
they harm no one?

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:43AM

119,880,851
The variety of flavors is one of the joys of using personal electronic nicotine inhalation devices. It is no ones business but
my own what I use for recreational use of nicotine. I am an adult. The government has no business getting in the way of
adult choices. Educate the public is you want, but regulation, banning & restricting adult choices is wrong.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:42AM

119,880,696 Berry Cobbler w/ 6mg Nic is the only thing keeping me from smoking real cigarettes
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:40AM

119,880,585
Extremely important. This is the only thing that has worked to cut me down from a pack a day to zero. Options keep it
interesting and thus distract from wanting cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:39AM

119,880,291
Flavors were an intrical part in my quitting smoking. Having a variety is what keeps me satisfied and away from
cigarettes!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:35AM

119,880,242

It is important to me to be able to change flavors every few days to a new one so that I do not get bored with one or
unable to taste it anymore. If I were to get tired of a flavor I might have trouble sticking with it. And for health reasons I
can not go back to smoking. The nic level is important to me as well. Some days I need a somewhat higher dose
depending on stress level and some days I need a very small nic level. Without the options to best suit every individual
persons need vaping would not be saving peoples health. Everyone is different and need different flavors and levels to
help in their success.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:35AM

119,879,994 As a non smoker I would not use ecigarettes if there were not flavors that I enjoyed available.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:31AM

119,879,702
At 2 1/2 packs of cigs a day, and now Vape pecan turtle and caramel and pomegranate. Leave the flavors and Vape
alone. Geez!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:27AM

119,879,559 It's the only reason I was able to stop smoking
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:26AM

119,879,506 point blank if it werent for the flavors i would still be smoking cigarettes
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:24AM

119,879,420

I Do my own juices, since in Finland, where i live they can't sell juices with nicotine, and it's extremely hard to get any
proper premade juices for a sane price, so i don't know about the choices that many people can make. But to me, the
choice in flavors i can make is important, in addition i feel strongly for being able to import nicotine base.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:23AM

119,879,387

The most important thing for my continued cessation of cigarettes is my flavors. Without clown cake (my ADV) I would be
back to smoking a Pack a week. Without fruits, I would still be a PAD smoker.
Having nicotine options is nice as well. I drip solely and anything above 3mg of nicotine is too harsh to vape.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:24AM

119,879,182

I smoked two packs of Marlboro Reds a day for 13 years. I never would've imagined myself being a "Desert" or
"Custard" lover, but I absolutely am. I've also been able to help with dieting by vaping a sweet/tasty e liquid instead of
snacking!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:13AM



119,878,927

By utilizing higher % juices (24mg/mL) when I started, I was able to effectively break my smokeless tobacco usage
almost immediately.

As I have progressed, and upgraded my devices (from eGo batteries and clearomizers, to rebuildable tanks/dripping
atomizers on higher wattage devices) I have been able to seamlessly reduce the nicotine content of my juices every 3-5
months. I am currently using 4-6 mL of 3 mg/mL juice per day.

To be frank, quitting tobacco with vaping was the easiest thing in the world compared to every other time that I tried to
quit dipping cold turkey.

The seemingly infinite number of flavors/flavor combinations from juice vendors have made this journey to quit tobacco
usage not only easy, but incredibly enjoyable as well.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:18AM

119,878,548
People need verity only reason we liked tobacco is because there wasn't another option. Now with all the options I can
stay off of tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:12AM

119,878,488

If it hadn't been for the variety of flavours available when I tried an e-cig, I very much doubt that I'd still be vaping right
now.

The variety available is the only reason I quit using an e-cig. Without that, I'd still be smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:02AM

119,878,487 Not terribly important; my emphasis in vaping is more tobacco cessation.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:12AM

119,878,170

Being a smoker for 20+ years, I didn't think I would ever be able to quit. E-cigarettes made that possible very quickly for
me. The many choices of flavors made the transition easy. While I am not ready to give up nicotine yet, I am reducing
slowly and will someday he nicotine free. The absence of flavors or nicotine in E-cigarettes would send me back to
combustible tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:07AM

119,877,999
Without having an adequate choice of flavors, the whole experience of vaping would be less than enjoyable. If I don't
have the ability to choose my preferred level of nicotine and flavor, I may as well just quit.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:05AM

119,877,822 Very important
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:03AM

119,877,814

This isy second time using vaporizers to quit smoking.. The first time,, it didn't work.. Because there weren't as many
stores around that carried a variety of juices and flavors for me to find something that I could vape on a regular basis..
Now that I have more options available and more flavors and nicotine levels I can adjust,, I haven't had a cigarette in 2
weeks and I don't want one.. Being able to change my juices and change my nicotine level as needed has helped me be
comfortable with my journey to quit smoking..

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:03AM

119,877,763

Having a wide variety of flavors and nicotine levels is what makes vaping such a great tool for getting off tobacco
cigarettes. With this wide array of choices, it makes it easy for anyone to quit tobacco and start vaping because they can
tailor the juice they use to their specific wants and/or needs, which in return makes for a more successful tobacco
cessation tool.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:02AM

119,877,402

Having choices is extremely important. I prefer fruity flavors or sweet flavors..I don't do tobacco flavors, I believe it
would be a huge set back...I started at 18mg of nicotine I am proud to say after 3 years I have gradually stepped myself
down to 6mg. I love the choices it makes it easier to eventually quit all together.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:58AM

119,877,388

Addition to nicotine by itself found to be NONE! Flavor vastly effected at times when nicotine is present depending on
which brand or vendor as well as which flavor. Present preference once past cigarette look alikes with prefilled flavors is
0%!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:58AM

119,877,318
Flavors are the basis of vaping, and to me they are the most important part. Hardware and coil building also plays a big
role, but flavors that one enjoys are necessary to have a reason to buy hardware or get into building.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:57AM

119,877,207 Good to find a level of nicotine which will cause a buzz but not hurt in the lungs
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:56AM

119,877,010
I used to try and eat candy to replace my smoking habbit but from all the candy and donuts and chocolate I got pretty fat
but now I just take me a puff on my ipv3 and I get my craving for nicotine subsided and my taste for something sweet.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:53AM



119,876,920

Smoked for 49 years and tried a lot of things to quite--nothing worked --starting vaping 2 years ago and have not had a
cigarette since--this is because I have a choice of having my coffee flavor and peach tobacco flavor to vape--I have tried
to keep reducing the nic level but sometimes had to do--but like the choice.
If only the choice of tobacco flavor I would hate that--

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:52AM

119,876,666 I would go back to smoking.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:50AM

119,876,626
The flavors is something i treasure greatly with my vaping. Its not only a way to quit smoking but also helps avoid a lot of
snacking and helps significantly with weight loss.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:49AM

119,876,550 Mixing my own juice from: PG/VG, nicotine and flavor, so thats very imprtant for my way of vapeing.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:47AM

119,876,535 Flavors are extremely important and I have decreased my nicotine level.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:48AM

119,876,279 DIY my own liquids, and I can always make the flavors I want.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:45AM

119,876,034
More flavor choices means smokers will be more inclined to vape instead of smoke, plus it's just good for sales to have
large variety

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:42AM

119,875,939
I have always vaped at 0mg. I would absolutely discontinue vaping if I could not vape at 0mg nicotine. Flavors are very
enjoyable, but flavorless is still fun. I would probably still vape if flavors were no longer available.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:41AM

119,875,749
This is probably the most important aspect of vaping. Without the ability to have nicotine levels and flavor options many
of us would lose interest in vaping and possibly return to smoking/etc.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:38AM

119,875,455

The importance of Flavors is vital to the success of smoking cessation with these devices. At first a Smoker will gravitate
toward a tobacco flavor for familiarity, not realizing the effect smoking has had in their ability to accurately distinguish
tastes. After about 3-4 weeks, their sense of smell and the ability to taste flavors intensifies. They no longer want to
smell cigarette smoke or taste it. It becomes offensive to a Vaper in the same way it is to a non smoker. The flavors give
Vapers variety and keeps vaping enjoyable, new, and interesting.

The nicotine levels are important to help Vapers continue not to smoke. A cigarette is a nicotine delivery device, so is a
personal vaporizer. The exception, people using cigarettes are getting the nicotine delivered along with a lot of
chemicals that have proven could be fatal over extended use. The personal vaporizer delivers the nicotine without the
chemicals of a traditional cigarette. The flavors by coincidence increase the use of the personal vaporizer vs. a
cigarette, and subsequently over time a Vaper will step down their nicotine intake almost or eventually to becoming
nicotine free. I know of many individuals that have done just that and stopped Vaping when they reached zero nicotine
levels, and I also know many that have continued to Vape at zero nicotine levels because it has become a part of their
Social lives. The social aspect of Vaping, the community support from fellow Vapers, and the interest in the ever
changing technology has made Vaping an active hobby for some, long after they have rid their systems of nicotine.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:35AM

119,875,048

When vaping I often have to switch up the flavors to be able to taste the flavors. If vaping becomes frustrating, the
reaction is to go back to something that is familiar, and easy, smoking regular cigarettes. Limiting flavors and nicotine
levels would severely affect me adversely, and possibly cause a return to smoking cigarettes

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:30AM

119,874,889 Flavor is key.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:28AM

119,874,166
If the flavor is refreshing, yet still packs a punch (reminding the 'hit' from traditional tobacco) and contains similar
nicotine levels, I'm satisfied and have no need to use tobacco products.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:18AM

119,874,004

A variety of flavors not only helps me stay off traditional tobacco products, but also mimics the taste of foods and drinks
normally off limits to me because of diabetes and too much extra padding.
If flavors are outlawed, I not only run the risk of relapsing to smoking, but also to overeating.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:16AM

119,873,796 I used flavors when I first started vaping but now I just use the normal tobacco flavor
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:12AM



119,873,780

I smoked menthol cigarettes for 25yrs. I started vaping in June and used an eliquid similar to what I was smoking. After a
few weeks I tried some other flavors that tasted delicious and haven't vaped the menthol again. Also being diabetic, I
can vape flavors that I'm limited to eating. It's definitely a plus for me.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:12AM

119,873,528
Flavor & nic choice is important because I can use what suits me. I find it smells and tastes better and my senses have
returned since using an e-cig.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:07AM

119,873,085

I tried e cigarettes when it was first introduced and the problem wad it didn't taste correct. I was a menthol smoker and
the flavoring was off. When i tried again with a personal vaporizer i was able to work with an associate at a brick and
mortar to create a flavor that met my needs. From that moment on i was able to put down cigarettes and explore other
options to stay off cigarettes. If you told me back then that I'd be vaping a dragon fruit peach mango mixture i would
have laughed at you but that's my current all day vape. Also as a goal I've made sure each month to lower my nicotine
level to wen myself off nicotine without going nuts with the lack of the habit. By the end of each month I've found that I'm
not vaping nearly as much juice add when i started that nicotine level.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:03AM

119,873,049 Without the nicotine and fruit flavored I would be a full time smoker again.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:02AM

119,872,995 It's all about the flavour, this is what enabled me to substitute for tobacco, I change flavours every day
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:01AM

119,872,098

The different flavors and nic content are very important. Not everyone has the same taste buds so what is good to me
may not be good to someone else. Some people want to reduce their nic content while others may want more. It allows
people to customize their vaping preferences. And most vapers definitely don't want to vape anything that tastes like a
real cigarette.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:49AM

119,870,957
The importance lies in the convenience of being the creator of what I want. The vendor providing this for me is in the
means of the customer and that is a great way to shop.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:36AM

119,870,188 I like having choices.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:28AM

119,869,972
I appreciate the relative ease and inexpensive nature of lower-nicotine juices as a smoking cessation tool. The flavors
are an incentive, and also have helped me stop snacking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:25AM

119,869,736

I smoked one day, the next day I vaped only. I started at 24mg and am now at 6mg. I will be nic free this year. I can
breathe better, don't stink and have smell and taste. My doctor approves of vaping for THR and my dentist has seen a
dramatic improvement in my gums. Vaping has kept me out of the Doctor's office since I started. Everyone reduces
nicotine at different rates, so it should be flexible. I hate tobacco flavors and love the fruit and pastry ones. Why not, I like
apple pie. Tobacco flavor is awful.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:22AM

119,869,627

When you start out, you want it to taste like your old stinkeys. Also, most people start out at 18mg. As time goes by, you
start trying flavors. Once you start in on the flavors, you tend to decrease the mg content of the nicotine. If you enjoy
vaping, and you are wanting to vape, you can vape 0 mg. Flavor is very important. Nicotine levels are important as well.
If you can't satisfy your urge to smoke then you probably won't succeed with vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:20AM

119,869,343 If we didn't have flair or nicotine i would not have quit analogs
Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:16AM

119,869,192 Personally, I got "fed up" with the tobacco flavored ones. When I found a flavored one I liked, it helped immensely.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:14AM

119,868,997 Great why to vap and different flavors better than the just smoking a menthol or tobacco .
Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:10AM

119,867,829

let me say that banning e-iquid by flavor should mean banning alcohol by flavor. e-liquid that tastes like tobacco
provides a stronger link to traditional tobacco habits, flavors that are custards, fruits and candies lead one away from
those flavors and help reduce the desire to go back into traditional tobacco products. I turns out adults like things that
taste good, why ekse would there be whip creme flavored vodka?

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:53AM

119,866,939
The flavor is what is keeping me away from cigarettes. I do not want to vape anything (tobaco flavor) that reminds me of
a cigarette. The appeal of e-cig is in large part the flavors.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:40AM



119,866,898
As a teen I had to learn to like the flavor of tobacco. I feel in love with the taste of cinnamon rolls from my very first bite.
Vaping has been successful for me because I have used flavors that are more appealing than tobacco

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:39AM

119,866,583 To be able to have options, after quiting tobacco, flavor pastels change and and taste buds want different flavors!!
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:35AM

119,866,398 flavor variety is one of the main reasons I enjoy vaping
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:32AM

119,866,391
Adults enjoy sweets too, things that taste good are not the sole domain of children. A huge part of the enjoyment of
vaping is in the taste.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:32AM

119,866,383

I don't think nicotine level is important to me at this point, however you need to understand I've got over 6 years of
vaping after breaking away from a 43 year 2-3 PAD habit of smoking. If only 0-6mg nic levels were available when I
began the transition, I'd probably still be smoking.

As far as flavors, I believe they're the single most important aspect of vaping. Everyone believes they want tobacco
flavored liquid when they start and soon find flavors that are much more enjoyable. This breaks away the desire for a
tobacco smokey taste.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:32AM

119,866,229

Last I knew I was an american with the freedom to choose what goes into my body.The day when govt tells me I can or
can't use flavored eliquid because of false studies funded by big tobacco and big pharma will end my participation in
paying any tax dollars to such a corrupt system.I know we need to fight the bombardment of lies and false truths about
vaping. We need to fund a pr group to start hitting back at all the garbage they fill the news with.
We need to collaborate internationally,fund a pr firm-and get our businesses united instead of all the back biting and
bull.I am a vape shop owner in a small Kansas town,started the shop with my passion for vaping,not to get rich, and to
help people stop dying from cigarettes.
I will end this for now,Thank You CASAA

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:30AM

119,866,078 flavor is highly important! I would be devastated if they took them away
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:28AM

119,866,069
People tend to vape tobacco flavors only for a short period (if at all) before moving on to better tasting flavors. This
would ruin vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:27AM

119,865,856
A stronger tobacco flavors mild caramel or hazelnut flavor. 9 mg / ml nicotine.
Virginia or camel-style ...

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:23AM

119,865,795
Using an e cigg is very different from smoking. I need something that tastes good for me to want to continue to use it
and not go back to actual cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:23AM

119,865,162
It allows the electronic cigarette experience to be customized for the individual's needs and desires. A very important
part of what makes electronic cigarettes successful.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:12AM

119,864,965 It's supposed to be a free country
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:08AM

119,864,659

Personally I enjoy all the different flavorings from "gum" type to cake/bakery types. I don't want my experience to mimic
anything to do with Tobacco cigarettes. Even the "tobacco" flavors I vape don't taste anything like a tobacco cigarette
(it's impossible to replicate). It's important to have a choice of nicotine levels as you progress through to lower and raise
the level as needed throughout your journey.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:04AM

119,863,503 Nice to keep it interesting, you taste bud's will change. If it was not for flavors I would of never quit the cigarette s
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:44AM

119,863,418 It helps with sesation by making me not crave the tobacco flavor
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:43AM

119,863,202 you have to have choices in order to mentally fit your need over reg. cig.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:39AM

119,863,125 love my flavors, and of nicotine. Find the flavors you like and quitting stinky sticks is easy.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:37AM



119,863,060

I believe flavor and the variety of flavors available is the main cause of me staying away from falling back to traditional
tobacco. A variety of levels of nicotine has also allowed me to gradually reduce the amount of nicotine I use from 24
when I started to the 3 mg I prefer now.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:36AM

119,862,506

Flavor is rather important because of the reactions of colleges, friends, and family to the smell of the vapor. For me it
should be just neutral but pleasant for my everyday habit of vaping.

Nicotine level is important to have a similar throat hit I got used to when I smoked. If this problem is solved appropriately
(without chilly pepper and other silly experiments) I shall be among the first who will change to zero nicotine level e-
juices.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:26AM

119,862,424
There are no words to describe the importance of flavors. It's THAT important. Flavors serve double duty for me, they
curb my diabetic sweet tooth as well as keep me of cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:25AM

119,862,174
Its important to have the variety in both flavor and nicotine strenght, especially for new users to help them to quit
smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:20AM

119,862,142

Without the delicious flavors, I would not be successful with vaping. I never did enjoy the flavor of menthol or tobacco,
but it was the only flavor available. My quitting success would not have been possible if only tobacco and menthol
tobacco were all that was available. Initially, upon quitting I used 24 mg of nicotine. I have since dropped to 18 Mg and
am now down to 12 mg. I do not intend to eliminate all nicotine. Studies show that nicotine alone is no more harmful
than caffeine.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:19AM

119,861,842

While ecigs are very close to smoking actual cigarettes, they are not quite as good/satisfying for some reason. Having
different flavors makes up for this shortfall and more - making ecigs more interesting and ultimately keeping me from
going back.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:13AM

119,861,524 Very important
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:07AM

119,860,838

The reason e-cigarettes have been so effective in helping me and many others successfully quit smoking is because of
the wide variety of flavors available. If flavors were no longer available there is a very high chance that I would go back
to smoking traditional cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:55AM

119,860,548
I love the pina colata the best and I have quit reg. cigs. if i have an urge to have a reg. cig I just up my level. I WILL NEVER
GO BACK to smoking reg. cigs unless you stop e=-cigs. =(

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:49AM

119,860,494
I chose this option because I didn't want "traditional tobacco" flavor. Due to my job, I can't take pills, and detest the
patches and gum. I like the option of different flavors and nic levels, so I can keep away from tobacco products.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:48AM

119,859,636 I enjoy a variety of flavors in my eliquid, just like I enjoy a variety of flavors in my meals.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:29AM

119,858,166

Tobacco flavors remind me of a cigarette and makes me want one. I haven't smoked in over a year, but anytime I try a
tobacco flavor, the cigarette cravings come back. It's important for the flavors to be different to keep people away from
a cigarette taste.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:58AM

119,857,846
Gives the flexibility of combination and settings to find the strongest competitor (in vaping) of the lethal traditional usage
of tobacco products.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:50AM

119,857,752
I have learned to enjoy vaping my blueberry cheesecake (example) and would not be likely to use any tobacco flavored
juice.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:49AM

119,857,708
It is very important because i choose not to vape Traditional tobacco flavor with fear of wanting the real deal and
relapse! I enjoy Vaping because of the flavor options.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:48AM

119,857,301 Having a variety of both flavors and nicotine allow people more options to help in the transition to vaping
Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:38AM



119,856,701

It was important to me to find what I didn't like,and be able to experiment with the different levels, before I was able to
pin down what I did like. Some juices just tasted better at different levels of nicotine, ie an apple pie might be good at
one level, while the same flavor from a different supplier might taste best at another level.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:25AM

119,856,154 It took me about a week of vaping to realize that I hate the taste of tobacco. Flavors have helped me quit smoking.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:12AM

119,854,746

One word. Prohibition. If a government official or agency decided to regulate what flavor or nic level I am allowed to
vape, I would go beyond the law and vape whatever I please anyway. I'm not going to let any unconstitutional law
pertaining to e-liquid flavor hinder the success I've had staying away from traditional cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:43AM

119,854,744 It is the most important. I love the flavors. That is what got me off flavored cigars. I see myself using 6 mg forever.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:43AM

119,854,073
I smoked traditional cigarettes 40 years. Since march 2013 NONE. I think, it was possible only with nicotine and tobacco
flavors, and other flavors (cinnamon, desserts) were also helpful.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:33AM

119,853,618 Very important, don't want to go back to tobacco products.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:22AM

119,853,423
If access to the choice of juice were less available I would have experienced it as sad. I do not want to fall back to
tobacco use. Therefore it is important for me that there is great freedom of choice of juice and nicotine level.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:16AM

119,853,334
I DIY most of my flavors. I like different flavors at different nicotine levels. I do purchase e juice from 2 online vendors on
occasion.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:13AM

119,853,324 Flavor is really important. If it weren't for the flavors I would still be dipping and smoking.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:13AM

119,853,274 Wery important
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:12AM

119,853,206

The ability to choose my level of nicotine allows me the power to control my cravings and ultimately work slowly towards
eliminating the addiction for nicotine altogether.

The option of flavors has an added benefit of allowing me to enjoy my favorite sweets without adding unnecessary
calories to my diet, which helps me to avoid unhealthy weight gain commonly associated with smokers who quit.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:10AM

119,852,893

Flavorings is what really kept me from going back to smoking. Once my taste buds returned I found I disliked tobacco
flavors completely. Had I had no other choices I would put my chances of going this long at about 40-50%. I stopped
using tobacco flavors about 4 weeks after I first started back on july 29, 2011.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:01AM

119,852,350 For me it's very important the throat hit, i use nicotine base juice
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:42AM

119,852,264

I believe that having choices in flavor and the ability to control my nicotine levels has had a direct impact on my ability to
completely stop smoking cigarettes. I believe it is of the utmost importance to have the ability to choose flavor and
nicotine levels to stay cigarette free for myself and anyone who has chosen a better way to live.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:40AM

119,852,249

The variety of flavours help people to find the taste of tobacco smoke disgusting after a month or so. Furthermore
everybody is different and finding a flavour that you enjoy all day boosts the success rate of switching over to e-
cigarettes. If you have only 2-3 flavours to choose from and none of them is pleasant enough for the user it is more likely
to go back to cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:40AM

119,852,216

I have one juice/vendor i use. If it/she is removed from my options, i would not be able to continue using my personal
vaporizer. Seeing how i am at 6mg nice currently and have a hidden stash of VG nicotine, i may be able to drop to 0 on
my own if my flavor were still avaliable.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:38AM

119,852,044
Extremely important to be able to choose nicotine level and flavor. Without option to choose flavor I would relapse to
tobacco, I could continue without nicotine.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:31AM



119,851,921 The Habit is important not the nicotine
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:26AM

119,851,420 gives more of a selection even thou my goal is to quiet in all. i started with 6nic an currently at 3 to 0 .
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:08AM

119,851,211 Would never have managed to stop smoking cigarettes without vapour containing nicotine.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:01AM

119,851,138 It is what makes my habbit of vaping and breaks my habbit of smoking.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:58AM

119,851,131

Very important to have choice of flavors. If it were not for the choice of flavors I don't think I would have quit smoking.
When I first started I believed I would need tobacco flavor for it to work, I was sadly mistaken, and ended up adding
chocolate flavor into the tobacco flavor just to be able to vape it until I could find flavors that were more suitable for me.
The level of nicotine also played a huge part in me being able to quit smoking, I started with 18mg and with in a week
moved up to 24mg. 18mg just wasn't doing it for me.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:58AM

119,851,072
Having a great selection of tastes and nicotine levels is great. I couldn't imagine being limited, however after smelling
what a smoker does, I really don't want to go back.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:55AM

119,850,919
I mainly vape tobacco, used to use menthol but haven't done so for months. This is because of a lack of tanks, otherwise
I would.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:50AM

119,850,798 Each smoker has heir preferences, and this must be reflected both in flavour and equipment of e-cigarettes.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:45AM

119,850,353 Personal choice is very important
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:29AM

119,850,332 I personally did not want to use tobacco flavors. I experimented around but always ordered peach flavored.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:28AM

119,850,259 A multitude of flavors made it easy for me to quit smoking. Without them, I probably would still be smoking tobacco.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:26AM

119,850,194 Without good flavors, I would quit cold turkey (really would just make my own, its so easy to do)
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:24AM

119,850,174

Everyone's taste is subjective and everyone has a right to pick what they would live to vape. Government should not
regulate vaping, for the reason that it IS a healthier alternative and it IS getting people off of cigarettes. Flavor variety is
one of the main reasons why we vape, so we have something to choose from instead of having one bland flavor or a
horrrible flavor that nobody likes which would cause a relapse back into smoking cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:23AM

119,850,036

Adults should have the option of flavored eliquid to satisfy the void of smoking. Vaping gives people a wide variety to
continue onto the path of a healthier lifestyle and it keeps things enjoyable and interesting. The nicotine options are also
very important because it allows the vaper (or previous smoker) to drop nicotine levels at their own pace and comfort
level.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:17AM

119,850,034
Flavors are very important, period. Even the tobacco flavors are just that: flavor (and there are many tobacco flavors)
but they don't ressemble the taste of classical tobacco products.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:15AM

119,849,975 Vaping without flavor is like living workout the ability to see colors.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:15AM

119,849,952

Initially, flavoring (unless it mimicked the taste of the cigarettes I was used to) was of little importance to me. The
nicotine level was very important to get over the hump, and stop lighting up. It's been a natural progression (in my
opinion) to lower my e-liquid nicotine levels since then, and am currently using a much lower level than I ever would
have imagined, often vaping nicotine-free juices, just to enjoy the flavoring. After I regained my sense of smell and taste
(quit smoking cigarettes) then my interest in flavors (for me, bakery/custards/etc tend to be my favorites) increased,
although I do occasionally return to tobacco flavored juices, albeit in a much lower (or nicotine-less) solution.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:14AM

119,849,667 Flavor is important to me because the variety keeps me interested.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:02AM



119,849,646
Very important 3 months ago i was a pack a day smoker. Flavors added to me stopping. In fact I stopped cigarettes
completely in 24 hours

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:01AM

119,849,612

I believe that if flavors were Banned or resticted to only tobaccos that we would not be as successful in kicking our
habbit of smoking ..These flavors play a important role in the process of vaping to help people cleanse their pallets and
to keep them off cumbustiable tobacco products such as cigarettes and cigars and pipe tobbaccos ..which in their own
right also have flavorings in them as well such as cherry, watermelon, grape ect ..

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:58AM

119,849,444 I enjoy the Flavors and it keeps me off cigarettes which is way worse for my health.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:52AM

119,849,370
Not using tobacco flavor has altered my taste-buds and now I become nauseous at the thought of smoking. Why smoke
gross cigs when I can vape desert.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:50AM

119,849,247

The variety of flavors available for vaping provides a greater "distance" between vaping and smoking that helps to
ensure that I will not be tempted to return to smoking. Avoiding a return to the far more hazardous activity of smoking is
my primary reason for vaping. Consequently, if flavors other than tobacco or menthol are prohibited by regulation, I will
simply defy that regulation on the basis that it unjust and injurious to the public good and to my personal health and
happiness. I will buy liquid in the flavor of my choosing, as dictated by the extralegal marketplace.

Although this will place me at greater risk due to the lack of recourse against unskilled or negligent eliquid and
hardware creators than I have currently, it is a risk which I will assume in pursuit of the freedom which is my due as an
adult American citizen.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:45AM

119,849,073

This is no different than the patches that have different levels. I see vaping as an equivalent, if not better option for
those wanting to quit the cigs. You still have the hand to mouth of the cig, but without most if not all of the bad side
effects. And by keeping the watts/volts down, there is no chance of producing formaldehyde or any of the other
carcinogens touted in some reports. Wednesday, Mar 4th

1:37AM

119,848,883

Variety is the spice of life. Would you limit the tastes you enjoy, in any other aspect of your life? NO! And that's why
uninformed persons should never be allowed to judge what we use to fight & win our war against smoking. Here's to our
health!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:30AM

119,848,782 It is very important to me bc sense vaping I have not smoked in 7 months
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:25AM

119,848,780 It will prolong my life
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:25AM

119,848,763

Having a large variety of flavors is extremely important to me!
Vaping is enjoyable! Smoking was a hassle.
I can also take care of my 'sweet tooth' without ingesting a ton of calories.

Having a variety of nicotine levels is also extremely important!
A higher level is needed to get people off of traditional cigarettes.
It also helps us as we gradually step down, to lower levels.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:24AM

119,848,653

Having flavors other than tobacco, and menthol were absolutely critical to me getting into vaping, and away from
cigarettes. Having varying levels of nicotine was crucial to keeping me off of cigarettes. Now I enjoy vaping at very low
nicotine levels, and sometimes vape juices with no nicotine at all.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:21AM

119,848,584

The variety of flavors keeps me from getting bored with vaping, since I'm not a hobby vapist, cloud chaser, or coil builder
- and don't intend to be. I don't want to get vaper's tongue, so I am constantly switching my flavors (I currently have 18
tanks juiced and ready) and drinking lots of water.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:18AM

119,848,531

I need the nicotine level choices in order to cut down over time.
Flavor is not as important to me because I am currently using unflavored liquid.
In the past I was flavoring my own but currently am skipping the flavor.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:15AM

119,848,110 I would diy it if it was banded
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:57AM



119,848,061
I would not have even tried vapor eliquid without knowing that there was nicotine in the liquid.
I found out real quick that flavors other than a tobacco flavor is what helped me reduce use of tobacco products!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:54AM

119,848,036

When I started vaping it was the flavors that got me hooked. I instantly could not stand the taste of tobacco and quit
smoking. I love that I can vape at very low levels of nicotine that taste and smell great. No more ashtray mouth, no more
stinky house and car, and I feel so much better health wise. If I did not have the ability to vape a variety of flavors and my
choice of nicotine levels unfortunately I would probably end up smoking again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:55AM

119,848,018
People need options what is great for one person may be horrible for another in addition different strengths of nicotine
also help with the ability to quit tobacci

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:54AM

119,847,881
After a couple weeks of vaping my taste buds were restored and I could taste things again. This is truly when flavors
became important to me. If I didn't have the opportunity to choose which flavor I liked then I would've gone back to
smoking right away. Without choice, I would still be a smoker and ruining my body.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:50AM

119,847,781 one of the top 3 reasons I quit the leaf was the taste and smell, I hate it in the worst way.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:46AM

119,847,704 High flavor content. Low nic options
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:43AM

119,847,620

I chose to use a personal vaporizer to get away from traditional cigarettes, when I chose my kit and juice I chose to get
away from the taste of cigarettes. I have tried one tobacco flavor and it is gross. If I wanted to taste a cigarette I would
have continued to smoke. Flavors keep me happy, the nicotine choices helps to keep me smoke free while I continue to
CONTROL my nicotine intake.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:40AM

119,847,321 Without the choices of nicotine and flavoring I probably would not vape at all.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:31AM

119,847,146 I'm very picky. VERY IMPORTANT.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:24AM

119,847,076

I have been able to tailor my nicotine down as I have seen fit. And the flavors I have chosen have been most beneficial
because I enjoy switching between flavors keeping my interest up. Now that I can taste again I am seeing this as useful
and helpful. True cigarettes make me gag now

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:23AM

119,846,893
For me, the flavors are honestly what keep me off of cigarettes. I want a cigarette every day, all day. But I continue to
vape because I tell myself it's better to smell like candy/sweets/fruits than smoke.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:20AM

119,846,856 These options will and are saving lives daily. Period.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:19AM

119,846,800
It is important for us because it allows us to pick our own setup/formula to help us stop using traditional tobacco
products in a way that helps us succeed best

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:16AM

119,846,593 The flavor is what helps having choices and being able to decide what your mood is
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:11AM

119,846,493
0 nicotine
The flavor is very important, along with the pg/vg. I enjoy unique and interesting, full flavored juice the most.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:10AM

119,846,480
very important! it is part of why I have stayed with vaping and not smoking....if i can't have the nic level and flavor I
desire..i will likely go back to cigarettes which i want to avoid..

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:09AM

119,846,298 Flavor in ever part of life - unless it's ecigs? Politicians are idiots.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:07AM

119,846,111 I did not smoke before using e-cigarettes. I used to use chewing tobacco. If the only flavors available were cigarette
flavored (tobacco flavors) I would not vape anymore and would probably start chewing again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:04AM

119,845,889 Flavor is the key to help eliminating regular tobacco addiction .
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:58PM



119,845,670 Non-tobacco flavors are all I vape, tobacco flavors remind me of cigs - exactly what I am staying away from.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:52PM

119,845,621

The ability to intentionally vape only NON tobacco flavors, made the taste of cigarettes horrible really quickly. I prefer
flavors like, Lemon Meringue Pie, Cinnamon Danish Swirl, Strawberry Cheesecake, Coconut Cream Pie. I also enjoy
Rainbow Sherbet, and Swedish Fish. Strawberries and Cream and Blueberries and Cream are nice as well. I keep about
a dozen small tanks going so I can switch through them through the day. The variety keeps it interesting.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:49PM

119,845,582 It very important because we all taste things differently and anything to stop smoking
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:48PM

119,845,558

I won't buy another product that is manufactured or owned by big tobacco. If they change what isncurrenrlynworking for
me and I end up smoking again I will buy roll your own and kill myself that way. If flavor is so important why aren't they
limiting alcoholic flavors to discourage minors?

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:46PM

119,845,534

I am pretty selective, and do not vape what I don't enjoy. I have never found a tobacco flavored juice that was acceptable
to me. I mostly enjoy fruit and some dessert flavors, plus chocolate mint. If these became unavailable, I would no longer
enjoy vaping. I also enjoy using nicotine, and vape primarily to get my nicotine "fix." I cannot use lozenges due to an
allergy to the sugar alcohols with which they are sweetened. I absorb medications from dermal patches at a far too
rapid rate... patches are not safe for me to use. I have used the nasal sprays... nose bleeds and kinda painful, but I used
them. The prescription meds scare the crap out of me, and I will not use them. This leaves vaping or smoking, and I
would rather vape!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:45PM

119,845,524

The flavor options available for vaping are what were able to kick tobacco products in the first place. They continue to
keep me off and without them I would most like be smoking or end up smoking again. I'm over a year off of cigarettes
because of this.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:45PM

119,845,347 Finding a flavor that I love was key to quitting smoking. However I did not like tobacco flavors at all
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:38PM

119,845,290

I need to be able to have a variety of flavors to switch between to make sure vaping is enjoyable for me because I still
crave cigarettes and need to be able to enjoy vaping to keep me from going back to the very unhealthy alternative of
smoking. I don't think these flavors appeal to children just like I don't think cotton candy vodka or blueberry rum appeals
to children. So the flavor aspects that people say cater to children I think is bullcrap.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:36PM

119,845,272

being exposed to "other" than tobacco flavors made ceasing to light tobacco cigarettes the easiest quit I have ever
undertaken. I wasn't even planning to stop smoking when I picked up my first electronic cigarette. It only took one puff to
convince myself there is a better way!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:35PM

119,845,163

Selection is always more favorable, especially when someone is looking to give up something far worse for them and far
worse tasting. Often new vapers will look for something similar to what they're used to, tobaccos and menthols, but later
find that they prefer a wider variety of flavors to keep their cravings at bay. The larger the selection of flavors, the
better. Often a vaper will get tired of one particular flavor and move on to another, often vaping more than one flavor
daily. Other vapers choose to vape a specific flavor because the contents of the flavor and mouth feel may be more
satisfying.
Nicotine selection is most important over all. There are a wide range of smokers that are turning to e-cigarettes to aid
them in quitting. They're offered different nicotine levels with cigarettes and we often equate certain nicotine levels in e-
liquid to help them be satisfied with their vape. A full flavor cigarette smoker, that smokes 1-2 packs a day will often
need 18-24mg liquid to curb their cravings. A light smoker may only require a 12mg liquid. After the cigarette habit has
been kicked and the person decides to continue vaping, a step down option is a must have. Personally after 5 years of
vaping, my body has let me know when it was time to step down. I am now a 3mg nicotine vaper, anything more is too
much for me. I truly believe that a vapers body will tell them when to step down to a lower level or even raise levels,
when necessary. Both Flavor selections and Nicotine Level options from 0-30mg is an absolute must in this industry..

Brad Meyers
Juice Junkies Vapor Group, Facebook
Mode E-Cigarettes and Vapor Lounge, NJ
5 Year Vaper after 17 years Smoking 1 pack a day, I quit over night and never looked back.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:31PM

119,845,096 It was mostly due to the flavors that helped me "kick the habit."
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:29PM

119,844,907 It is important and saved me from a deadly habit of tobacco use. These options saved my life!
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:26PM



119,844,750

It's great to be able to taste things again after I quit smoking. I enjoy having so many options to choose from and when I
get tired of one flavor I have a plethora of options to pick from. Smoking traditional cigarettes do not give you that. It
makes you unable to taste anything.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:24PM

119,844,700 Flavors are critical. They are what cause the brain to accept vaping as a more desirable behavior than smoking.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:22PM

119,844,689 Tobacco flavors are horrible. I would go back to cigs if I could not have flavors to choose from.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:21PM

119,844,540

In my opinion, all of the different flavor options are one of the biggest reasons I am able to stay off cigarettes.
Depending on my mood, I can vape a custard or a candy. If I am having a particularly stressful day, I can use an e-liquid
with a higher nicotine level. All in all, I consider the flavor and nicotine options VITAL for me to stay off cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:16PM

119,844,464
I quit a 50 year cig habit using ECigs. I started at 18 nic and now at 12. I enjoyed smoking, but hated what it was doing to
me. I can now smell, breathe, no longer cough, feel healthier everyday. Ecigs are saving my life.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:14PM

119,844,303
Being able to to vape my combination of fruity, and baked goods ejuice in 3 mg has kept me from smoking for 5 months
now. If I had to only use a set flavor I may go back to the stinky sticks.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:09PM

119,844,300 Flavors make vaping what it is. Without flavors, vaping would not exist or would be much less popular than it is.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:09PM

119,844,231 Flavor is the key to successfully avoid going back to cigarettes
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:06PM

119,843,996
I build my own coils so custom blended juices in flavors I enjoy are a must and low nic allows me to still get a high dose
due to my build

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:00PM

119,843,945
Flavors made the transition possible. Tried some tobacco flavors when i started vaping and quickly move into fruit and
bakery flavors. If tobacco flavors were the only thing available i may have never switched to vaping

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:59PM

119,843,769
It's the favors that got this 40 year smoker to finally quit. I have gradually reduced nicotine and will continue to vape
when down to zero nicotine as many friends have done - enjoy the flavors!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:52PM

119,843,759

Because of the options to select varied nicotine strengths and having an assortment of flavors both my wife and I were
able quit a 1-2 pack a day each addiction to combustible tobacco that had lasted us both for at least 10 years. Without
the ability to selected preferred flavors and strengths neither one of us would have quit combustible tobacco as we had
tried many other methods in the past with no success.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:52PM

119,843,658

I have been vaping for 4 years. I originally tried tobacco flavors and still smoked. I switched to fruity vapes and baker
vapes shortly thereafter and haven't smoked since. I needed 16mg in the past when equipment was not so great, but
that I have so many equipment choices I have been able to reduce because they provide more satisfaction to me. If I am
having a bad stress day I up my nic level. Most days I am on a low mg.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:49PM

119,843,406 the second biggest reason I switched
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:40PM

119,843,403 Option of nicotine level is imperative to switching the. Weening down
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:40PM

119,843,378
As a former smoker I have completely depended on electronic cigarettes to quit smoking. I could not use the tobacco
flavor because it made it too easy to switch right back to regular cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:39PM

119,843,237
I used the tobacco flavors when I first started vaping. And after getting into the sweeter flavors, the tobacco flavors taste
bad. While the sweeter flavors also help the sweet tooth cravings.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:34PM

119,843,129
I was a pack a day smoker for 25 years. Since vaping I detest the smell and taste of tobacco. I can't
image what I would do to be forced to vape something resembling tobacco.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:31PM



119,843,124

With out choices of flavors in eliquid most people vaping would relapse and start back using tobacco products. So I think
that it's very important to have a variety of flavors for people to choose from to better help make the transition from
tobacco to vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:31PM

119,842,975
I could not have quit smoking had I not found flavors that I loved so much that I lost my desire to smoke I switch out my
flavors though but have two I use daily. I smoked for 38 years by the way

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:26PM

119,842,871

By having non tobacco and equilvalent nicotine strength ejuice readily available to me i put down a 31 year habit and
haven't looked back since. I live in a very small town and we have 1 vape shop with limited choices in product and eliquid
(they're expanding but the local economy will support only so much growth). If there was no internet orders (and i'm all
for adult verification, signatures at delivery, etc as that ensures its me and not some jerk thats stolen my CC info) i would
most likely go back to traditional tobacco products. Vaping is a much healthier choice over tobacco/cigarette products,
and it is a concious choice to ensure i know what is in the product i'm vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:23PM

119,842,733
Being able to use many different flavours and nicotine levels was a key element in my continued use of ecigs & not
going back to traditional tobacco cigarettes for over 2 years.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:19PM

119,842,567
I like the many different flavors as having just one favor gets old. I don't by based of of the mane of the juice but how it
tastes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:13PM

119,842,434

I beleive the flavor and nicotine level choice seriously helped and aided in the fact that I could actually quit smoking if I
switched over from cigarettes to vaping. The fact that I started with 6mg of nic level and I was a pack to a pack and a half
a day smoker of marb reds and occasional menthol blew my mind. Now only 3 weeks in and I have dropped my nic level
to 3 it's only a mater of time until I go to zero and can then say I'm nicotine free. That's a great feeling and it's all
because of the vaping and I couldn't say I would have quit ever unless I had the personal vaporizer. I've tried to quit
smoking numerous times in the past and felt like I was getting panic attacks so I went back to smoking after only 12
hours from my Last smoke. Now I'm 3 weeks with out a cigarette because I can choose how to quit with nic levels and
flavor aids to help. And I honestly will never by a Tabacco flavored juice, I'm just saying.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:08PM

119,842,395 I will not EVER smoke traditional cigarettes again, you'll never get my flavors from me, I will not allow it!
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:07PM

119,842,362
I have not smoked a cigarette in over 4 years and have no desire to vape anything that tastes like a cigarette. I never
smoked or vaped menthol and have no desire for that either.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:06PM

119,842,342

Trying new flavors not traditionally associate with cigarette flavors is fairly new to me, but I have found I like them much
more, and they are moving me farther away from cigarettes in the process. Even now I would like to vape my new
chocolate flavor more than my traditional menthol tobacco flavor, but I am awaiting shipment.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:05PM

119,842,100

I was a 2 pack a day (Marlboro Reds) for over 20 years. I began vaping over 4 months ago with a tobacco flavor at 24mg.
I wanted to reduce my nicotine level, so I slowly weaned to 18mg, and I plan to wean even further to 12mg. If I didn't
have a flavor variety, I would get bored. I have three "go-to's" that I vape everyday and if they were not available I am
afraid I would start smoking again. The flavors and the nicotine options keep me from smoking cigarettes. I am never
bored with the endless products available.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:58PM

119,842,018 I'm changing flavors all the time.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:55PM

119,841,972 I want what I want, and I'll get what I want.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:54PM

119,841,944
Flavors have not only helped me to stop smoking cigarettes, but also helped me stop eating processed sugars! I vape for
my sweet tooth:)

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:53PM

119,841,355

When I first started vaping in 2011 I began with tobacco and flavored tobacco flavors (e.g. cherry). Not satisfied with the
taste I began trying fruit, candy, and spicy flavors and find I prefer those best. I don't want anything that reminds me of
the taste of tobacco. It was important for me to have a decent level of nicotine (24mg) so that I did not feel the need to
smoke to satisfy a craving. I have reduced my nicotine level to 18 and primarily use it as an alternate energy source to
caffeine.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:37PM

119,841,283 It is very important!
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:35PM



119,841,145 Selection is key to the success of ecigs in general.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:31PM

119,840,931

When I first started I was at 18-24mg and it took a candy flavor to disassociate from a cigarette. Now that I have been off
traditional cigarettes over a year I go more toward the fruity flavor juices. The tobacco flavors never mimiced the flavor
of a true cigarette and were gross to me.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:24PM

119,840,910

One of the most important things about ecig use is the ability to change flavors. Without options it would not be so
enjoyable. Those options made it very easy to quit smoking. Taste buds change daily and this allows you to use the
flavor and nic strength to suit me for that specific time

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:24PM

119,840,618
I work in an ecig store. Many people feel the need to relapse to cigarettes after using a tobacco flavored eliquid after a
period of using non-tobacco flavors. Although this isn't a problem for me I do encounter this situation with customers.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:17PM

119,840,552
Without a variety of sweet and fruity flavors I would go back to smoking 2 packs a day, and I haven't smoked a cigarette
in 3 years because of vaping!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:15PM

119,840,446 i believe the flavors are one of he most important factors in helping people get off, and stay off analogs
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:13PM

119,840,371

The availability of flavors is incredibly important for the prevention of relapse. It is one more degree of separation from
combustible tobacco or American-process oral tobacco products. Vaping for the purpose of smoking cessation is about
a gradual "stepping away" process -- most vapers start with tobacco-flavored cigarette lookalike devices, then distance
themselves by moving to larger non-lookalike devices and non-tobacco flavors. Removing flavors or prohibiting non-
cigarette-lookalike systems removes those steps of separation and keeps vapers closely habit-linked to smoking.

That would certainly benefit organizations which derive lucrative revenue streams from the addiction, illness, and death
associated with smoking. It has nothing whatsoever to do with the health of the public, and efforts to eliminate flavors
and open system vaping are a damning monument to public corruption.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:11PM

119,840,253 Has to have a tobacco blend taste like caramel, honey, ect. & nic is optional since I go more for taste than nic level
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:08PM

119,840,164 The flavor is what draws me into the next pull
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:06PM

119,840,152

The tobacco flavors are horrible, there is no way I would use them I would go back to smoking before using them if that
was the only choice. I think the key to stopping smoking is to use something that tastes nothing like smoking, while still
getting some nicotine. I was able to quit smoking in 4 days after 34 years of smoking using this product. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

9:05PM

119,840,118
the options different flavors from tobacco to the candy desert and soda flavors as well as the various nicotine levels are
what helped me quit smoking. I started at 24mg nicotine and currently use 3mg-6mg nicotine in my e-liquid.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:04PM

119,839,962
Flavor is subjective to each person. It took me over 6 months to fine something I could VAPE all day. If not for all the
flavors available I would still be smoking. The tobacco flavors did nothing for me!! Period!!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:00PM

119,839,955

I vape because I wanted to quit smoking. Like most, I started with tobacco flavor ejuice and then branched out into non-
tobacco flavors. Today, the taste of tobacco makes me gag, and only reminds me of smoking - something I never want to
do again. But more than that, if I couldn't have the right nicotine levels in my non-tobacco ejuice, I would not be satisfied
with my vape and likely relapse. I would vape flavorless ejuice with nicotine before I ever have a tobacco flavor again.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:00PM

119,839,826

I would not vape if I didn't have the variety of flavor choices I have now. That is its appeal, and what led me to do that
instead of smoke real cigarettes. It was a way to keep the habit, without the nasty taste and deadly side affects. It's fun,
and it smells and tastes good. Choosing my own nic levels has also led me to cut it back to none.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:57PM

119,839,673

I am a very picky person. When I first started vaping, I was strictly menthol. And I became very frustrated and unsatisfied
w just menthol. I have grown as a vaper and have found many fruits, desserts, custards, etc that have helped me stay
away from cigs for good. If I were only able to get tobacco flavors I am not sure at all what would happen, but I don't
want to relapse.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:52PM



119,839,631 without flavor i would still be smoking.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:51PM

119,839,500 It's very important to have variety so all people have the changes with however they wish to vape.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:47PM

119,839,493 Flavor is very important
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:47PM

119,839,404
The only reason I started vaping was the flavor options. The ability to step down my nicotine level has helped wean me
off of nic. I have never vaped a tobacco flavor, nor would I.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:44PM

119,839,365 Tobacco flavors make me nauseous.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:43PM

119,839,360

It sounds strange since I smoked the same cigarettes for 25 years but with vaping I require a lot of variety. I get used to
the flavors over time and cannot taste them anymore. Also, I believe that the variety keeps vaping "interesting" and
engages new vapers more than just a tobacco flavor would. You tend to stick with it longer BECAUSE you want to keep
trying all of the different flavors. I would probably get bored and lose interest if I only had unflavored or nasty tobacco
flavors to choose from.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:43PM

119,839,307

Flavor choices to me are very important. The aroma of a nice custard or fruity vape makes me enjoy vaping even more.
The fact that I no longer smell like a butt-can is one of the most appealing pro's to vaping for me. Nic level choices are
important because it helped me to taper my usage back at my own pace. I currently use 6mg nic.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:42PM

119,839,293 Having awesome flavors is what helped and convinced me to stop smoking. Without those flavors I couldn't have done it.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:41PM

119,839,252
Tobacco only flavors greatly helped in the transition from cigarettes, but upon the return of the ability to taste and smell
without tar coating my mucus membranes, the desire for flavors that were sweet and spicy and fruity took precedence.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:40PM

119,839,227
The choice of flavor makes it easier to resist a cigarette...I enjoy the flavors more than I did a cigarette.. I have cut my nic
level from 24 to 6 and I credit the different flavors.. soon be 0 nic!!!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:39PM

119,839,207 Without options of flavors vaping would be far less appealing.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:38PM

119,839,188

Utilizing non tobacco flavors aided me in being able to eliminate cigarettes from my life. To force me back to tobacco
flavors would be cruel. I started at a high level because I was a 2-3 pack a day smoker. I've been nervous, but gradually
decreased my nicotine level down and haven't relapsed once. One day I accidentally used a 0 nicotine liquid and didn't
realize it until I needed to refill earlier than I expected.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:38PM

119,839,161 Flavors are what keep me off cigarettes
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:37PM

119,839,095

When I smoked I did so for the flavor of tobacco, so vaping is an extension and replacement of that for me. Personally, I'll
vape anything between 0mg-6mg wholly dependent on the flavor profile and what the nicotine does to the flavor. If it
wasn't for the large variety of flavors and nicotine strengths I would either stop vaping and return to smoking every now
and again, or just find another way to do what I enjoy.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:35PM

119,839,029

I enjoy the variety of flavors available, always willing to try something new. I tried traditional tobacco when I first started
vaping, but did not like it, and refuse to try any tobacco flavors again, not even flavored tobaccos. I, like most people,
enjoy good tastes, and flavored liquid enhances my vape experience. I also like having a range of nicotine levels, as, late
evenings, a lower nicotine level is far less stimulating, but early mornings, a bit of stimulation from nicotine helps me,
with my coffee, to start my day. I just think it's a good thing to have a choice, with flavors, with nicotine levels. Vaping is
the ONLY thing that keeps me from smoking, and I would NOT wish to start smoking again.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:33PM

119,838,997

Having the ability to find a flavor which suits my pallet is extremely important. Not having the ability to choose what
flavor we vape is equivalent to not having a choice on what to eat. This boils down to the government trying to have too
much power over a person's personal decisions. The government needs to stop worrying about vaping and start
worrying about bigger issues that actually could impact us, ex: ISIS. Duh! A large segment of the population is pro-choice
when it comes to abortion, so why can't we be pro-choice for vaping??

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:32PM



119,838,647 Extremely important for flavor, less so for nicotine level.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:22PM

119,838,591

I believe flavors help you to get away from tobacco, its also good to have a wide array of flavors that appeal to someone.
Having just tobacco restricted flavors would not be good. Al thought I like tobacco flavoring I also enjoy fruit flavors,
bakery and dessert flavors also. I believe flavors help you to get away from tobacco and having more choices makes
ecigs appealing to current smokers to kick the bad habit.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:21PM

119,838,547 I wouldn't use vaping without choice.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:19PM

119,838,452 Since I quit smoking, I have a strong aversion to the taste and smell of traditional cigarettes.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:16PM

119,838,295
I don't ever want to go back to anything that tastes remotely like a cigarette. Having different sweet flavor options keeps
me from ever wanting to taste tobacco again.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:12PM

119,838,196

Having a variety of flavors is important to me, because it allows me to constantly try something new and helps me
decide which type of the different flavors I prefer. Nicotine levels are just as important, because every person has their
own needs ( depending on their previous tobacco use )

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:10PM

119,838,051 No one wants shit in their mouths don't limit us to shitty flavors
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:06PM

119,838,017 Any flavor besides tobacco. Tobacco flavors are disgusting
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:05PM

119,837,922
Vaping with raspberry, watermelon, grape and flavors like Red Bull have caused me to dislike the idea of lighting
tobacco leaves on fire.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:02PM

119,837,871

There is no other cessation device that allows you to decrease your levels of nicotine at your own pace. It allows you to
be in control of your journey without interference by anyone. The flavors are very improtant when quiting smoking. Most
people start by vaping the traditional tobacco flavor in order to fool their brain into thinking that you are still smoking.
However very quickly they switch over to flavors of their choice. Flavors that have nothing ato all with tobacco. And the
never wish to go back to the tobacco flavor. Or anything that reminds them of cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:01PM

119,837,825
Had it not been for fruit flavors specifically, I never would have been able to quit analogs. Tabacco has been a hard
flavor to imitate.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:00PM

119,837,797

I found that having hear choices and options were vital in my success of smoking cessation. I started vaping using 18mg
and 2 years later I wasn't vaping or smoking any more and I probably used upwards of 20 different flavors through out
that time to keep things changing!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:59PM

119,837,587 It's very important to me. I love new tastes.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:54PM

119,837,424

Its very important to me to have a variety as that is the fun of vaping! Delicious bakery flavors, sweet and dark coffee
flavors, clean and clear fruity flavors to suit my moods and the weather are essential to experience vaping. Its the spark
that gets me out of bed in the morning!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:50PM

119,837,382

Having flavor choices is extremely important. Getting away from tobacco flavors helped me to get away from
combustable tobacco cigarettes, and having a variety to choose from keeps my palate from becoming to used to one
flavor or another. Having multiple nicotine levels available (0 to 36 mg) is essential to getting a person off of cigarettes.
Some, like me, smoked heavily for a very long time (36 years), so lower levels would either not have worked, or would
have been prohibitively expensive due to the volume that would be required (and I would have been puffing all the time
to get the amount needed for my dependency).

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:49PM

119,837,360
Flavor and different nic strengths are very important. We all have our own ideas of what tastes best and satisfies
cravings. Most people do not want to use a product that tastes as bad as we now know cigarettes do.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:48PM



119,837,313

I enjoy a sweet flavor, like vanilla custard when vaping. The flavors are what got me away from cigarettes and if only
tobacco had been available, I don't know that I would have succeeded. I like a 6 mg nicotine. I have vaped as high as 12
mg and as low as 0 in the past year since I put down my cigarettes and picked up a vaporizer.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:47PM

119,837,237 It's very important that I like the flavors and low nicotine levels cause they keep me from smoking
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:45PM

119,836,780 Without flavor options I would go back to burning tobacco.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:35PM

119,836,772

If necessary, I would vape unflavored nicotine e-liquid over the option of vaping some flavor I detested (as with menthol).
I do not see any reason why an adult vapor should have their flavor options limited AT ALL, outside of the constituent
chemicals of a flavor being proven to be significantly detrimental to health.
It is my belief that NON-TRADITIONAL flavor options (non-traditional in the sense of not typically occurring among
tobacco leaf products) are more helpful than harmful... they permit a mental DISSOCIATION between a continued use of
nicotine and said tobacco leaf products, thereby assisting with the prevention of relapse to said tobacco leaf products.
If the only vape e-liquids I could procure were PERFECTLY flavored to match current tobacco flavors, where might I look
for that helpful dissociative quality?

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:35PM

119,836,754

Flavors are VERY important to my quitting tobacco cigarettes. I enjoyed smoking tobacco cigarettes, (Did for 30yrs) but
not so much the cigarette flavor and knew it was killing me. Having a variety of NON- Tobacco flavors allowed me to
brake the hold regular cigarettes had on me and now I DESPISE the smell or taste of regular cigarettes. Nicotine, I feel is
somewhat important ... it helps with the "Feel" of a regular cigarette, but the longer I have been vaping I feel the less
important it becomes. I enjoy the nicotine results, but if forced to, I could probably go without it. That is NOT the case
with FLAVORS!!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:34PM

119,836,604
I feel that it's very crucial to my success in leaving behind traditional cigs. I've tried the cig-a-likes with their cig taste and
always returned to real cigs. I am cig free of 8 weeks and counting all due to flavors and variety.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:31PM

119,836,223
Just like drinks or gum people want choices. I do not want to taste a nasty cigarette taste when I have made a choice to
better my health - flavors are super important

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:24PM

119,836,066

Vaping is essentially and 'anti-smoking' device. After a very short period of time, ex-smokers who vape are not
interested in only tasting tobacco or menthol. In fact, limiting the choice to only tobacco or menthol could very well cause
quit-failure in those just starting out.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:21PM

119,836,049 The variety of flavors and capability of controlling my nicotine has been invaluable in getting me off tobacco.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:21PM

119,835,925
I tried cigalikes, but they didn't taste good enough to make any real difference from traditional smoke, so I only got
'almost' smoke free using them. Now it's a big step to try to smoke because it tastes like ****. Needed 24 mg in the
beginning. Tried 18 but that wasn't enough. Reduced after about three months and now 18 mg is enough.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:18PM

119,835,864 I vape many different flavors a day. That's why I vape mostly along with nicotiene.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:17PM

119,835,656
Flavor is important but only the flavor I use. Almost exclusively used 555 for 5 years. Nicotine level has been 24mg for 5
years also. Any less than that would temp me to smoke.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:12PM

119,835,651 I use only caramel tobacco juice.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:12PM

119,835,502
If I couldn't start with high levels on nicotine and taper down I would have never been sucessful. If I didn't have flavors
that appeal to me I wouldn't be successful either. No two people have the same preference even with the same flavor.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:09PM

119,835,185
I feel that nicotine level is the most important right now. Since quitting smoking and chewing I can gradually lower the nic
levels to accommodate my needs. Flavoring is the stuff that will make me continue to vape.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:02PM

119,834,840
I like trying different flavors as it helps me continue in using E-cigarettes.
For nicotine levels, I like the dropping down effect as I have already done that.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:55PM

119,834,812 I feel it's my choice and mine alone to make not the government's.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:54PM



119,834,775

When I began vaping over 4 years ago, I used tobacco flavoured e-liquid with a high level of nicotine (24mg). When mint,
vanilla and cherry flavours became available, I rarely wanted tobacco flavour; it tasted "dirty" in comparison. Within 6
weeks I was smoke-free and within 6 months tobacco or tobacco flavoring seemed unpleasant. I need a range of flavors
on a daily basis to maintain the enjoyment of vaping; after all, you wouldn't eat the same thing at every meal, variety is
the spice of life, and important to continuing enjoyment.
About a year after beginning to vape, I found that reducing the nicotine content of the e-liquid allowed more flavour, and
as I mix my own liquids from pharmaceutical grade ingredients, I can adjust the nicotine level easily. I am reducing
nicotine gradually, and currently vape 8mg.
Even if I stop using nicotine in the future, I expect to continue to enjoy vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:53PM

119,834,518

I refuse to try tobacco ejuice because I'm afraid it will make me crave a cigarette. I prefer custard and orange flavored
ejuices. I don't know what I'd do if I couldn't buy my preferred flavor and nic level ejuice. I guess I would learn how to
make ejuice myself. It's my understanding that you can buy most of the ingredients (except for the nicotine) from stores
like Walmart.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:49PM

119,834,428 Keeps me sane!!
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:47PM

119,834,389
Flavour is of utmost and primary important. Nicotine levels between 16mg and 24mg are my personal preference.
Improvement in flavour intensity would be a definite benefit.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:46PM

119,834,280 Very Important
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:44PM

119,834,254

I got into e-cigarettes for the medicinal benefits of nicotine. I will likely always use some level of nicotine in my e-juice. I
do; however, like having the ability to regulate how much nicotine I'm taking in.

I'm also a big fan of variation in my flavour. I tend to use peppermint when I'm not feeling well or have a headache and a
green-apple/anise blend as my daily vape.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:44PM

119,834,058 Mandatory. Wouldn't vape without the ability to taper nicotine and choose flavors.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:40PM

119,833,772 vaping tastes better, smells better and keeps me from smoking cigarettes.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:34PM

119,833,291 Use of nicotine is why I keep vaping. Flavors make it enjoy it, and make me WANT to keep vaping.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:23PM

119,833,156
Pleasant flavors are extremely important to me. If all I could vape was tobacco flavor, I would start smoking again after 4
years smoke free.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:21PM

119,833,098 Fundamental
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:19PM

119,831,183
I would not be cigarette free. Only because I found a desert flavor that I loved am I still cigarette free. Nicotine was the
most important part of the whole process, to wean down from 18mg to 4mg currently.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:50PM

119,830,555 Without fruit flavours I dont think I would of quit smoking
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:41PM

119,830,449

As a former 2-can a day dipper of snuff, the variety of flavors available is of great aid to me. Without being able to vape
such great flavors, I am sure that I would be forced to eat more candy and/or gum to satisfy my oral fixation. This would
have additional negative health impacts.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:40PM

119,804,222 Very important
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
12:28PM

119,790,868

I love all the sweet flavors I have 2-3 different mods with different flavors on me always they taste good unlike tobacco
which is just nasty I have trouble believing I used that stuff for over 42 years. As for nicotine I have found it is not that
important to me I use 0 often but will go up to 3 nic since I am older and it helps keep me sharp however 6 is too high
anymore. I am the type who needs the inhale/exhale but not so much the nicotine--about 3/4 of my juices are nicotine
free and I would use only 0 nic if it wasn't for increasing 'senior moments' I get when I go 0 nic after a few weeks which
disappear with 1 rotating 3 nic in one of my mods

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:57AM



119,662,664
Flavor is very important to me. I want to enjoy my experience and flavor is important to me for that. Nicotine level is not
as important to me.

Monday, Mar 2nd
1:01AM

119,401,908 Very important: I mix my own nicotine level and flavor.
Thursday, Feb 26th
4:59PM

119,305,599

Flavours are critical to supplying satisfaction when vaping since vaping doesn't give you a "rush" like tobacco cigarettes
(caused by nicotine, carbon monoxide, MAOI's, etc.). I also find that I require an adequate volume of vapour which is why
a Nicorette inhaler didn't interest me when trying to quit smoking.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
7:42PM

119,305,007

I love the flavors I can get that are nothing like a combustible cigarette. Vaping is much more pleasurable and keeps me
away from cigarettes while giving me the nicotine I may want along with the ritual sensation of smoking (hand to mouth,
visual vapor).

Wednesday, Feb 25th
7:32PM

119,304,539

Extremely important. I can use up to 3 flavours a day.
Liquorice
Absinthe and
Anise.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
7:22PM

119,303,300

The ability to tailor the nicotine level to fit my preference is the main reason I was able to use an e cigarette as an
alternative to smoking traditional cigarettes. Flavor is also an important aspect enjoying a flavor is incentive to continue
vaping instead of smoking.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
7:02PM

119,298,404
It's pretty Important that I have at least 18mg but prefer 24mg. As for flavors it's still important but I could live with being
limited on flavors if it was legally made that way.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
5:54PM

119,297,541 Both are vital to keep me from tobacco.
Wednesday, Feb 25th
5:43PM

119,297,210

Put it this way - if there was only one nic level and flavour available when I started vaping, I'm absolutely positive I'd have
gone back to smoking within a week. It's down to there being such an array of choice that I have been smoke free for 2
and a half years now.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
5:03PM

119,293,118

Flavour prime importance.

Nicotine level varies with mood,type of atomiser used and power of

device used.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
4:53PM

119,286,364

The variety of flavors and nicotine levels is crucial in my use of electronic cigarettes. I've often switched between minty
and fruity flavors (daily changes) and often use other flavors as well. Most tobacco flavors do not taste good to me at all,
but if that's all there is left, why not start smoking again?
Also, using the same flavor all day, every day, a users tastes will diminish causing users to increase their use or level of
flavors in the liquid to continue to taste it.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
3:51PM

119,075,366

I have a habit. It is putting something in my mouth an inhaling. I have found that since giving up smoking that I DO NOT
like the taste of tobacco. It is disgusting. I have found that if I have a e-liquid that is a real full flavour that lasts not just on
the inhale. I will use a zero nicotine version. But as with the cheaper e-liquids where the flavour just lasts on the inhale I
use a 3-6mg version (depending on the lowest option available).

Tuesday, Feb 24th
1:31PM

119,006,522 Starting to want more flavor than nicotine amount
Monday, Feb 23rd
11:01PM

118,415,658 Wouldn't work without.
Sunday, Feb 22nd
1:51PM

118,342,438 Freedom of choice
Sunday, Feb 22nd
11:25AM

118,324,297 Very important
Sunday, Feb 22nd
10:50AM



117,481,309

The presence of flavors in ejuice is paramount. It's crucial to the enjoyment of vaping. Cig's are gross, booze is gross,
they taste and smell horrible. Cmon, no one smokes or drinks because it tastes good. They,we, do it because of the
effect. With flavors, it's a much more enjoyable experience, and with flavors, it is more likely we will all eventually quit
nicotine altogether because we will be satisfied enough with the flavors themselves.

Saturday, Feb 21st
1:45PM

117,451,672 Great innovation and we will keep pursuing the spread of this innovation. Thanks
Saturday, Feb 21st
7:37AM

117,393,815

I have been vaping for about 2 weeks, I switched right across from Cigarettes to Vaping, no cheating. I never want to
taste another cigarette again. So I definitely do not want to HAVE to switch to tobacco flavors, ever. I love trying out new
fruity, candy, bakery flavors daily.

Friday, Feb 20th
12:33PM

117,381,426 Having a choice of flavours is an incentive for me to cut down my nicotine le
Friday, Feb 20th
10:25AM

117,343,885 Strong an bold tabacco I prefer best nicotine level trying to get to 0
Friday, Feb 20th
12:41AM

117,338,357

Flavour is very important. I'm a flavour chaser. It's an essential part of the hobby of vaping.
Nicotine level is also important. Anything above 6mg I simply cannot use without coughing and becoming light headed.
I'm happy to vape anything below 6mg, even all the way down to 0mg.

Thursday, Feb 19th
10:35PM

117,337,048 If the abundance of flavors was not around I'd probably still be killing myself with analog cigarettes.
Thursday, Feb 19th
10:08PM

117,114,888
Normally I vape 12mg of nic, but I do have 6mg flavours in my selection
When I first started to Vape, I was on 18mg but found that I could taste the nic, I find 12mg is the perfect amount for me

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:52PM

116,990,962
Without nicotine I wouldn't have been able to stop smoking, but I don't need it anymore.
Without flavouring I'd stop vaping, I vape just for the flavour.

Monday, Feb 16th
4:11PM

116,867,214

Im an adult, if i chose to do something i will do so and no amount of regulation is going to stop me. The first few times i
tried to quit i gained a lot of weight. With vaping i can just vape my favorite desserts rather than ingest them. This time
around i havent gained any weight at all, in fact i have lost 24 pounds putting me at my ideal weight.

Saturday, Feb 14th
9:15PM

116,796,726

Freedom of choice is always the most important. Lesser choices probably would not drive me BACK to analogs, but it
almost certainly would have made it harder to give them up in the first place. I originally started with 20mg nic, but had
to go up to 24 for a very short time to feel like I could put down the stinkysticks. Once I started to reduce, I haven't
stopped. Will be at essentially 0 soon, with maybe a very occasional 3-6mg nic bump.

Friday, Feb 13th
11:23AM

116,439,124

I have dropped from a 20mg to 16mg liquid which is signs of improvement. Tobacco flavours do not taste much like their
real counterparts, of which a few I did enjoy. however the fruit flavours are very refreshing to vape, have a pleasant
taste and leave a nixe smell afterwards.

Monday, Feb 9th
8:51AM

116,409,674
To me, the flavor is what is best about a vaporizer. Nicotine causes a buzz, which I personally don't crave, all I want is the
flavor and the clouds.

Sunday, Feb 8th
8:20PM

116,336,063 I want what I want. Don't tell me what I want.
Saturday, Feb 7th
11:33AM

116,235,115
Like with ANYTHING...you have to have choices. Especially in the nicotine levels & flavors. If they didn't have the different
flavors or levels...I would probably still be smoking cigarettes.

Thursday, Feb 5th
10:59PM

116,107,319
Fruit flavours and 18mg nicotine are what works for me, if this combination was banned I would probably be tempted to
start using tobacco again.

Wednesday, Feb 4th
7:29AM

116,101,721

Vaping for me is more about the actions of smoking... Not so much about the nicotine. I love the inhale and exhale, the
handling, etc. I cannot stand the smell of cigarettes. To have flavors gives me variety, ways to keep myself away from
cigarettes, and allow my taste and smell to return to normal.

Wednesday, Feb 4th
5:28AM



116,089,683

Flavour is a major part of the joy of giving up smoking using vaping. Limiting flavours would almost certainly increase my
chances of an occasional relapse because I don't like menthol and would prefer most other flavours to tobacco. I CAN'T
give up nicotine and research by the Royal College of Physicians confirms that some people who started smoking when
young can't give up nicotine because their bodies and brains have adjusted to it.
https://www.rcplondon.ac.uk/sites/default/files/documents/harm-reduction-nicotine-addiction.pdf (page 79) I am slowly
cutting down my nicotine levels but I am not too concerned about the toxicity of vaping nicotine.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
11:10PM

116,058,154

I have ulcerative colitis treated in part with nicotine. If I can't get enough nicotine present meds won't work and I'd at
least go on immune suppressants.
Flavor choices are important to keep interest. If all you had to eat was lobster every day you'd get sick of lobster.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
1:38PM

116,057,933

Being able to match flavor to mood and what food/beverage for added compatibility (much like wine and beer) open a
whole, wide, range of possibilities. Being able to calibrate nic level on the fly is very important because some days I am
being sedentary and just vape a few puffs/hr at my 12-18mg; social situations where I will be vaping more often, I lower
it to >6mg.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
1:35PM

116,041,661 Ideologically of course there should be no government involvement between me and what I choose to consume...duh.
Tuesday, Feb 3rd
10:11AM

116,032,061

I switch flavors daily, and many times throughout the day. The flavor options available were one of the top draws to
vaping. Being able to cut my nicotine levels is also extremely important to me. I want to be about to use the least amount
possible.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
8:15AM

116,008,307

Both extremely important! Vaping gives you so much more control than smoking because of choice.
Re. flavour: I have a handful of go-to favourite flavours that I vape habitually, but I also like to experiment with trying
different ones too. The world of many and varied flavours is interesting, fun and exciting!
Re. nicotine levels: I had been a smoker for many years before becoming a vaper. When I first tried vaping I used 18MG
nic, but felt quite edgy and like I was missing something and relapsed to smoking. When I tried again with vaping I got
24MG nic and have not smoked since. After 6 months I reduced to 21MG nic. It is SO GREAT to be able to cut down
gradually, at my own pace and know EXACTLY how much nic is in the juice. I want to go down to 18MG next, but I'm not
forcing it. When the time comes I will know.

Monday, Feb 2nd
10:22PM

116,002,232

The availability of flavors and the ability to adjust the nicotine level are essential to my vaping experience.

Initially, it was fun trying new flavors and finding those that I enjoyed the most. Overtime, I found a few that were
favorites and now tend to vape them most often but I change flavors to suit my mood, setting or whatever I'm eating.

I started out at a higher level of nicotine to avoid craving cigarettes. After some time, I found I did not need that level and
was able to reduce the nicotine. As I upgraded my equipment I needed to reduce the level of nicotine even more. It is
extremely important to be able to match the nicotine level to my needs.

Monday, Feb 2nd
8:26PM

115,998,860
Nicotine level is slightly more important to me than flavors. I definitely do enjoy trying new flavors, but I feel that I must
keep my nicotine levels in the 18 to 24 mg range.

Monday, Feb 2nd
7:09PM

115,996,839

Being able to choose flavours is very important to me particularly as I dislike most flavours apart from fruits. I like to
vary the flavour I'm using a few times during each day and usually have around ten different flavours available at all
times.

Monday, Feb 2nd
6:15PM

115,991,268
Good quality strong flavours were one of the most important factors in getting me off cigarettes. The ability to rotate
different flavours regularly as sense of taste returned kept vaping interesting.

Monday, Feb 2nd
4:29PM

115,970,238

The ability to change flavors throughout the day is vital. I noticed that when I have a bunch of flavors that I am not
particularly happy with, the little smoke-devil rears its ugly head. Vaping requires an investment in time, mental energy,
money and motivation. It's not as easy as taking a cigarette from a pack. Flavors make the experience enjoyable beyond
the frustrations that vaping can sometimes bring (equipment failure for instance).

Monday, Feb 2nd
11:54AM

115,932,623

flavors keep me from getting used to the same thing... the palate will begin to not notice a single flavor, switching
between 4 flavors during the day works for me. When I'm under stress, I require more nicotine, usually, I require 3-6
mg/ml or .3 to .6%

Sunday, Feb 1st
11:36PM

115,930,241

When I find a flavor I truly enjoy, it makes my vaping experience more more pleasant and satisfying. Different levels of
nicotine gives me the option to be dependent of It or not. A small dose (1mg-3mg) of nicotine is enough to get through a
stressful day.

Sunday, Feb 1st
9:47PM



115,911,327
Very! It was coffee, nut, coconut cream and mojito flavours that convinced me that I wouldn't smoke again. The tobacco
flavours are horrible. That being said, a combustible cigarette still SMELLS appealing and without my flavours I'm afraid
the temptation would be too great.

Sunday, Feb 1st
12:56PM

115,908,393

The variety of flavors and nicotine levels is what helps me stay off tobacco cigarettes. With the selections, I'm in control
of what I want to vape, how much I vape and at what level. I started with 1.8nic level for everything. I now vape 1.2mg in
the morning with my coffee, then .6 throughout most of the day.

Sunday, Feb 1st
11:54AM

115,906,065 Extremely important, being able tot ry different flavours and finding the ones that works for me
Sunday, Feb 1st
10:58AM

115,903,576 Flavour and nic level is very important
Sunday, Feb 1st
9:54AM

115,817,288
Having choices in flavor and nicotine strength is essential to vaping! It gives the vaper a more pleasurable experience
and freedom of choice is never a bad thing!

Friday, Jan 30th
4:36PM

115,801,835 Non tobacco flavors are vital to keep off tobacco.
Friday, Jan 30th
1:01PM

115,796,945 Both flavour and Nic are important to ensure no return to tobacco.
Friday, Jan 30th
11:58AM

115,741,774 Very important for full satisfaction.
Thursday, Jan 29th
6:29PM

115,723,965
Highly important to have variety to maintain abstinence from tobacco. Can become accustomed to a single flavour and
get tired of it

Thursday, Jan 29th
2:33PM

115,710,639
To be able to tailor the experience with flavour and / or nicotine strength is the main reason that I no longer user
combustible tobacco. Along with the variety of devices available it is the most important aspect of vaping for me.

Thursday, Jan 29th
12:14PM

115,668,163
I like having the choice of different flavors although mint is my favorite. I like being able to choose my nicotine levels. i
could still add my own flavor by buying food flavoring should the flavoring be banned by legislation.

Wednesday, Jan 28th
9:45PM

115,650,080 Choose which one you like
Wednesday, Jan 28th
3:48PM

115,638,287

Giving people multiple options of flavor only increases the rate of success for complete conversion from traditional
tobacco products to vaping. As a shop owner, it is the variety of flavors, other than tobacco, that is a key component in
keeping smokers from returning to traditional tobacco products.

Wednesday, Jan 28th
1:13PM

115,636,662 Very important
Wednesday, Jan 28th
12:54PM

115,599,359
With wide variety and choice i was able to quit a pack a day habit AND quit nicotin. Within a week of vaping i found
myself mixing apples with tobatobacc. Without apple flavour i could not quit, that's how important it is to me.

Wednesday, Jan 28th
4:59AM

115,558,683
I don't want to vape tobacco flavors. I don't want flavors to remind me of smoking. It's like an alcoholic drinking near
beer

Tuesday, Jan 27th
2:38PM

115,547,005
Flavor and nicotine content are the ONLY reasons I vape. Without them I might as well go back to smoking tobacco
cigarettes.

Tuesday, Jan 27th
12:13PM

115,502,161 Vaping is a miracle in my life, Flavors are important as is some nicotine but I will never go back,
Monday, Jan 26th
10:01PM



115,494,303

Both are of utmost importance. Different flavors are absolutely necessary as taste is subjective, the same as it is with
food and drinks.
Choices of nicotine levels are of similar importance, one "size" doesn't fit all.
In my personal experience, I started off using 18 mg, but had terrible headaches. I kept reducing the nic. strength until
the headaches subsided and stopped at 6 mg. This would be much too low for many people to get their nic. hit and
would revert them back to smoking again if that was all there was available, but it's fine for me.

Monday, Jan 26th
7:16PM

115,487,578

Flavour is an intrinsic human pleasure. Taste preferences are as unique as the individual. The wider variety of flavours
the more appealing aping is to a smoker. Alcohol in Canada comes in over 29,000 flavours. His is an example of the
variety of flavours adults enjoy.

Monday, Jan 26th
5:29PM

115,472,149
Flavours have helped me not only quit because they taste good, but have kept me from the trap of eating more. I've lost
weight since vaping and quitting.

Monday, Jan 26th
2:35PM

115,471,695
I need flavor options to keep it interesting. When I first used ecigs to quit I also quit nicotine and was diagnosed with
ulcerative colitis and it is helped with nicotine. Nicotine is extremely important to me.

Monday, Jan 26th
2:28PM

115,420,361
Pretty important. I'd much rather be vaping 'herbal' flavors (vanilla, lavender...) than tobacco. If there were only tobacco
flavors available, I'd switch back to cigs because they taste better than any tobacco flavor I've had.

Sunday, Jan 25th
11:21PM

115,417,623 Very important. The variety of flavors increases the pleasure. Nicotine is important as well.
Sunday, Jan 25th
9:44PM

115,415,284 It allows me to customise my experience and the variety keeps me interested and my mind off the cigarettes.
Sunday, Jan 25th
8:40PM

115,405,898
It is a large part of how I developed a dislike for the smell or taste of cigarette tobacco. I would say that it also makes
vaping pleasureable.

Sunday, Jan 25th
5:00PM

115,397,787 Different flavors are everything, vaping tastes far better than cigarettes.
Sunday, Jan 25th
2:31PM

115,387,392
Nicotine is an awful drug and in my experience worse than amphetamines. Nicotine has been eradicated in my juices.
Flavour is the most important thing in taste. Just ask the michelin star ratings for restaurants.

Sunday, Jan 25th
11:57AM

115,386,147

Varying flavors to me are not 100 percent necessary but I deeply enjoy having a wide array of flavors and I think it adds
to the incentive for smokers to switch. It turns a habit which can almost feel like a chore into a full fledged hobby. Varying
nic levels to me is of utmost importance. Without having a full range of nicotine levels you don't have the same step-
down method for people who want to either quite altogether, eventually vape 0 nic, or at least get their nicotine
consumption to a lower level.

Sunday, Jan 25th
11:35AM

115,384,225
Flavor is the most important component for me. It tastes better than cigarettes and still gives me the ritual of smoking.
The flavors are what makes vaping better than smoking.

Sunday, Jan 25th
10:56AM

115,382,678

Nicotine choice is important, because people coming off of a heavy smoking habit need a high nic level then those with a
less heavy smoke habit. Otherwise it would not me satisfying enough to break the old habit and they would relapse,
which is what happens with other nrts. (In a nutshell. There are many other reasons)

When I stated on e-cigs, from a pack a day, I went to 18mg. If I would of gone straight onto the 6mg I'm on now, I
probably would of given up in a week.

Flavor variety wise, very few actually like the taste of tobacco. If it doesn't taste good and isnt satisfying people simply
wont bother. Why eat dirt when you could have steak.

Sunday, Jan 25th
10:31AM

115,375,203

Finding a palatable flavor is vital in making the initial transition from tobacco to e-cigarettes. It creates a higher
preference for the e-cigarette.
Finding the correct Nicotine level is equally vital not enough and it becomes impossible to stop smoking.

Sunday, Jan 25th
7:39AM

115,372,766 It's part of why I quit smoking.
Sunday, Jan 25th
6:28AM



115,371,779
What made me stop smoking was that e-cigs tasted so much better, and that there was a variety of flavors to explore &
enjoy.

Sunday, Jan 25th
6:00AM

115,369,760
Two words: black market. If flavors and nic levels and "loose" juices (aka, those not pre-packaged in cartomizers) are
outlawed, it will be easy enough to get through loopholes ("aromatherapy liquids")

Sunday, Jan 25th
4:40AM

115,368,780
It's absolutely crucial to myself, to the vaping community, to harm reduction and tobacco use prevention, and to the free
market of electronic nicotine delivery systems.

Sunday, Jan 25th
4:04AM

115,368,037

When I was a 2-pack-per-day smoker, I only had tobacco as a flavor option. Now that I've switched to vaping, I have fruit
and candy options that are much more satisfying and enjoyable, and have helped to further the dissociation between
vaping and smoking for me. I don't enjoy tobacco flavors, and one of the main reasons I vape instead of smoke is the
flavor options with vaping. If I only had tobacco flavors to choose from, I'd probably just go back to cigarettes and
chewing tobacco.

Sunday, Jan 25th
3:31AM

115,367,471

Both are highly important. Having the ability to choose to your preference makes it that much more preferable to
tobacco. The majority of people ween themselves off of nicotine at their most comfortable pace so that choice is pretty
substantial. Also everyone has different taste, so the more flavors the more likely you are to get off of analogue
cigarettes.

Sunday, Jan 25th
3:03AM

115,367,412 essential
Sunday, Jan 25th
2:59AM

115,367,295
Without different flavored e-juice, the enjoyment of vaping would greatly suffer. One of the biggest factors in switching
from cigarettes to an e-cig was the variety of flavors.

Sunday, Jan 25th
2:53AM

115,366,263
I truly believe that the variety of flavor has kept me interested enough to stick with vaping long enough to drop my
nicotine content to a level that will enable me to quit nicotine completely.

Sunday, Jan 25th
1:44AM

115,366,193

Without your specific choice of nicotine and flavor it won't be that vaping experience that fits you, if you used someone
else's usual daily vape juice then it may not be the same to you as it does to them. You may like fruit and they make like
custards with a higher nicotine level for that strong throat hit or nicotine preference

Sunday, Jan 25th
1:46AM

115,363,016

Trying different flavors is what keeps vaping interesting to me. There's so many people making juice out there and so
many flavors to try. Even one flavor that's the same from two different juice vendors may taste very different. I would
probably stop using my ecig very often if flavorings were banned.

Saturday, Jan 24th
11:10PM

115,361,461

Without flavored electronic cigarette liquids, I would never have been able to quit smoking. The different levels of
nicotine available for purchase also played a very important role; the 12-18 mg/ml nicotine liquids commonly sold at gas
stations and convenience stores were unbearably harsh, even compared to traditional cigarettes. With fruity menthol-
infused liquids mixed with nicotine at 6mg/ml, I was able to stop using cigarettes entirely; I now purchase liquids with a
nicotine content of just 3mg/ml or lower, and find myself using my electronic cigarettes less often.

Saturday, Jan 24th
10:08PM

115,361,239 Flavor is key to getting off cigs. That's what convinces most people to quit. Because cigs start tasting like shit
Saturday, Jan 24th
10:00PM

115,359,556

having flavors really helps me stay off cigs. i have relapsed a few times in the last few years however having good
tasting juices is what helps me stay off cigs is how i can feel good about using an ecig and enjoy it. it adds another level
to what keeps me off of cigs other than just nic addiction. the fact that when i do pick up a smoke and hit it and nearly
puke from the taste alone reminds me to not go back to that habit.

Saturday, Jan 24th
9:04PM

115,359,125 It's of the utmost importance
Saturday, Jan 24th
8:52PM

115,355,422

I don't really need the nicotine, occasionally I do 0 nicotine. But I do prefer some nicotine just like some people enjoy
having a coffee. The flavors are nice and what make vaping more of a way relaxing as well as a hobby for me. If there
were no flavors then I probably would not continue to vape.

Saturday, Jan 24th
7:20PM



115,353,526
If I couldn't get any decent flavours, I'd go back to smokes. Different levels of nicotine work better in different devices I
use so having that restricted wouldn't be great.

Saturday, Jan 24th
6:38PM

115,352,763

choice of flavors are very important. they are NEVER targeted towards children(if you think that, the same case could be
made for alcoholic drink flavor, such as flavored vodka)
i smoked for 35 years, 1 1/2 packs per day. i quit in 1 day using e-cigarettes and have not relapsed. i have not been sick
in 4 years since i started vaping. i can once again take long deep breaths. my family doctor is completely amazed by my
lung capacity reversal. he could always tell that i was a smoker. he says he can tell my lungs are better, just by listening
to them. if limited to nasty and somewhat disgusting tobacco only flavors, and not given a choice of thousands of flavors
that i do like better than the tobacco flavors, i feel i would take up using tobacco again. we are adults using an adult
product. we must be left alone to choose what works best for us, not have some bureaucrat dictate to us what we should
be using "for the children". if their true goal is to protect children, then the enforcement of laws concerning the parents
who allow those children to smoke tobacco, drink alcohol, skip school, commit crimes, et.al. parents should be held
accountable for their child's actions.

Saturday, Jan 24th
6:21PM

115,352,703
It is next to impossible to find a flavor close to a tobacco taste so I searched and finally found a menthol tobacco that I
like. Also daily use a strawberry custard liquid that I use daily to supplement the tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 24th
6:20PM

115,352,556

We may be creatures of habit, but we are also all people who prefer different things. One commonality is that we all
are/were smokers, and crave nicotine. What flavors we can get with that nicotine should be up to us. We do not market
to children, we market to adults. How many children do you know that enjoy coffee, pina coladas, chai, tobacco, tiramisu,
etc.? It is imperative that we have the options that we desire.

Saturday, Jan 24th
6:16PM

115,341,180
Nicotine levels and flavors are very important to vaping . The more choices I have the more chance I will not go back to
smoking cigarettes. After smoking for most my life I switched to vaping and never felt this good .

Saturday, Jan 24th
2:24PM

115,340,664

I'm not a high-powered vaper. I don't want to make big clouds. For this reason it's important to be able to get high
enough nicotine levels at lower powers. Any small concerns about vape liquid are not to do with the nicotine but to do
with the other ingredients. It therefore makes sense to me to use less of a higher strength liquid and this is the personal
choice I have made. I would not have succeeded in switching with lower strength liquid and if I could only get low
strength I would be at high risk of relapse to smoking.

Changing flavours frequently, especially in the early days, really helps if you are starting to crave a cigarette. Flavours
which are not tobacco help distance vaping from smoking and prevent relapse.

Saturday, Jan 24th
2:16PM

115,337,452 Ben begonnen met 18 nicotine Nu 6 nicotine. Gaat zonder problemen. Streven is 0 nicotine. Reden : Gezondheid.
Saturday, Jan 24th
1:05PM

115,328,915

Flavours extremely important.
No intention of reducing nicotine intake.I consider immediate benefits and promise of later protection from mental
deterioration far more important than vague possibility of future harm.

Saturday, Jan 24th
10:00AM

115,326,989

It's important to have some flavor. Tobacco has flavor. For safety concerns, the use of flavorings should be high in
quality. Any added food coloring should be discouraged or banned. Purity in the use of propylene glycol and vegetable
glycerin, along with top end nicotine should not be the exception, but the rule in the industry. For years we've inhaled
thousands of toxins in tobacco. The fewest we inhale through vaporizers, the better we all are.

Saturday, Jan 24th
9:14AM

115,290,425

I was completely unaware of the wide variety of flaours of ejuice until my brother introduced me to ice menthol over
xmas. I ordered my first hardware and ejuice over the internet there and then. As soon as it arrived I started using it and
have not had a traditional cigarette since. I know that is only 3 weeks but I have no intention to go back as long as I can
get my ice menthol! I intend to quit the use of nicotine in time and having the option to mix ejuice with lower levels gives
me the ability to slowly reduce the amount and eventually use nicotine free ejuice. After this I may not quit vaping
because I am really enjoying it but hopefully I can get down to and stick to nicotine free.

Friday, Jan 23rd
4:13PM

115,223,792

The variety of flavors is what allows heavy smokers to make the switch from analog cigarettes. I was vaping for two
weeks when I tried a regular cig and the taste was not satisfactory. An 18 year old who begins to vape on flavors may try
a cig but he wont like it i would rather vape than smoke cigarettes taste horrible and I smoked 2 packs a day of Marlboro
reds

Friday, Jan 23rd
12:45AM



115,219,187

If not for the availability of flavored eliquid I would almost certainly return to smoking. I went from vaping 24mg, down to
18, and sometimes 12mg. I'm not really interested in dropping below 12, as I don't use coffee. I feel nicotine helps me
focus, and I don't feel that it's health impact on me is substantially higher than what would be expected in a heavy coffee
drinker. My blood pressure was about 130/70 last time I checked a couple weeks ago.

Thursday, Jan 22nd
10:46PM

115,205,320

I'm middle aged and have concurent chronic health issues. Cutting back on sugar and fat intake is great with the bakery
and non-alcoholic -especially chocolate!

With careful sampling, you can find some nice tobacco infused flavors that reflect the part I like about unburnt pipe
tobacco.

I struggle every day with mood disorders and nicotine is a distinct help. Also having something to fiddle with. I was a
pencil biter in school...

Being able to have control over nic level depending on how often I expect to vape. I find social situations very stressful so
I reduce nic level v. sitting at home on my laptop and taking a drag or three an hour. This something that would not be as
precise as OTC NRT's.

Thursday, Jan 22nd
7:11PM

115,120,229

I'm a flavor chaser. The nicotine level doesn't really bother me too much unless I've already tried a flavor in the past at a
high nicotine level. For some reason, it makes the flavor of the vape taste weaker with less nicotine in something like
'red hot candy'. If I hadn't tried something at a high level before, it doesn't really matter how much nicotine is in it, that's
the flavor I'll assume when vaping that product.

Thursday, Jan 22nd
8:41AM

115,117,747

I think having different flavors and nicotine level choices allows each person to custom design their plan to quit smoking
and to stay quit. When I first started vaping I did a lot of research and read what experienced vapors were saying and
their recommendations on how to succeed. One tip was finding that ejuice that you could vape all day or an "all day
vape" as they call it. I found mine fairly quickly and it made the transition from smoking to vaping much easier. I had my
last cigarette, committed to vaping and have had success. I took one draw of a cigarette since quitting and it tasted
terrible. I am a non smoker and that is because I was able to choose the flavor and nicotine level I needed to quit.

Thursday, Jan 22nd
8:04AM

115,092,707
It is the choice of flavors that keeps me intrigued with vaping and away from cigarettes. If I were to vape a tobacco
flavor, I fear I would go right back to traditioal cigarettes.

Wednesday, Jan 21st
9:33PM

115,033,479
People eat or drink based on flavor preference...why wouldnt you choose to make vaping choices based on the same
premise?

Wednesday, Jan 21st
7:06AM

115,010,283 Makes all the difference to personalizing my routine to my previous habits so I don't relapse.
Tuesday, Jan 20th
9:44PM

115,009,747
I like the flavors they are clean and help me in wanting to vape instead I'd smoke. Tuesday, Jan 20th

9:30PM

115,005,423 paramount
Tuesday, Jan 20th
7:44PM

114,976,548
I have been smoke free for over a year, I would probably have a cigarette. I Don't want to but I'm not ready to loose my
nic or flavor and I still enjoy the hand mouth habit after smoking for 30+ years.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
12:05PM

114,974,532
After I went through most of the tobacco flavors that I thought I wanted because they resemble the real thing, none
helped me until I tried a fruit mix, then a desert flavor, never smoked the real thing after using these flavors.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
11:35AM

114,949,633
If I want something that tastes like a cigarette, I would have a cigarette. The flavors leave a wonderful taste, that is
ruined by having a cigarette. Also, the tobacco juices that I did test, were not appealing to me.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
5:16AM

114,946,551 Viginia tobacco' Turkish blend 9mg
Tuesday, Jan 20th
3:59AM

114,942,880 Very important. This has been the only way that I've been able to stop smoking. Leave vapors alone.
Tuesday, Jan 20th
1:16AM

114,942,278 Smoked cigs for 40+ years so looked for similar taste when choosing e-liquid, and am very happy with it.
Tuesday, Jan 20th
12:42AM



114,935,300
It's everything. If the nic is buzzing me out I want to be able to dilute it or lower it. If I've grown tired of a flavor I want to
be able to Vape something else

Monday, Jan 19th
9:05PM

114,927,035 I hate the taste of tobacco since I stopped smoking but if they take away ejuice flavors I'd still go back to smoking.
Monday, Jan 19th
5:55PM

114,922,861
I didn't mean to give up smoking but enjoyed the variety of flavours so much I got in to vaping and accidentally quit
tobacco.

Monday, Jan 19th
4:32PM

114,917,109

I hate tobacco flavours and I nearly gave up on vaping. It was only when I tasted Apple and cinnamon flavour that IIwas
able to move completely to vaping, and I now haven't had a cigarette for two months. The nicotine is becoming less
important the longer I'm off the faggs.

Monday, Jan 19th
3:14PM

114,908,506 Tobacco or menthol tobacco is all I need
Monday, Jan 19th
1:10PM

114,890,301

Flavour and nicotine level choice isn't just important, it's essential. Need to have ability to reduce nicotine level as &
when user wishes. As for flavours, seriously why would I want it to taste of tobacco?! I have moved away from tobacco
and the flavours have helped me get rid of any liking for that taste. The ONLY reason they want tobacco flavours only is
cos that's what big tobacco want them to do - so they can lure as back on to their cancer sticks so they are getting our
money again! Works well for governments as well, cos they then get all that lovely tax back off us as well.

Monday, Jan 19th
8:41AM

114,887,391
For me being able to access fruity or menthol flavours is 'very' important. I smoked menthol cigarettes before I started
vaping and strongly dislike tobacco flavours then and that has not changed since I started vaping.

Monday, Jan 19th
7:55AM

114,863,563

i have found the use of flavoured e liquid more beneficial as i'm more likely to pick up my e cig than i am go for a
cigarette because i get an instant nicotine fix,it tastes much better and i can alter the flavour to suit my
mood/surrounding

Sunday, Jan 18th
9:18PM

114,859,954

I use multiple flavors daily, usually a mint, a menthol (non-tobacco) and something else (varies). This is so I do not
become used to a flavor so much that the experience wanes. I use 24mg because I depend on the nicotine and, as a
former smoker, I do not see any adverse effect in continuing use.

Sunday, Jan 18th
7:25PM

114,836,300

Variety of flavours has been important to me in deriving the same satisfaction from vaping as I got from smoking, in fact
I see it as one of the main advantages. If I did not have this choice and variety I would be concerned about returning to
tobacco use.

Sunday, Jan 18th
10:24AM

114,833,395

With flavors I no longer need cigarettes at all I almost went back when I first started using a cig a like menthol but luckily
I soon moved to egos and yummy flavors. Also I had stopped nicotine for 6 months but since I am older and have read
about research on nicotine improving memory I decided to add a small dose back and it works I don't feel as stupid and
forgetful true I use a very low dose but it is all I need.

Sunday, Jan 18th
9:34AM

114,825,189
Flavour is what makes vaping nicer than smoking. Take away the flavour and you take away the primary reason to vape
instead of smoke.

Sunday, Jan 18th
7:25AM

114,815,922 Very important
Sunday, Jan 18th
4:46AM

114,803,260
No brand tastes like any normal cig, so stopped buying the liquids,dont like any flavours other than strong coffee ones
so mostly stick to tobacco and cigar and high nicotine

Saturday, Jan 17th
7:33PM

114,781,603
I like the option to be able to choose, the level of nicotine and flavour, I use is very important due to the fact, that some
do not know where to start, like me when I started.

Saturday, Jan 17th
10:45AM

114,779,395

This is very important. Different flavors have helped me quit smoking. Bakery blends with my coffee. Fruity capes for
normal use. Other flavors when the mood hits me. Decreasing flavors would probably help create a relapse to
cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 17th
10:03AM



114,771,104

I need flavors to maintain interest in the product. I hate the taste of tobacco but enjoy the feeling from nicotine. I want to
vape something that tastes nice and doesn't have an offensive odor. My friends and co workers often say how delicious
my vape smells.

Saturday, Jan 17th
7:13AM

114,753,354

Variety is the spice of life and although there is probably more than needed when it comes to e-cigarettes I belive its a
good thing. To me the tobacco flavours trying to be analogous to cigarettes aren't very nice and when I started vaping I
found the mint much more pleasing. More flavours mean more options to people trying to quit cigarettes and that can't
be a bad thing and the same goes for the variety of products in terms of atomisers etc.

Friday, Jan 16th
8:57PM

114,750,036

Working in a vape shop I tailor each e-cig, niq strength and flavour to the individual and spend up to half an hour on each
customer picking the right strength because if I don't find something that suits them perfectly, the whole kit will end up in
a drawer somewhere and if they don't enjoy it they will smoke again. I have seen this countless times.

Friday, Jan 16th
7:24PM

114,745,437
A flavour is important to me, as it makes my vaping experience more pleasurable and therefore that i am less likely to
want to revert to tobacco products and choice of nicotine content allows me to judge what i use

Friday, Jan 16th
5:34PM

114,729,911

i use to use e-cigs they were the first item i tried.could not understand why i was smoking most of the day,the reason i
now know is the nicotine was 18mg.my son went on to use vapers and i clicked on to them,by going on the web and
finding options of having a higher mg rate.normal tobacco is 36mg nicotine,so i ordered 36 mg cherry flavour and it hit
the spot,i will stay on 36mg untill i might decide to lower it every year,i just love to smoke and i have been on it since feb
2014 so it is nearly a year of not smoking real tobacco,i would hate it if the mg rate was stopped

Friday, Jan 16th
1:47PM

114,725,352

It is vitally important that I can mix my own nicotine and flavours. If it was banned or regulated I would be forced to by on
the black market that would emerge. I have a circle of 800 vaper friends, we already have a back up in place to obtain
out own nicotine and e juice flavours if it becomes regulated or banned in the EU. We will not submit to any vaping laws.
Our governments should be helping the 1000's of small business owners that support and suppy vape gear, not trying to
shut them down and drive the public back into the arms of big tobacco. This year, 2015 is a general election. I will vote
for any party that has a pro ecig policy. That is how strongly I feel.

Friday, Jan 16th
12:41PM

114,710,718
Different Ejuice flavours are very important to the ecig users as every person is different in their tastebuds/and
preferences.

Friday, Jan 16th
9:33AM

114,694,266 Not particularly important to me, but use varies so widely, I consider it important overall.
Friday, Jan 16th
5:12AM

114,692,785 Very important. ..This helped me give up tobacco
Friday, Jan 16th
4:40AM

114,690,972 very important
Friday, Jan 16th
3:55AM

114,684,550 Extremely important to arrive at my own preferences/ levels
Thursday, Jan 15th
11:47PM

114,682,354 Critical
Thursday, Jan 15th
10:37PM

114,681,551 I used this to stop smoking my health why take it away?
Thursday, Jan 15th
10:07PM

114,677,571

Adults like flavors and options. Being given control of my nicotine intake has allowed my body to adapt to less and less in
my own timeframe. The combination of things that taste good and personal control are the only reasons I was able to
quit cigarettes with ECs.

Thursday, Jan 15th
8:21PM

114,667,797
Part of the enjoyment with vaping as opposed to smoking is the variety of flavours available. I rarely use the same
flavour throughout a single day, I need flavour changes to stop the flavour becoming tired.

Thursday, Jan 15th
4:52PM

114,666,904

They are extremely important as you get your sense of taste back and flavours help you keep interested. Often vaping is
not as effective as smoking and without the flavors you would get less pleasure.
In Q12 you asked if flavors were restricted what would you do?
You didn't leave the option of .........putting my own flavors in E-Liquid mix.
I will not go back to smoking but I will find a way to vape even if have to go to black market. Simple is that I have no
intentions of quitting vaping but in the future I will see if reducing the nicotine is a doable for me.

Thursday, Jan 15th
4:38PM



114,661,630
Flavourless or traditional tobacco flavoured e-liquid is extremely unattractive to me and there would seem to be little
point continuing with e-cigs should flavours be banned or severely restricted.

Thursday, Jan 15th
3:23PM

114,656,991 very
Thursday, Jan 15th
2:22PM

114,627,485
The problem with regular ciggs is you get use to the taste so you more by having the option of flavors you have the ablity
to change the taste and lower repetive nature of the act

Thursday, Jan 15th
8:20AM

114,607,645

The flavours are very important to me as they are what keep me using my vapourisers.
The nicotine levels of 12mg for clearomisers and 6mg for rebuildables are the levels I am happy with and will continue
with these levels.

Thursday, Jan 15th
3:39AM

114,584,674
variation, choice of nicotine levels and the availability of MANY different flavours in my mind are the two aspects that will
keep these devices at the top of the "How I Stopped smoking" methodology.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
6:22PM

114,571,897

I have found it a natural progression to gradually lower my nicotine intake, and dependence.

The ability to do this, coupled with the interest added by using a variety of flavours to keep things interesting, definitely
help avoid any prospect of returning to smoking.

If this nicotine 'scale' was removed, along with the flavours that appeal, vaping wouldn't be as viable a quitting aid as in
its current form.

I dread to think how restrictions on liquid could also affect the availability of liquid suitable for use with more advanced
equipment. Dripping 100% pg 18mg government liquid....*shudder*

Wednesday, Jan 14th
4:17PM

114,570,055

A variety of flavours helps to maintain interest and so prevent relapse. Although I've mostly used tobacco flavours, I'm
starting to experiment more now to distance myself from the whole tobacco business.
Regarding nicotine levels: generally I've reduced my levels but don't have any plans to cease using nicotine unless
forced to by unnecessary price hikes (taxes, certifying etc). Also, when in a very stressful situation, I will temporarily
increase my nic levels rather than revert to smoking.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:57PM

114,569,633
Importance of flavour is great, because unlike cigarettes, unless you find a flavour you like, you will not enjoy vaping.
Similarly, nicotine strength is important for the same reasons.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:53PM

114,568,671

I find the Custard and Bakery type flavour very enjoyable and these flavours tipped the balance for me and stopped me
smoking for over 2 years.

The thought of only Tobacco flavours really concerns me, I can't vape them any more; it's the flavours that keep me off
the fags period.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:42PM

114,565,264 best way to minimise smoking
Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:09PM

114,563,934

Flavors act as a reward. I customize the flavors based on time-of-day and mood. I often find that a particular flavor helps
provide the relaxation I sought from smoking cigarettes.

Variable nicotine levels are needed both from the standpoint of weaning down the nicotine levels and their effects but
also to compensate for the differences in delivery systems (rebuildable tanks and cartomizers vs. rebuildable dripping
atomizers).

Wednesday, Jan 14th
2:58PM

114,561,347

I am anosmic, meaning I have no sense of smell which greatly affects my sense of taste. Without a WIDE variety of
flavours available I would never have been able to find the flavour that I have been vaping daily for over a year now, the
one that has kept me from relapsing to cigarettes. As a vaper with a "disability", this has been of paramount importance
to me, and my success in smoking cessation through vaping.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
2:37PM

114,550,658 HIGHLY important.
Wednesday, Jan 14th
1:20PM

114,542,499

The whole point of me taking up vaping was to stop smoking and end my dependence on tobacco products. I do not want
to taste tobacco when I vape as I feel it is a trigger for my addiction. It is imperative that I have a choice of flavours to
keep me from smoking and reduce the harm to my health.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
12:27PM



114,459,123

I want vapers to have their flavors! It's EXTREMELY important! Not for me personally, but for most vapers! I want all
vapers to be able to get what they want/need!

Experimenting with nicotine levels is a very important part of making it work as a smoking replacement. It's still
important to me and will be very important should I ever wish to wean myself off of vaping.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
2:05AM

114,458,948 As important as choosing what to eat for dinner or drink.
Wednesday, Jan 14th
1:58AM

114,455,547 Black jacks sweets , MUST MUST MUST MUST MUST
Tuesday, Jan 13th
11:06PM

114,451,757 Only use tobacco and wont change would be very happy to see flavours banned
Tuesday, Jan 13th
8:49PM

114,426,044 Very important to have a flavour which suits
Tuesday, Jan 13th
12:55PM

114,391,769

Flavour choice is vital in staying off smoking tobacco - a new flavour is a great diversion when tempted to light up, and
has worked every time for me.

Nicotine level choice also important to reducing over time.

Tuesday, Jan 13th
7:13AM

114,387,421

Vital, no government or group should have the right to impinge on my freedom of choice, it is not just the massive health
benefits of switching from tobacco to vape that keep me going but the flavours available and the freedom to choose my
nicotine level. The nanny state needs to butt out and leave us vapers alone. Cigarettes kill millions and taste and smell
utterly horrible, vapers hurt no one and smell wonderful.

Tuesday, Jan 13th
6:05AM

114,381,863
Massively important. I started with tobacco flavoured juices when giving up smoking but soon found I preferred
fruity/custard flavours, and now don't like tobacco flavoured juice.

Tuesday, Jan 13th
4:03AM

114,380,558

I enjoy being able to change the flavours, one of the big draws to e-cigarettes to me was why would I chose to taste
tobacco when I can find other things that taste so much better and still keep any cravings away.
Being able to drop my nicotine levels, if required is huge and so much easier with e-cigs than with tobacco. Plus it's a lot
cheaper.

Tuesday, Jan 13th
3:22AM

114,374,260
Having the wide variety of flavors and levels of nicotine helped me and keep me away from smoking. Without them I
would still smoke.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:37PM

114,372,975

Variety of Nicotine levels is imperative, since using different devices can cause varying effects, with too much making
me lightheaded and too little not giving me enough hit. Flavor is hugely important, since cigarettes taste awful and the
fun of vaping is getting to choose the flavors I like and use multiple flavors whenever I want.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:02PM

114,351,425

I feel its important to have a varied choice of flavours and nicotine strength because the more choices available will
allow everybody to find a flavour and nicotine strength they like. Which in turn will mean they are less likely to return to
smoking tobacco.

Monday, Jan 12th
3:44PM

114,351,228

Very important. Part of the attraction of vamping is the infinite variety of flavours as well as devices. Get bored...try
something new! Often, too, going back to a flavour you haven't tried for a while refreshes it enormously, and you cannot
understand why you got bored with it before.

Monday, Jan 12th
3:42PM

114,342,439 Highly important in keeping me away from roll ups. Keeps it interesting trying different flavours.
Monday, Jan 12th
1:42PM

114,339,354
I only vape occasionally and it's mostly because of the flavor and the hand-to-mouth. I vape no nicotine, so that doesn't
matter to me at all.

Monday, Jan 12th
12:57PM

114,339,203
I regard the ability of changing nictine levels very important as some devices give a higher "hit" than others.

Choice of flavourings are extremely important to me.

Monday, Jan 12th
12:54PM

114,338,266 It is the only thing that prevents me going back.
Monday, Jan 12th
12:40PM



114,332,458

I am now vaping almost 100% Custard / Fruit based liquids
I currently vape at 18-20mg and find this satisfies my nicotine requirements. I also vape a little at 6mg when using Sub
Ohm systems
I feel that these sweeter liquids further separate us from deadly tobacco as I now dislike the smell

Monday, Jan 12th
11:18AM

114,330,479 without decent flavor and adequate nicotine, there isn't a point to vaping.
Monday, Jan 12th
10:50AM

114,330,299 It's nice to have variety of flavours and nicotine strengths to work with my different set-ups.
Monday, Jan 12th
10:48AM

114,329,483
The flavored ejuice is what got me to quit smoking cigarettes in the first place! If that's taken away, I won't vape any
more when I run out of my flavored DIY juice.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:38AM

114,327,898

Nicotine levels are important depending on how easily it is to vape. When I can vape more I use lower Nicotine and when
vaping is restricted I use less but higher Nicotine levels.

Favours are extremely important. I have a sweet tooth and find sweet flavours far more palatable than tobacco flavours.
Most importantly, I wanted to move as far away from cigarettes as possible and losing the familiarity of tobacco flavours
was a very important part of the process of stopping using cigarettes.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:17AM

114,325,944

I would never have given up smoking if only tobacco or flavourless was available. 3 1/2yrs on vaping is so far removed
from smoking for me. I enjoy the wide variety of flavours, why would I ever want to taste tobacco again. It repulses me
now.

Monday, Jan 12th
9:53AM

114,325,109
Fundamental choice.
To be forced to any flavour type is a violation of my rights.

Monday, Jan 12th
9:43AM

114,323,230 Very important as it helps to stick with vaping. The more flavours the better IMO!
Monday, Jan 12th
9:20AM

114,316,102
Nicotine levels are of prime importance at the moment.
I'm still changing my flavours on a regular basis.

Monday, Jan 12th
7:40AM

114,313,184

I have multiple devices each with a different flavour that I switch between throughout the day. I stopped using tobacco
falavour juices within a month of starting vaping and much prefer the sweet flavours available. One of the hazards of
quitting smoking is putting on a lot of extra weight through constant grazing. Using eliquids with pleasant flavours much
reduces the desire to graze and cuts down snacking substantially. Everyone's tastes are different and having a wide
range of flavours is absolutely essential to vaping

Monday, Jan 12th
6:52AM

114,305,569

I would prefer it if tobacco flavours were banned, vaping is a way of getting away from smoking, so i wouldn't want to be
reminded of it by vaping tobacco flavours. But flavour choice on the whole is important, vaping the same flavour results
in a colloquialism called "Vapours tongue" whereby vaping the same flavour for a considerable time means you can
barely taste it any more, switching to a different flavour for a while gets around this.

Choice of nicotine strength is vital, i was smoking 30 roll-ups a day and i couldn't vape anything less than 36mg or i'd be
climbing the walls, i've now managed to drop down to 12mg so having that choice has been highly beneficial. I can
imagine in another 6 months or so i'll have halved it again to 6mg.

Monday, Jan 12th
4:37AM

114,299,604 Keeps me from being bored with any particular flavor keeps me off analog cigerattes
Monday, Jan 12th
1:20AM

114,298,769 I mix my own juice, thats very importen
Monday, Jan 12th
12:33AM

114,296,767
Without flavour and nicotine level options I would continuousley suffer from vapers tongue and be put off of vaping
alltogether

Sunday, Jan 11th
11:05PM

114,292,700
it's important when you're switching from tobacco. is a nice option after that. the choice makes it a pleasant experience
rather than a prescription tool for quitting smoking

Sunday, Jan 11th
8:37PM



114,290,764 If it wasn't for the flavour choices and the ability to choose high strength nic juices, I would still be smoking.
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:34PM

114,290,505 I despise tobacco flavors and prefer fruit flavors to any others.
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:26PM

114,290,146 Very
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:15PM

114,290,144 Empowers the user to take control of their ability to stop smoking and stay stopped permanently.
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:15PM

114,289,431 it's very important to have the choice
Sunday, Jan 11th
6:53PM

114,289,208 To me, it is all tied in to the whole, satisfying experience of vaping
Sunday, Jan 11th
6:46PM

114,288,339 I honestly think I'd be ok with less flavours than currently available. But no or very limited flavours would be a pain.
Sunday, Jan 11th
6:23PM

114,286,012 I think people should have the right to choose.
Sunday, Jan 11th
5:27PM

114,285,635 the flavours are important as you dont have to taste tobacco or the reminder of it
Sunday, Jan 11th
5:18PM

114,284,786 Very important. The great taste is one of the key reasons ecigs are a viable and better alternative to smoking.
Sunday, Jan 11th
4:59PM

114,284,049 Taste Matters - it's everything! That and a great Variable Wattage Box Mod!
Sunday, Jan 11th
4:41PM

114,281,752

Flavor is most important to me. I do not want to put something in my mouth that I do not like.
I find I am able to control and reduce my nicotine intake much easier with electronic cigarettes than I ever was with
tobacco or NRT.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:46PM

114,281,048 Having a choice of flavors available is very important when your palate becomes bored/desenitised to a certain flavor. Sunday, Jan 11th
3:30PM

114,280,616
It give me something to experiment with, a hobby so to say in which I can decide which flavour I want to vape and which I
do not like.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:21PM

114,280,246
Cannot stand flavourless, Nothing is as bad as smoking.

nothing.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:13PM

114,278,999

I like that I can increase or decrease the amount of nicotine I need for lifes everyday stressors. When things are good I
use less nicotine, and when things are stressful, I use more to help keep me calm and focused. Flavor is essential for
keeping my interest but I never use tobacco flavors as they are just gross!

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:47PM

114,277,667

when i started vaping august 2013 i had my doubts about quitting fags, but i have never had a fag since and i put that
down to the flavors i like and being able to reduce the level of nicotine in my own time. i don't vape tobacco flavors as
that reminds me why i wanted to give up in the first place.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:20PM

114,277,338

It gives me the choice I want. Do I want to lower my nic levels? Do I want it lower for some devices like RDAs and higher
for tanks? Flavour is important as only using one flavour for a period you can no longer taste it. So you need to switch
between flavours often. Even though I use 'Tobacco' flavours they don't really taste like tobacco and I use it for the taste
and not because it's labelled 'tobacco'.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:13PM



114,276,958

Essential just as we must eat different foods every day, the quality
and variety of flavours is so important.
After using one flavour for a while taste buds become accustomed to the taste and most people don't taste anything.
It's about the flavour really not the nicotine, nicotine on it's
own is only mildly addictive and only becomes highly addictive when
mixed with other compounds in the cigarette smoke.
I still take Nicotine due to the fact it may reduce the risk of
Parkinson's and Alzheimer’s. Could be the wonder medicine of the future.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:05PM

114,276,008

Flavored Eliquid is what made me successful in quitting cigarettes after 40 years of heavy smoking and the last 4 years
trying to quit with COPD. I walked into a local vape shop @YetiVape on Oct 11, 2013 with a cigarette in my hand with
bronchitis and walked out cigarette free over night.
So they can not tell me Vaping is harmful. I CONTROL my intake as well as my nicotine...they have no control over me
anymore! NO MORE LUNG DARTS....and no more Albuterol!!!!
Nuff Said!

Sunday, Jan 11th
1:46PM

114,276,000

It's all about the flavours. It doesn't matter what new devices may or may not be available - all equipment is only as good
as the juice you put in it. Limitations on flavourings (of non-harmful variety) seems entirely unnecessary and restricts the
appeal of ecigs to existing and potential new vapers alike.

When I first started vaping I was on 36mg. You can't even buy 'ready to vape' flavours that high any more, which is
probably testament to how far the devices have come... but at the time, that's what it took for me to prefer the less
harmful option and be able to fully transition in a very small amount of time.

Whatever it takes for a user to give up cigarettes, that is what must be classed as 'safe'. Certainly a lot safer than
combustible tobacco, even if the preference is for 54mg.

Sunday, Jan 11th
1:46PM

114,274,357 Flavour is the essential thing, it is on a par with nicotine in my e-cigarette
Sunday, Jan 11th
1:14PM

114,272,971

i started out with tobacco flavours but quickly switched to menthol as I found them too harsh. I vaped menthol flavours
for about a year but found I was bored of them so I switched to fruit flavours. It's important for me to have access to
multiple flavours so that I can swap between them as this stops me getting tired of them and keeps me vaping and off
the tobacco. Due to the various different devices I use, choice of nic level is important. I use 3mg in dripper type devices
and 6mg in tank devices.

Sunday, Jan 11th
12:47PM

114,272,017
Flavour and Nicotine level plays a very important part of my vaping. Without this choice I very much doubt I would have
been able to give up smoking traditional tobacco over 2 years ago.

Sunday, Jan 11th
12:28PM

114,271,293

I use mainly desserts and sweets as my cigarette now no longer needs to taste like a!*e, which has become a very
important thing for me, I was never attached to the tobacco taste of analogues so moving away from that taste is great, I
also hate mint so menthol was never an option.
As for strengths of liquid I have gradually decreased down to 6mg/ml in tanks and a paltry 3ml/mg in drippers (which I
use almost exclusively at home). I am currently very happy at this amount and have no plans to change.

Sunday, Jan 11th
12:14PM

114,268,878
variety is important, because everyone's needs are different!
more variety = more people stopping smoking combustible products.

Sunday, Jan 11th
11:31AM

114,263,055 Highly important
Sunday, Jan 11th
9:54AM

114,262,784 Currently best and daily use, harvest berry 6mg, Mr.Orange 6mg and sweet strawbeer 6mg
Sunday, Jan 11th
9:50AM

114,261,899

I feel that in order to succesfully quit traditional tobacco products via electronic cigarrettes the flavorings play a major
role. Having a satisfying experience finding a flavor you enjoy and the nicotine level to go with it you will have a bigger
chance to quit your old habit.

Sunday, Jan 11th
9:39AM

114,255,267 I like it to be pleasant for me and it taste good
Sunday, Jan 11th
8:05AM

114,254,649
Plain and simple , you quit tobacco , why would you want to keep using it as a flavorent in your ecig , love sweets and that
is what keeps me off tobacco using sweet flavored ejuice

Sunday, Jan 11th
7:48AM



114,254,553
I could not have quit without enjoying the flavours. I was a dual user with tobacco flavoured cigarette- like ecigs but
managed to quit with eGo- type device and RY4.

Sunday, Jan 11th
7:46AM

114,253,568

The nicotine calms and relaxes me when I get agitated or worried. I have tried none nicotine juices and they don't work
for me.
The flavourings are very important. They are like sucking on a mint or sweet and to just have one flavour would be
boring for the taste buds. My favourite is a pink absinthe flavour (liquorish/aniseed). It's nice to have something
completely different occasionally like a lemon fizz or fruit flavour. Sunday, Jan 11th

7:17AM

114,253,066 Flavour is important to me has having that choice keeps it interesting and makes it easy to use
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:00AM

114,252,614

Although these are seen to appeal to "kids" it is important to keep flavours in the ecig market. I stopped smoking as I
hated the taste and smell of tobacco. I dont want to vape tobacco imitation flavours all the time. When I have a craving
for tobacco yes sometimes its nice to have the option to remind myself how much i dont want to smoke. I can however
stay off tobacco use by switching flavours in ecigs thus not relapse when I am tired of one flavour.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:44AM

114,252,591

Different flavors and strength levels make vaping more "fun". I like trying out new flavors, but I often buy liquids that I've
already tried and know that I like them. I don't see why flavor options should be limited, one reason why I switched to
electronic cigarettes is all the flavor options and because I was tired of feeling sick from traditional tobacco.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:44AM

114,252,548
Both these issues are critical to success. Restrictions will only lead to more people continuing to smoke & many to
relapse. It would be insane from a public health perspective to pace restrictions on either.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:42AM

114,252,104
flavour is paramount - once you've found something you like, your brain just goes "this nice, cigarettes taste really bad"
and you simply no longer want to smoke. I do not want to vape anything even vaguely resembling tobacco flavours.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:26AM

114,252,006 Very important to give choice
Sunday, Jan 11th
6:21AM

114,251,472 I enjoy vaping and make my own custard flavour, vaping has saved my life without it I would still be smoking
Sunday, Jan 11th
5:59AM

114,251,174

To have assorted flavours and varying nicotine strengths is very important because not everyone who used to smoke
traditional tobacco eg pipes or cigarettes would smoke the same brand or strength. Having a wide choice of flavours is
great because if your trying to quit or have quit tobacco then you can still get the nicotine but without the bad taste.

Sunday, Jan 11th
5:48AM

114,249,860

Flavors are just a small "quality of life" improvement, and essential to getting someone to switch from traditional
tobacco cigarettes. Nicotine levels are extremely important. At the begining, nicotine levels need to be high enough to
keep a person away from wanting tobacco cigarettes and being able to slowly lower the nicotine level is essential to
being able to quit nicotine all together without suffering terribly from withdrawall symptoms. This way we minimize the
chance of relapse.

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:53AM

114,249,506

The personnal vaporizer will oose almost all of its potential for tobaco quiting if user cant have access to a wide range of
flavours and nicotine levels!
Ecig works because there's nicotine, and because users like the taste.

Plus, it's not tobacco, its not medication, it's a recreationnal product too!

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:37AM

114,249,389
The flavors are MUCH preferred to tobacci cigarettes. Why would I ever go back? Also, allowing me to choose my level
of nicotine allows me to control and reduce the habit a great deal! Can't do that with cigarettes!

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:30AM

114,248,410 Mint menthol 3mg
Sunday, Jan 11th
3:43AM

114,247,452
It is very important to have my own choise to select. My aim is to quit the use of nicotine totally. Till now it has succeeded
very well just because of I have had a pssibility to choose my time and choices.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:00AM



114,246,869 They keep me calm and easily away from topacco
Sunday, Jan 11th
2:25AM

114,245,926

I only use one liquid that I make myself.
For me it's easy to control nicotine level, cause I'll do it myself.
Currently 6mg fluids, going down.

Sunday, Jan 11th
1:22AM

114,245,628 The more choice of flavours and nic levels give you more options to enjoy your e-cigs
Sunday, Jan 11th
1:04AM

114,245,283 Very.
Sunday, Jan 11th
12:44AM

114,242,654

It has also helped me not overeat like most do when they quit smoking. If I have no access to my normal dessert, fruits,
creams and candy flavors, I'll be going back to smoking. I don't want to smoke and the flavors are VERY important to me
and my 2 adult children, who I got to stop smoking through vaping.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:30PM

114,241,994

I guess it is quite important for me to have different choices and possibility to mix my own juices. Also playing and
experiencing with the different devices keeps electronic cigarettes interesting.

It would be a good idea to limit and control the quality of the juices and the amount of harmful stuff in it. It is of course
difficult to observe evertyhing, but some kind of standards. Also i have heard some people have had dangerous issues
with cheap batteries and low quality devices, it would be a good idea to have some similar standards as there is in other
electronics.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:05PM

114,241,873
i know i used to smoke tobacco but flavor choice is important to me as i dont like the taste of tobacco anymore.

nic lvls are important as with drippers higher nic is too harsh, plus it helps in the long term to quit nic all together

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:00PM

114,240,799
Flavours very important as with foods and confectionary your tastes change Nicotine levels higher for new users but you
find over time your happy with lower level as long as you get the throat hit.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:22PM

114,240,749 choices of flavour gives are essential to keep me from tobacco consumption
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:21PM

114,240,171

in starting not smoke
i use 24 mg)ml
now (2,3 yeard) i need only 8-12 ,if i use dripper only 3 mg
past life smoke 2 big case on day(its sheap here ( 7 euro / 25 pack)
e-smoke is much better , i taste. can run... better all time

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:01PM

114,239,749 if it tastes like shit you wont vape it.
Saturday, Jan 10th
8:47PM

114,239,606 Its all about Choice, I choose to vape rather than smoke, so why should't i be able to choose whatever flavor I like?
Saturday, Jan 10th
8:42PM

114,238,302

It's extremely important to me to be able to choose flavour, while I mainly vape a sweet tobacco with menthol, I do like to
have another flavour on the go as a palate cleanser. Sometimes you just want a different taste. As for nicotine levels,
being able to choose what strength you use is the key to being able to switch fully from smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:00PM

114,238,041

Like many vapers I know, re-discovering my tastebuds has led me to appreciate a variety of flavours.
With my new found ability to taste things I therefore find that it is good to be able to change my flavour when I want.
This leads to greater satisfaction from vaping and continues to keep me cigarette free.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:51PM

114,237,761

If it tastes like a cigarette with the limited options of a cigarette, I'd be likely to just pick up a cigarette. Vaping works
because it is so much more enjoyable. Customizing my nic level works to keep me reducing at my own pace, I'm in
control.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:42PM

114,237,441
In my case it's of no real importance. I had already stopped using tobacco, but began using e-cigs because it was too
boring to use nothing.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:32PM



114,236,269

I believe that anyone that smoked more than 20 cigarettes a day needs 24-30mg nicotine level to help them convert fully
to e-cigs.

I also think that a good choice of flavours will help even more folks give up smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:57PM

114,235,499

It is vital and one of the key reasons I've been able to stop smoking. If I couldn't find a flavour I like then I could relapse
back to smoking.

Also, my preference for sweet, desert & fruit flavours help the disassociation with tobacco and make it easier to stay off
the smokes. If I could only have tobacco flavours then it is too close to smoking and easier to slip back into using them.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:37PM

114,235,246
It's critical. Dialling in your nic preference is easy but it took me 3 months to find THE flavour (Strawberry Mentol) and
I've been vaping that ever since. No other flavour hits the spot and "tobacco" flavours are particularly shit!

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:31PM

114,235,131 Choice will always be preferential to allow people to move over to vaping.
Saturday, Jan 10th
6:28PM

114,234,987 Very important - probably what got me into vaping and keeps me doing it.
Saturday, Jan 10th
6:25PM

114,234,422
Flavour and nicotine level or vital to prevent relapse. I'm scared for the future of vaping following implementation of
TPD/ restrictions

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:11PM

114,234,249 Being able to use flavors enables me to further distance myself from tobacco.
Saturday, Jan 10th
6:05PM

114,233,612
It has allowed me to let go of cigarettes, that I used for 13 years. I strongly distaste tobacco flavour now and different
flavours in different flavours allow me to find my sweet spot in terms if vaping and experimenting.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:50PM

114,233,140

For myself and the many people who have abandoned tobacco to replace it with vapour whose journey I have shared I
simply cannot overstate the importance of both flavour and variable nicotine levels in making a successful transition.
Flavour plays a huge part in flicking the mental switch that helps a recent convert make the decision to continue with
vaping rather than relapse into their old, harmful tobacco habit. The knowledge that nicotine levels can be gradually
lowered, or temporarily increased if triggers such as stress require it is also of paramount importance to the realisation
that vaping can completely replace smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:26PM

114,233,036
The flavor is the reason I vape. Nicotine is not so important to me. Im taking down the nicotine levels in every 1-2
months, not because I wan't to get to lower levels, because I just don't need it.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:35PM

114,232,986

Vaping is different to typical cigarettes. Anyone thinking that tabacco flavours will keep / move people off traditional
cigarettes is very mistaken. They will try vaping and move back to traditional cigerettes. Vaping is about choice and
something that tastes great whist still giving you the nic hit we are addicted too.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:34PM

114,232,958

it's highly important as one of the pleasures of vaping is the variety of flavours - I started with tobacco flavour only , just
to ditch it after 2 weeks - now my favorites are fruit flavours - and I love to change for example between banana and
straw berry

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:33PM

114,232,914
I use higher strength nicotine first thing in the morning and in stressful situations, and user lower strength throughout
the day. Changing flavours is important to me to give variety

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:32PM

114,232,906 Flavour is king
Saturday, Jan 10th
5:32PM

114,232,322

Flavours are vitally important due to the fact that as you give up smoking your taste buds comeback and tastes change
rapidly.
If you vape the same flavour all the time you loose the taste ( become used to it).
Many adults love sweet flavours,bakery flavours etc.
It is vital that a large range of flavours remain available.
Nicotine levels need to be varied as stepping nicotine down in small steps is virtually unnoticeable.
The higher strengths are very important for heavy/highly addicted smokers to make the switch.
Also the variation in PG/VG amounts is vital

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:17PM



114,232,270
I enjoy different flavours and as I have now given up cigarrettes completely I enjoy the nicotineI am able to get from e-
cigs. If it is restricted I would probably go back to traditional smoking which I really don't want to do.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:15PM

114,232,249

Each individual vapor I have come into contact with has different preferences regarding taste. It often takes several
months to find a flavor that suits well enough to keep one satisfied enough to stay off of traditional tobacco. And flavor
preferences often change. In my personal experience, flavors were the very key thing to force my switch to vapor. I say
force because after just one week of vaping, I tried to smoke a cigarette and the taste was so terrible in comparison that
I gagged and had to gurgle mouthwash 3 times in a row before I could tolerate my own mouth.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:15PM

114,232,022
I mix my own liquids and no longer use nicotine, but I do have a large range of flavourings and blend to my own
preferences.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:10PM

114,231,926

Having the choice of flavours keeps it interesting & the ability to change nicotine strength, helps as you can up it when
stressed or the need is there & lower it when not, the choice keeps me from wanting to smoke cigarettes, that is
important.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:07PM

114,231,571

I use cartos exclusively which means that i need higher nic than most of the people. I believe that ex-chain smokers
(carto users especially) need 36mg and even higher stregths. I smoked menthol and vape mainly menthol. It is my "fruit
flavor". I realize somebody else may need a completely different flavor for success. Some people even need the variety
itself.

Saturday, Jan 10th
4:59PM

114,227,639
It's simple why would I want to taste when I'm trying to get away from. It's not easy to give up and habit of 20 plus years
but properly educated and equipped with the will to quit I think anybody can.

Saturday, Jan 10th
4:07PM

114,227,152

choice is key - even though I vape mostly tobacco-based flavours, my all-day vape is RY4 which is tobacco-based with
caramel and vanilla on top, so it's sweeter than a plain tobacco and you'd never get a fag to taste like it. This type of
flavour isn't reflected in your survey choices. Also, your drag'n'drop, whilst a nice idea, doesn't work in firefox....

Saturday, Jan 10th
4:03PM

114,225,548

When I smoked, I just smoked because that is what i did. Often i would find myself smoking and not enjoying it.

But now I treat vaping as I would fine wines. I try new flavours, I match them with what I am eating and drinking. I discuss
flavours online with other vapers, I am even looking to go to meets so I can sample new flavours.

Flavour is everything. Smoking doesn't compare, and I wish people would stop using 'electronic cigarettes'. It is a whole
other ballgame.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:37PM

114,225,345

Started off with "tobacco" flavour and soon realised how bad it was. If I had not tried some fruity and custard flavours I
would still be smoking. If I had use only a tobacco flavour then I would either start smoking again or more likely make my
own juice to suit.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:33PM

114,224,569

Smoking regular cigarettes is the most effective way to get the Nicotine into your brain the fastest way. E cig or Personal
Vaporizers *PV the nicotine doesn't have the same kick. The intake or vaping of E Cig/PV is slower process.
I never smoked cigarettes for the flavour I just wanted the nicotine and what it did for me. The flavours of the E Liquid
help in keeping your enjoyment level up as high as possible. I have found through trial and error that I like the fruity
flavours as well as the baked flavours. Two favorites of mine are Pear with Apple Blossom or Banana Nut Bread. Like
Hazelnut Cookie and Strawberry Cream. I switch my flavours around a lot to keep it interesting.
If someone actually manages to restrict flavours then I will just add my own. If regulations come in and take away nice
flavours to making them all taste as bad as a regular cigarette then many would follow my route and make their own E
Liquid. That is right: I make my own E Liquid. My concern is will I be forced to buy my base mix with nicotine in it from the
black market. I will not stop vaping flavours that I like.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:13PM

114,224,455

Flavors are extremely important to me. I vary flavors according to mood and time of day, usually using at least four
different flavors every day. I usually dislike straight tobacco flavours, hate mint and menthol unless I have a cold, when I
add a little to a fruit flavour, and loathe savory so much they make me feel sick.
When I started vaping I used 18 mg/ml with a cigalike and it failed to substitute for a single cigarette. Only after changing
to variable voltage and wattage 3rd generation devices and rebuildable atomizers as well as increasing my nicotine to
36mg/ml I found that I forgot to smoke. Now I have had to reduce my nicotine level to between 6 mg and 9 mg/ml. I find
anything stronger too much for me, even when using similar devices to those I used to use with 36 mg/ml.
Without the choice of flavors, sweet, custard, bakery and non-alcoholic drinks I would risk returning to smoking. If I was
unable to obtain the nicotine level I have found suits me I know that I would return to lit tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:10PM



114,223,961

Very important. After moving from traditional tobacco, my sense of taste returned and the tobacco taste not all that
appealing. Choice of flavoring lets me tailor my enjoyment of vaping e.g. when drinks (alcohols and non alcohol), after
meals or first thing the morning. Though I've my level of nicotine levels in eliquid, I do like to opt for strong first thing the
morning and also when drinking alcohol (reduces my chance of returning to traditional tobacco). Similarly, having a
range of mg levels again allows to deal with craving, which in turn keep me away from traditional tobacco

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:58PM

114,223,402
If my preferred flavours were restricted to flavourless liquids I would very probably go back to smoking tobacco. Having
choice of flavours, mixing my own liquids ensures that vaping provides the nicotine I enjoy in flavours I prefer.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:45PM

114,222,938

Only time I have been able to stop smoking, used all the NRT rubbish before on countless occasions, never works!
I mix my own juice so as I can control our nicotine reduction, in four months we have dropped from 18mg down to 10 mg
, and will continue to drop to 6mg eventually, the use of flavours has made the practise easier, we vape the flavour we
like!

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:32PM

114,222,765
Personally I only vape tobacco flavours but i am in the minority so it doesn't matter about me, it's about the majority.
Flavours are vital for the majority and it would be a disaster if they were restricted.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:28PM

114,222,516

Flavour is top priority. I'm an ex pipe smoker & greatly enjoyed different flavoured tobaccos, unlike most exsmokers.
Nicotine helps keep me from missing my once beloved old briar. I drip at low wattage & am not a cloud chaser. I truly
enjoy vaping as much as I did smoking my pipe: I only vape premium brands,& feel much healthier for not smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:22PM

114,221,433

I always vape at 12 mg, 4.2 v and standard cartomisers (2.8/2.9 ohms), which gives something like 6 watts. Not many
people vape at 6 w really. I don't build or rebuild either nor do I plan to, I like to keep it simple. Plus, I'm on my way to
(hopefully) start vaping only at 0 mg with a little aid of BiteXtra Enhancer (maybe at 10%). The way I vape is the way I like
it. Less (with no BiteXtra, tastes less and isn't satisfactory) and more is too much for me. I stick mostly with the flavours I
know I enjoy (some of them expensive), mostly tobacco, although nothing actually tastes like tobacco. But I'm not
interested in the taste of tar, anyway, that was long ago. Some fruity juices, as long as they're complex and well
conceived (not plain like bubble gum) are also interesting and sometimes a good change.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:58PM

114,221,084

Flavour helps forget cigarettes, the the association of the taste of tobacco is broken for me. Forcing me back to tobacco
flavours and with the likely restrictions of dose. The chances are I may relapse back to conventional cigarettes. What
would be point of vaping if it didn't replace the act of smoking for which it currently does.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:50PM

114,220,959
slowly getting lees nicotine,if flavours are not available then i would not have quit cigarettes,tried nrt and other products
without luck,but if these stop being available then i think i will stop using ecigs its the variety that keeps me going

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:47PM

114,220,710
Throat hit very important in making vaping as satisfying as smoking. Flavours very important in making smoking taste
vile by comparison. Ability to get enough nicotine in short time very important in staying off tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:42PM

114,220,574

To me flavours are important to keep me vaping coz when I started I used tobacco flavour gone board and move to
sweets then fruits and so on so flavours keep me interested. Nicotine levels need to be an option so I can move down or
even go back up if I wish to.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:39PM

114,219,829

Nic levels are very important- I doubt I could have quit without initial high levels (36 and 45mg/ml) but that was in a
cigalike which is pretty inefficient. After rapidly moving to a good quality high output RBA, those nic levels were too much
for me so I cut back to 1/3 that level which I have found about right for me. I know many others prefer and need higher
nice levels to satisfy so limiting levels to some arbitrary amount like 20mg will be counterproductive, and unnecessary
even from a safety perspective.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:25PM

114,218,956

My daily vape has been tobacco flavour pretty much from the start but it's always nice to have a change, I like to have a
menthol or candy flavour just to mix things up every now and then.
I think the choice of nicotine strengths are equally important, someone coming off 60 cigs a day may require a higher nic
content than say someone coming off 10, I started with a 24mg moving down to an 18mg where I'm more than happy.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:07PM

114,218,808

Different people have different tastes. You can't only offer one flavour or one strength. Remember we need to entice
them off smoking and on to vaping. Vaping does not ever taste the same as burning tobacco, so sometimes an extreme
change in taste helps get them off smoking. Same with strength. Nicotine is not the ogre it is purported to be. It is not
harmful, so some need a kick and some don't, but if you limit the choice, these vapers will relapse to smoking again. It
must be fun and offer choices or it won't appeal to vapers.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:05PM



114,218,805 As I cannot vape any flavour which i normally eat or drink, I only vape tobacco flavoured e-liquid
Saturday, Jan 10th
1:06PM

114,218,599
Having a wide choice of flavours and nicotine has allowed me to not only quit smoking but to also get away from the
tobacco taste.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:01PM

114,217,961 Stopped me from drinking lots of coffee. I vape instead and don't need to visit the loo so often.
Saturday, Jan 10th
12:54PM

114,217,167

I mix my own eliquid, which uses food flavourings and unless home baking gets banned or legislated . . . there will always
be a supply.

Nicotine base I have enough in the freezer to last 15 years.

I am sick and tired of the likes of the WHO /MHRA trying to ban products that have real benefits to smokers!

Saturday, Jan 10th
12:46PM

114,216,320

it's the main thing that has kept me vaping and off traditional cigarettes. i think if someone had said to me after i picked
up that first tobacco flavoured disposable that that was the only flavour available i wouldn't have persevered and been
able to transition away from tobacco completely. it's the choice that makes vaping viable.

Saturday, Jan 10th
12:36PM

114,215,864 I do not want any flavor
Saturday, Jan 10th
12:28PM

114,215,297 I found that my tastes varied over time. Having a wide range of choices is important to me.
Saturday, Jan 10th
12:18PM

114,214,931 Without a wide choice of flavours and nic levels, I would be tempted to revert to smoking if I was also unable to DIY e-
liquids.

Saturday, Jan 10th
12:12PM

114,214,173 Choice!!!! I can choose what I want when I want it
Saturday, Jan 10th
11:58AM

114,214,060
Anything other than tobacco or cigar flavours taste very strange to me as a vape. I have tried menthol; various fruit;
coffee; anise and one or two sweet flavours. I found them all unpalatable.

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:56AM

114,213,576

Tobacco flavours do not taste anything like a cigarette does some are quite disgusting. Its the nicotine you need to help
stop smoking so if you get that via a flavour you like you will probably stop smoking cigarettes completely.

After vaping for around 6 months I was tempted to have a draw on a cigarette one day and it tasted disgusting
compared to vape. I've never been tempted again.

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:46AM

114,212,649 Of all the things I enjoyed about smoking I found almost at once that the taste of tobacco was not one of them.
Saturday, Jan 10th
11:27AM

114,212,420

Nicotine level choices essential. NRT just didn't do it for me. It was a simple logic of not strong enough for long enough
and caused my psychosis to flare up and relapse. The flavour is nice but I don't change flavours every day and my
flavour tends to wear off after a day or so. But still pleasant. Nicotine level though far more important. :)

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:22AM

114,212,191 Important to vary and have the opportunity to reduce nic levels
Saturday, Jan 10th
11:17AM

114,211,485 Very important.
Saturday, Jan 10th
11:01AM

114,211,312
Nicotine is not important as I am on zero, but I do like a good variety of flavours to prevent me from slipping back to
smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:57AM

114,210,952 Incredibly. People don't smoke for the taste of cigarettes.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:50AM

114,210,888 Essential
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:49AM

114,210,798 Very important, after all, even at the age of 60 plus,we still have taste buds and still enjoy tasting things.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:47AM



114,210,326

After discovering the sensitivity of my taste buds after stopping smoking tobacco, it is incredibly important to experience
and enjoy the variety of tastes available. This reinforces the advantages of no longer having the taste of 'bonfire'
smothering and muting everything.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:37AM

114,210,322

When I began vaping I naturally went for the "tobacco" flavours which tasted nothing like tobacco. Later I tried some
tobacco extract flavours which were closer to the real thing but like the real thing also increased lung discomfort. So I
decided to mix my own liquid using tea and fruit flavours at low levels. I also tried unflavoured liquid and found that it
was good enough.
Regarding nicotine level, I started vaping at 24mg. When I tried to lower it to 18mg I found that I was vaping more
frequently. I tried 36mg but it was too strong for me. I would start sneezing and if I continued vaping I would feel
nauseous. So I reduced to 30mg and found it to be a good balance.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:37AM

114,210,084 Makes my addiction to nicotine pleasurable, never enjoyed smoking...
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:32AM

114,210,082
It is important to me to have the choice of flavour and nicotine level that I use. I may step down a level in the future but
for now am perfectly happy to continue with where I started.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:31AM

114,209,931 It's very important. The taste is what helps me not smoke.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:29AM

114,209,882 I would be satisfied with using one flavour as a cigarette substitute. Having a choice makes it into a hobby.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:28AM

114,209,778
These options are critical. Vaping is a very individualistic thing, and without the ability to customise the experience I
believe it would be a much less attractive substitute for tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:25AM

114,209,232 Very important.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:13AM

114,209,194 Flavour is more important than the nicotine to me.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:13AM

114,208,434

It was the variety of flavours that primarily stopped my use of tobacco.
I feel its crucial to effectiveness to have available, to ALL smokers looking for an alternative, a variety of flavours and
nicotine levels.
Vaping is a very personal experience and 'one size' does definitely NOT fit all.

The right flavour for the individual has to be found, as does the personal nicotine level to defer the cravings for a
cigarette.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:57AM

114,208,088

Flavoured e-liquid is extremely important to me, without the option of different flavours other than tobacco I would
probably not have continued the use of the e-cigarette. Within 3 weeks of using an e-cig I opted out of tobacco flavoured
juice and do not even like the smell of tobacco now, let alone the taste of it.

Choice of nicotine levels have enabled me to lower the strength of nicotine dependence from 18mg to 6mg over a
period of time without any craving problems, therefore it is very important to me to have the choice.

I actually mix my own e-liquid and have been able to lower the milligrams per ml gradually by dropping just one or two at
a time.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:51AM

114,208,079 Very important. Without the choice I can see myself going back to smoking.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:51AM

114,208,067
There is no "one size fits all" way to give up tobacco. The current choice in flavours and nicotine levels allow users to
create a much more flexible and enjoyable way to quit or reduce their tobacco use, thus being more likely to succeed.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:51AM

114,207,994 If there were no flavors, I probably would never have been able to stop smoking tobacco cigarettes.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:50AM

114,207,751

It's very important to me as I constantly reduce my nicotine levels and would like to continue to do that. Flavour level
choice is also vital to me because sometimes a flavour doesn't work at certain percentages yet works great at a higher
or lower one. Choice of flavours also makes a massive difference as to wether or not I enjoy vaping because of taste
preferences.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:45AM



114,207,709 Very my choice of what i vape
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:44AM

114,207,622 It keeps me happy and off analogs.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:42AM

114,207,606 I only vape tobacco flavours and always will,so flavour choices are irrelevant to me.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:43AM

114,207,444 Without flavours and nic choice gaping would be boring, might as well use a cigalike.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:40AM

114,207,385 Highly important. Variation is a huge factor for me.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:38AM

114,207,171

As a former smoker (for forty years) I found that when I switched to vaping the key to success was in first finding a
satisfying flavour, and then refining the nicotine level - and that certain nicotine levels suits some flavours better than
others.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:34AM

114,206,738
I only vape tobacco liquid, but most vapers vape other flavours which make lit tobacco far less appealing otherwise. I
had to try 20 or so tobacco flavours to find one that suites and believe that verity is very important.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:24AM

114,206,429 No longer applicable to me as I make all of my own e-liquids and my choices and combinations are infinite.
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:18AM

114,206,226 I only Vape tobacco flavours (and I've vaped for nearly six years) - but I like a choice of tobacco flavours!
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:14AM

114,205,721 Very important
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:02AM

114,204,808
If I am trying to not smoke, why would I want tobacco flavor? I would end up back with cigarettes. I want fruit, candy,
desserts, coffee, liquors. Anything but tobacco. I don't ever want to smoke cigarettes again.

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:45AM

114,204,009

I think there should be a range of nicotine levels available to help smokers to replace their craving satisfactorily and stay
off cigarettes. By giving a range of levels people can, if they choose, reduce their nicotine level as it suits them. If
anything the menthol flavour is necessary to help people who smoke menthol cigarettes but I personally do not think
that all the different flavours are necessary, I use these to stop me smoking pure and simple. I was a smoker who
enjoyed smoking but had to quit for health reasons so I am only looking to replace that, strength is the most important
thing to me, I do not need all the different flavours. Saturday, Jan 10th

8:27AM

114,201,626

Flavour is most important to me. I change flavours frequently throughout the day to keep my tastebuds interested! The
variety also helped me resist the lure of tobacco. I choose to keep nicotine at the same level and have no intention of
going lower or to 0mg.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:33AM

114,201,033 My taste changes over a period of time so I need to have several flavours throughout the day.
Saturday, Jan 10th
7:18AM

114,199,006

The electronic cigarette is a way to quit smoking that you can enjoy. If you can no longer enjoy it, it will not satisfy. If it
does not satisfy you may start smoking again. Tabacco addiction is a very strong addiction. So most certainly for
someone switching it is very important. But also for someone trying to stay of cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:24AM

114,191,883
Especially for people trying to quit smoking by using e-cigarettes it is very important to have the possibility trying various
types of flavors and nicotine levels.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:25AM

114,186,928
I think the more we control the nicotine levels, the more smokers will switch over. Flavoring is very important to help
curb that crave.

Friday, Jan 9th
11:00PM



114,181,453

I started in 2009, briefly, I tried a regular 24mg. tobacco flavor on the Njoy. I had little connection to any others using it,
and the length of time the battery performed, the cartridge lasted was more of an impedence than an incentive to leave
real cigarettes behind. I didn't try again until May 2010. At that time, I met someone that recommended a better more
advanced device and suggested I use a Vanilla flavor at 24mg., because I was starting all over. Well, what a difference,
my smoking decreased 80% within the first week, stayed about that level for the better part of a year. In 2011, I was
using even better mod style batteries and more tank like liquid cartridges. the flavor was even better and my decision to
stop buying real smokes became very easy to make. I still ocassionally thought I wanted a cigarette to smoke. After two
puffs, I was disgusted by the foul odor and taste. Psychologically, I hadn't let go 100%. The friend that I met in 2010, told
me not to pressure myself, but to let E-Cigarettes work for me naturally. To let go of the guilt and all the "I should" kind
of talk. He was right, I just naturally stopped wanting to smoke. I had a few puffs a couple times a week, but in August
2013 I just knew It that finally I never would again. I have not had one craving, thought and not a single puff since August
2013. Flavor and 24mg. did make it possible for me to lose my desire to smoke in an enjoyable and unstressful way. This
year I started reducing my nicotine strength, I am now using 12 mg. nicotine. I also, use many other flavors than vanilla.

Friday, Jan 9th 8:23PM

114,180,476 I make my own juices so the FDA can not stop me. If they ban flavors I will be teaching everyone that I know how to DIY. Friday, Jan 9th 7:58PM

114,180,304
Absolutely essential to my experience of vaping. I wasn't able to quit tobacco entirely until I found the right flavour to
replace key cigarettes in my daily routine. Simply put without the flavours I would still be smoking tobacco

Friday, Jan 9th 7:53PM

114,179,558

With traditional cigarettes I wasn't in control of the nicotine, I got whatever was in my brand (Marlboro) of cigarettes.
With ecigs I am in control and know exactly how much I get.
Since starting ecigs and trying various different flavors I have come to realize that I don't actually like the flavor of
traditional cigarettes, so the availability of flavors is very important to me.

Friday, Jan 9th 7:31PM

114,176,942
Sweet flavours and fruits with Menthol and Mints are very important to my vaping experience. Vaping makes it easy to
reduce nicotine levels , I have reduced from 2.4% to 1.2% and I am hopeful of eventually being able to vape with 0%.

Friday, Jan 9th 6:24PM

114,174,315

Flavors in nicotine containing e-juice is no more harmful than flavors in alcohol. Seriously, Kids are going to smoke
anyway, and this isn't about that. I was able to quit tobacco and become healthier by using these devices and the flavors
were a HUGE impact on that. I don't want to smoke anymore. I don't want to smell tobacco anymore. Why would you
take away from the majority because of a stupid fear for the minority? They are going to do it anyway.

Think about all the revenue that would be lost if the alcohol industry was limited to one flavor. I honestly think that is
what the debate on flavors is about, the government isn't getting a kickback on the taxes.

Friday, Jan 9th 5:29PM

114,173,681 Flavor is everything, most have variety to stay of cigarettes !!!!! Friday, Jan 9th 5:16PM

114,172,709

For me it is more about the nicotine than the flavour. I prefer subtle and don't usually like rich or overpowering flavours. I
am also concerned at the health implications of long term inhalation of very strongly flavoured e-liquid, and in particular
bakery/custard type flavours. But I do appreciate the right to choose. Nicotine level is critical. If I could not get an e-cig
with a satisfying nicotine hit I would be back smoking.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:59PM

114,171,139 Probably the most important thing in vaping is the flavours. Friday, Jan 9th 4:32PM

114,169,559
I initially chose a juice That would be close in flavour to what I smoked, Golden Virginia to help me quit. I have stayed with
that. I don't like the sweet flavours. Even the sweetness of the PG/VG is sometimes too much.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:05PM

114,169,235 Being able to level down nicotine helped me quit smoking. Having appealing flavors was key to my quit also. Friday, Jan 9th 4:00PM

114,169,195

Those who are against vaping often mention the unregulated nature of the industry and the uncertain quality and
quantity of the nicotine in e-liquids. But one of the great advantages of vaping over NRT products is the fine control over
dosage that it gives the user, especially the experienced user.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:00PM

114,167,849

Flavour - Paramount importance
Mix my own juice and frequently vape several different flavours in a day.If a flavour does not satisfy will normally add a
few drops of different taste to tailor to requirement.
Nicotine - Fairly important
When first started vaping used to measure by drops,later by volumes.Now I measure by eye eg.1/3 72mg
nicotine,1/3vg,1/3pg giving approx.24mg juice.This can vary by a few % depending on mood.

Friday, Jan 9th 3:42PM



114,167,784 Flavor variety is one of the most important factors in keeping me off of traditional tobacco. Friday, Jan 9th 3:42PM

114,165,678 It is of utmost importannce and was the reason why I succeeded in switching from smoking immediately. Friday, Jan 9th 3:20PM

114,163,197 EXTREMELY important to making & keeping the switch Friday, Jan 9th 2:53PM

114,162,801

I've been vaping for over 6 years. I've tried hundreds of flavors and I always come back to the caramelish tobacco
flavors. Maybe it's in my head that if I switch to the fruity, candy type flavors then why am I vaping at all. I can eat fruit,
candy, custards so why would I want to vape them? I never smoked food so. . .to each their own I guess. Friday, Jan 9th 2:49PM

114,161,792
Just like pie or ice cream, vanilla, vanilla, vanilla would become tired pretty quick. Variety and the ability to disassociate
nicotine from a tobacco flavor will help divorce cigarettes from pleasure in ones mind.

Friday, Jan 9th 2:28PM

114,158,315

Flavors are very important. My favorite is custard, waffles, malaga ice cream. Nice sweet things. Tobacco flavor
occasionally.
Nicotine levels also important. I use 18 mg nic / ml. And consume approx 3 ml a day. Why cut down on nic per ml and
then vape so much more? Seems senseless to me.

Friday, Jan 9th 1:37PM

114,155,329
Flavors further separate me from the whole tobacco vice. A variety of flavors is important for me, because I "switch up"
regularly.

Friday, Jan 9th
12:52PM

114,153,197
Originally started on a tobacco flavour, then added mint, then fruits and have progressed to many flavours and now mix
my own

Friday, Jan 9th
12:18PM

114,153,063 Critical. The importance of variety in flavours to break the link with tobacco cannot be overstated.
Friday, Jan 9th
12:16PM

114,152,254
I was a 2 pak a day smoker for 35+ years. I have not smoked a cigarette since October 2013. The choices are essential
for me!

Friday, Jan 9th
12:04PM

114,148,133

Nicotine level choices are extremely important. Not everyone falls into a "Low, Medium, High" sort of offering.
Personally, I would prefer to have a lot of flavor choices, too. Again, more offerings would appeal to more people than
being limited to "Regular" and "Menthol". If those were my only 2 choices, I would prefer flavorless.

Friday, Jan 9th
11:08AM

114,147,455
Choice is always good, I switch flavours often and having nicotine levels helps because everyone has different needs
when starting using ecig and have more control of how much nicotine they have.

Friday, Jan 9th
10:58AM

114,144,950 Since switching to vaping, I can't stand the taste of tobacco. I only vape sweet flavors.
Friday, Jan 9th
10:20AM

114,136,115

To me the variance of flavours is essential...
When I first started I used tobacco flavours and as my senses of taste and smell developed, I explored different flavours
and found through trial and error my preferences... Interestingly to me, I found myself returning to some tobacco
flavours ... On any given day, I have three different flavours on the go

Friday, Jan 9th 8:07AM

114,134,247
I believe flavoured vapour retrains your taste buds that have been conditioned by years of smoking into accepting
tobacco flavour as 'normal'. I think it would be much harder to switch without them.

Friday, Jan 9th 7:37AM

114,132,610 Good flavors keep me off of tobacco and candy. I use low levels of nicotine for that little buzz and throat hit. Friday, Jan 9th 7:07AM

114,127,946 It's the most important Friday, Jan 9th 5:47AM

114,126,736 Variety important Friday, Jan 9th 5:26AM



114,125,862
The choice of flavors is very important to me as I wanted to get away from the tobacco taste.Being able to lower my
nicotine level at my own pace has really helped. At the moment I am trying 8mg and even have some 0nic to try.

Friday, Jan 9th 5:08AM

114,124,790
I prefer Taboacco flavors.
I Need the 18mg Nic-level

Friday, Jan 9th 4:43AM

114,124,275

Every one has different likes (mar mite love it hate it)
People around me use strength from 6 mg to 24 mg and this is import to find a flavor and strength to keep them away
from cigarettes.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:30AM

114,122,695

I think that if it were not for the variety of flavours available, my ability to switch fully from smoking to vaping may not
have happened.

Within a few months of stopping smoking, your sense of taste and smell returns; I felt like a child in a sweet shop (I am
64!). All great ... but, a vaper soon learns, that even a flavour they absolutely love, will eventualy become tasteless to
them. It is known as flavour fatigue. This is the point at which they start the seemingly endless quest for the "All day
vape".

Take away the flavours, and vaping may loose it's efficacy; I suspect Tobacco Control Knows this!

My wife switched at the same time as I did, our choice of vaping flavours are poles apart, yet we both eat the same food
daily.

Friday, Jan 9th 3:50AM

114,121,199 Some berries and fruity mix, nicotine 12 Friday, Jan 9th 3:09AM

114,120,317 The choice of flavors is what has helped me stay smoke free for a year. I get tired daily of the same thing. Friday, Jan 9th 2:41AM

114,120,221

Especially the plethora of flavors is an important factor why vaping is a superior experience to smoking. Thus vaping is
not just a viable alternative to smoking, but capable to replace the desires permanently.

https://nzillatron.wordpress.com/2014/11/01/pleasure-principle/

Friday, Jan 9th 2:37AM

114,120,018
flavors are extremely important, not only that it taste good, but from hobby aspect aswell, it'snice to taste flavors like
tasting wine for example...

Friday, Jan 9th 2:28AM

114,119,619
I like to have choices but it's not the main deal for me. I just love vapeing more than inhaling smoke since I bought my
first ecigarette.

Friday, Jan 9th 2:07AM

114,118,895 million+++!!!! Friday, Jan 9th 1:29AM

114,118,874 I tend to have a condition called "vapers taste buds". Meaning tastes get flat after some time. This is why I switch
between tastes and get a break of minty taste to return the sense of taste to normal.

Friday, Jan 9th 1:27AM

114,118,805 A range of flavours is very important for me. I like high nicotine liquid Friday, Jan 9th 1:25AM

114,118,366 I'm mixing the liquids myself, and i will continue whatever happens. Friday, Jan 9th 1:08AM

114,116,590 That's the hole point of vaping. To be able to make new new recipies and improve my flawours.
Thursday, Jan 8th
11:45PM

114,116,253

Being able to choose from and consume a variety of non-tobacco flavors is essential to my use and enjoyment of e-
cigarettes, as is the ability to vary the nicotine level. I've found that some flavors are better at low nicotine levels and
some at higher. Also, I find that a higher nicotine level suits me in the morning; in the evening, I usually taper down to a
lower level.

Thursday, Jan 8th
11:32PM

114,113,959 —
Thursday, Jan 8th
10:17PM

114,113,207
The small amount of nicotine I use keeps me from reverting back to traditional cigarettes. I enjoy different flavors. Since
starting vaping, I have developed a complete distaste for tobacco flavor.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:54PM



114,113,102
Flavors were critical in my ability to stop using lit tobacco. The variability of nicotine strength was also a key factor in my
choosing to quit smoking with vaping

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:51PM

114,112,617

As a type 2 diabetic, the verious sweet options i prefer act as my selection of candy. I vary my nicotine levels to achieve a
nicer taste. Some juices I vape at 12mg, others at over 20mg. The type of vaping devices and atomiser can alter the
taste of juice significantly.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:36PM

114,112,447 Extremely important to have a choice. It contributed 95% to my quitting regular cigarettes
Thursday, Jan 8th
9:31PM

114,111,962 very important, mixed fruity with mints.
Thursday, Jan 8th
9:17PM

114,111,229 Very important, thats what me keeps from smoking
Thursday, Jan 8th
8:57PM

114,110,259 A large choice to suit individual taste and needs.
Thursday, Jan 8th
8:31PM

114,109,905
Started off with tobacco flavour @ 24MG but have slowly started to reduce nicotine level and do not now use tobacco
flavour at all.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:21PM

114,109,580

Everyone's taste varies so we must be able to appeal to a wide range of tastebuds to ensure the success rate of
"switching" Thursday, Jan 8th

8:05PM

114,109,373 Very important to stop smoking.
Thursday, Jan 8th
8:07PM

114,109,296

The effects of nicotine haven't been noticeable since dropping to 0% other then the effect of lowered percentages of
flavcring as well as flavors vaping warmer with nicotine present. Absorption rate of nicotine from vapor greatly reduced
compared to levels absorbed from tobacco smoke.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:04PM

114,109,129
I love having different flavours. I like the flavour, and i like the vapor. Nicotine is not an issue for me since i only smoke it
for the flavour. I use 3mg juices but will try to go down to 0mg soon.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:00PM

114,109,043

Very important to have choice of flavours. I normally have about 6 different flavours on the go, never just stick to one
and dislike all tobacco flavours tried. Nic levels important so that vapers can reduce if they want to, but higher levels
needed to initially switch to vaping.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:57PM

114,108,978 Choice is important in whichever leisure activity I take part in.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:55PM

114,108,842

Absolutely essential. I have never vaped tobacco flavours and have no intention of doing so in the future. Flavour is the
single most important factor in maintaining ecigs as a more attractive activity than smoking.
though high nicotine is not important to me, I believe this should be an option to ensure effective ecig systems are
available to all smokers. Some nicotine remains important to the experience for me, and though I expect to continue
reducing nicotine levels, I do not plan to eliminate nicotine altogether

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:51PM

114,108,729 I mix regulary my own liquid. food flavor will be always free to get, so no problem at all in the future
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:48PM

114,108,647 Well this is what it's all about now isn't it. Choices!
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:45PM

114,108,403 This is THE most important aspect of e-cigs. Take that away and you take away the appeal.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:39PM

114,108,380 Most smokers are by nature rebellious, having control over flavors and nicotine is the key to success.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:39PM

114,108,181 my nicotine level is zero but i need a lot of flavor
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:33PM



114,108,102 that is the most important part of vaping
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:32PM

114,107,620

I constantly change devices as new products come on the market. I often change nicotine levels with different devices
and use different levels depending upon frequency of use. Flavors are hugely important. I use a LOT of different flavors.
Different options keep vape interesting and pleasurable to me. I use a flavor until I get tired of it and then I don't use it
for a while. Or I use a flavor in morning. One in afternoon and maybe one after dinner. Or I pair flavors with beverages
or desserts.

At the end of the day, one size does NOT fit all. One size doesn't even fit one forever. People need improved and
different options as they become available, different flavors, nicotine levels to keep them actively engaged in vaping,
which for most means actively engaged in NOT smoking.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:19PM

114,107,458

When I started vaping I started on tabacco flavourings. About four months in I thought I would try different flavours as I
no longer enjoyed the taste of cigarettes nor to my shock the occasional cigar I would purchase. once I started vaping
fruit flavours and candy flavours there was no going back to the tobacco ones, it was at this point I knew cigarettes no
longer held sway over me.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:14PM

114,107,383 I love the fruit & soda drink flavours and never use the tobacco flavours now.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:13PM

114,107,350

Vaping tastes good. Lots of flavours to switch things up with, from fruit, to deserts, to sweets. My taste buds love me.
This is part of what makes vaping better than smoking for me. I wouldn’t have made it past day three of switching to
vaping without those flavours. I love to vape the different flavours and I use six different flavours most days. I love
Caramel, custard, coconut caramel with hazelnut honey, Peanut butter and banana sandwich with cream, strawberry
cream pie, cherry, bubblegum (which is a fruit flavour), peach, melon, passion fruit, dragon fruit, absinthe, Apple, and
jelly sweets. I don’t eat them because they’re full of sugar and everyone tells me that responsible adults limit their sugar
intake. I’d rather have the sweets than the fruits any day, but I’ll take it without calories in a vape. And why not, I enjoy it!
The main thing that makes vaping work for me is that it directly replaces the pleasure I got from smoking, in a way that
medicinal products never could.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:12PM

114,107,306 Need 24+ mg plus a mild tobacco aroma, sometimes menthol. And a selection of flavours is nice to have.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:11PM

114,107,132
Enjoyment is a key factor in my ability to stay off tobacco and I enjoy using different flavours daily. I normally have three
different flavours on the go at any one time.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:07PM

114,106,576

I would say it is the most important aspect of e-cigarette use and is what keeps me from relapsing. Although I tend to
stick to one flavour, that flavour is something I very much enjoy (it's like mixture of sherbert lemon and candy floss with
a hint of anise) and if I couldn't obtain it I would smoke.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:54PM

114,106,260
Crucial requirement, and part of the attraction is the discovery of new flavours and juices that 'hit the spot' . A restricted
choice would result in possible relapse in my case.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:47PM

114,105,786 I DIY my own juice, so flavor availability and ability to customize nicotine content is of paramount importance.
Thursday, Jan 8th
6:37PM

114,105,148
Flavour is critical, especially non tobacco flavours. After vaping sweet or fruity flavour, traditional cigarette smoke smell
and taste is nauseating.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:20PM

114,105,048

The two flavors that I primarily used in order to quit smoking were Root Beer Float and Bananas Foster. Without these
flavors (ie if liquids were restricted to tobacco flavors or unflavored) I'm reasonably sure I'd have lost interest in
attempting to switch and would still be smoking combustible cigarettes.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:18PM

114,102,546

Flavor for me is "tobacco" but will eventually try others. Did try Root Beer a while back - wasn't for me. It's absolutely a
NECESSITY to have the option when I do, and for others!!!

My nicotine level when I started vaping was 18-24. A little experimentation and I found 24 was just a bit high for me, 18 is
my sweet spot.

Took ONE Day to stop smoking, just had to find my way!

Thursday, Jan 8th
5:20PM



Question

14 (Optional) If you quit the regular use of traditional tobacco products using e-
cigarettes or vaporizers, please share your quit story.

Answers

912
47%

Skips

1,031
53%

120,094,173
I smoked cigarettes for five years. The last year I was up to about a pack a day. I was finally ready to make a change, but
there is no way I could've done it without an e-cig. I haven't had a cigarette in 38 days and counting!

Today, 1:38AM

120,094,127

I smoked 47 years and was up to nearly 3 packs a day. No other method worked to help me quit analog cigarettes, not
the gum, the patch, the pills NOTHING. This is the safest alternative to smoking EVER! I have COPD and emphysema and
was on 3 medicines, 2 of which cost me over $300 each. I no longer have to take these medicines and my doctor is
thrilled with the changes in my lungs all for the better.

Today, 1:36AM

120,093,492

When I first started vaping, I went with something that was regular tobacco flavored. 6 months later, I was still smoking.
The next time I tried vaping, I went with something that broke the association between the nicotine and the smell of a
cigarette. Instead I used the sweet vapes (custard, coffee, candy, fruit).

By switching the smell and flavor associated with the nicotine, while at the same time using a system that lets me lower
the nicotine levels I've gone from chain smoking to vaping. Additionally, as my throat and lungs cleared and healed, I
have been reducing my nicotine intake, going from 2.4% down to 0.6%.

The more I heal, the less my body tolerates the nicotine (my throat says no, locks up, and I start coughing if it's too high),
the more I reduce the nicotine level I'm vaping.

At the moment, I'm starting to feel the need to reduce my nicotine levels again Going to 0.3% next. If it were not for the
appeal of the flavors, especially the sweet flavors, the vape would not have enough appeal to pick up instead of the
cigarettes that I used to be hooked on.

I used to NEED cigarettes. Any little stress would send me running for a smoke. Vaping... at first I had to force myself to
use it instead of running for a cigarette. Without the flavors, I wouldn't have stuck with it. As it is. When I smell cigarettes
I think its gross now, mostly because the smells and flavors are SO different. Additionally, if I get stressed out, I don't
really have the same kind of urgent NEED to vape. Vaping lead to quitting cigarettes, but only after I found the right
flavor.

Today, 1:06AM

120,092,758 asd Today, 12:25AM

120,092,568
I quit cigarettes almost one month ago. I went from a pack a day to an ecig only. I regret not doing it sooner. It was very
easy to quit cigarettes with my ecig.

Today, 12:16AM

120,092,527

I stopped smoking when we found out my father was fatally ill with C.O.P.D from his heavy smoking of many years. The
day he was rush into the hospital by ambulance, I started vaping and never looked back. I have not picked up 1 cigarette
since I started vaping.
Vaping is a healthier option to quit smoking.
You have Nicorette inhalers and patches, that all have nicotine in it, if vaping with nicotine in it is bad, then so are all
these commercial products.

Today, 12:14AM

120,091,375

i started vaping to reduce the number of cigarettes i smoked. chantix, gum, patches, etc, failed me repeatedly. i smoked
for 50 years. i discovered vaping replaced my urge to smoke and after three weeks i realized i was no longer smoking
death sticks. i was not smoking at all, i was vaping.....i plan to NEVER go back to death sticks (cigarettes).....i could taste
things, i did not stink of ashtrays, i could breath better, and i did not want the stinky cigarettes any more....and my health
is much better now !!!!!!!

Yesterday, 11:27PM

120,091,230
I tried all the cessation aides to quit smoking. Vaping is all that worked. Smoke free 8 months now. Vaping has saved my
life.

Yesterday, 11:20PM

120,090,905

I was smoking 1.5 - 2 packs a day, bought my first non-nicotine ecigarette from a convenience store and was extremely
disappointed. This prompted me to research a lot about ecigarettes and eventually get my first decent ecig with nicely
flavored nicotine juice. Three days after I received them, I smoked my last cigarette. I have been cigarette free since Nov
2011 thanks to ecigarettes, and in those 3.5 years my health had improved dramatically, I no longer wheeze and cough
when I'm running with my kids, I have more energy, and a recent lung function test revealed that my lung function has
fully recovered from 73% to 100% (first test Oct 2011, second test Oct 2014) .

Yesterday, 11:06PM



120,089,208

I smoked for 23 of my 31 years. Being gifted my first system saved me the money and got me off of the traditionals.
Some of the reasons I quit are: my kids kept copying me leading me to believe they would continue onto this path, I was
spending an exorbanent amount of money on them, I stunk which didn't help break the ice with my patients, and I was
sick and tired of being a useless statistic that would die before my kids were too old.
The day I got the system, I had one full cig after trying it, then going to bed that night trying another it was a half one
then tossed, the next day before church I tried and literally tossed it right after lighting it. Since this day I have never
looked back since. I started at 18mg of nicotine and when down quickly to 12mg. After about 2 months I went down to
6mg and am still currently on that level with my vapeversary coming up in less than two weeks.

Yesterday, 10:07PM

120,087,450
41 years a smoker and nothing worked long term. Few months at best. Vaping now coming up on 2 years. longest
running time not smoking.

Yesterday, 9:15PM

120,087,156
9 Hours. After 27 years of tobacco and coming to the conclusion that I was doomed to be a smoker for the rest of my
life, after 9 hours with a vaporizer I was completely turned off of tobacco. It was a no-brainer.

Yesterday, 9:07PM

120,086,997

I have been trying for 30 years or more to stop, and did so for a couple of years a couple of times. However, at times of
stress I found it difficult to stay away from cigarettes (I live with a smoker.) When I stopped, I used books (Alan Carr was
one that worked) and will power. I have also tried patches, but found them annoying, and not much use. My doctor
prescribed Chantix and I filled the prescription, but when I read the warnings in the package and checked for more
information on the internet (as well as recalling the experiences of some friends years ago) I decided that it would be
irresponsible of me to take the chance of mood changes and violent thoughts.
I had heard of e-cigarettes and did a lot of online research; I then ordered a starter kit online. It arrived on April 27, 2014,
and I had my last cigarette while the battery was charging. I loved vaping immediately!
The process was difficult, however, because I didn't know how to use the devices, clean them, even fill them! Internet
information was too knowledgeable for me, and I really struggled until I found a vape shop where the staff were
wonderfully helpful, showing me how to clean the equipment, replace coils and wicks, and the various refill techniques.
They have also guided me to select and use the newer models that have appeared over the past 10 months, so that my
experience is reliable and enjoyable. I have relied on the expertise of the folk in the vape shops -- they are crucial in the
quitting process.
Another important function of the vape shops is the sense of community and sharing of information, recommendations
of flavours and device types. If we lose these shops, we will lose a really precious support.

Yesterday, 9:02PM

120,086,710

I have smoked tobacco cigarettes for 42 years and was an almost pack a day smoker. I bought my e cigarette as soon as
I heard about them which was September 2014. In 3.5 days I was down to 4 regular cigarettes a day. I had some
relapses while experimenting with different nicotine levels and flavours. I have now found the flavor that fits my taste
and it is amazing and will keep me away from regular cigarettes. I discovered that the e juice with just vegetable glycerin
and, or very little propylene glychol worked wonders for me. E cigarettes are truly amazing and enjoyable way better
than cigarettes.

Yesterday, 8:58PM

120,086,142

I started smoking as a teenager, and have spent the intervening 35 years quitting. I quit using willpower, patches and
gum, zyban, champix, extreme financial distress, the birth a child, and the traditional shame, humiliation and taxation
method. And I relapsed every time. My first experience with a e-cigarette was also a failure - the 2nd generation ego
style starter kit just could not deliver a satisfying experience for me (I never even tried a 1st gen "cigalike"). But a few
months later I tried a more advanced variable wattage device with a refillable tank that featured increased airflow and
with the first lung-full (I don't "puff") I felt that comfortable fullness in the chest and immediate relaxation of the nicotine
hit, and I knew this could replace smoking for me. I haven't had a cigarette since. Over 6 months since I started vaping,
I've decreased the nicotine level from 18-24 mg/ml to 6-9, this wasn't planned, but it seems as if my tolerance for it is
decreasing. I'm not doing this in order to get over a nicotine addiction, I'm doing it to avoid (and maybe heal) the
damage I know cigarettes have caused me while also refusing to give up one of the pleasures of life. I don't plan to, but
should I ever give up vaping altogether I'll make sure I know where I packed my mods away. The next time I relapse it
doesn't have to be to cigarettes.

Yesterday, 8:38PM

120,085,485
I was smoking a pack a day. Started using ecigs and the ejuice starting at 12mg and moving down to 8,6,3, to the end
result of zero nicotine ejuice. Now its just become a hobby blowing vapor clouds.

Yesterday, 8:21PM

120,085,021 See above. Yesterday, 8:07PM



120,084,762

After an addiction to tobacco lasting 37 years, with failed attempts to quit by using patches, pills, gum, sprays, and even
hypnosis, I was convinced e-cig use would be the same. I bought a starter kit (generation 2 device - Evod Twist battery,
clearomizers and juice) and used it solely on the drive home one evening (2 hr distance). I left my tobacco product in the
car that night, and immersed myself in internet research about e-cigs. After 15 months, that "pack of death" remains in
my car, untouched - a sorry reminder of what I was doing to my health. Within several weeks I noticed a real difference
in my ability to taste and lost my persistent cough. Family members were encouraging, as well as co-workers and
friends. I noticed how bad smokers smelled, reeked actually, of tobacco. I was apologetic to my family and friends for
having smelled that was for so long.
I will continue to vape, at least for now. I still enjoy that inhale/exhale on the device of my choosing. I especially enjoy the
variety of flavours that seem to increase monthly with reputable vendors. I have become an advocate of e-cig/vaporizer
use and so far have "guided" 5 family members and three co-workers off tobacco.
This is my story, and I am proof that it works. Yesterday, 8:00PM

120,084,716
I thought quitting would be impossible for me because I really enjoyed cigarettes but no problem at all switching over to
vaping

Yesterday, 7:58PM

120,084,351
I began using my ecig in December of 2012 partime. In January 2013 i wuit traditional cigarettes. The ecig helped me
break the habit.

Yesterday, 7:49PM

120,083,931
Started vaping in July 2014, i've since had only a few puffs of a traditional cigarette, found the taste had changed had
cannot stand the smell of cigarettes to this day

Yesterday, 7:38PM

120,083,791
I'm not completely of cigarettes yet however cut down immensely. Went from spending 200$ a month to 20$ a month.
My health it's so much better already and cravings are going down.

Yesterday, 7:35PM

120,083,748

I started smoking at 13! For 40 years I smoked almost 2 packs a day....sometimes more! As of January 20th, 2015
@12:00a.m. I celebrated my 1 year Vaperversary!!! 365 days smoke free! Woe I'm so proud of me!!!! No more hacking up
1/2 my lungs every morning, noon and night! I previously tried the patches, the gums, the prescriptions and even
hypnosis. Nothing worked, until now.. vaping works, I breathe easy, I choose to live!

Yesterday, 7:35PM

120,083,582

I "accidentally" quit smoking. I started vaping to save money and would decide use my vaporizer or have a cigarette
when I felt the urge. About 2 weeks in, I realized it had been 3 or 4 days since my last cigarette. I tried a cig, had a couple
of drags and threw it away. Couldn't stand it. That was almost a year ago.

Yesterday, 7:31PM

120,083,562

I smoked for 39 years. I tried everything to quite. I thought I would die from smoking tobacco cigarettes. But when my
friend told me about e-cigarettes, I bought my kit and I quit the second day tobacco cigarettes. I then told my family and
friends and they could not believe that I was not smoking tobacco cigarettes. Now my brother and sister both quit too.
We all use e-cigarettes. Most of us are at much lower levels of nicotine (0mg to 6 mg). This has been a life saving device
for myself and family.

Yesterday, 7:31PM

120,083,533 just switched from one to the other Yesterday, 7:30PM



120,083,412

i have always known smoking wasn't good but when my doctor told me I had polycythemia and it was critical that I quit
smoking, I tried a number of ways and failed dismally. I really thought I would end my days sooner than I wished and in
suffering myself and causing my family to suffer, too. I was terribly depressed. When I spent a bit of time with a visitor
who vaped, I was intrigued and tried their vaporizer. I really didn't think it would get me off the smokes, but hoped that at
least it might help me cut down when I went out for my starter kit. Within a week of vaping and reading everything I could
find about it on the internet, I smoked my last cigarette. It tasted just awful and I butted it out, with contempt, after only
two puffs. That was 9 months plus ago. Since that time I have not only been cigarette free, a miracle, but I have enjoyed
the hobby of collecting and learning about making coils and all that advanced vaping entails, but mostly settled into a
nice moderate setup. At my last med checkup, my polycythemia is GONE. A few other health issues (dental, blood
pressure, etc) are also very improved. I have clear breathing and can make the two flights of stairs in my home
burdened with piles of laundry without gasping and having to stop to catch my breath and cough. I can walk so much
more comfortably that what was once an overweight dog is now svelte again and so happy to have a walkies mum - so
even my beloved dog benefits. My house and car don't smell like an ashtray. I think I have a pretty good chance of
spending my old age in much better health, and maybe for a lot longer, too. Vaping has been a real life miracle for me -
stress the word LIFE! Yesterday, 7:27PM

120,083,403

35 yrs smoking, the last 30 spent trying to quit, hypnosis, patches, gum, inhalers, acupuncture, cold turkey and drugs!
Thousands of dollars wasted on these so called aids, nothing helped, I loved smoking, but knew it was bad or me! Picked
up a personal vaper after researching and studies etc, because I knew I could save money by using one, stretch time
between costly cigarettes out, plus I could vape in my house! Well surprise! I never smoked again! Why on earth would I
smoke a stinkie cigarette, stink like an ashtray, and mouth and breathe taste like crap, when I could vape peanut butter
cups? The motion is the same i had been doing for 35 yrs! And it has allowed me to be quitter after 35 yrs, I am 211 days
cigarette free!! Vaping works, and flavours are what makes it so successful

Yesterday, 7:27PM

120,082,980 43 yrs at 2.5 packs daily. Tried everything out there offered.didnt work.Vaping worked from day one period Yesterday, 7:19PM

120,082,820

My wife quit using the technique above and she has been smoke and ecig free for 5 years.

start with 18mg work down to 0mg find the perfect flavor or flavors. Stay away from tobacco flavors.

by the time you get to 3mg to 6mg you should be using 2 to 3 puffs per day. At 18mg to 10mg you are tapering off from
using your ecig as soon as you get up to maybe an hour or 2 later. They really do work with the right regiment.

Yesterday, 7:17PM

120,082,564

I have been a pack a day smoker for 45 years.With a strong family history of heart attack and stroke I knew I had to do
something which would work. In the past, I have tried,hypnotism, laser, champix,patches, inhalers, nicotine gum ,
acupuncture and good old cold turkey. I found myself on high blood pressure medication , also had Raynauds as well as
documented evidence of a minor stroke . I had to find something which would work for me. My husband was also a 45
year smoker. We both started to vape May 1st 2013 and have never looked back. I find I no longer require medication
for my blood pressure and the raynauds have calmed down to a tolerable symptoms. We are about to celebrate our 2
year smoke free..... and we are thrilled.

Yesterday, 7:12PM

120,082,471

I smoked tobacco for more than 40 years. I tried at least 20 different times to kick the habit and had used every stop
smoking aid known to man and none of them stuck. Six years ago I bought my first e-cigarette, and have never gone
back to tobacco. The smell of tobacco makes me feel ill now. I could never go back. It's terrible to think of how, despite
the knowledge of how bad tobacco was for my health, I just could'nt quit it. I would cough till I choked, and choke till I'd
vomit and pee my pants, and still I couldn't quit. Within a few weeks of switching to vaping, my cough started to diminish
despite supposedly having asthma. I no longer need a puffer. I can wear big girl pants now! I worry that current smokers
won't be able to have access to proper info on vaping if the government treats them like tobacco which is ridiculous. If a
prospective vaper could get proper instruction on safe and proper usage of their setup, accidents would happen that the
government would be responsible for. It should not be restricted as Bill 45 stands currently. Bill 45 will create a huge
black market for vaping which is very sad. Vaping could save lives the way it did for mine. The savings in costs alone is a
huge bonus for the economy and it helps in job creation.

Yesterday, 7:09PM



120,082,326

I smoked 30 years at 2 packs a day.

I chose to try these because my body was starting to feel the effects of smoking.

I had constant 3 month bouts with colds that never went away and a wheeze in my lungs.

I usually woke up feeling like I had a ton of bricks on my chests.

now I feel so much better and have not had one cold that lasted months like before.

I've slowly tapered off the nicotine and would not have been able to do so without this.

I've tried the gum,patch,sprays you name it and the patch caused my skin to break out everywhere it was and it burned
and cauused hives.

Yesterday, 7:06PM

120,082,279

I started using Champix before I got into Vaping. 1 month into the pill I was down to about 1-2 cigarettes a day but I
couldn't quit totally because I was always craving that nicotine. Then I heard about Vaping from a family member. So I
bought one at a corner store. It got me off those 1-2 cigarettes a day and also quit using Champix. Only thing I quickly
searched the internet for online shops to get juice and coils. I come across VapeMeVapables which is local to me and I
quickly upgraded my gear. The people there guided and showed me everything, how to use it, fill etc and recommended
a nicotine level I should start off with. I'm so happy with the Vaping Community, people are so helpful in this industry. I'm
currently cigarette free and loving it. Feel so much better too :)

Yesterday, 7:05PM

120,081,861

At only 34 years old, my health was rapidly deteriorating. I smoked over a pack a day. I coughed all the time. Literally, all
the time. I couldn't sleep. I could barely breathe. I couldn't even get up a flight of stairs without a great deal of difficulty.
My husband and I decided to give vaping a try. We blew our entire weeks smoking budget on two starter kits and juice
and had no money until payday. It was do or die. It just HAD to work. I had tried everything. Prescription drugs (two
different varieties), patches, gum, nicotine inhalers, hypnosis, acupuncture, quit support lines and therapy groups.
Nothing worked. This magical little electronic cigarette had to.
The shop we went to took a lot of time to help us get started. Armed with knowledge, we went home and gave it an
honest shot. The next day at work was a good test. I had smokes with me, but decided to use my EVOD most of the time.
By day's end, my cigarettes tasted really bad.
The scariest thing the next day was going to work without a pack of smokes in my pocket. But I realized i didn't need
them. Vaping satisfied the cravings and tasted great! What a miracle tool!
The health benefits were immediate. My cough went away. I actually had energy. I could go on hikes and practice some
photography and enjoy the great outdoors. I wasn't constantly feeling sick.
215 days later and I am still vaping and still not smoking. I started at 18mg nicotine for the first week but that proved to
be too much. Stepped down to 12, then 8, now I'm at 6 and feeling great about it! Cigarettes would have killed me.
Vaping SAVED MY LIFE.
I have upgraded my equipment since my first starter kit but nothing too elaborate. Had the EVOD first, got the EMOW a
couple months later, then invested in a Nautilus Mini and iStick 20W at christmas time. Been using that ever since. It
works for me. I'm happy with my set up. I'm happy with the wide variety of juices available to me. I'm thankful for the
local shops for their excellent customer service and support. I don't know what I would do without flavours. I really don't.
I do not want to go back to smoking cigarettes ever again. I certainly don't ever want to taste them. I can't stand the
smell of them. Why would I want to have it in a juice? I have made a healthy choice here. Please don't take it away from
me. I can't go back to smoking. Please listen to me.

Yesterday, 6:55PM

120,081,836

I am nearly 6 months off cigarettes now all because of my personal vapourizer and the liquids I use. I have attempted
quitting smoking in the past, using methods such as medications, gums, lozenges, patches, and even resorted to
hypnotism, nothing worked....until now.

Yesterday, 6:55PM

120,081,656

I smoked a pack and a half of cigs daily, for over 38 years. I quit smoking instantly with the vape. I have been vaping now
for 1.5 years, have lowered nicotine level to 6mg, next step will be 0 nicotine. If it hadn't been for the vape, I would still be
smoking cigs.

Yesterday, 6:51PM



120,081,637

I was a former 30 plus year smoker, a nervous smoker. It was used to deal with daily stress ors. I felt trapped, I wanted
to quit for years, but just could not. Nicorette products would often make me feel ill, to the point I would vomit. I was very
afraid of the drugs often used, and having a history of depression, I was worried about their interaction with other
prescriptions I was taking. I had heard many horror stories about people on the drug to help them quit smoking.
By chance I was informed about the vapourizers as an option, along with e-juice that contained nicotine. I had tried the
non nicotine ones available at the local convenience stores. However, they did not work for me. Based on the story of
another former smoker, who started to vape, he told me where to get the better products and where to find e-juice with
nicotine. It took me 3 days to quit the analogues. I would have the odd hump day, until my 3rd week in. Then, by that
point I was no longer smoking analogue cigarettes. My last analogue cigarette was on June 4th 2014. Around that time, I
also, started to get flavours that were not cigarette imitation flavours. I really like the gummy bear flavour and the fruit
flavours. My husband of 30 plus years, is so proud of me, for finally getting off the analogues. I have informed other
smokers, looking for a way out of cigarettes about the vape options out there. I advocate the product to other smokers
interested. Finally there is a option that helps most wanting a healthier option for quitting the analogue cigarettes. This
is a harm reduction product that offers the emotional and well as physical properties that are part of the addiction of the
analogues. But, in a way that is less harmful. I have more energy than I did before. No more coughing, less bronchial
infections. I am able to go to the gym and work out.

Yesterday, 6:50PM

120,081,590

It's a long story and I don't have time to write that novel. The long short of it is that after smoking for 25 years, the last 10
of which I tried every patch-gum-drug out there in trying to quit, I finally broke free for the last 16 months due to
advanced personal vaporizers. The packaged garbage at the variety stores and gas stations are nasty and did not work
at all, gave me headaches and irritated my lungs worse than smoking. I thought I would never quit until one vaper gave
me his spare Evod starter unit and the rest is history! Now I can play tennis and go on long bike rides again, I sleep
better, only been sick once since i quit smoking tobacco's, and I can taste everything now, which is another great reason
to keep those flavors coming!

Yesterday, 6:50PM

120,078,939

I started Vaping in 2011, using Blu e-cigarettes had a relapse due to lack of flavors and battery life. Attempted again
using V2 e-cigarettes, relapsed again due to cartridges failing right out of the box, and lack of flavors. Finally switched to
using an Ego style battery and have upgraded from that to a Sigelei box mod and dripping atomizer and haven't had a
traditional cigarette since. Building my own coils, and always on the lookout for new liquid to try.

Yesterday, 5:57PM

120,077,460

My quit story began back in Jan 2013 when I was suddenly hospitalized and diagnosed with advanced emphysema
complicated with pneumonia. I had no idea what I was up against at that time but I can tell you right now. " Vaping has at
minimum; extended my life" I say this because five days after leaving the hospital is how long I lasted before I picked up
another cigarette. That's right; the addiction to smoking is to put it mildly, " baffling" I thought sobering up was a
challenge. ( May 20th 1980 was my last drunk and drink thanks to AA) I since discovered both founders Bill W. and Dr.
Bob both beat the curse of alcohol and help to save millions of lives since but they also both died of smoking related
disease. Believe it or not. They opened my eyes once again. Anyhow, back to my story.

It didn't take very long for me to find out just how restrictive my breathing capacity became after the hospital stay and
smoking again made things far worse than ever. I made it to June that year when again the hospital called me to come in
to see a lung specialist . I did so and was further told I have a growth on one of my lungs and after a few weeks of test
xrays, and catscans I was given few options. Chemo, radiation and or drugs or remove the lung. removing the lung was
out as the Dr. said he didn't think I was capable of making it through. So there you have it. 3-6 months is the time I was
given. I had not choice but to quit....or die. I say this because I didn't choose any of the options like chemo, radiation or
drugs because I never did consider either as a cure nor in fact a good band-aid. The quality of life for me was more
important than the prolonged agony of all of the above. besides I am a single dad with teens still in my care and I
couldn't bear for them to see me deteriorate in such a way. ( did I mention I'm a bit stubborn? ) Ok fast forward to the
last week of August 2013. I now know about Bill W. and Dr. Bob but for some reason ( God only knows) I happened upon
the Barb Tarbox story and saw her documentary. She's the Canadian advocate who talked to children in schools about
smoking while she herself had cancer and was dying day by day. She also still smoked. In fact here picture can still be
seen on the side of my saved last pack of cigarettes. It was her story that she shared so freely that opened my mind to
those fake cigarettes with fake smoke that were probably targeting kids to start smoking. No kidding. That's how this
former smoker turned vaper thought. I had no idea about the inguenity of how modern technology can change this
world. I just needed to open my mind. Thankfully, my children, my family and my friends all helped me on my way. Most
importantly, complete stranges guided me along that very route. No strings attached. No cost and no obligations. They
just cared enough to help me to stop smoking. September 1st 2013 was my last cigarette. I got a recommended device
from that time and all I had to do was think" give it a fair chance" I have not smoked since. For that I thank God and all
that have helped to extend a far better quality of life than what was offered by those I once thought cared about public
health. I now know better. I do hope you all know how important surveys like this are. This is proof. This is the people
talking. This is what makes a difference to those who like me , would never know the truth otherwise. Vape Safe!

PS did I mention my 3-6 months is up?!!! It's wasn't their call. ;) obviously.

Yesterday, 5:30PM



120,077,446

Before I quit, just the idea of not smoking made me panic. I was 33 years old and I'd smoked for 21 of those years. I
hadn't been without a cigarette for more than 12 hours, unless I was hospitalized, in all that time. Vaping gave me a way
out and I'm SO grateful for it! I can still enjoy the effects of nicotine without all of the negatives associated with
traditional cigs. I feel better, I breath better, I smell better, and my kids are tickled pink!

Yesterday, 5:30PM

120,072,672

July 26 2013 I had previously purchased a cig-alike at a gas station. it wasn't bad but not satisfying or taste full enough to
make the switch 100%. I set about online to educate the best deliver system for me. I was able to locate a Vape shop 20
miles away drove there, was helped and purchased e-liquid and a starter kit. I have since upgraded and further
educated on safe flavorings that do not contain (when heated) One thing of definite importance regarding flavoring is
*safe* flavorings not containing Diacetyl Acetoin & Acetylpropionyl. Six months into my vape journey I slowly started
into making my own liquid this way I know exactly what is in it, prep area etc.
My Pulmonary doctor has given me a clean bill of health
My PCP is astounded at how I no longer get sick 4 to 6 times a year with Upper Respiratory infections. For that matter I
have not had one day of sick since starting vaping.
Overall I truly feel vaping has given me more energy, overall wellness and has extended my life.
Never regret making the switch.

Yesterday, 4:19PM

120,071,048

I quit cold turkey. But after 1 month I lost so much weight,couldn't sleep,had no energy & was getting sicker,I thought
myself after seeing hubby & son's success with evigs,of trying them to get a bit of nicotine. Worked! Now I vape 0 nic just
to satisfy OCB & to unwind. I do not drink,nor do caffeine/coffee,so it helps me unwind. & hharms no one- myself
included.

Yesterday, 3:55PM

120,067,633

After 25 years of smoking I had never been successful in quitting. I tried 5 years ago when the "cig-a-likes" first came
out. I believe I wasn't successful then because there wasn't any flavor choice, just tobacco light, medium, full or menthol.
The next time I tried I got the ego style vape pen and a bottle of peaches and cream. I had quit smoking completely in
just under 2 weeks. I haven't had a cigarette in 18 months and vanilla custard is my favorite flavor.

Yesterday, 3:06PM

120,066,158

I actually bought my first ecig for my dad to stop smoking. i smoked black and mild's occasionally with my brother and
cigars quite often. I ended up liking the device and vapor production. also the fact that i didn't smell like a cigar or
cigarette afterward was very appealing. I started out with a cigar vapor liquid for about 6 months then moved to more
fruit flavors as i became more comfortable with the products. My neighbors smoked as well so i introduced them to
ecigs and they haven't smoked since. it's been great for my health and my dad's health (to note: my dad is a double
amputee with high blood pressure and is also diabetic). Every time i'm around regular cigarettes or cigars i'm offended
by the smell. I've done my own research and i know the health benefits of ecigs vs traditional cigarettes. its given me a
healthier life with my young son, but still have the ability to satisfy the oral fixation.

Yesterday, 2:47PM

120,065,536

I had smoked cigarettes for20 years and started coughing and wheezing a lot. I went to the Doctor and had a thorough
checkup including a chest X Ray. They found that I had become borderline COPD and recommended quitting smoking
immediately. I tried the gum, the patches etc. and could not kick the habit. I had heard of the E Cigarette, so I Googled it
and did a lot of research. Somewhat hesitantly, I purchased a $60.00 started kit and a few bottles of juice from a
website. The first day of e cigarette use for me was very exciting because I knew right away that this could work. Within a
week, I was completely tobacco free and vaping exclusively!! That was 6 years ago and a recent chest X Ray shows my
lungs being clear and on the road to being healthy again!! Vaping isn't just a habit or a hobby for me, it saved my life. I
honestly feel changing the structure of this product will kill millions of people.

Yesterday, 2:39PM

120,062,170
1 year 3 months 7 days. I haven't touched a cigaret I'm proud of it. I can breath Aegean. Smell and taste. My car dose not
smell. Iv also lost 25 lbs. by being able to curve my sweet tooth. With a delicious juice

Yesterday, 1:52PM

120,054,911 health reasons made me quit smoking, ecigs were the only thing that helped me achieve quitting. Yesterday, 12:16PM

120,054,197
I feel better after start vape. I can breathe better and do more with my kids. I love the idea that i will be around to see
them grow up and have families of their own

Yesterday, 12:07PM

120,052,745

I was a pack to pack and a half a day smoker. I genuinely enjoyed smoking. I wanted to quit the habit but nothing worked
for me until I used my first mechanical mod with a RDA. I have now been cigarette free since Dec 14, 2013. My husband
and a I are 100% certain this would not be the case without vaping. When I started I was at 12mg on the Nic level and in
the last year have weaned myself to 3 mg.

Yesterday, 11:48AM

120,051,859

Dipped tobacco for 8 years. Promised my wife if she were to get pregnant, I would quit. She became pregnant. I bought
an ecig (ego kit) and haven't looked back. I have helped many friends quit dipping and smoking as well as advocate for
battery safety with the use of rebuildable.

Yesterday, 11:35AM



120,051,517

I have ashma very bad and had tried everything to quit smoking and nothing worked, honestly I am not so sure that I was
addicted to smoking as much as having something to do with my hands and having something to do on breaks at work. I
decided 2 years ago that my New Year's resolution was to quit smoking, so I quit on Dec 14th 2013 and have not
touched a cigerate since then. My breathing problems have tremendously gotten better and I love Vapeing, not sure I
will ever quitbut will probably go down in the nicotine leval. After 20 plus years as a smoker I am very proud of my self
and my husband is very happy with me also

Yesterday, 11:31AM

120,050,467 I stopped smoking cigarettes almost 2 years ago with using an ecigarette vaporizer. Yesterday, 11:18AM

120,050,269

I quit in January of 2014 and have only vaped since. I smoked traditional cigarettes for approx 25 years and was sick of
them but unable to simply quit. Vaping allowed me to do so. I now vape everyday and have not relapsed or cheated one
single time since deciding to make the switch. I feel better and I certainly smell better. I know there are debates about
the safety and all but I firmly believe that there is no way vaping can be as dangerous as smoking traditional tobacco. I'm
willing to roll the dice!

Yesterday, 11:16AM

120,047,068

I had been a smoker for 40 years and my son & daughter-in-law bought me my first kit as an early Mother's Day
present. That will be 2 years on March 19th and I haven't touched a single cigarette since or even want one! I never
thought I'd be able to quit smoking, I'd tried more times than I can count, but vaping worked for me!

Yesterday, 10:38AM

120,043,194

I smoked cigarettes for 25 years. I tried to quit many times but always failed in the long run. I tried the patch, the gum,
the inhaler, and the lozenges. I am not a good candidate for Chantix so that wasn't even an option. Nothing worked for
me. When I heard about vaping, I was excited since it seemed like it might work for me because it not only addresses the
nicotine addiction, but also addresses the hand to mouth and inhaling habit. I figured I had nothing to lose and
everything to gain. I picked up my first personal vaporizer on December 13, 2013. It was a simple Ego style battery and
Evod tank. I haven't had a single cigarette since that date. It has been almost 15 months of no longer smelling like an
ashtray. I no longer wake up coughing in the morning. I can now walk long distances without needing to catch my breath.
My house now smells like fruits and desserts instead of cigarette smoke. I have seen nothing but improvements to my
life all the way around!

Yesterday, 9:47AM

120,041,663 I bought my ecig and smoked my last cigarette on the same day 3 years ago. Yesterday, 9:27AM

120,038,632
I have tried all that is out there to stop smoking. Smoked for 42 years. E-cigarettes is the only thing that worked for me.
No side effects at all from it. Other things I tried and had some kind of side effects from it or didn't help at all.

Yesterday, 8:43AM

120,036,443
I smoked for 14 years. Never worked out or exercised on a daily basis. Once I quit by use of ecigs. I was able to do
strenuous workouts and able to run a mile without stopping which I couldn't do before when I was smoking cigarettes.

Yesterday, 8:09AM

120,032,735

I smoked traditional cigarettes for 27 years. I have asthma and COPD and would be admitted into the hospital with
bronchitis/pneumonia at least once or twice a year for the last 8 years that I smoked. Since vaping, I have not been
hospitalized a single time. That fact alone tells me that vaping is working for me and my body. If I could not vape, I think I
would eventually relapse back into smoking cigarettes.

Yesterday, 6:53AM

120,031,519
not yet but one day thanks to ecig i just wish my mom could of had the chance to try e cigs she tried everything to quit
and I know if she would of had the chance to try them it would of worked to help her quit as well

Yesterday, 6:26AM

120,029,477
Former pack a day smoker. I quit using 12 and zero nicotine but still craved analog cigarettes until I upped the nicotine to
18. Now I have been tobacco free for over one year.

Yesterday, 5:39AM

120,028,284

It is simple. A friend brought to my attention an Ego style electronic cigarette. Showed me how it works and what it does.
I was interested because i have tried every way possible to quit IE: Pills, cold turkey, cutting back, add-on filters, hypnosis
and seems like there were a couple of others. I went down to the local smoke shop and bought an Ego and some juice i
thought i might like. Well... i quit right when i tried it. It tasted great, i didn't feel like i wanted a cigarette anymore. And i
still don't. For the record, i spent $19.95 on the ego and about $5.00 on some juice. Fair price. And it saved my life! After
about 9 months i could breathe again. Not to mention taste and smell again. Anyways...that's about it.

Yesterday, 5:15AM



120,026,019

Nicotine patches.....nasty rash.
Nicotine gum.....gross.
Zyban....really bad sleep deprivation, less than 3 hours a night.
Saw someone using a cig-a-like, did some internet research.
Cig-a-like......not very good, but a starting point.
Ego type.......actually Evods, but needed 36mg in the morning.
Micro coils and cotton wool wicking, a real game changer for me.
Now using variable wattage devices, normally 10-15 watts.
This has enabled me to reduce nicotine level to 4mg in 2 years.
Probably nicotine free in next 6 months.

Yesterday, 4:30AM

120,025,181

After 40 years of smoking and trying everything to stop, I decided to quit trying to quit. I was tired of failing. Then I saw a
picture of a celebrity with an e-cigarette and was curious. After a few weeks of researching e-cigarettes I ordered one.

The day it arrived I tried a few experimental puffs but didn't really start using it until the next day. During my first 5 days
with a PV, I both smoked and vaped but my smoking was greatly reduced (I smoked a total of 3 packs during those 5
days. Previously I smoked that every day.)

On the 6th day there were no cigarettes in the apartment when I awoke. I started to get dressed to go buy a pack "just in
case" but I decided to wait and see how long I could go without my first cigarette of the day.

That was over 5 years ago. I haven't had a cigarette since.

Yesterday, 4:11AM

120,024,805

I never had any intention to quit smoking. I wanted to try ecigs to determine if they were a gimmick. I bought a 510 kit
and it was game over for cigarettes. I quite on August 19, 2010 and haven't had a traditional cigarette since. Gums and
patches just didn't work for me...I still smoked using the other 2. Ecigs satisfied my hand to mouth cravings. I feel better,
can breathe better, and can finally exercise without feeling like I am going to pass out.

Yesterday, 4:03AM

120,023,303

It took me at least two years of continually trying different vaporizers and methods of vaping to actually fully quit and not
be stressed out or constantly craving a cig. Eventually after much trial and error, I found that vaping at a really low
nicotine content like 2 or 3mg per ml allowed me to take big airy drags off my vaporizer that were inhaled into my lungs
much like a cigarette. It wasn't until I figured this out that I was able to easily quit smoking cigs and have not looked back.

Yesterday, 3:27AM

120,018,396

I smoked for 17 years and had tried many different ways of quitting. Honestly I figured vaping would be another failed
attempt, but after only two and a half weeks I dint even think about smoking cigarettes anymore. Im happy to say in less
then two months of vaping I am now a non smoker and happier then ever.

Yesterday, 12:25AM

120,018,062

I am a former smoker of 15 plus years. I am now a non smoker at 37 years old. My boyfriend and I quit traditional
tobacco by use of electronic cigarette by fortune in September 2012. My boyfriend and I both use electronic cigarettes
for the enjoyment and the flavor as well as we no longer smell of the horrible cigarettes, we can breath easier, taste
food better. I will not give up vaping, it has saved our lives. I used to watch my boyfriend start coughing so bad from
smoking that he would pass out, he no longer does that thanks to the use of electronic cigarettes.

My mother had a serious surgery due to an artery disease. Seeing my mom go through that I finally took a healthier step
towards not smoking regular cigarettes. My boyfriend and I have not touched a cigarette since.

Thank you for taking the time to read my statement.

Yesterday, 12:15AM

120,017,524

I smoked Camel Lights for 27 years. I went into our local smoke shop intending to buy another carton of cigarettes and
saw an Njoy starter kit. I figured I'd give it a try and was able to quit smoking that same day. It's been 4 1/2 years now
and I'm happy and healthy. I don't stink like cigarette smoke anymore and even my doctor is thrilled that I'm vaping
instead of smoking. Now I'm working at a Vape Shop (Wyoming Vapor Company) and nothing feels better than helping
someone who really needs and/or wants to quit smoking. =)

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:58PM

120,016,760

I smoked since I was 12...and continued for 37 years. I tried everything to quit: the patch, nicotine gum, Chantix,
Wellbutrin, hypnosis, acupuncture...nothing stuck. Then I was diagnosed with COPD and knew I had to stop. I tried vaping
and now the thought of smoking disgusts me. I breathe better, I don't get sick as often and my pulmonoligist approves.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:38PM

120,016,485 3 years smoke free!! I FINALLY found success!
Thursday, Mar 5th
11:30PM

120,015,248 Tool about a week to switch completely
Thursday, Mar 5th
10:53PM

120,014,647
I firmly believe ecigs have changed my life for the better in a number of ways but mainly in my seperate on from a two
pack a day cigarette habit. I feel better and I'm pretty positve my insides look world's better as well.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:31PM



120,014,194

I was a pack-a-day smoker for 20 years. I attempted to quit smoking several times, using various methods including
gum, prescriptions and "cold turkey". I was never successful for more than a few months at a time.

in 2010, a friend of mine that lived in the UK, had switched to e-cigs and recommended them to me. I'd never heard of
them, so I did a good amount of research on the subject of brands and options and made my first purchase as a
Christmas present to myself. I received my kit in the mail and switched over to vaping within a few days. I even had
several packs of cigarettes remaining that I gave away.

Within the first 2 weeks of my switch, I noticed an improvement in my stamina and overall health. My senses of smell
taste returned to me. I'd seen these benefits before, when I'd quit in the past. This time it was different though. I was still
enjoying myself. I've been smoke free now for more than 4 years.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:20PM

120,013,990
I saw them at the mall and wanted to try one. Once I tried a cigalike I knew the concept could be much better than
smoking. It took me months(3 years ago) to find a good flavor cartridge and battery that replaced my cigs.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:15PM

120,013,556 i actually quit using meth after 15 years by taking up vaping. im going on 2 yrs clean now.
Thursday, Mar 5th
10:02PM

120,013,283

I am 43 years old and a little over 2 years ago I was able to quit smoking because I started vaping.I smoked 2-3 pacs of
cigars a day for over 25 plus years.At this time my doctor of 20 years says I have a better sounding heart and lungs now
then I did when I first started seeing him.He supports me vaping.My wife who has asthma now can be around me
without having an asthma attack plus the house smells better.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:53PM

120,012,478

I smoked for 42 years. Tried to quit countless times with different methods (never tried Chantix because a friend of mine
had to go to the ER after suffering an allergic reaction, and my sister darn near lost her mind after taking it. Scary stuff!)
Nothing worked. On January 23, 2013 I purchased a starter kit...quit smoking that very day. My smokers cough
disappeared, no more huffing and puffing, food tastes better, I have more energy, and I don't stink any more! I'm 59
years old and I power walk 4 miles most every day. Life is good!

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:35PM

120,011,628 I found a flavor I loved and enjoyed it more then the cigarette. It wasn't hard to switch.
Thursday, Mar 5th
9:19PM

120,009,745

I smoked for 38 years, and was up to 2 1/2-3 packs of cheap flavored cigars daily. I have been trying to quit for 20 years,
and have used every AMA approved NRT available. The only medicine which I've not tried is Chantix. I had begun to
despair that I'd ever be able to quit whatsoever. Then my sons switched to vape, and strongly encouraged me to try
vaporizing. I was dubious until I tried them, and realized that I was able to cut down to around a pack a day within 2 DAYS
of beginning to vaporize. WIthin a little over 2 months, I DISCARDED unopened packages of flavored cigars, and easily
gave them up. Vaporization is THE BEST method I've ever found for tobacco cessation. I am continually amazed at how
quickly & easily I was able to give up a nearly lifelong addiction.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:43PM

120,008,550

My daughter and I made a deal... if she went to the "better" high school, I would quit. I have tried medication, patch, gum,
lozenges, cold turkey. None of them worked for me, and I continued to smoke.
After trying e-cigs and vaporizers, I haven't had a traditional cigarette in 3 years. I was able to reduce my nicotine levels
at a rate that was comfortable for me.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:22PM

120,008,204
I smoked for over 40 years, tried it all, but always went back. I haven't had a tobacco product since the first day I started
Ecig and have never looked back.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:15PM

120,005,619

I tried e-cigarettes on a whim and never intended to quit using combustible tobacco, but over a period of two months, I
discovered that I prefered the flavors and experience of cigarettes much more so than combustible tobacco and
discontinued my use of tobacco with no withdrawl or unpleasant experiences.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:30PM



120,005,197

I used cigarettes for 37 years. Was a pack and a half a day smoker. I tried everything under the sun to quit. I refused to
use the "normal" prescriptions drugs due to the severe possible side effects and was at a great loss as to how to kick
this habit that I loved so much.

I decided to quit in February of 2014. I went into a Vape Lounge and they talked through the use of oil and even set me
up with one of their own batteries so that I could try several flavors before investing in one.

I made up my mind to give this an honest try and I did. Still smoking regular cigarettes I used my vape pen off and on
every day. One weekend while sitting at home I ran out of my cigarettes so that day I decided to stop them for good and
stick with my vaping.

On April 20, 2014 I smoked my last cigarette. I was using my vape with 18mg. nicotine and actually enjoying it. I started
noticing how bad smoke smells and that we indeed live in a very stinky world. lol But almost a year later and I do not
miss regular smokes. I am down to to 2 mg. nicotine in my vape pen and hoping to be at zero by my first anniversary.

I also believe that a lot of the addiction besides nicotine is seeing the smoke from the vapor. If I don't see it I feel myself
getting anxious. So this is important. Make sure you get the right mix so you can see you are smoking not just getting
nicotine. It is what has helped me .

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:23PM

120,004,676
i was a 30+ yr 3+pack per day smoker.....i haven't had a cig in over 5 yrs thanks to vaping. I had tried every quit method,
nothing worked until this.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:14PM

120,003,969

Tried vaping at the suggestion of a friend. Loved the different flavors, the fact that I can still do it indoors in many places
I was not allowed to light up. I don't stink any longer. I tried a cigarette a couple of months after I started vaping and I
could not stand the taste nor the stench.

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:02PM

120,003,814

Ordered and ego C in November of 2012 and received it in time to give it a shot on Dec. the 1st. I vaped for a week using
this device, at the end of that week I lit a cigarette and couldn't believe how bad it tasted. I have sense moved on to much
better devices and flavored juices and find vaping has become a hobby. In my opinion I believe that the e-cig might very
well be the greatest public health invention of the 21st century.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:59PM

120,003,552

I smoked for 21 years in the military and when I retired my kids kept on me to quit. One day I walked into a vape shop
and left with a vaporizer and some flavored juice. I've been off cigarettes for 6 months now. My kids are happy and I feel
so much better.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:54PM

120,003,045
Started vaping in Apr. 2013, had my last cigarette 2 weeks later and have not smoked since then. I really don't want to
be forced to go back to smoking.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:45PM

120,002,719
I starting stealing cigarettes from my parents at age 6. I smoked and continued to smeke until I was 53 years old. The
only thing that worked is/was vapor. I have been smoke free for 1 and a half years. I can breathe again.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:40PM

120,001,965 it was the way to proceed
Thursday, Mar 5th
6:28PM

120,001,169

I first used electronic cigarettes about 7 years ago - the nicotine levels were low and there were limited flavors. What
was available at that time did not satisfy my needs. I purchased new gear about 3 or 4 years ago and while is was a bit
better it still did not do it for me. Last year I found there were more flavor and nicotine level choices with better
equipment - I found it much easier to make the move away from tobacco.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:13PM

119,999,911

i smoked 35 yrs..lost my grandparents, sister, and parents to smoking related deaths :( on 9/8/12 i quit smoking using an
ego like product, menthol have since moved on to candy flavors, it works for me........cant imagine life without them
now.......

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:59PM

119,999,758
health reasons....on 3 types of inhalers regularly....on a daily basis. Since vaping have not had to use inhalers at
all...congestion, wheezing, and coughing are no longer a problem.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:56PM

119,999,703
I started vaping on 5/1/13 after 35 years of smoking. After using the vape gear I never smoked again. I had tried to quit
many times before I used patches, gum and Chantix but none of them helped me quit I only quit after taking up vaping.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:56PM

119,999,198

I picked up a cheap eGo kit when I bought my last carton (had to use that stamp card discount!). Two weeks later, with
three packs left, I upgraded my set up and I've been cigarette free since 1/23/15. I smoked a PAD for 28 years. I've quit
cold turkey and with the patch, but I always ended up back on the smokes.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:50PM



119,998,876

I quit after 6 years of smoking 1-1 1/2 packs a day, first as a dual user with Cigalikes like the Blu ecigs, quickly found my
way to an Ego Pen and Disposable tank system which got me to stop smoking cigarettes. Since then I have moved
through 2nd and 3rd generation devices to find what is comfortable for me. When I started on the Ego pen I was vaping
12mg nicotine and gradually have weened down to 3mg nicotine. I plan to be in the 0mg range within the month and
have also thought about quitting vaping as well.

Vaping has all together taken me away from the cigarettes and I have encouraged many of my friends to make the
switch.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:46PM

119,998,479

the day I got my first e-cig almost 5 years ago now was the last day I smoked a tobacco cigarette.. now the smell alone
makes me sick!!!
I feel much better health wise and my Dr agrees my health has improved since I quit almost 5 years ago. She said it had
improved a year after so if you ask me e-cigs have saved my life as well as my wife's because we both quit the same
exact day and have never looked back and never craved a tobacco cigarette since.. not only has our health improved we
smell better our house smells better and we don't have to worry about our child's health due to being around tobacco
smoke.. I support e-cigs and all flavor varieties 10,000% because it has saved many lives and will continue to do so as
long as they are around for people to take advantage of and not have to deal with health risks from prescription drugs
that have known side effects some even causing death!!!

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:42PM

119,998,270

I was able to quit smoking in less than one week after smoking 1-2 packs a day of full flavor cigarettes for 42 years. No
other method was successful for me until then.

I would urge legislators to allow ALL flavors to keep wide individual preferences available. It's so easy to quit smoking
using vapor products. Why limit the flavor preferences? This may cause some to not use vapor products and continue to
smoke deadly cigarettes.

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:39PM

119,998,229
I just clebrated 1 year smoke free. I tried all the alternative smoking aids and none of them worked. Vaping has kept me
off the smokes!!!!

Thursday, Mar 5th
5:39PM

119,997,880 will never quit vaping
Thursday, Mar 5th
5:34PM

119,994,131
I smoked for over 30 years. I started using viber products 3 weeks ago and have not had a cigarette since then. I think
it's very important to have a variety of flavors and nicotine levels to help people like myself kick the habit of cigarettes.

Thursday, Mar 5th
4:55PM

119,993,173

I never wanted to quit smoking. I had open heart surgery COPD severe chronic Asthma and a host of other medical
issues including PAD,Renaud's,carpel Tunnel,Arthritis, Lyme disease etc. I could no longer walk my dog nor could I play
sports anymore and that very much made me angry! I made at least 15 attempts at quitting to no avail using various
"recommended methods." I saw a friend using a device and asked what it was and he explained he quit smoking using
an "ecig". I didn't know what that was but I knew I had to try it since I had failed at every other NRT pushed by my doctors.
I ordered an eGo kit and some "Irish Creme"and some "Caramel Popcorn" flavored eliquid.
I started using it every time I wanted a cigarette and it was very different from smoking and the products were pretty
awful back then....In three days I had only two cigs and when I lit the third cigarette the taste was so foul I couldn't even
smoke it. it made me gag and I had to put it out after two drags.
With the help of the tasty eliquids I had accidentally quit smoking! Quit smoking!
Nobody was more excited or amazed than I was and I immediately set out to tell everyone about this amazing
smokeless alternative! I started out with 24mg nicotine levels and went down as low as 14 but I was starting to not feel
as clear headed on 14mg so I gradually went back up to 24mg.
I never want to smoke and I don't believe I will unless it is taken away from me by force as it seems the states are trying
to do. I'm a adult do I not have the right to use a legal nicotine product? This one does no harm to anyone including
myself....It seems the government would rather have us all smoking to keep their coffers filled and their alleged
concerned HHS and FDA do not want any input on what may be best for those who buy and support this industry. I guess
it really is about controlling the hated ex smokers/smokers health be damned. I was a 37 year smoker of 3 packs a day
plus 3-10 cigars in addition to the cigarettes. I have no symptoms of COPD now.I threw away the five inhalers I needed to
get through every day and I have not had a cigarette in almost 5 years.
I might've been dead without this incredible product.
C.B.

Thursday, Mar 5th
4:48PM

119,989,203

I bought an e-cig to save money and cut down. I found a flavour I liked and then vaped a lot more than I smoked, after
about a week cigarettes began to taste like the top of a 9v battery and I promptly made the complete switch.
I really didn't even plan to quit smoking in the first place.

Thursday, Mar 5th
4:15PM



119,979,927

I ordered an ecig with a view to try to cut down, perhaps save some money and improve my health etc. I stopped
smoking from day one, (I was a 30-40 a day smoker,) except for one cig every morning for the first two weeks. After 2
weeks I gave up that "precious" morning cig and vaped exclusively. I began making my own eliquid a week later and
have never looked back. I enjoyed experimenting with many sweet and fruit flavours, (never tobacco flavours, as I
wanted to move away from my past habits,) and have settled on two or three favourite flavours that I really enjoy. It's
been over 3.5 years now, and during that time I have not had one single puff on any tobacco product, I have no craving
for cigarettes, and without the opportunity to find my own nic level and favourite flavour, I know I would still be smoking.
No NRT ever worked for me, despite repeated attempts, so ecigs have literally been a life saver. :)

Best of luck with your survey btw, I hope my responses have helped your research a bit.

Thursday, Mar 5th
2:21PM

119,976,485

I gave up cigarettes and started vaping on April 11, 2012, with the Mistic Ecig from Wal-Mart. It was the most epic thing I
have done in my life. My breathing and over all health has gotten better. I'm an advocate for Vaping and a host on the
Vaping Network Quest on Vape TV.
I will always stand up for Vaping. It saves lives.

Thursday, Mar 5th
1:35PM

119,974,593
Smoked over 30 years. Tried all the usual NRT. None worked. I completely quit smoking almost immediately when a
doctor friend recommended a good vaping kit...ego battery and tank. Brilliant technology.

Thursday, Mar 5th
1:12PM

119,974,240

Without the electronic cigarette I NEVER WOULD NOR COULD HAVE QUIT SMOKING THE TRADITIONAL COMBUSTIBLE
TOBACCO CIGARETTE! The ecig was VITAL in my ability to be able to quit smoking!
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT THING I HAVE TO SAY - IT'S NOT THE NICOTINE I MISSED IN QUITTING ATTEMPTS - IT'S
THE SMOKE OR TO CORRECT THAT, IT'S THE FLAVORFUL VAPOR THAT HELPED ME QUIT!! THE TASTY FLAVORFUL
VAPOR IS EVERYTHING THAT KEEPS ME OFF OF TOBACCO CIGARETTES!!!
Now that I have quit smoking traditional combustible tobacco cigarettes, EVERYTHING about my body is perfectly
healthy! My bloodwork is AMAZING, ESPECIALLY MY CHOLESTEROL!!! That says EVERYTHING!!!
Yes, I continue to vape, but I enjoy the tasty vapor, and as an ADULT, I AM ALLOWED TO ENJOY IT!!! I will continue to
enjoy the flavorful vapor, too!

Thursday, Mar 5th
1:07PM



119,973,742

February of 2012, I was tired of being sick all the time due to my breathing. Having COPD, Asthma and Acid Reflux plus
being a smoker was quite literally killing me. I had been interested in vaping (didn't know at the time what it was called),
so I picked up a disposable e-cig at the smoke shop one day. It offered me some hope, so about 2 weeks later I picked up
a cig-a-like at the local gas station. Actually bought 2 that day, one for me and one for my sister, who has the same
problems I do.

What a big surprise, it didn't work for me or my sister for that matter. I continued to smoke, the failure only making me
feel worse about myself, thus causing me to smoke even more. By March, I was sick yet again, and talking to my
boyfriend at the time, telling him how I had to make this work. I guess I needed to just buck up and force myself to use
that crappy little e-cig. That is when he told me he was a vaper, and ordered me my first ego-t set up from volcano e-cigs
and linked me to ECF.

It arrived just after my 40th birthday. It worked a lot better than the cig-a-like did, but it still didn't seem like enough and I
hated those little tanks. Boyfriend couldn't understand why they leaked and such for me, he had never had a problem
with them (for those of you who missed the whole ego-t and those stupid little plastic tanks, be thankful).

Even with the problems I cut back to less than a pack a day, which from a 3 pack a day habit was doing good. From there
I got a BB from Silver Bullet and a vivi nova tank, at the time it was one of the newest styled tanks around.

With it I cut back even more, now only smoking when spending time with my sister, who by this time was on an oxygen
tank but still smoked. Because of her O2, smoking was only allowed in 2 rooms of the house, her bedroom and mine, so
morning coffee moved to her room and the 3 of us, (her, her husband and myself), would sit in there smoke, drink
coffee, and bull shit with each other.

Everything was going much better for the most part, my breathing had improved greatly and I was learning tons. I
started rebuilding the heads of the vivi nova to help save money, and found I enjoyed tinkering with them. My sister once
again wanted to give it a try, so I set her up with one of the ego batteries from my first kit and a couple cartomizers. Too
bad she never used it.

About that time is when I also wound up with my first iHybird. It opened a whole new world to me, and for the first time I
was able to completely stop smoking. Due to some other problems I had before that, I was relying on my sister for
money and she was not supportive. She had no issue forking over $30+ a week for me to go buy smokes, but would not
help if I needed $15 to buy juice, so soon I was back to smoking at least part time with her, but did manage to stay away
from going back to smoking full time.

The day I moved out of that house I quit smoking completely, and for the next 9 months did not smoke. Yes, I still had
cravings if I was around someone else smoking but for the most part didn't have an issue.

Now you may think that would be the end of it, over half a year without smoking. I enjoyed vaping, had even cut my nic
down to 12 mg. I diy'ed my juice and I rebuilt my gennys and it was all going well, but I never fully lost the craving for a
cig.

At that point was when my friends in FL were looking at losing their house, between that and me not having the medical I
desperately needed, I opted to move back to Seattle WA. I knew in making the move I would be homeless, but
sometimes we do what we need to do.

I soon found myself staying at tent city 3. For a shelter it is a great place, but for someone trying not to smoke, it could be
a nightmare. Imagine 100 adults living in tents in a church parking lot, moving the whole camp every 90 days. Now figure
in about 95% of the camp smokes, and smoking is allowed everywhere but inside the small sleeping tents. Even with that
for the first month I did pretty good at not smoking, then I got involved with the camp leadership and the stress that
entails.

Now all that alone had me ready to pick up a pack, and I had actually at that point smoked a couple, tho I told myself 1 a
day wasn't going to kill me. Then, the one thing I had dreaded and hoped for over the last 18 years happened. My
daughter got in contact with me. Any of you who were facebook friends with me at the time found out she was trying to
reach me before I did, as being at camp I didn't have internet access and didn't always have time to go to the library, and
she had messaged every single one of my facebooks friends telling them who she was and asked them to give me her
number. I won't go into the details of the past, but will say I never truly expected to hear from her again, so it was a
major shock and the thing that pushed me over the edge and back into smoking full time.

About a month and a half later that choice put me in the hospital. Due to the cold temps last winter I had gotten sick.
After the ER gave me 3 breathing treatments my O2 levels were still dropping every time I dozed off, so they kept me.
Now, you would think that would be enough to kick my butt back into what I already knew to be better for me, but it
hadn't. Between stress, problems getting what I needed, not wanting to have to ask BSP for more help (he had offered
many times over and had sent me a stuff when I needed it), and still being around other smokers, I smoked.

Though all this I never gave up on vaping, and truth be told my smoking was stupid. I know vaping gives me what I need, I
prefer the taste, and I don't get as sick. So I can not tell you were my brain was during this time.

July of this year, I left tent city 3 and went to tent city 4. I found it easier to vape there as smoking was not allowed all
over, but still found myself having a smoke when I was hanging with friends. My husband Ben was supportive in me
getting back to vaping, even putting up with me visiting vape shops. He mentioned to me at one point he would like get
into vaping, so my next trip into a shop I got him a ego set up. Which he uses more than he smokes at this point.

At this point I am back to full time vaping, and I have learned a few very important things about myself in all this,
including just how important vaping support and friends are.

Thursday, Mar 5th
1:00PM

119,965,951 I quit for a year then my favorite flavor was on back order for 5 months so I relapsed. Now I'm back on vaping again.
Thursday, Mar 5th
11:29AM



119,965,692

I've quit several times through my life, a couple times for more than a year. Since I started vaping I see myself never
going back to smoking. In my previous quit attempts that urge to smoke was always lurking in the background, since
vaping I don't have that urge.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:27AM

119,963,600

I smoked for over 40 years and hated my addiction. I hated myself for the last 20 years because of the addiction. I tried
everything to stop smoking. I quit cold turkey, was put on prescription Wellbutrin (which caused me to be suicidal), used
the patch, Nicorette gum, even did Hypnosis treatments. Nothing worked for more than two weeks. I was miserable in
my addiction.

In 2009, I first noticed these 'e-cigarettes' on the market and picked on of these 'cigalikes' up from a convenience store. I
thought 'what an awesome invention'. It had 18mg of nicotine and tasted nasty, but I KNEW this could be the answer for
me, if it was improved in taste and vapor production. I started researching online and found newer models. Bought
several different ones and used them regularly, cutting my smoking down from over a pack a day to about 1/2 a pack.

January 7, 2015.... my husband (who never smoked), took me to a 'Vape Shop' here in my town to see if they had a device
and eliquid that would help me finally quit smoking completely. The wonderful people there spent about 40 minutes with
me, helping me to decide what would work best and set me up with a new mech mod and tank with some Watermelon-
Mint ejuice. THAT did it. I only smoked 3 cigarettes that day and the next day. On January 10, 2015, I became smoke-
free!! It was the beginning of a new life.

It's been 53 days smoke-free. I feel WONDERFUL. I breathe so much better, everything tastes better, and I no longer
STINK. My husband is also extremely happy and grateful for this new Vaping technology and we tell everyone we know
how important Vaping is to help extend lives and save people from the effects of analog cigarettes.

Thursday, Mar 5th
11:02AM

119,963,417
I quit smoking accidentally. I bought a vaporizer to try it out, not intending to stop smoking entirely as I enjoyed my roll-
ups. I quickly realised I preferred the vaporizer and haven't smoked for a year now.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:59AM

119,958,957
I tried to quit for over 20 years. I tried cold turkey, patches, gum, wellbutrin, quit coaches, etc. After only a week using an
e-cigarette, I gave up regular cigarettes for good. It has changed my life.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:08AM

119,958,709
I smoked two packs of cigarettes a day for 30 years. Today marks 1 month of being cigarette free. I am using an IStick
with the Nautilis tank and using Dr. Crimmy's V-Juice. I love it.

Thursday, Mar 5th
10:04AM

119,957,693
I have been a traditional smoker for over 40 years. Out of curiousity, i got a cheap starter to see what all the hype was. I
quit traditionals overnite. I LOVE going to the vape stores to try their new varieties of e-liquids.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:49AM

119,957,025
I picked up vaping early on. Within a week I rarely smoked, now I dont at all. The only thing I need to keep it that way is
ecigs.

Thursday, Mar 5th
9:40AM

119,953,161

Quit last March for about 3-4 months,unfortunately it didn't last....
Quit for 2nd time this January and have been cigarette free since.I don't miss the smell, taste or the way my body feels!
Vaping has helped me to successfully quit traditional cigs and don't think I would have been as successful having not had
vaping!

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:48AM

119,952,454 health reasons #1. i have not been sick since i quit regular cigarettes
Thursday, Mar 5th
8:36AM

119,951,517

I smoked 1-2 packs a day for about 20 years. I had developed a cough and shortness of breathe. I couldnt pay some of
my bills because of the cost of cigarettes and my addiction to them. I was spending time away from my friends and
family by choosing to go have a cigarette rather than visiting with them. I am a parent of a young child and would leave
playing games or reading a book to go smoke. Although ashamed now, it is the truth. I avoided social situations because
smoking was not allowed. Being a smoker changes how you live your life. Using my vape I am no longer choosing my
habit over my loved ones. After about 14 months of vaping I have dramatically lowered my nicotine intake. My bills are
paid, my cough is gone, and I am not running short on breathe anymore! I can run and play with my child and I do not
smell of smoke anymore. As an added bonus to me, that I never thought of while making the switch, my gum disease is
DRAMATICALLY better. My vaporizer has bettered my life as well as the lives around me.

Thursday, Mar 5th
8:20AM

119,950,097
I quit smoking 1 year ago after smoking for 16 years. Without the option to vape, I believe I never would have quit
smoking. I have noticed a lot of health benefits from no longer smoking and have absolutely no side affects from vaping .

Thursday, Mar 5th
7:53AM

119,949,376 Almost there. Weening.
Thursday, Mar 5th
7:39AM



119,945,183

I had been thinking about quitting for a while and one day, I called my mother about a month before Mother's Day to
have a chat and see what she wanted for Mother's Day as I am notorious for missing things like that. When asked, she
did not hesitate to say, "I want you to quit smoking!" I made up my mind right then that it was time. I ordered my first e-
cig and waited. I woke up that fateful morning and had a smoke while I checked my email, saw my package had arrived,
smoked on the way to pick it up and even smoked during the un-boxing. The moment I fired up the e-cig, I never looked
back, and it's been 2+ years and counting.

Thursday, Mar 5th
6:12AM

119,939,057

Yes, I quit using traditional tobacco, altogether. After a 2-year period that was blissfully nicotine-free, I got into a
company with smokers. After a while I realized that sooner or later I will relapse and become a smoker again. Then I
bought my first vaping device (a cheap one, and with depressing results). Fortunately, soon after I bought a more
serious device and I became a full-time vaper. I have no cravings for the traditional tobacco products, I am perfectly
happy with vaping. I don't find smoking desirable anymore, I even find it disgusting. During my 3 years of vaping history I
did not observe a single harmful effect of vaping. I use PG base (20 mg nicotine) and RY69 flavor.

Thursday, Mar 5th
3:44AM

119,938,534

December 2013 I smoked my last cigarette after 48 years of being a heavy smoker. Figured out what I would need as far
as battery type and what tanks I would use. Started rebuilding my own coils and DIYing my own e-juice and needless to
say I have not looked back and plan to put these away soon. I will keep them available if I have a relapse or just need a
good vape.

Thursday, Mar 5th
3:32AM

119,934,529

For fifty years (from age 18 - 68) I regularly smoked two packs a day of traditional cigarettes. Several times over those
years I tried to quit. Several cold turkey attempts lasted 2 weeks - 2 months. The patch (tried twice) was useless.
Nicotine lozenges were unpalatable. I always relapsed within three months or less.

When I thought about trying electronic cigarettes, I first researched them online. I spent a couple of months reading
about them both in scientific articles and in a users' message board called E-cigarette Forum. I decided to skip the "cig-
alikes" sold at convenience stores and start right out with a more advanced type...larger battery and tank to hold the e-
liquid. I'm glad I went straight to the better type of electronic vaporizer because I was able to try out a vast range of e-
liquid flavors that I would not have come across if I had selected a "cig-alike" to start with.

Finding good fruity, candy, sweet dessert flavors was the key (for me) to never have the urge to pick up another
traditional cigarette again. I immediately preferred the sweet flavors of my favorite e-liquids to the taste of a regular
cigarette.

Going through the motions without actually smoking, and receiving a sufficient amount of nicotine to maintain my
concentration, memory, and focus has made quitting smoking easy and permanent for me. I've been smoke-free over
two years now...vaping exclusively.

Within a week of switching completely to vaping, my breathing and ability to exercise improved immensely. A slight
smoker's cough I had had for years disappeared entirely.

Thursday, Mar 5th
2:28AM

119,934,198

I stopped smoking after 50 years and over 50 cigarettes a day. I had given up giving up and decided I would die within a
few years (COPD) but I couldn't stop smoking despite trying EVERY quit method. I stopped smoking after five months of
dual use. Vaping has saved my life, my health and my sanity.

Thursday, Mar 5th
2:20AM

119,929,986

I smoked for 16 years. After I discovered vaping, I quit almost immediately. I have now been gaping for two years this
month and am so pleased to be successful at removing traditional cigarettes from my life. Down to 1.5 mg nicotine
currently and moving down to 0mg most likely in the near future.

Thursday, Mar 5th
12:30AM

119,929,400

I have baling a try to reduce the number of cigarettes I was smoking. At first I tried the "tobacco" flavors. It was horrible. I
then tried some fruity, and cookie flavors. After a week, my cigarettes tasted so horrible, I quit smoking all together. The
juice flavors available made the difference for me. I don't want to taste tobacco again. Not when I can vape girl scout
cookies!

Thursday, Mar 5th
12:15AM

119,927,461

Off tobacco for 7 months now and there is no doubt in my mind that I would not of been able to do this without the use of
my vapourizer. I have been a very heavy user of tobacco for 23 years and physically it has taken its toll and I needed to
quit. Within 3 weeks of switching from tobacco to vapping my constant cough and wheezing had completely stopped and
I felt better as a whole. There are so many positives to vapping in my opinion but there is absolutely none to tobacco!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:32PM

119,927,096

I finally found e go e cigs and they gave me the throat hit and feeling of smoking. within days of doing online research I
found the e-leaf and have been cigarette free for 4 months with absolutely no withdrawals. I personally LOVE my vanilla
flavor the best but am experimenting with making my own different "sweet" flavoring with an apprentice kit I bought.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:25PM



119,926,529

I had tried quitting cigarettes many times to the point were I quit trying. I had tried cig-o-likes back in 2006 but they did
not work for me. I saw the generation 2 and read there was higher nicotine levels in e-liquids as soon as I vaped for 5
minutes I knew this was going to work.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:13PM

119,926,423

Once I found out about vapors it boosted my willingness to quit smoking cigarettes! I gave it a try and quit cold turkey
with cigarettes since October 10 and still going strong with a low nicotine level of 6 on my vapor! I can breathe better
and taste things better! If it wasn't for a vapor I would still be smoking cigarettes

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:11PM

119,925,799

I started smoking in the 1980s when I joined the Army. Smokers got two extra breaks back then.
After Basic Training, I switched to a pipe because I liked the flavor better.
Then after 25 years, I was waking myself up with that wheezing sound you get lying on your side and had to sit up and
cough really hard to clear it out.
I started looking to quit or switch to something else. Heard about vaping, but e-pipes were expensive and didn’t work
well. The Government and many organizations funded by large companies confused the issue by trying to tell me that
vaping was worse than smoking.
In October 2012, I started finding ones I could try without breaking the bank or the device so I got a one in the mail on
Friday November 2.
I’m one of the lucky ones. I immediately replaced smoking with vaping.
I have more energy now, and do not lose my breath walking down the street.
I noticed a large reduction in muscle stiffness and no longer sound like a breakfast cereal when I get up in the morning.
My sense of smell and taste are like they were when I was a boy. My skin is no longer ashy, and my blood pressure is
now normal.
I understand there are minor risks to the direct user of electronic cigarettes, but they are a far safer alternative to
traditional tobacco cigarettes. We also know that electronic cigarettes pose no apparent risk to those around us whom
we care greatly about.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:59PM

119,925,241 First time i tried a ecig, i stopped smoking. And have had no relapse thamks to ecigarettes.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:50PM

119,924,602

was tired of my teen daughter complaining. My sister started vaping &wanted to try also to quit analogs. It was getting
too expensive to smoke & health insurance keeps charging more every year if you are a tobacco user. They need to see
vaping as a way to quit. Big tobacco companies are hurting because we chose to go this route but the goverment needs
to stay out of this. Im tired of being told to quit smoking & now ive found a way that works for me im still being punished
for doing something that is good for me.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:38PM

119,924,550

After 25 years of chewing, I finally made the decision to quit. I have a friend who vapes and I figured I would give that a
try, nothing else had ever worked. To my surprise, it proved to be very effective. First off, I had a new "toy" to play with.
This kept my mind off of not having the chew and more on my e-cig. Having the different flavors also helped me not
think about chew. In essence, every time the "newness" wears off, it can be reinvigorated with a new flavor. The best
thing for me though is that fact that I can dial down the nicotine. I started in June 2014 with 36 mg nicotine and in less
than a year have cut it in half to 18 mg! I can honestly say choosing to vape has been one of the better decisions in my
life and one of easiest to follow through with.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:38PM

119,924,081

i got breast canser 1 yr 8 months ago, they found it early and got all of it.the day before my surgery i gave up tobacco
and stated with the e-cigarettes.my doctors are very pleased that i use the e-cigaretts and told me to stay on them
instead of tobacco

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:29PM

119,922,426

I had smoked Marlboro cigarettes for over 37 years, prior to trying e-cigs. I was up to 25 regular cigarettes per day. And
coughing quite a bit. Once I found a brand and flavor of 3-cigs that I liked (which only took a few weeks time), I stopped
smoking regular cigarettes entirely. In the 3 years since I have switched, I have smoked less than a pack (one real
cigarette every 5 or 6 months... and only after heavy drinking with still-smoking friends... trying to be "one of the crowd").
And then rinsing my mouth out with Listerine, haha! Seriously. This is absolutely the truth. I have grown to detest the
taste, and smell, of regular cigarettes. Which is pretty dang amazing. I even no longer keep a "safety pack" in a drawer,
anymore. (Used to do that just to tell myself I could always switch back if I wanted to.... now there is absolutely no desire
or fear of it!) I believe that e-cigs are the smokers answer for sure. But I fear that government will put them down
anyhow, since they will stand to lose so much tax money.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:06PM

119,921,722

I'd heard about e-cigarettes and tried a Blu cigalike on an impulse instead of buying a carton of cigarettes. It opened my
eyes to the potential of e-cigarettes. I quickly upgraded to an APV. That was nearly a year and a half ago. I haven't had a
cigarette since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:56PM



119,921,221

I started vaping and weened off and as I did, it seemed like my body realizing I could get nicotine without the tobacco or
menthol flavor caused my palette to not be able to tolerate the flavor of cigarettes leading to my quitting smoking. I was
at 1.5 packs a day.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:51PM

119,921,182

Over the course of 2 years of using my vape, my cigarette use went from a pack a day to only 1 or 2 cigarettes over the
course of about 3 days. It's been a useful tool to quit and without my vape I would most definitely still be smoking
cigarettes every day.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:50PM

119,920,261

I was a 1/2 to 1 pack-a-day smoker. I switched to vaping to quit and haven't had 1 cigarette since I made the switch. I
have attempted to quit in the past but this is the ONLY method that has worked for me. I plan on eventually getting off of
vaping as well. I did not pick this up to replace one addiction with another.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:40PM

119,920,053

Initially, I would both vape and smoke. After a week or two, smoking became less pleasant, and tasted awful. Six months
later, I cannot stand the taste or even the smell of cigarettes, and I feel a lot better. I do not cough like I used to, my
allergies have greatly improved, and I feel much more energetic and able to perform in physical activities than I did
when I smoked.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:37PM

119,919,264

When I moved away to college, I smoked less, but still often when drinking or during a stressful day or whenever I just
really wanted one. I came back from college and started to vape as much as I smoked. I haven't bought a pack in a
month, and haven't had an entire cigarette since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:30PM

119,915,510
Smoked for 40 years. Don't smoke anymore , just vape. I've lost weight, feel much healthier and at 53 I'm excited about
the lifestyle change. So is my fily and doctor.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:48PM

119,915,225

I quit smoking more than a pack a day of deadly chemical loaded cigarettes by switching to e-cigarettes. I have never
wanted to go back to cigarettes since I started vaping. Vaping has saved my life and I will vape for the rest of my life
because it is safe and won't cause cancer. Cigarettes have been proven to cause cancer and they are the killers, not the
e-juices used in vaping!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:42PM

119,914,633 --
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:28PM

119,914,348

I pretty much went from cig alikes to evod style to tank with a spinner battery to mech with rda to vv vw box mod with
rda. now I am tobacco free save for the occasional slip when out drinking and a battery dies. After trying to quit
numerous times before with more traditional methods I thought I would never quit smoking. One day a family member
wanted to get into vaping and we all went to the local shop and got basic evod set ups. That first hit of Monster flavored
e liquid got me hooked instantly and here I am.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:23PM

119,913,721 Never used, never will use. My father did but he stopped (he only used during his teenage).
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:09PM

119,913,179

I smoked for 36 years and I had tried all of the FDA approved NRT's on the market and some other choices to quit and all
of them failed me. The first time I used a e-cigarette was the last time I ever smoked a traditional cigarette. My health
has improved greatly and my smell and taste has come back. I no longer stink of cigarette smoke and I have met some
pretty awesome people that use e-cigarettes also. I am proof that e-cigarettes really do work I have been using them
now for over 2 years. I would highly recommend them to a smoker to help them get off of traditional cigarettes and to
help save their lives also.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:58PM

119,913,149

I've been vaping since April 09 and the day I had my first vape was the day I had my last cigarette. I had no withdrawal,
no weight gain, but only enjoyed a sense of elation at the prospect of never picking up a cigarette again.

My lungs became clear within 2 months of vaping, and I have enjoyed good health since.

I can now lift weights at the gym without getting winded, my house is smoke free and doesn't have that stale tobacco
odor, and my my windows don't have that horrific brown residue on my cloths when I wash them.

My experience has been nothing but positive and I'm forever grateful to my dear friend who introduced me to vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:57PM

119,912,530 I had tried other means to quit but vaping is what worked for me. I'm in better health today because of my choice.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:43PM



119,912,481

I started smoking in high school, just so I wouldn't smell like weed. My parents smoked so I already smelled like
cigarettes. Once I moved out of my mom's house, I picked it up as a regular habit. I liked the idea of going outside and
having a quiet moment to myself every hour or two. But it started to cost a lot and make me feel terrible. So I had one of
my buddies take me to a shop and got my ego starter kit. Haven't smoked in a little over a month.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:42PM

119,911,551

I actually tried ecigarettes three times before I ended up quitting smoking. The first time, all that was available was the
cig-a-like models, such as the Vuse, that were a terrible experience. Not enough power, tiny battery and the juice
constantly leaked. The second time, I bought an Ego with the tank cartridges. It was better but still not quit enough. The
last time I bought a VV Ego, clearomizer and two different flavored juices, one Blackberry, one Coffee and finally found
the potential that ecigs offered.

When I tried the third time, I wasn't looking to quit, I simply wanted to cut back on the amount of cigarettes that I was
smoking to save some money after losing my job. A few days after starting, I started to realize just how easy it was to
not smoke so I started tracking how many cigarettes I smoked daily with the goal of quitting completely. Inside of a week
from starting, I smoked my last cigarette and haven't looked back since. Had the technology not advanced in that open
market and had the flavors not been available, I have zero doubt that I would still be smoking today.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:22PM

119,911,168
Almost 5 yrs ago I tried the ecig to save money and liked it better than tobacco cigarettes and haven't had a reg cig
since. No desire too

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:14PM

119,911,103 I noticed the regular cigarettes were giving me headaches and when I switched to vaporizers I felt lot better
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:07PM

119,910,697 Over two years cigarette free. Gaping works!
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:04PM

119,909,900

I was a 2 pack a day menthol smoker for over 20 yrs. I tried using e cigs when the only options were menthol and non
menthol and I was not able to keep off of cigarettes because I could not get satisfied. Once I was able to purchase an
open vaping system and select a flavor that I felt like I could vape all day I put the cigarettes down and haven't looked
back and that was 7 months ago.
Before I began vaping I was at the early stages of getting COPD and could not clear the water from a snorkel and now
not only can I clear the water from a snorkel but I swim 2 miles a day 3 days a week using a snorkel.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:45PM

119,909,739

30 a day smoker for over 20 years, took up vaping gradually and now have used ecigs exclusively for over 2 years. My
health has improved and I no longer worry about the effects of smoking on me or my family. No smells no ash no smoke
no butts e cigs have significantly changed my life for the better. I am also drinking less and taking more exercisec- the
only negative is the moves from lobby groups for big pharma trying to increase regulation, and tax ecigs tobacco which
would risk driving me and other former smokers back to tobacco smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:42PM

119,909,580
Smoked for 50 years. Tried gum, patches etc but couldn't kick 60 cigs a day. Doc prescribed Chantix but head went
walkabout. Ecigs worked and haven't touched tobacco for nearly 3 years.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:38PM

119,909,161

I read some of the "scaremonger alarms" in the papers and online, luckily, I rarely belive the crap they write. So I started
my own research online, and soon found lots of friendly vaper communitys that steared me in the right direction. Having
carefully wheighted my options, I went ahead and bought a starter pack from an online vapeshop. This was january 14,
2014. Havent smoked since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:30PM

119,907,750
Accidental quitter, wanted to cut down on a 3 pad habit and 34 weeks later I had quit smoking for good. That was over 4
years ago.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:01PM

119,907,125

In my case it was a stunningly effective - and entirely unintended - transition. I work late into the night, and had decided
to try an electronic cigarette as a post-midnight option to help reduce the rough throat I frequently woke up with in the
morning. Having carefully chosen a variable-power device after seeking advice from friends, I realised very quickly that
the flavour from the electronic cigarette was far preferable to my traditional cigarettes and found that I was reaching for
the former without having made a conscious decision to do so. I had three cigarettes in the two weeks after my first
electronic cigarette arrived; each tasted fouler than the one before it and at time of writing I have no wish to taste
tobacco again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:51PM

119,906,811 its been 24 days Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:45PM



119,906,800

I had been a very heavy smoker, at least 50 a day, for 50 years. I started vaping with a cigalike in order to reduce the
number of cigarettes smoked. I moved to 2nd generation devices and clearomisers very quickly and cut my smoking
from 50 a day to under 10. When I bought my first 3rd generation device I forgot to smoke for several weeks and found
that I had to reduce my nicotine level. I had stopped using traditional tobacco flavours within a few weeks and now the
closest I get to them are one RY4 recipe that tastes nothing like tobacco plus occasional mild tobacco base with other
flavours added. I prefer custard, fruit, coffee and vanilla flavors and have done for most of my vaping life.
When the EU TPD was passed I knew that it would take all effective vaping devices and e-liquids off the market and was
afraid of being forced back to smoked tobacco but finding the smell and taste made me sick, they would taste
disgusting. So I deliberately started smoking one or two cigarettes. I could easily stop doing that and only vape, but feel
there is no point in doing so if vaping that works is banned by regulation and I am forced to use a criminal black market. I
tried medical smoking cessation methods at least 10 times, none even reduced my smoking for more than a day, only
vaping enabled me to quit, and the law has forced me to smoke a very small amount although I think I smoke so little
now, and often forget if I do light a cigarette and vape instead that stopping those occasional cigarettes would be easy if
vaping wasn't threatened.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:45PM

119,906,543
My dad took me to a Vape store at 16 and got me my first one to make me stop smoking because it was a normal thing
to do on the farm within two months of vaping I was completely off cigarettes and have been since September 2013

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:41PM

119,906,495
I orginally bought an e cig with a tobacco flavor it made me go back to smoking so a few months later I bought a tesla
mod and a fruit flavor and I never went back to cigs after that

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:40PM

119,906,285
i have found that if i try a regualar ciggarette the taste is very fowl! because i have my choice of flavours i can vape the
flavour i m in the mood for.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:36PM

119,905,972

I started smoking when I was 12 yrs old. I smoked for the next 39 years. I was smoking 1 to 1.5 packs of cigarettes a day.I
had no intention of quitting smoking, I was tired of the mounting costs of cigarettes, but not enough to make me want to
try to quit (unsuccessfully) again. I had failed when I had tried gum, patches, hypnosis, Wellbutrin and cold turkey. I had
stopped smoking for over a year in the past, but life stresses made me pick up the habit again. I was resigned to the fact
that I would always be a smoker. I originally tried an e-cig only because a friend had started using one, and suggested
that I try it too. Once I tried his, even though the flavor was not one that appealed to me, the feeling that I got when I
inhaled the vapor was enough to convince me that this would be something I would be able to do. I started out on a 2nd
generation device (ego battery with a protank clearomizer) and am glad that I did. I tried using the cigalike type that
looks like a cigarette, but the flavor, and more importantly the vapor would not have been enough to try to change.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:31PM

119,905,968

seeing me work through this addiction most of the smokers in my family from my senior citizen mother to my own over
21 yr old children have switched to vaping and cut down the nicotine level thanks to the variety of flavors,nicotine levels
and choices of batteries.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:31PM

119,905,421

I quit the first day I tried E-cigs. Manic Mint Chocolate was so much better than Marlboro Menthol Smooth. I knew I was
getting enough nicotine, because of the familiar nausea from smoking too many cigarettes. I have been a 2 pack a day
smoker since I was 16, and started smoking when I was 10. I have quit several times, but I know this time it is for good!!
The worst vape I ever had... was 10 times better than the best Cigarette I ever smoked!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:22PM

119,905,163

Tried unsuccessfuly to stop smoking over 10 times using most available methods. Even Blu "cigalikes" were not
successful. Vaping is the only thing ever to relieve me of the urge for tobacco. 30 years. 1 ppd :) Wednesday, Mar 4th

5:17PM

119,904,855 I have 8 kids, i need to make sure i live longer.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:12PM

119,903,212 STOPPED SMOKING CIGS THE DAY i STARTED VAPING....5 YEARS AGO
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:46PM

119,902,514 Quit Jan 1, 2014 never looked back.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:35PM

119,902,161

I smoked 2 to 2 1/2 packs a day for over 32 years. I tried every NRT method available only to go right back to smoking. In
January of 2011 I was told about the electronic cigarettes and figured "what the heck. Nothing else has worked but it's
worth a try". I received my first e-cig on February 8, 2011 and smoked my last cigarette on February 9, 2011. Since then,
my breathing, taste, and stamina have greatly improved. I no longer weeze at night and I don't wake up hacking and
coughing in the morning. In my opinion, the e-cig has saved my life!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:30PM



119,901,342

I was introduced to ecigs and vaping on July 4th of last year. My daughter's friend and her fiance' had ecigs with small
tanks of flavored liquid and allowed me to try it. I was hooked immediately. A few weeks later, I bought my own set up,
and on July 19th of last year, I smoked my LAST cigarette.

More than 7 months later, I remain a faithful vaper as well as a STRONG advocate for the vaping community. I am
involved with The Vaping Militia and CASAA, and my show on vapers.tv is growing every week. It is my intention to sound
the rallying cry for ALL vapers to GET INVOLVED, get EDUCATED, and STAND UP for their rights before we lose them
completely! Godspeed...

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:19PM

119,900,740

I smoked fot 37 uears. My mom just died of lung cancer 1/2014. I went thru 3 years of chemo, surgery and & radiation.
While she was alive we tried the Blu cigarettes in tobacco flavors. She had to use them because of oxygen. I never really
liked the taste. Two days after she passed away I echanged her cigarettes for Juicy fruit e liquid. I haven't had a stinky
cigarette since 1-18-14. Since then I have gotten my 27 year old daughter to vape, my sister, & 10 of my closest friends.
My doctors tell me how much better my lungs look by x rays. I feel better and I can smell better. More energy. E cigs ate
the key to quit smoking. I tried gum, patches, crugs & acupuncture. This is the only way! Nicotine is like caffeine . It's the
other chemicals in cigs that cause cancer. Only 4 ingredients vs 2000. Stop with the negative deaths due to e cigs. Start
being part of the solution. Not the destruction. Go after drug users, diet pills scams, & other crimes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:10PM

119,900,392

At 46 years old after 25 years of smoking, vaping is the only thing that has successfully enabled me to quit smoking
cigarettes for more than a few days. It was immediately effective and reduced my cigarette consumption to zero from
day 1. So far I have not smoked for 70 days.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:06PM

119,899,026
my reason for quitting was it was getting old expensive everyday and wasn't fun anymore also the vapor is more
convenient to smoke in my house and car with no odor!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:47PM

119,898,971

May 20 2014 was the last time I used a combustible tobacco product. My blood pressure has dropped and i am
generally healthier (per my MD) and feel better without them. Not only is my health improved, but my burden on the
healthcare industry is lower and my savings account is bigger. Its a win/win.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:48PM

119,898,951
Was 19 years old and working as an adventure guide, I realized that my breathing was not up to par and needed to quit.
Tried vaping and fell in love. Have not looked back. My breathing has greatly improved.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:48PM

119,898,743

someone gave me an e-cig a few yrs ago. since the first draw off of it made me not want a real cigarette when i went to
light one. i went from 2 paks a day to 1/2 a day in the first two days.after a year, waking up in the mornings i don't have
the feeling of someone sitting on my chest anymore. i can breathe better. IT'S A GREAT FEELING!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:44PM

119,898,730

Sept. 15, 2014
Didn't work until I got a higher quality tank.
Have never looked back and feel much better

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:45PM

119,898,444

I started vaping one year ago. I was a pack a day smoker for 20 years. I can run now and not feel winded. Switching to
vaping was the best decision I've ever made. My husband (a reformed 2 pack per day smoker) quit tobacco products
with me. I haven't even had the desire to have an actual cigarette, they repulse me now

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:41PM

119,897,650
My daughter bought me one and I haven't went back. I have copd and needed something other than cigs. Ecigs did it for
me. I tried all the products to quit and failed them all. Only ecigs worked for me.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:30PM

119,896,538

I smoked for 37years a pack a day. I started trying to quit, 10 years ago. I HAD to quit. I have C.O.P.D.
I quit smoking by using vaporized nicotine products. I failed ALL attempts by using recommend NRT, cold turkey, drug
cessation products, hypnosis, acupuncture and therapy.
I am smoke free, feel very good, doctor is impressed, family is happy, no more smoking. Vaping flavored eliquid saved
my life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:15PM

119,896,078

I smoked for 24 years, at about a pack to 2 packs per day. I couldnt breath, couldnt chase my kids, was always tired and
my kids and I got sick all the time with colds and bronchitis. I tried lozenges, the patch and gum. I even used Wellbutrin
for a while, nothing worked. I started vaping on 3/20/2012 due to my brother telling me about it. I kept my nic level at
24mg for 1.5 years. I decided I was tired of being addicted to something, so for the next couple of months, every time I
got a new bottle of ejuice, I lowered the nicotine level by 2 until I was at 0. I have been nicotine free for 4 months now.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:10PM



119,895,705

I was a 16 year smoker, at about 30 cigarettes per day on good days, 40 cigarettes on bad days. I was also a cigar and
pipe smoker, when I was looking for a different flavor than what I could get out of cigarettes. I never had the intention to
quit. I enjoyed smoking and never saw myself actually quitting. At the time, my significant other did want to quit, but
wasn't being able to with a heavy smoker in the house. 3 years ago, I picked up a starter kit, a first generation device, out
of curiosity and, in essence, to help curb my smoking so my significant other could quit. 2 weeks after I starting using
that cig-a-like, that first generation device, that was so simple, so weak, and so inefficient, it dawned on me: I hadn't
bought a pack of cigarettes those 2 weeks. I had quit, without having the intention to; without losing all the ritualistic
behaviors that I enjoyed; without a conscious effort; without diminishing what I considered a keystone to my quality of
life. 3 years later, I look back at that first week, and without knowing it then, I had taken one of the biggest steps towards
changing my life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:07PM

119,895,399

My friend had me try a nautilus mini and I was hooked from the first drag. It felt like smoking but tasted great. After
doing some research it was a no brainer to switch. I bought one the next day and never looked back. Within a couple
month I have converted 3 others and hopefully more in the near future!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:04PM

119,895,183 started cigs because people always offered them to me. Smoke about 1/2 pack a day. Now I don't smoke anymore
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:01PM

119,895,092
30 year smoker 1 year free. Asthma related copd borderline 1 year ago now my pulmonary dr says my lungs are 97%
before I quit 43%.. my son got me started vaping. It saved my life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:59PM

119,894,662

smoked since I was 18 and was able to buy. Was probably a pack a day smoker til I turned thirty. Did a stint a few time of
trying to quit. When I turned 35 I had friend and social pressure to quit for good. I never would have been able to do it
without the use of my e-cig.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:55PM

119,894,633

I smoked for 30+ years appx 1.5-2 packs per day. I tried using all the other cessation products and none of the worked. I
then found Blue ecigs, they got me started on the road to quitting but they didnt have enough options and didnt provide
a real smoking sensation. Then i found my local vape shop, the day i bought my first starter quit was the last day i had a
smoke. That was almost 3 years ago.

My doctor was blown away by how much my blood pressure dropped considering that i still used nicotine.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:54PM

119,894,594

My husband and I decided that we were done with smoking in January 2014. He and I tried the gas station e-cigs and
were not happy. I was ready to give up, but my husband said let me do some research. After some research he found
something that we could get behind, a product that changed our lives; Halo G-6. Within a month, we were buying more
advanced vaporizers and haven't looked back since.

I recently lost my uncle to lung cancer. My aunt, a smoker for over 50 years is now vaping only, thanks to the
encouragement from my husband and I. I love to vape and don't intend to stop, even once i reach zero.

I know use a 50w eleaf istick. I encourage everyone i know who smokes to kick the habit by vapeing.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:54PM

119,894,279 I did in the other question.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:49PM

119,894,243

I started out with a standard ego style vaporizer and was still struggling with quitting cigarettes all together. The ego
style vaporizer pens were too harsh and the flavors were muted, I just wasn't satisfied. Then a friend of mine who I
hadn't spoken to in a while got in touch with me and had me come to his house and try his juice blends on his
Mechanical/RDA setup. The feeling of lung filling sweet flavored juice was enough for me to kick cigarettes to the curb
permanently.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:49PM

119,894,134

Hopelessly smoked for about 44 years. Tried to quit a multitude of times. Used every aid under the sun - patches,
hypnotism, gum, inhaler ... . All multiple times and with varying levels of temporary success, lasting from mere hours to
months, and even one time a couple of years after a very bad health scare. But nonetheless always returned to
smoking, and resigned myself to die doing so. Until my life was literally saved by discovering ecigs! From January 2008
until October 2008 kept trying and sliding back even with them, because the original cigalikes were definitely not very
effective or satisfying. But with the advent of "mods", in my case it was my beloved SD (or Screwdriver) that saved my
life in October 2008, I switched completely and haven't looked back, and I have been incredibly so much healthier ever
since!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:47PM



119,893,256

I started smoking at 15 years old. I smoked up to 2ppd for 25 years. I bought a cig-alike starter kit from V2cigs in July
2011. It came with 12 different flavored cartridges. The day after I recieved the kit I decreased my cigarette
consumption from 40 per day to 5 per day. Two weeks after starting vaping, I smoked my last cigarette. That was August
14, 2011. I've been smoke free for 3.5 years. I'd tried to quit 8 other times in the previous 15 years using the "approved"
cessation methods. I had no luck using the snake oil and poison route ( twice each gum, patch, Zyban, Chantix). I knew
ecigs would work after about a week when I realized I was using my peach flavored vape to wash the taste of cigarettes
out of my mouth. Trying to ban flavored e-liquid while expecting that vaping would still be a viable alternative to smoking
is kin to banning tires and expecting that cars would still get us where we were going because they have engines. It's
ludicrous.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:33PM

119,892,585

I literally couldn't run 10 feet with out hacking my lungs up. I enjoyed smoking so much but hated the taste and smell. I
finally said enough is enough so i bought a cheap starter kit and a year and a half later its a life style. Winning cloud
comps to building bad ass coils for friends. Ive also met some of the coolest friends ever through vaping. I haven't
looked back since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:23PM

119,892,317 I started using a personal vaporizer 1 year and 4 months ago and have not had a cigarette since.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:19PM

119,892,138
I tried the Blu & Vuse ecig, without success. Discovered vaping, & after one month of cutting down on cigarettes & using
my vaporizer with good flavored juice, I quit smoking after 34 yrs!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:16PM

119,891,834

I had quit smoking for several months, but then slowly started the habit back. It was causing issues in my relationship as
when he met me, I technically wasn't a "smoker". I was sneaking cigarettes here and there, but then I started using a
vaporizer per his suggestion. I have had one attempt at smoking since using the vaporizer and it has reminded me why I
will never smoke again!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:12PM

119,891,715

Until End of June 2014 I was a heavy smoker with 20-25 fags / day.
My friend, she is 8 years younger than me, and stopped smoking 8 years ago, told me, she has cancer of the bladder an
her doctor said, that her former smoking habit may be the reason of the cancer.
That was the day, I took my old ecigs from 2009 and started to reduce to 15 fags the first day, 8 the 2nd day and 4 the
3rd day. Then my new E-Cig -starterkit arrived and I never touched a Cigarette again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:10PM

119,891,497

I quit regular cigarette use a long time ago in favor of cannabis. However in recent years I had reduced cannabis use
and taken up hookah smoking. Transitioned to ecigarettes to replace hookah smoking. Also replaced smoking cannabis
with vaporizing (dry herb) and ingestion.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:07PM

119,891,120
I was able to totally give up cigarettes after smoking for over forty years. I have not used cigarettes for over three years
now

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:02PM

119,891,096

I smoked for 17 years and hated the taste and smell of it. I tried the patch and the gum with no success. It is not just the
nicotine, it is the process of smoking which I enjoyed. Using a vaporizer allows me to get the sensation of smoking
without all harmful chemicals.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:02PM

119,890,964

Started and dual used with ciga-likes. Moved to low end non-power regulated devices and re-usable tank systems, with
which I quit cigarettes completely. Am now using a Vapor Shark DNA 40 temperature limiting device, with re-buildable
dipping atomizer.

With out the choice of devices I would, at best, still be a dual user. Quite possibly would have gone back to cigarettes fully
given a bad day.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:00PM

119,890,886
Was smoking 2 1/2 packs a day untill last may switched to an e-cig at 24mg/ml as of now i'm down to 6mg/ml and using
a mech mod with a rda

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:59PM



119,890,725

I bought a e-cig the day 2 of my friends told me their dads were undergoing chemo. This was 7 weeks ago.

I left the breakfast place we were hanging out at and found a cape shop. I bought my starter rig (iStick & Nautilus mini)
along with some tobacco flavored juice. Initially I wanted it to replace cigarettes & not be a different "thing". I figured if it
felt & tasted the same I'd have a shot at quitting tobacco.

So i took my e-cig & 1/2 pack of cigarettes & bought a cup of coffee. If I could enjoy a vape while drinking coffee I'd be
happy. So I tweaked the voltage & air holes on the iStick while I smoked a real cigarette... again, goal was to get them to
"feel" the same. Once I achieved that I put out the real cigarette and never had another one

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:57PM

119,890,491 See previous question.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:54PM

119,890,225
I had been smoking since 14 years old until i was 20, 6 years of feeling horrible. I have since switched to vaporizers and
can honestly say i feel 100% better I can breath not hindered to go outside and I do not smell like cat pee.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:51PM

119,890,020

Started smoking over 40 years ago. Both parents smoked, it was *I'm an adult* type of thing. Over the years I have quit
smoking entirely for periods of 1 to 6 years at a time and would always fall back when stressed i.e: comfort relaxed
I definitely had a desire to quit - just could not STAY quit.
In July of 2013 I started researching e-cigs after picking up a cig-alike from a gas station. Didn't taste too bad (learned
later on that delivery system is everything for success) Had already ordered a HALO G6 but found a B & M and went
with an ego kit
Everything delivered with satisfaction - on one note 3 days later i DID attempt one drag off of my old friend Marlboro
Menthol Light 100's - that was IT the last *smoke* on drag tasted SO nasty compared to the flavorful e-liquids I had
available. The rest went in the garbage.
Since then I've obtained better longer lasting devices, better flavor. RDA, RBA, Subohm Tank Regulated box mods.

Even if zero nic is all I could ever have again, it would satisfy enough to where I know NOW I will not go back to tobacco
cigarattes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:47PM

119,889,946 July 10 2014 was the last day i had a tobacco cig and im pround of it wouldnt go back for nothing
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:46PM

119,889,806

I started smoking when I was 8 years old, and had tried every method available to help with smoking cessation. In
January of this year I started vaping using flavored e liquid, and have been able to reduce my nicotine level from 18 mg
to 9 mg, with hopes of being at 0 mg by the end of the year. After 39 years of smoking my health was poor, I had been
diagnosed with COPD and emphysema at the end of last year. I can happily say that I am now off of all medications for
that and no longer have to use oxygen. All thanks to vaping!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:44PM

119,889,605

At first I just switched because it was a lot cheaper, but I enjoyed upgrading my e-cig and making it better. After a few
months, I noticed I could go on runs and hikes again. My lung capacity was starting to improve and I could feel my vitality
return to me more and more. Breaths were more satisfying. I know for a fact if I hadn't started vaping then I would still
be smoking a pack a day of Newport 100s.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:41PM

119,889,445

My problem is I enjoy smoking I just hate what it does to your body, the day i developed a smokers cough is the day i
decided to make change before it gets any worse. I switched to E-cigs back in 09 when they were first coming out and it
was just vape pens with little attys, and even then there were so many flavors to try I loved it. and thats what led me to
where I am today with a temperature controlled evice and I build my own coils to get the amount of vapor I want

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:39PM

119,889,360
I decided I didn't want to smell like an ashtray anymore, so I quit. After finding the right setup I haven't looked back. I'll
want a cigarette occasionally, but then I'll smell the smoke and decide that I definitely don't.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:38PM

119,889,306

I smoked regular cigarettes for thirty years straight. I started vaping a year ago and have not had a cigarette in 10
months. I breathe better, I have regained my senses of smell and taste, I have saved thousands of dollars. Vaping has
vastly increased my quality of life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:38PM

119,889,235

I have smoked my whole life. I quit last May with the use of a vaporizer. I don't ever want to start smoking again. I feel so
much better. I can't even begin to explain how much better I feel. I can take walks and actually breathe. It has been
amazing.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:36PM

119,889,036

After 2 packs a day for over 20 years I was finally able to stop smoking.

My taste returned, my breathing improved, my overall health improved.
I feel better and stronger now at 43 than I did in my 30's.

Vaping has likely extended my life, as a step towards being completely nicotene and tobacco free.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:33PM



119,889,007

I was a pack a day smoker. I had tried the ecigs you can get at thegas station, but it was horrible, so iI never really got
serious with it.
I got a kangertech emow about 5 weeks ago and haven't touched a cig since. Still have a half a pack sitting in my
nightstand. No cravings at all.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:33PM

119,888,880

i tried a friends ecig and thought it was great! it really simulated smoking & i loved that you could get different flavours,
fruits, sweet stuff, cappucino etc. NB i wasn't looking to quit smoking when i discovered ecigs but having tried it i thought
it was a great alternative and i havent smoked a real cigarette for over 3 years!!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:31PM

119,888,643

I smoked for 25 years. I woke up one night after smoking a lot unable to breathe. I could not inhale without coughing, and
I was scared. My ex wife had died of lung cancer, and breathed like this before she died. My current wife and I went out
immediately the next day and bough cigs. I tried a cigarette a few days later, and found it foul smelling and tasting. I
never went back. Thus was over 4 years ago.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:27PM

119,888,327

in 2009 i became pregnant with my daughter. I got very sick in the beginning and didnt smoke for 2 weeks so i was
luckily able to stay away from them for the duration of my pregnancy. I quickly started smoking though as soon as my
daughter stopped breast feeding. I stayed smoking for almost 3 years and november 2012 i found out i was pregnant
with my son. I had a very stressful pregnancy and i wasnt able to stop smoking the way i did with my daughter. Luckily,
my son was perfectly healthy and he has no issues, but i still very much wanted to quit. My boyfriend and i decided to try
the disposables and they were nothing if anything they would make me want a cigarette more. My boyfriend had tried
vaping previously years ago, and he told me about the vape stores and the liquid and the stronger devices. August 15,
2013, my birthday, we were driving to dinner for my birthday and i saw a vape store and decided to go in. I was in awe of
all of the options and devices and colors and flavors. An employee came up to me and started explaining everything to
mefrom a-z he was so nice and very informative. He showed me the starter kits which most people start with. I grabbed
2, one for me and one for my boyfriend. The kit came with the device, a tank, one replacement coil, charger, and a 15ml
bottle of liquid. They asked me what i smoked and how much, so i told them newport 100s and a pack a day. They said
that this flavor newp (the name at their store that resembled newports) was the best choice to start with and they said i
should go with 24mg which is the highest they had there. So thats what i did i bought a 30ml bottle of that and decided to
try a strawberry lemonade flavor as well. I quickly fell in love with it, but i couldnt stop smoking completely. It just wasnt
strong enough, so we basically decided to upgrade. My boyfriend went with an SVD and i went with an MVP. It finally
worked, BUT we were still using tobacco flavors. My boyfriend this past summer in 2014 found dripping and finally with
that we were able to get down to 12mg and now down to 6mg and get off of the tobacco flavors. Its an awesome feeling
and i am extremely happy we had made this decision and stuck with it. It has made me healthier. In 2 short years my
asthma and chronic sinus infections have stopped. I am able to run around with my kids and do a lot more with them
from quitting and that's dramatic changes in just 2 years, i cant wait to see how i am in 5 years or even 10.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:23PM

119,887,483

i never intended to stop tobacco use. i bought a cheap, small ecig to get through to break periods at work when i could
use tobacco, which was always smoked. to reduce costs associated with vaping, i bought an open system and began
refilling tanks. the more powerful vaporizers lead me to unintentionally stop tobacco use all together by tasting good,
and convenience of use.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:11PM

119,887,173

i have been vaping for 3 years, I have never had a desire to smoke a cigarette yet. I can't even go into a home that is
smoked in. It makes me nauseous. My children couldn't be happier that they don't have to smell like cigarettes anymore.
Vaping has made a huge impact on my family's life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:07PM

119,887,090 N/A
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:06PM



119,885,456

I started smoking cigarettes at age 16, I am 48 now and have been smoke free since the day I started using e-cigarettes
over 2 years ago. I can not over estimate the importance of e-cigarettes in my ability to quit smoking. I knew smoking
was a death sentence, every smoker knows that. I did try to quit using other methods but always found my way back to
smoking again. I can say with absolute certainly that I will never smoke a traditional cigarette again. I can make that
statement because using e-cigarettes has removed any desire to smoke. E-cigarettes are a very unique product and for
a large number of people these products have accomplished what no other smoking cessation method has been able to
do. I am smoke free now and I know without the e-cig industry I would still be smoking cigarettes and promising myself
that tomorrow will be the day I quit.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:44PM

119,885,348

I read many articles about people being able to quit smoking using the e-cig method. After years of trying to quit using
patches, gum and cold turkey, I decided to give the e-cig a try. I bought a couple of e-cigarettes at my local mini mart.
They just didn't work for me. I kept thinking, if they're working for everyone else, what am I missing? I decided to do more
research and discovered "vaping." I stopped in a small shop that sold vaping equipment. Bought my first battery and
juice and I've never looked back. I was able to quit smoking the very first day. I feel better, I breathe better, no more
coughing and this is my second year in a row without an attack of bronchitis. I'm the happiest puppy on the planet!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:43PM

119,885,307

I had a severe 2 pack a day habit since I was 16 years old and it was killing Me I ended up with bronchitis and severe
asthma and hardly able to breath from the time I first picked up vaping I was able to quit because of all the flavors
available to Me it was the easiest thing the choices make Me feel like I am in control and make it a more pleasant
experience. I am disabled and have state medical too but since I have not been smoking I never have to go to the
doctors whereas before I was at the doctors weekly if I could not choose what I was putting in My body I fear I would go
back to smoking it's better for Me and the economy to. I fear for the future of vaping which all these threats but it's sad
to Me that cigarettes are in no way threatened like this and they are 10 times worse for people. I would like to add that
My father smoked for 35 years and was able to quit as well using vaping, If He were regulated as well He would go back
to smoking and probably pass before no time.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:42PM

119,884,992
Friend got me an ego setup, never looked back. Upgraded to a better system, then converted friends by just answering
the questions they had, helping them order the right gear and building.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:38PM

119,884,913

Smoke 2 packs a day for 9 years, 18-27. One day I decided I did not want to wake up unable to breath and Snelling like
death all day. I went onto a fantastic brick and morter shop and was given a rundown on different device options and
sampled liquid until I found the right fit for me. Smoked my last cig on the car ride home and tossed the rest of the pack
in the dumpster.

I'd tried quitting several times before. I had used gum, patched and chantix and even managed to go cold turkey for 2
months. But I went back. The therapies were ineffective, (as indicated by the abysmal success rates) and it wasn't until
trying vaping that I kicked the habit. Cold. In one day.

In the 8 months since then I have ruduced my nicotine content from 18mg/ml to 3mg and sometime 1.5mg. I no longer
wake up with a sore chest. I can run a 6 minute mile for the first time in years. I don't stink like ash and I CAN TASTE
FOOD AGAIN.

This debate is a quality of life issue. Unfortunately we as individuals don't have the resources of big tobacco and big
pharma to fight legislation, leaving the future uncertain for those who need to dump tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:36PM

119,884,566

I started smoking when I was 13. I am now 53. I have tried to quit and used virtually every stop smoking
gimmick/device/medication (except Chantix) available over the course of the last 30 years. Nothing worked. Smoking
has also become so expensive that, in addition to the health effects, it was straining my budget. Traditional e-cigs did
take away my "nic fits" but didn't really satisfy me completely, and I would always go back to smoking. I decided to take
up vaping and purchased my vaporizer and a juice that I really liked (and is still my favorite) around Christmas time. It
dawned on me that New Year' Eve was coming up so I decided when I ran out of cigarettes on the 31st, I was done, so in
essence quitting was my New Year's resolution. I have had 3 hits off of a cigarette (not at the same time) since then.
They were all NASTY!! Today is 62 days of not smoking. I occasionally have a twinge, more psychological than anything,
like searching for my pack before I head out the door, or lighting up when I get in the car, but have not had a relapse
beyond the 3 nasty little hits off of my daughter's. I am currently on 12 mg juice and plan to drop to 9 mg April 1st, 6 mg
July 1st, 3 mg Oct 1st and 0 Jan 1st. Once I adjust to the 0 nic, I will pass my vaporizer along to another smoker who
wants to quit.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:32PM

119,884,434

Would smoke cigarettes on occasion like when drinking or out with friends. Got into vaping over 4 months ago. Haven't
smoked since. And now even the smell of traditional tobacco makes me want to punch the person in the face who's
smoking it.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:30PM

119,884,342
Tried quitting cigarettes about 8 times through 40 years but never lastest longer than 6 months. I hated them but
couldn't stop. I have been quit now for 15 months and I like my life and myself so much better. I love my e-cig!!!!!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:29PM

119,884,078
I ordered an ecig for my 50th birthday. I received it on 3/27/14 and have not had a traditional cigarette since that day. I
have lowered my nicotine level by half and hope in the coming year to be at zero nicotine.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:25PM



119,883,835

For years i tried to quit and nothibf worked; patch, gum, cold turkey, it all failed. I smoked a pack a day and i wanted to
quit so bad. One day i walked into the vape shop in my town curiously. I bought my first ecig set and havent looked back. I
quit that day, and that was over a year ago.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:22PM

119,882,700

I work in a tobacco shop so quitting didn't seem possible to me, but when I switched to vaping it made it much easier to
deal with the cravings and temptation. It took a few weeks of alternating between smoking and vaping to finally stop, but
now I can't stand the taste of a real cigarette.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:07PM

119,882,500

I smoked for 55yrs tried all the NRT products none worked ..I have severe COPD and needed anti-biotics every 2 months
for chest infections but in the 2 yrs been vaping only used them once.I also believe that the habit of hand to mouth like
smoking certainly helps.
I also know that if I go to see a show at a theatre I am not craving for a vape like I used to be when on tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:04PM

119,882,401

After 40+ years of smoking I tried e-cigarettes. At that time my main reason for trying them was the cost of cigarettes. I
found over time that my health started improving dramatically. In less than 3 months my health was the best it had been
in the last 40 years. I could breathe easily again, no more smokers cough. All in all better general health.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:03PM

119,882,315

Some friends of mine vape. I was curious. I had quit several times over the years but always went back to smoking. I
thought I would give it a try since it's more similar to smoking than anything else. I bought my first vape in Jan of 2014. I
quit smoking a few weeks after I started vaping. I have had an occasional cigarette since then, thinking I wanted it when I
really didn't. I'm slowly weaning myself off nicotine. Even if it takes several more years I'm OK with that. I feel much
healthier since I've quit smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:02PM

119,882,024

i was a 2 pack a day smoker, and swore i would never quit.4 years ago, my mother in law gave my husband an e-cig that
she did not use. he loved the idea and we started our own business. we both quit smoking and love helping other people
quit smoking. we now have 16 stores throughout ohio. i know for a fact that had it not been for e-cigs....... i would have
never quit smoking. i see people daily that have health issues from smoking cigarettes. i also see their health issues
improve and sometimes disappear when they switch to vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:58AM

119,881,268

Did not buy an ecig as a method to quit. Honestly had no desire to quit smoking. After using it more and more and
getting better equipment and flavors I just decided to stop smoking cigarettes because I liked the ecig more and knew it
was healthier based on pretty much all the scientific research out there.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:48AM

119,881,056

I am an odd case, I quit smoking after doing so for 2 years. Then after a 2 year hiatus i started up again, and I quit yet
again for 1 year. I know for sure that after getting into vaping, I no longer am tempted to buy back into cigarettes. So
while I may have picked it up after quitting cigarettes I believe it has prevented any future thoughts of getting more
cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:45AM

119,880,947

I started smoking traditional tobacco when I was 14 years old and smoked for over 30+ years. I had tried to quit multiple
times over this time period and could never get past the anxiety and withdrawal. I tried gum, patches, hypnotherapy and
even smoking cessation medication ( Welbutrin, also known as chantix) that literally made me feel crazy and made my
anxiety even worse.
My daughter introduced me to vaping as she had successfully quit with e-cig type device. I tried it at first as a tool to "cut
down" my use and ended up getting the courage to let the cigarettes go. After my 3rd day of being cigarette free I was
finally free! I have been vaping ever since because I enjoy it, not because I have to. I prefer a slight amount of nicotine
for the experience and flavor.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:44AM

119,880,859

I quit a 16 year long addiction to cigarettes all due to e-cigarettes. It took only 3 weeks to accomplish what chantix,
nicorette and nicotrol could not. I haven't had a smoke in nearly 2 years, nor do I ever plan on having one for as long as I
live. My health has improved tremendously, my o2 stats are up 2 points, my blood pressure is down to normal and I can
maintain a jog for longer then I ever could before. It is a night and day transformation, I hope every smoker can feel and
experience what I have.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:43AM

119,880,851
Never intended to quit. Started playing with e-cigarettes and just switched over because it was a better, cleaner more
satisfying experience. I have not had any tobacco products for six years.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:42AM

119,880,700 smoker for 15 years...I started vaping about a year ago and have never picked up a cig since best move I've ever made.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:40AM



119,880,696

My mother was dying from Cancer and I promised her I would quit smoking . She died on my birthday June 13,2012 . My
oldest daughter told me about vaping in Feb. 2013 . I tried it out and now I have been Smoke Free since Feb.26,2013 . I
also opened my own Vape Shop on Dec. 9,2013 . It is called Vaping Genie . I dedicated my shop to my Mom .

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:40AM

119,880,585
I started a month ago With ecig. Cut from full pack to half a pack in two weeks. Am now down to 2 a day WITHOUT
cravings. Ill be at zero by the end of the week

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:39AM

119,880,577
I started with a cheap gas station kit, but felt it wasn't quite enough for me, so I tried various vaporizers until I found one I
knew I could stick with.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:38AM

119,880,291

I tried every method available... Pills, gum, patches, lozenges, cold turkey... Never stuck. I decided to try vaping. I smoked
my last cigarettes on July 3rd and picked up a cigalike on July 4th. They did not keep me satisfied and I still wanted to
smoke. A couple weeks in, I decided to try a Vape shop. Ever since then, I have been vaping and don't ever think about
smoking again. I started with 18mg of nicotine in August 2014, by the end of September I had gotten into the hobbyist
side of vaping and was down to 3mg of nicotine. I currently alternate between 3mg and Omg.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:35AM

119,880,242

I started smoking at the young age of 16. By the time I was 22 I was the mother of a newborn and a 3 year old. I wanted
so bad to quit for them but I couldn't. I tried everything that I could think of to stop. Cold turkey, patches, Chantix, you
name it. Nothing I did was successful. I even tried the very small eciggs that you can buy at the gas stations and could
not put down my habit. After the eciggs came out that you could fill the tank yourself and have more options I decided to
go buy one. I was to the point I was waking up coughing in the morning, couldnt breath and it was effecting my Lupus. It
was time. I bought my first kit from SS Vape and was put on 24mg of a menthol flavor to help me stop. I took it home with
me that day and used it a little bit here and there but finished the pack of cigarettes I had on me that night. I decided the
next day that I would wake up and use only my new ecigg all day and see how it went. It went great until bed time. It was
such a habit for me to smoke before bed so I decided that I did so good all day one would be ok. As soon as I light it and
took one puff I threw up. It was horrible. Since that day I have never even wanted to smoke. I have reduced my level of
nicotine in my ecigg from the original 24 to either a 6mg or a 3mg depending on the day and flavor. A week after I
stopped smoking traditional tobacco products I felt like a whole new person. I wasnt coughing anymore, I could breath
again and I had all the energy in the world to be the best mommy I could to my kids. I also find that I had way more time
to do things because I wasnt taking time out of my day to step outside and smoke. It was by far the best decision that I
have ever made for myself. I am a healthier happier me!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:35AM

119,879,702
2 years Vaping. Can run with my grandson a good distance. Don't take that away from us. I switched to a better life.
Please leave it alone.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:27AM

119,879,559
my first child was on the way. Had to quit smoking. Walked into a vape shop and haven't smoked since. I've lowered my
nicotine since then and hope to stop use of nicotine entirely soon.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:26AM

119,879,506

I was a 25 year smoker in poor health. My doctor was ready to put me on an oxygen tank. i knew i had to quit smoking or
carry an oxygen tank on me so last year ib january. i switched and started vaping. i dont miss smoking and its been welk
over a year i feel better and still avoided the oxygen tank thanks to vaping

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:24AM

119,879,420

I Chose to start vaping on the side to quit smoking in steps, but the day i bought my first ego-vv i just quit, since the
flavors i was able to make were instantly better than cigarette flavor in my opinion. Altough i enjoyed cigarettes taste, i
never preferred it over any of the better available flavors.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:23AM

119,879,387

3 years ago, when vaping was still young but not new, a friend of mine started vaping. He let me try a "monster" juice,
similar to the energy drink. That juice alone hooked me. I bought a setup and some juice and was good to go. Then the
problems came, problems my friend was too inexperienced to help me with. So I set aside the vape and started smoking
regularly. Another new set up and I had quit for 2 months. Right around the 2 month mark, I had an extremely stressful
event and back to smokes I went. When I bought my house, my fiance bought me yet another new setup. I dual used for
3-5 months and went from a PAD smoker, to a pack or so a week smoker. I still didn't vape at work but at home I solely
vaped. Then i buckled down. I decided that I was going to quit and bought some of my new favorite juice. A month later
(and cigarette free), I bought a mechanical mod and a RDA. That flavor, those clouds, they kept me off the smokes. I
donated my old set up to a friend who now loves it. And I'm constantly buying new things to tinker with. Now I'm back
around that 2 month mark of no cigarettes and I don't want to relapse. I am satisfied with my current setups and my
nicotine went from 18-3. I hope to eventually not vape daily, but if it takes awhile to get to that point, I'm alright with it.
Everyone has their vices, mine tastes like clown cake.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:24AM

119,879,307 Smoked for 14 years. Moved over to vaping over a year ago and continue to love it.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:23AM

119,879,035
Still working on totally quitting but *have* reduced use from over three packs a day to less than one. I hope to quit
completely eventually. I will if I keep using the vape!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:18AM



119,878,927

See other box, has a bit of overlap for the question. I have been traditional-tobacco free for over a year now. I was
previously a tin-per-day dip/snus user. I am currently using 4-6 mL of 3 mg/mL juice per day with my rebuildable tanks
and drippers on higher wattage mods/mechanicals.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:18AM

119,878,548

I started to quit early 2012 with cartomizers, they didn't work I went back to smoking even more than before. The flavor
was good but they had to many problems. Then the clearomizers came out late 2012 and I tried again. This time it
worked. The flavor was good and the option for different flavors was even better. Since this day I have not smoked or
had the desire to. If I didn't have the option for different flavors I would probably still be smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:12AM

119,878,488

Having smoked tobacco cigarettes for close on twenty years and looking to quit, the flexibility of devices and juices (both
flavours AND strengths) made the transition from normal cigarettes to a less harmful alternative much easier.

I now vape at 6mg nic juice, and (roughly speaking) am using far less juice now, than I did when I started.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:02AM

119,877,999

I started smoking during my senior year of high school for emotional reasons and decided to quit because I wasn't really
into slowly killing myself with cigarettes. I knew of e-cigs and vaping and picked up a starter kit. I've only had one relapse
when I tried quitting vaping before college, but have since not relapsed.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:05AM

119,877,763

I smoked a pack a day for 15 years. I decided on my birthday 2012 that I would try vaping to help me quit smoking. I
bought a V2 starter kit (cig-a-like)and it worked immediately. As I looked more into vaping on the internet, i found a
whole new world of vaping related info., communities, and hardware. I upgraded my hardware and it quickly became not
just a way to stop tobacco, but a new hobby as well.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
11:02AM

119,877,502

I was a pack a day smoker for 10 years. And I'm only 23 years old!! I have completely stopped smoking for almost a year
now. I am a current user of vaporizers. I feel so much better!! The difference between the two in regards to my health is
obvious. I no longer wake up hacking and coughing

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:59AM

119,877,402

First I must say I didn't want to quit smoking and vaping was supposed to be temporary.
I found out I was pregnant with baby number 4 my husband told me I had to quit smoking and I agreed. So we started
vaping and smoking for 3 months or so then we quit smoking all together and vaped only...I was using 0mg of nicotine
during my pregnancies yes I was pregnant with number 5..but anyways as soon as I had my children I went to 18mg and
worked my way down to 6mg..the only thing that never changed was my vape choice..I never liked tobacco flavors I've
always used fruity or candy flavors

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:58AM

119,877,388

Still smoked during first six months of vaping but down to only 3 packs a week during last carton. Was already down
under pack a day and often under a half pack once vaping became a regular new item.

35 plus year habit soon broken with no teturn unlike after first 3yrs. when quitting cold turkey for a solid 8 months and
then only picking habit back up again.Smoking menthol previous now vaping menthol flavors or menthol added to
flavors keeps allergies to dust, molds, pollens, etc. in check! There was no option for ecigs and vaping back in 1980 when
taking 8 month leave from smoking!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:58AM

119,877,318 I smoked cigarettes for about 6 years and recently quit cold turkey the day I got my first vape.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:57AM

119,877,207 Started smoking at 16, started using ecigs End of senior year
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:56AM

119,876,920

As stated before, I smoked for 49 years and tried all but the perscription (too many problems with it)--and nothing
worked--I wanted to quit, did not like the taste of tobacco --- but have a strong desire of hand to mouth. Started vaping a
couple of years ago and never had a cig again and do not miss them,

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:52AM

119,876,666
Having the hand to mouth experience is what has kept me from smoking.I tried every product made to stop smoking and
I always went back to smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:50AM

119,876,626
I bought a new car and didn't want to smoke in it, so i decided to give e cigs a shot. It was instant, have not had a single
cigarette since or a craving. Its worked wonderfully, i feel much better and have more energy because of it.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:49AM

119,876,535 I was pre emphysema and vaping saved my life.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:48AM



119,876,279

At about the age of nine I discovered that if I swiped one of my fathers cigarettes I could make the throat tick go away
(Tourette's syndrome), that was in 1949 or 50. As a result I found myself addicted to smoking by the time I outgrew the
Tourette's as a teanager. Then for years I never gave smoking much thought because it was "the thing to do" anyway,
and by the time I did think about quitting I found that I could not.
Since then I failed at trying to quit smoking far more times than I would care to admit to. Even after triple bypass surgery
I was unable to quit, and finally just came to the conclusion that "these things are going to kill me" ..... and they almost
did.
In April of 2011 a friend introduced me to e-cigarettes, and I found the transition from smoking to vaping literally
seamless. So I know that vaping works, because it already has ..... I'm still alive!
Now at the age of 74, I just might get to hang around for another decade or two.
If the e-cig industry had lost the 2009 FDA lawsuit I would more than likely be dead by now. This! the effect the FDA has
on peoples lives. Wednesday, Mar 4th

10:45AM

119,875,939
I only occasionally smoked cigarettes socially in college at parties. I never formed a habit outside of that setting. I
definitely had more of an oral fixation instead of nicotine cravings, and vaping has been wonderful for that.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:41AM

119,875,749

I grew up in a family of lifetime smokers. Both of my grandfathers died due to complications/diseases related to tobacco
use. I smoked for 12 years before I quit. Vaping was the first thing that could take the place of smoking in my life. Since I
started vaping I have brought both of my brothers as well as my mother and father in to vaping. Vaping has likely saved
the lives of my entire immediate family.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:38AM

119,875,455

I have mostly been a social smoker in my life. Smoking traditional cigarettes in my teens and twenties socially at parties
or night clubs with friends. I could honestly take them or leave them. I've dated many smokers, and have witnessed the
yearly bouts of Bronchitis, the Smokers cough in the morning, the need to always know "where can I smoke" before
going out to dinner or making travel plans, sitting at tables alone during dinner dates or anywhere really, as my
companion would go outside to smoke. In my mid 30s, my partner at the time smoked a pack and a half a day, and had
been consistent in that activity for approximately 20 years. His father did the same and eventually died from cancer
before his 50th Birthday. Before the birth of our daughter, he promised to quit smoking, he tried and it was terrible. His
personality shifted, he was edgey, mean, quick to snap. Needless to say, it didn't take. I introduced him to Vaping and
within a month he was completely cigarette free, and had remained that way for over a year. He hasn't had the yearly
Bronchitis, the morning smokers cough and phlegm ritual is gone, he smells wonderful, and since our regulations for
"where" Vaping is allowed haven't been written into law yet, he's able to Vape stealthily when we go out and I'm not left
sitting alone any longer. Seeing his success and turning our other friends on to Vaping and seeing there success
prompted me to open a Vapor Lounge in order to make Vaping more readily available to people wanting an alternative
to smoking. My partner and I say all the time, if this technology had been around for his Father, maybe it could have
prolonged his life and maybe our daughter would have had a chance to know him.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:35AM

119,875,048 I bought a VV vapor one day, and didn't smoke another cigarette for over a year. I believe it is a life saver.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:30AM

119,874,889 I quit with a Ecigs
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:28AM

119,874,166

Simple, really - started using vaporizers as a substitute, and liked them a lot more than traditional cigarettes. My use of
tobacco reduced, and about 3-4 months after I started using e-cigarettes it just vanished. I like vaping/smoking as an
activity, it helps me relax, and I was unable to quit without relapse with any othe rmethod or substitute (including
patches, gums, will method and Allen Carr "Easyway").

When I started vaping I never thought about quitting tobacco, and started with strong nicotine and tobacco flavours - but
in time I just didn't need cigarettes, and their smell is enoug to keep me away (when you don't smoke for a while and no
longer associate nicotine craving with cigarettes, that usually happens)

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:18AM

119,874,053

I'm smoked cigarettes for over 30 years. I tried the patches, pills, employer provided smoking cessation programs, and
gums. Nothing ever worked for me until I tried an electronic cigarette. I quit smoking cigarettes after the first draw of my
electronic cigarette over 3 years ago and I haven't looked back. It was a life saver for me!!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:16AM

119,873,796 I have found it is pretty much the habit of hand to mouth motion. Hoping to get to 0 milligrams nicotine.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:12AM



119,873,780

Heart disease runs in my family. After my father had his 3rd heart attack and quadruple bypass surgery he finally quit
smoking. My mother, sister and myself decided to quit smoking. My friend had quit for 3 months vaping so we decided to
try it. Now almost a year later we all still vape and feel better than ever! I'm proud to have quit cigarettes.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:12AM

119,873,528
I was about a half a pack a day person and had a few friends who vaped, so I tried it. I fell in love with vaping, not only
does it smell and taste better but it makes me feel healthier!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:07AM

119,873,085 I kind of did in the last question.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:03AM

119,872,995

I smoked 20 cigarettes a day and smoked since I was 14, I never thought I'd be able to give up tobacco but within 2 days
of trying ecigs I had stopped using tobacco, this happened by accident as I had intended for vaping to substitute only
some cigarettes but all the wonderful flavours were just so appealing. I have asthma but it is much improved since
stopping smoking, I hardly get symptoms any more

Wednesday, Mar 4th
10:01AM

119,872,098

My doctor wouldn't do surgery on my neck until I quit smoking and suggested an e-cig, I thought maybe I'd just do it til
after surgery but I liked it and have been doing it over three years now. I had tried many times with gum,patches,mints
cold turkey,Chantix and Welbutrin which made me psychotic. None of that worked. I had smoked over 30 years. I had
COPD and used inhalers and nebuliers several times a day. I rarely use either one anymore. I breathe easy and haven't
been seriously sick since I started uing e-cigs.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:49AM

119,870,188
Got sick of being out of breath all the time. Went into a vapeshop, tried an e-cig and never touched traditional cigarettes
again. Breathing much better now.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:28AM

119,869,736
So far, I have dropped to a quarter of my original strength in nicotine. I sometimes forget to vape for needed nicotine. I
am getting closer.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:22AM

119,869,627

See question above. Started at 18mg tobacco nasty gas station vapes. Went to much better equipment and flavor of
tobacco. Then discovered flavors. Then gradually decreased nicotine level. Now vaping 3 mg. I will eventually go to 0 mg,
but I think I will still vape for a while.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:20AM

119,869,343

Recieved my order on Jan 8th 2015 at 4pm. Quit analogs as soon as I opened it. Have not and could not smoke an analog
since. I'm 26 and have smoked since I was 17. That's 9 years of smoking stopped first try and instantly with the help of
my vape. I started at 24mg of nicotine and in less than 2 months I have dropped down to 6mg. I plan on stepping down to
3mg soon.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:16AM

119,869,284

my mother lost a lung to lung cancer, and while i had tried many ways to quit smoking (patch, gum, chantix, etc.) none
had worked. I knew I couldn't smoke anymore, and so i looked into e-cigs. Once I got my starter kit, I haven't smoked
since, been 1.5 years. Traditional Cigarettes are disgusting.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:15AM

119,868,997 A had a new baby and didn't want my smoking to effect my child so I switch to e cig
Wednesday, Mar 4th
9:10AM

119,868,055
I didn't actually quit smoking cigarettes until i started dripping and vaping fruity and savory flavors. I haven't had a
cigarette since then and I've decreased my nic level from 24mg to 3mg in just over a year.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:57AM

119,867,829

i was a smoker for 30 years, 20 of those years i smoked 2 packs a day, using a vaporizer allowed me to stop a
destructive habit and if nothing else replace it with a healthier alternative that happens to taste a lot better in the flavors
that many places are trying to ban.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:53AM

119,866,939

After smoking for more than 25 years, I finally quit using e-cig. It's been 10 months, and I feel much better, and healthier.
I have regain my sense of smell and taste. I no longer have breathing difficulties.
Also, everything smells much better, including my house :)

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:40AM

119,866,898

39 yr, 2 pack a day smoker I had failed with every approved cessation method (some with frightening side effects). Cig-
a-likes also were not satisfying or successful for me. I had actually quit the idea of quitting. It was walking into a vape
meet, getting my first tank, battery and bottle of cinnamon roll juice where it finally kicked in. I vividly recall July 2, 2013
looking at this new gear, enjoying the taste of that cinnamon roll, getting a nicotine fix and realizing ..."I can do this!"
Haven't had a cigarette since

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:39AM



119,866,583
I smoked for 34 years never a thought to quit, tripe vaping, felt healthier, and breathed easier quickly, sense of smell
and taste have come full circle!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:35AM

119,866,398 Smoked 40 years and tried everything to quit without success till I tired this. Have been smoke free for 19 months
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:32AM

119,866,391
I quit cigarettes a year & a half ago after smoking more than a pack a day for close to 25 years. I tried patches, Lozenges
& several other methods of cessation but nothing worked like vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:32AM

119,866,383

I already told part of my story above. I shall expand what I said to indicate that I had at least a couple dozen quit
attempts over my 43 years, everything from cold turkey to hypnosis (both group and individual), gadgets, herbal and
NRT and drugs. The best product for me was Zyban which kept me cigarette free for 3-4 months, when the script ran out
and I slowly got pulled back into smoking.

I had given up totally any additional attempts to quit smoking, deciding that I'd die a smoker before I'd attempt to quit
ever again. When I got my first e cig, it wasn't for me, it was to let my gf try it because she was being a PIA about giving it
a try. I bought them but considered the idea to be another money grubbing method with no hope of success.

For many, all that's needed to break the smoking habit is an e cig, regardless of nic levels. Those people really aren't
influenced by nicotine. They've got a habit like twirling their hair or chewing their nails. The ritual becomes very
ingrained and the e cig fills that need and they become non-smokers.

There are some that nicotine, like caffeine, affects and they have withdraw symptoms, just like a heavy caffeine user.
They can, with e cigs, reduce the amount of nicotine over time if they desire. It can lead to entire cessation if that's a
desired result.

Then there is me and people like me. The e cig was great in breaking me away from the "need" for a cigarette every half
hour or so. I went from smoking 50 a day to 6 for the first 6 months, but I still needed the 6. At that point, I wanted to
eliminate smoking entirely. However, I started feeling the desire to smoke more. I started asking question on the ECF
forum.

Within a few days I was moved to investigating Swedish snus. I was totally against smokeless tobacco after years of
propaganda against "spit" tobacco. However, I learned it wasn't "spit" tobacco and read the studies on its safety. I
decided to try it

In those days, the only way to get it was ordering from Sweden. Now Camel has there variation which is too sweet for my
taste and General has brought a few flavors into the US. From the day I first tried my first portion of snus, I completely
eliminated smoking.

Tobacco has 5 or 6 natural alkaloids in it, nicotine representing 95% of them. The other alkaloids appear to provide a
natural MAOI effect that self medicates some level of depression in your physiology. I didn't start smoking until I was 19
and realized I started because of a depressed feeling at that time. I now know I was self medicating all those years.

I use 4-5 portions of snus, about the equivalent amount of tobacco in 4 or 5 cigarettes, a day in a little bag I stick under
my upper lip. I vape very low mg nicotine, perhaps 1 or 3 ml a week, depending on what I'm doing. The habit is gone
other than if I'm having a drink out in public, but it's a puff here and there as opposed to constant smoking.

Saved at least a few years in my life.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:32AM

119,866,229

Simple--3 pack a day
Vaped and smoked for a year
Instantly cut my smoking in half
Then one day I had enough of the stinkies and quit

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:30AM

119,866,078 Thank God for eliquids! Quit over 1 year after a 22 year 2 pack a day menthol cigarette habit
Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:28AM

119,866,069

Quit & vaped for 6 months, went back to smoking for 2 years because my girlfriend smoked around me constantly, went
back to vaping for a year and a half, and now been back smoking 4 months. Only my way back to vaping and feeling
good again!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:27AM

119,865,795

On December 8th 2014 I went into my local vape shop with 2 cigarettes left in my pack and a refusal to ever buy another
pack. I smoked those last two cigarettes that day along with using the my new vape pen and now almost three months
later, I still am not smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:23AM

119,865,162

Smoked 42 years and tried every method of session available with no success. Electronic cigarettes got me off them 4
years ago for good. I started with a cig-a-like product with too low of nicotine. Little was known 4 years ago. I dual used
for 3 months before quitting completely with those products. I had no intention of quitting completely since every other
form of cessation failed. My intent was to limit my smoking to a safer level. Much to my surprise it stopped cigarette
smoking completely.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:12AM



119,864,965
I was just ready to quit but need something to replace or stop the habit and a cig replaced the habit. That was almost
2months ago.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:08AM

119,864,659

In the past I smoked 1 ½ packs a day for 40+ years, and during that time attempted to quit numerous times. This
includes but is not limited to: cold turkey, nicotine replacement patches, and herbal remedies. While I do not have any
major health issues at this time, I have come to appreciate the health benefits of quitting smoking. Unfortunately, all of
my previous attempts to quit smoking have failed. I have never been able to quit for more than 2 months due to side
effects, which included: vivid nightmares, serious anxiety and panic attacks. I cannot for the life of me understand why a
regulatory division such as the FDA is more interested in the interest of Big Pharmaceutical and Big Tobacco industries
over the welfare and health of the public.

I attempted the use of e-cigarettes many years ago with a sub-par kit and the results were negative as the equipment
was new and not effective. Then about 30 months ago, I decided to try again. I was disgusted by the tobacco cigarette
and knew from the past experience that none of the methods mentioned above would work for me. The mornings I woke
up coughing for hours to the point of choking myself reminded me of the horrible sound I use to hear from my father
who smoked for over 60 years. I ordered a current kit from a reputable provider, the day I received the kit, was the last
day I ever had a regular tobacco cigarette. I can breathe, I can smell, and my blood pressure has lowered to the point I
no longer need BP meds. The real value to smokers is by mimicking many of behavioral traits of smoking a cigarette; the
nicotine urge is met, as well as all other psychological habits.

To date, I have not had a cigarette in over 30 months, and feel a high level of confidence that as long as ecigarettes are
available, that I will not smoke another cigarette again. During this journey with ecigarettes I have lowered my nicotine
level from the beginning level of 18mg to my current 3mg to 0mg. With my new found interest, I searched for
information on the health effects of electronic cigarettes. While the electronic cigarette may appear from a distance like
smoking, it does not have the same negative impact to non-smokers or to the ecig consumer. It appears that much of
the negativity is based on the false conclusions drawn from the physical appearance alone.

I have found through my research no evidence of any kind that suggest any ill health effects of using ecigs. I use flavors
such as Cotton Candy, Cream Brulee, Grape, all types of fruit and desert flavors. Just because I am 60 years old doesn’t
mean I don’t like the taste of BubbleGum. My personal experience is the nicotine alone is not as addictive as so many
believe, I have been able to reduce and almost eliminate nicotine from my daily vapes with no ill effect whatsoever. It is
however well known there are numerous other ingredients in a Tobacco cigarette which the Big Tobacco companies are
not required to reveal to the consumer. I know what is in my eliquid, 1) Nicotine derivative, 2) Propylene Glycol, 3)
Vegetable Glycerin and 4) Minute amounts of flavorings. Propylene Glycol (PG) and Vegetable Glycerin (VG) are used in
numerous other instances in our everyday life…will everything containing these ingredients be under the scrutiny of
these proposals???
The bottom line is that the ecig is a more effective cessation device than all of the "approved" methods marketed by the
multibillion dollar pharmaceutical industry combined. In addition, it is far healthier than most of the methods that have
been approved without the serious side effects. I have experienced it personally. Given proper independent research,
the evidence will be clear to all.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
8:04AM

119,864,009
did quit with tobacco use, because of following up a friend, not stop smaoking, but after a week useing e-cigarettes,
smoke didnt taste anymore, and never wanted to change back. Even after 30 yeras of heavy smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:54AM

119,863,503

I smoked for 33 years, started smoking because high school had a smoking area, and all my friends smoked. I have been
cigarette free for over 2 years. I currently use the 20 watt I stick with the nautilus tank at .3 MG of nic. I was on 24 MG
when I first started vaping. Did not use ecig like blue, enjoy or others, it was a waste on my time..

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:44AM

119,863,418 I picked up and e cigarette starter kit around Thanksgiving and never looked back
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:43AM

119,863,202 determined ! the easiest way I have ever quite smoking
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:39AM

119,863,125

Tried quitting for years. Smoked over 30 years. Tried the patch, gum, hypnosis, chantix, that crap will make you crazy
and not a good person hard to believe fda approved. Shows what big money will do. In 2009 tried cig a like ecig.did not
work back to stinky stick. 2013 tried real vaporizer quit stinky stick in less than month and have not looked back.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:37AM

119,863,060

I was a 15 year smoker topping at just under 2 packs a day. I tried quitting cold turkey, I tried the patch, I tried the gum.
All were unsuccessful. I looked into Chantix, but the list of common side effects is extremely concerning. I had previously
tried cig a like type e cigarettes, but constantly tasting tobacco caused me to desire the familiar tobacco taste. I started
vaping December of 2013 and since have had less than a pack of cigarettes total since then. The variety of flavors and
options really keep it interesting. I'm not sure what I would do if flavors become severely limited. I certainly do not want
to find out.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:36AM



119,862,506

I used to be a smoker (smoked more than 20 cigarettes a day) for 27 years and never planned to give up smoking. But I
didn't like the smell of cold smoke, didn't like to disturb others with smoking and hated coughing continually. I have
always dreamed about a possibility that was invented later as the e-cigarette. So when it first became available in my
country 5 years ago, I bought a set of high quality e-cigarettes and tried it out. It was the 21st September 2010. I have
changed e-cigarette and vaporizer brands a dozen times since then, but I have never ever smoked a cigarette again. A
few weeks ago I found my last pack of cigarettes in the pocket of an old jacket of mine, and I simply threw it in the trash.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:26AM

119,862,424

After years of smoking 3 packs a day and using gum, patches, the evil drugs, chewing tobacco and even the nicotrol
inhaler, I gave up on ever quitting smoking. One day a friend gave me a "cigalike" and after a few days I said "If this thing
didn't taste like shit I could actually cut down on smoking and save a few bucks." I went to a vape shop and bought an
ego. It still wasn't what I was looking for, enter Hades mod and a dripping atty...Game Over! I now diy juice and have
been over a year without smoking and as long as the govt keeps their greedy fingers out of this part of my life, I don't
see me ever smoking again!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:25AM

119,862,174

I discovered vaping in July 20014 and in the end of July I ordered my own vaping kit. Within 1 week of vaping I was totally
off cigarettes, and have never looked back. The variety of flavor and all the devices made it possible for me to enter and
discover a new world and helped me to stay off smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:20AM

119,862,142

I smoked traditional menthol cigarettes for 26 years and tried everything on the market to quit. I tried the "cig-a-like" in
2010 but found them unsatisfying and quickly turned back to cigarettes. In August of 2013 I discovered the "next
generation" of personal vaporizers and was able to quit smoking immediately in favor of a less harmful alternative.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:19AM

119,861,842
Someone I knew died of lung cancer and I decided that it was time to quit tobacco while there was still a chance I could
avoid that myself.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:13AM

119,861,524 I quit smoking after a couple of months of using an e cig after smoking for 14 years
Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:07AM

119,861,160
I quit smoking and a month later my father was diagnosed with stage four lung cancer. He too is using an e-cig. We both
have quit traditional smoking for over a year now. My dad is vaping now and his lung function is 100 percent.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
7:01AM

119,860,838

i started smoking at age 12 and became a 1-2 pack a day smoker. I was a smoker for 10 years and during this period I
had tried to quit smoking countless times. At age 22 I tried an e-cigarette and decided I was going to use this to quit
smoking. After using an e-cigarette for about a week I was successfully able to quit smoking. The reason I was
successful is because I found a flavor that I liked more than tobacco cigarettes. I have been smoke free for over 3 years
now and I feel so much healthier.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:55AM

119,860,548
My husband almost died and I realized I need to quit smoking, my girlfriend had the westside vaper an I was hook and
quit within 1 year.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:49AM

119,860,494

Started out on a simple "cig alike" type product at 12mg nic. When I started, I made a promise to myself to not use
tobacco at all, and give the "ecig" thing a chance. I enjoy the flavors, and, over time have dropped down to 3mg nic, and
have some liquids containing 0mg nic. Over a year of not smoking, and I feel great. My fitness level increased. I don't
stink of cigarettes. I haven't had bronchitis since quitting smoking. I don't think that this would have worked so well if I
only had tobacco flavor to vape. The point was to get away from "that" taste.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:48AM

119,859,995

I smoked combustible cigarettes for more than 30 years, and had no intention of quitting. However, I have now been
smoke free for more than 5 years since i was able to substitute vaping for smoking. I have decreased the level and
amount of nicotine by from ~72mg/day to ~12mg/day during this time period, but still enjoy/need the flavors and hand-
to-mouth behavior associated with vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
6:37AM

119,858,166

I smoked 2 packs a day from the time I was 14 until the age of 35. When I first starting vaping, I used tobacco flavor in
12mg. I still smoked cigarettes until I finally switched to a fruity flavor. I was able to quit cigarettes completely. I am now
at 2mg nicotine and will continue to lower it until I reach 0mg.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:58AM

119,857,846

Almost 4 years ago I have given a try of e-cigarettes, but that current product quality level (and my lack of
knowledge)caused that I gave it up after 6 weeks and got back to smoking. Ca. 300 days ago I visited the hungarian e-cig
community's most popular forum and tried to get more or less up-to-date about the current state of tools/products and
gave it another go. This is a different universum, so many things have improved since my first try. I stopped smoking
right than: havent used a single cigarette in this 300 days don't feel even a small desire to smoke again, thanks to the
good RBA-s, flavours and stuff like that. I never thought that quitting from 30 years continuous smoking could be so easy.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:50AM



119,857,752

My smoking journey started at age 12. I smoked consistently though my adult life and even during pregnancies because
I could not quit no matter how hard I tried.
In 2009 I tried the drug Chantix. Two months to the day I started taking those pills, I was diagnosed with diabetes. Next
was the patches, I didn’t know what to do with my hands after 32 years of smoking !!! So of course that did not last either.
My journey finally took me to coming down with pneumonia in 2010, which had me hospitalized twice following a minor
surgery. When I woke up I could not take air in…my lungs were stuck together and would not inflate. I was home for
weeks on oxygen, and finally someone told me about the e-cigarette kiosk at the mall. I had to try.
My first kit was over $100, but that didn’t matter…BREATHING IS NOT OPTIONAL !!!
I then found places online to order from and ended up telling others about my story.
Thank God I quit smoking!!!
I’ve since joined a gym, and have been getting others to switch to e-cigarettes as well.
All of my family members are no longer smoking because of these wonderful inventions. And I will tell my story over and
over if it will save a life!! I know it saved mine.
I have no intentions of looking back … I no longer stink, it’s not hurting anyone that is around me and I will never smoke
another cigarette again!!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:49AM

119,857,708

I was very skeptical at first especially after trying traditional methods such as the patch and the gum wich didn't work.
Once I found my flavor of choice and the right hardware that worked both me and my wife quit together and became
100% vapor users.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:48AM

119,857,301

I was a smoker for 2 1/2 years started when I was 18. I have been vaping close to 9 months and without a cigarette for 7
months. I quit smoking to be healthier and since making that decision vaping has kept me on the right track. My lungs
feel better and I can excercise more without being out of breath.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:38AM

119,856,701

I am disabled and at one time rather heavily medicated. This caused me to fall asleep at odd times and quite often
would have a cigarette drop out of my sleeping hands. To forestall any disasters, I took up smoking hoohah. My partner
had quit smoking and this was less offensive to her nose as well. Long story short, I ended up knocking over my hookah
with a still glowing coal in it in my sleep. It ended up in a stack of papers and burned down thru the papers to the tune of
about 3 inches but did not set them ablaze. This narrow escape from a major disaster took us in search of an an
ecigarette the next day. This was in 2007 and I still vape, because I enjoy it. I enjoy sampling different things made by
friends or at the shops. I would hate to lose that ability.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:25AM

119,856,154
I smoked a pack a day of cigarettes for over 20 years. I used both traditional and electronic cigarettes for about 2
months and then transitioned to e-cigs only. I'm 16 months tobacco free. I couldn't have done it without e-cigs.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
5:12AM

119,854,746

Gum, pill, patch, and medication. I've tried them all with no success. Vaping has proven to be the only means that has
allowed me to successfully stay off cigarettes. A large part of the success is the ability to pick and choose whatever
flavor I desire.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:43AM

119,854,744

Vaping got me off flavored cigars. Vaping has tremendously improved my health. I have lost 35 pounds. And have went
from 5 breathing medications to one. The doctor is dumbfounded over the results and improvements in my health from
vaping. He had me bring my vaping stuff in and show and explain it to him. He is thinking of telling his patients who can
not stop smoking to start vaping instead. The only problem I have developed from vaping is how to stop pushing the buy
button. And am addicted to vape mail.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:43AM

119,854,073

I smoked 40 years daily 8-10 traditional cigarettes. Some months I used poor but cheap "e.health" On 7. March 2013 I
got my first really useful e-cigs ("Stingray 360) and since 14. march 2013 I smoked NONE "regular" cigs. I think, it was
possible only with nicotine and tobacco flavors, and other flavors (cinnamon, desserts) were also helpful. Now I use
Spinners with Aspire and MiniNova clearomizers, and sometimes for variety os flavors some 510-size devices with 1 ml
Fluxomizers.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:33AM

119,853,632

I simply was upset that after 21 years of smoking all traditional tobacco cigarettes lost their taste, no matter which
brand I chose to smoke. I did not decide to quit, only to try an e-cigarette device, so I bought one, almost 2 years ago on
my daughter's second birthday. Never smoked one single traditional cigarette ever since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:22AM

119,853,618 I quite tobacco with vaporizer and juice.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:22AM



119,853,423

I have smoked tobacco for 25 years, started as a young kid, and have not been able to stop for long periods at the time. I
have experienced great sadness because of this terrible addiction. I have lost friends as a result of the shame I felt.
When I tried e-cigarettes, I experienced a great joy to be able to quit tobacco immediately. The use of nicotine level fell
natural as novice time went on, I do not miss tobacco at all, the addiction is no longer that strong as it ones was. And I
feel alive and happy. It would have been a major defeat for me now if the availability of e-cigarettes disappeared,
because the danger is still there that I might fall back. This risk will probably and hopefully disappear after a few more
months of e-cigarette use, when my use of nikotin level have natural decreased even more than now, and all the other
poisons in cigarettes no longer has any power over me. I know that I need to use e-cigarettes till I get tired of it on my
own. I do not want to fall back to tobacco, it has allready taken the life of several of mine and my husbands and near
friends familymembers, they died of stroke and heartattack before they turned 60. I want to stay alive for my beautiful
little Girls!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:16AM

119,853,324
I have smoked and dipped for 15 years. My buddy introduced me to vaping in October and I decided to give it a try. I quit
dipping immediately and started vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:13AM

119,853,206

I smoked a pack a day for 16 years, and after having tried the patch, the gum, the lozenges, and the medication (all were
failures), I was also willing to try the next thing: vaping. I bought my first e-cigarette kit with the intention of only cutting
back smoking slowly because I did not have high hopes, but I was pleasantly surprised at how easy it was to completely
replace traditional cigarettes. After the first day, I learned the lightheaded feeling I was experiencing was my body
getting used to actually having oxygen! Whoa... I went an entire week using only my e-cigarette and no traditional
cigarettes. I noticed I could smell things better, taste food more, and wasn't clearing my throat as often. It seemed too
good to be true because quitting was never this easy, but there it was. An entire week, and I didn't even miss smoking.

I quickly became interested in the hobby side of vaping (building coils, various mods, gourmet juice flavors). I was still
surrounded by smokers and yes, I got tempted enough to light up sometimes, but I no longer enjoyed the smell or taste
of cigarettes and actually preferred my vape.

One year and a few months later, I still use my vape regularly, and I am down to only 3 mg strength nicotine (I began at
12 mg). My goal is to be down to 0 mg within the next 6 months. I can also say that since I switched to vaping, I have not
had a cold, the flu, bronchitis or strep throat, which used to be illnesses I would get regularly.

The media can say what they want, but I am living proof that vaping is healthier. I don't need a doctor to explain to me
why I'm not getting sick anymore. Vaping instead of smoking has made me healthier and happier, and I will continue to
tell my story to anyone interested in making the switch.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:10AM

119,852,893

I am a long term nicotine addict. It truly started when I was a baby since both parents were smokers and I was exposed
to 2nd hand smoke all my life. When I went to college and was not exposed to 2nd hand smoke I went through the typical
withdraw symptoms. I had a hard time concentrating in my studies, was often very irritable and could go into fits of rage
at times. Once I started smoking my 3rd year in college those symptoms gradually decreased. About 5 years ago I
started trying to quit using the patches. I was never much into gum and reports about how Chantix affected people were
just starting to come out. After 4 different attempts with relapse happening during the final stage I pretty much gave up
on quitting. Thats when I tried my first e-cig. Since July 29th, 2011 and I have not had a single cigarette. On my last
physical my doctor told me my lungs sounded perfectly clear. I've not had a single sinus infection in almost 4 years and
have only been sick twice, both have been stomach viruses that I was exposed to by work or family. I feel better (no
longer winded and no more hacking in the morning), I have a better sense of taste and smell, and have saved money.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
4:01AM

119,852,350 I quit the regular use of traditional tobacco for more then 5 years
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:42AM

119,852,345
I was a 28 year smoker with a quickly worsening chronic cough that I had for over 10 years. With vaping I was able to
walk away from cigarettes and the cough was gone in a matter of months.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:42AM

119,852,264

I bought the first E-cig that came on the market and failed miserably at my first attempt to quit smoking. The taste was
horrendous and the nicotine levels were extreme at best. I was given a new battery and tank almost 6 months ago and
was introduced to different flavored E juice and within one weeks time I had my final cigarette. I have since done a lot of
research regarding the side affects from inhaling the vapor myself, and the affects of second hand vapor on people
around me. I have done this by actually reading the studies and data, not just listening to the skewed bullet points that
have bombarded the American public via the media. I believe this campaign of fear is absolutely detrimental to the
health of current smokers, the public is being led to believe there is no point in quitting because vaping is just as bad, if
not worse than smoking. These allegations are completely unfounded and an absolute mockery of the Constitution. I
have the right to life. liberty, and the pursuit of happiness, which directly correlates with my ability to vape, and choose
which flavors I purchase. I will never smoke another cigarette as long as I live, and hope to have also quit vaping within a
years time, and while the new laws, regulations, and taxes might directly affect me in the future, it will absolutely affect
the ability of current smokers to unburden themselves of the scourge that is tobacco.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:40AM



119,852,249
I smoked 30 a day. I could switch overnight. All I needed is a flavour I enjoyed more than tobacco smoke and a decent
device. I have been vaping since and have no intention to stop since the harm is nowhere near.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:40AM

119,852,216

My son was burned by a cigarette at an outside event, on accident. Taking that and my declining lung health and
increasing cigarette intake into consideration, we stopped at the local vapor shop the next day. In the months that
followed, cigarettes weren't even a thought in our brains, my health improved, anxiety decreased and i didn't get the
illnesses I usually get multiple times in a year. Our clothes didn't stink, we could smell and taste better, and we didn't get
the looks we would if we were smoking. I swear by personal vaporisers and will attempt to turn anyone onto them that is
willing to listen and try.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:38AM

119,852,044
Tried my first e-cigarette after being sick with the flu for one week, and never have gone back to tobacco since then.
Love to vape, and will continue for forever. Will never use tobacco again as long as I can get my hands on vapor.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:31AM

119,851,921 After 45 years of smoking I could quit within 3 months with e-cigs without any problem...
Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:26AM

119,851,420
i catch my self rarely wanting a traditional. but rarely mostly win i run out on juice or batterys die. but have quiet for the
most part

Wednesday, Mar 4th
3:08AM

119,851,131

I quit a 40 year addiction to smoking and had tried all of the other ways there were to try to quit other than Chantix,I felt
that as a very dangerous drug to use. The day I started my e-cigarette was the day I quit smoking. The first month was
hard but by the 45th day I had very little cravings and more for the cigarette. My battery died one day which was the
45th day, I was out away from home, instead of thinking about going and buying a pack of cigarettes, I thought about
where I could by a disposable e-cig. I knew that day I was well on my way of being free of cigarettes.

Today 2 years and 2 months smoke free, I have no cravings at all. I have no triggered cravings for the cigarette at all. I
don't even think about cigarettes now at all. I don't even have any cravings for nicotine, yes I get some withdraw
symptoms after a few hours of not having nicotine, but its nothing like when I smoked. I feel very luck that e-cigarettes
came into my life, they have saved my life. I had all the symptoms of 2nd stage COPD. Now I have very little trouble with
my lungs, no they are not totally normal but they are so much better than the day I quit smoking.

I feel for me e-cigarettes have cured me of ever wanting or needing a cigarette again.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:58AM

119,851,072
I've been a smoker since my early teens and just quit when I was 33. I had one relapse but that's mainly due to only
having an e-go and not a good tank setup. I haven't relapsed since September 2014 after buying a pack.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:55AM

119,850,928
Smoked for 55years with many quit attempts, stopped smoking tobacco the day I first picked an ecig that was 4years
ago and never used tobacco since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:50AM

119,850,919
August 2012 - January 2014 = dual use
Since 12th January vape only.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:50AM

119,850,798

I tried traditional NRT's; badaid, inhalor, gum - even prescripted drug from my doctor. Not even a heart attack i april
2012 made me quit cigarettes/tobacco. Found by chance via Google "healthy cigaretes" which led me to e-cigarettes.
Bought my first look-a-like in november 2012 and january 2013 I quit smoking totally. never smoked since :-) Vaping
probably saved my life!!!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:45AM



119,850,332

In March of 2013, I had asked the personnel who run Unique Cigs to recommend an ecig with large battery life cuz I was
burning up those ones that look like cigarettes and I truly wanted to succeed in quiting. Well they run a monthly contest
and low and behold I won my Itaste MVP. I started at 24mg and very slowly worked my way down with a 0mg date of
1/1/14. This was so easy and hardly any withdrawal. I noticed it more in January of 2014 but i still could vape my 0mg so
whatever cravings that were left over i could satisfy by vaping. I now vape when i want to and it is daily. I vape if im
around smokers. I am cigarette free since 4/1/13 and nicotine free 1/1/14. So almost 2 years of no stinky cigarettes. I
smoked for 31 years 2pks a day near the end. I wish i could tell you I dont crave them sometimes I do, but my lungs are
clear, I passed my stress test, pulmonary function tests and my docs are thrilled with that. I've gained wt though and no I
gotta get a handle on that. lol Now to conquer the sugar addiction.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:28AM

119,850,174

I quit smoking a year ago, (Age 19) after smoking for 10 years. Yes, I picked up smoking when i was 10. But beside the
fact, i started out with an ego c-twist with a ce4 clearomizer with 24mg of nicotine. I vaped on that for a while, then
learned about RDA's and mechanical mods and such things, and it sparked an interest to me. Immediately after
researching those things, I went to my vape shop and picked up an IPV2S (Regulated Box Mod) and an Aspire Nautilus
(Clearomizer). I was sooooo happy with this setup, but it didn't last long, i ended up getting an RDA, and with all the coil
building and meeting up with new people who vape, i didn't even have time for cigarettes. After a while, i completely got
off the cigarettes and dropped my nicotine levels down to 3mg-6mg. I have never been so proud of myself, and have
never felt healthier in my entire life. I can breathe better, my taste is soo much better than what it was before. I don't
stink with smoke odor. Overall, vaping has improved the quality of my life, and saved my life if you want to get technical
about it. Anybody who believes that E-cig's are more harmful than a cigarette need a swift kick in the ass! Ask any vaper
how they feel now compared to how they felt when they smoked cigarettes. -Austin Maines

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:23AM

119,850,036

I started regularly smoking cigarettes at the age of 16, because I thought it was the "cool" thing to do. I quickly became
hooked and continued smoking for the next 5 years. Both my husband and I have tried to quit many times, even
considering over the counter pharmaceutical drugs to help. Nothing worked. As the years went by, I felt my health
deteriorate. My skin was dull, I had no energy and my breathing was impaired. When my son was born we both tried to
quit again and to no avail, because of the constant stress we had at that point in our lives. I wanted to set a better
example for my son and to live a better and healthier lifestyle. We had a friend over, and he brought a small e cigarette
pen with him. After discovering that the pen had curbed our craving, we both bought a start up kit and vowed to never
buy another pack of cigarettes again. Now a year and 3 months later we haven't touched a single cigarette. We both
have more energy, we're healthier and my son is no longer exposed to the dangerous second hand smoke. I couldn't be
happier or more grateful. We are almost nicotine free. We started with 20mg and dropped to 3mg. We are in the
homestretch of being FREE from nicotine dependency, and we have the e cigarette revolution to thank for that.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:17AM

119,850,034 Didn't want to quit but I tried e-cigs and I never smoked again.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:15AM

119,849,975 I weaned myself off of traditional cigarettes by stepping down the nicotine levels in my ejuice. It works.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:15AM

119,849,952

After 25+ years of smoking cigarettes (at the end, over 2 packs a day) I was able to switch to vaping completely in a very
short period of time (less than 1 month) and have not even cheated with a single puff of tobacco in approximately 15
months and counting. The actual nicotine levels in the juices I use has steadily decreased, and if I try to use the juices
which I started using to help me stop using tobacco products continues to decrease. For what it's worth, if I tried to use
the level of nicotine juices that I originally used, they seem very harsh to me today. I would still be a smoker if it weren't
for these products, however, I still think I would have been able to quit cigarettes, but it would not have been as
enjoyable as it has been, using products that are pleasantly flavored.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:14AM

119,849,883

Hubby and I have tried at different times in our lives to give up smoking cigarettes. The first time we succeeded for over
5 years. The second and third time for a few months only. About 10 months ago we discovered e-cigarettes and have
not smoked a cigarette since then.
My husband only enjoys his tobacco juices, whereas I enjoy a variety of juices.
Without the e-cig, we would never have been able to quit. We both feel so much better. For me, I do not really feel the
difference between the different nicotine levels. For all I know I could be vaping a 0.
I love my vaping and if the powers that be start messing with this, then it only has to be because the tobacco and
government are losing major tax money from everyone.
There are so many people I know that have given up smoking and are now vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:11AM

119,849,667 Started with an e-cig almost 3 years ago and haven't touched a tobacco cigarette since.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:02AM



119,849,646
smoked for 30 plus years quit when i started vaping. easy transition. in 30 days I will be at 0mg nicotine. though I plan to
keep Vaping

Wednesday, Mar 4th
2:01AM

119,849,612

I was a smoker of traditional tobacco cigarettes for 25+ years. I tried everything to quit.. Patches, gum ,the cig-a-likes
even Prescription drugs .Nothing seemed to work.. at least not for long anyways ..It wasnt till My wife and i were in our
local mall one day and we saw a sign that said "quit smoking start vaping".So we decided to ask what this vaping thing
was all about the Gentleman explained what it was and we decided to buy our first vape pen ...It worked from day one ..I
have been smoke free for over a year now.. of course i have upgraded from a vape pen to the Rebuildables and the
more advanced Vaporizors ..but the most important thing is that i have quit smoking using these products ..I feel so
much better ..I have stopped using inhalers i dont snore anymore and i feel as though i can breath freely for the first
time in years ..I trully believe that Vaping has saved my life ..So i now do whatever i can to get smokers to make the
switch so they too can save theirs

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:58AM

119,849,444 Decided for a healthier life. I breathe easier, taste better, smell better and can exercise much more without issue now.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:52AM

119,849,370

I was a 2 pack a day smoker for over 30 years. I tried cigalikes years ago and they did nothing for me. Last year, my
nephew told me about PVs. I went to a local vape shop and bought a starter system and some juice. They also asked me
to give them my pack of cigs for their "quit wall." I filled my tanks with their help and haven't had a cigarette since.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:50AM

119,849,247

I smoked a pack to two packs a day or more from age 13 until age 32, over half my adult life. I am now 37 years old, and
haven't smoked a cigarette in five years, give or take a couple of months during which time I was in the process of
making the transition from smoking to vaping. I've been vaping exclusively since then. Because of making this switch, I
don't suffer from cold, flu, or other common/mild respiratory diseases even one third as frequently as I did before I
switched.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:45AM

119,849,073

After waking at night due to chronic coughing from smoking, I decided it was time. Went to the local vape shop and
bought my first kit, and have not had a cigarette since. My sense of smell is back, I can now taste food where I had
thought everything was bland, my night coughing has stopped to where I feel rested in the morning, blood pressure is
down, and I feel much better overall.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:37AM

119,848,883

I smoked for 40+ years. 2 packs a day. I started using ecigs some years ago, in order to travel more comfortably, but
with the advance in mech & regulated mods, plus the variety of ejuices available, I have been able to quit smoking
entirely. It's a good life & I'm going to do my best to prolong it :)

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:30AM

119,848,780 I needed to find a way to quit the analogues this is how I did it
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:25AM

119,848,763

I smoked traditional cigarettes for 27 years. I tried to quit many times, using patches, gum, snuff, chewing tobacco,
losenges, hypnosis, etc.
Everything failed.
When I originally started vaping, I used mainly tobacco and menthol flavor. I started at 30mg/ml of nicotine. It got me
away from traditional cigarettes within 6 weeks!
Now, I enjoy trying the large variety flavors that are available to me.
I have been smoke free for over 2 years, and I have reduced my nicotine intake to only 2mg/ml.

VAPING WORKS!
Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:24AM

119,848,584

I started off with the cig-a-likes that big tobacco is putting out on the market, and they were a supplement to smoking
cigarettes, not a suitable substitute. After trying multiple brands, I took a step in to my local vape shop and purchased a
Vision Spinner II battery with a cheap plastic tank and a slightly better pyrex one... Used that setup for about a month
and was mad at myself for my inability to quit smoking cigarettes altogether. Went back to the shop and purchased a
better tank and a higher powered batter to give me more flavor and finished off the last pack of cigs on 12-28-14. I have
not picked up one since, and now cannot stand the smell of them, or the smell of them on other people. I will never go
back! I know that vaping is not as healthy as quitting altogether, but I would rather be inhaling 4 ingredients that have all
been individually approved by the FDA for ingestion than the 4000+ that are in cigarettes. I feel 10 times better and my
doctor told me my lungs sound a lot better now!

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:18AM



119,848,531

I smoked for 43 years and wanted to quit. I tried Chantix and it only lasted for 3 months. Nicotine gum was a total failure.
Wellbutrin only helped marginally and temporarily.
When I tried vaping, I quit immediately and haven't smoked a regular cigarette in over 17 months.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
1:15AM

119,848,110 Don't want to smoke again
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:57AM

119,848,061

I wish before filing out the survey I had known I needed to tell my story an I would have prepared a short story before
taking the survey an I would not have taken it on my smartphone.
To great a story to type in via a smartphone

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:54AM

119,848,036

I started smoking when I was in the 6th grade. Sneaking my grandma's cigarettes behind the shed, all to impress older
boys. Unfortunately for me I became addicted. I am 43 years old and was a 2 pack a day smoker until I started vaping. I
have a lot of health problems, and all of my doctor's and specialist's are so happy I quit smoking and support vaping
100%. I don't ever want to go back to smoking. I thank the person who got me into vaping to this very day. It is definitely a
much healthier option to smoking.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:55AM

119,848,018
I smoked for 21 years and always knew I "should" quit, but enjoyed smoking too much until I discovered vaping now I can
breathe, I don't smell like smoke I have more energy and I feel so much better overall

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:54AM

119,847,881

I started my journey when I moved back to the states from Germany. I was in the Army and I made a decision to stop
smoking when I moved. I first started cold turkey and eating candy(suckers and licorice) to aid in my quitting but it wasn't
working very well. I then found online the brand Blu e-cigs, I ordered my first vaporizer and never really looked back. I
was determined. After being with Blu for a few months it wasn't really doing it for me anymore and the flavors were
lacking so my husband and I (also a former smoker) traveled an hr and a half to the nearest Vape shop and bought our
first refillable kit and battery. It changed out lives! Since then we never reached for a Cig again. We are still vaping and
still love it. It actually helps me loose weight too! I vape sweet things instead of eating them and helps keep me healthy.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:50AM

119,847,781
I smoked for 22 years, and at age 42 my body just could not handle it anymore, but with my stress levels and my ADD
nicotine definitely helps, to the point my wife won't let me actually quit

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:46AM

119,847,717

I smoked for 12 years and after years of failed attempts to quit, I finally quit completely 3 years ago when I picked up my
first personal vaporizer. The community helped me weigh my options and find the right starter device for me, nicotine
levels, and flavors. From there I worked down to 0mg nicotine. I only wanted to quit smoking for my health, but I enjoyed
smoking for the anxiety relief as I have severe social anxiety. I continue to use my personal vaporizer for the same
reason, even with 0 nicotine, it helps calm my anxiety.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:43AM

119,847,620

I tried quitting several times using all the cessation products offered on the market, did not work. I was sick with Chantix,
smoked while I chewed the nasty gum, smoked with the patches while dealing with a rash from them; the cessation
products are just another way to guarantee that I will continue to buy the loser products or smoke - a no win situation.
My kids begged me to quit, I tried Blu and it was short-lived; didn't work. I found an ego starter kit, ordered it, and quit
smoking the day I got my kit with no regrets.
I made the change for my children; my children got me to vape! I feel much better; no coughing, no shortness of breath,
more active with my children, very happy, and content. I smoked for 25 yrs, I have been cigarette free for 1 yr and 7
months on the 5th of March. I am not a smoker, I am a very proud vaper with a very happy family.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:40AM

119,847,146

couldn't quit cigs no matter how hard I tired, no matter what I tired. I quit first try with vapor for 8 months going from
24mg nic to 3mg nic in the first 3 months. Fell off the wagon for 6 months and then back to vaping again at 6mg nic. And
back down to 3mg in a few days but it is too strong. Wish 1 and 2 mg was more available.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:24AM

119,847,076

This has helped me quit on my own terms, and in my own time, with out the pages of side effects that's come with
chantex or the rashes that came with the patches.
All told, this is the only thing that has gotten me off of cigarettes

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:23AM

119,846,893

I quit sort-of accidentally. The tobacco store I bought my cigs at had a zigzag brand e-cig with mango flavored liquid at
the register. I bought it on a whim because I like mango flavored things and I thought it'd be nice to have a non-cigarette
option for when I was around my kids. I loved it and it made it easier to not smoke... so I bought a better vaping set up
and decided to quit cigarettes completely.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:20AM



119,846,800

adter years of smoking I decided one day that enough was enough and I wanted to quit using traditional tobacco and
and buying my 1st ecig/Vape was an inexpensive easy and cost effective way. The day I started vaping is the same day I
binned my pack of cigs for good.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:16AM

119,846,593 dec 14 2014 and going strong no more stink sticks
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:11AM

119,846,480
I started vaping with a cig a like but was still smoking..when I bought my first APV, is when I switched completely to
vaping, and I haven't looked back

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:09AM

119,846,298 After 26 years of killing myself with cigs, vaping changed and likely saved my life.
Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:07AM

119,846,111

I started using a vaporizer to help me to stop using chewing tobacco. After a week of using a pen style vaporizer I
stopped chewing and used mostly fruity e-juice. I started out using 18 mg nicotine and I am now using 3 mg after just 3
months of vaping.

Wednesday, Mar 4th
12:04AM

119,845,889 the day I started vaping I have not looked back . Don't want to.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:58PM

119,845,670 Tried to quit many times with patches and gum never worked until e-cigs.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:52PM

119,845,621

I smoked cigarettes for 35 years. I tried to quit many times, using all of the traditional methods and tools. A few times I
succeeded for as long as a month or so. At over 2 packs per day, I had a continual cough, frequent respiratory infections
and other health issues. To reduce costs, I was "rolling my own" with an injecting machine which made them for about
$10.00 per carton. At that price I could afford to smoke twice as many and still be at half the cost of commercial brands.
What a bargain. With insurance costs looming to double or triple for smokers, I had to try again. It was serendipitous that
I ended up at a vape store quite by accident. I was about to turn into Costco and looked up. Across the street, the sign
said Vape Dojo. It was the sign I needed. The staff was so patient and helpful and I left there with confidence and a
Kanger EMOW Mega. I was completely determined to ease into this and continue to smoke a few cigarettes a day if I
wanted to. After all, I'm an adult and I can choose to smoke if I want to, damn it..... So, kicking and screaming, I started
vaping on that Thursday night. I was thoroughly surprised by how much I liked it. I continued to go out to my garage, my
smoking room, to vape. It was habit, but by that Sunday I didn't want a cigarette any more. That night I was talking to my
long time friend in California. She had told me about vaping months before and while we were still talking about it, I
heard her light a cig. It immediately tripped that desire button and I lit one too. After too drags, I put it out in disgust. 30
minutes later, she lit another one and so did I, hell bent on actually smoking it this time. No go. Later, after the call, I sat
there and looked at another cigarette for a few long moments, lit it, sighed, had another moment, and put the last one
out. I got up, washed my ash tray, packed up my cig machine, and haven't thought about it again. I vape every day. I have
had a few odd ritual moments where I felt something was missing at times and places where I would usually have
smoked. But, I have several friends who smoke and I haven't craved it at all. In fact, the smell is really awful when I have
to be around smoke now. I'm not vaping as much now as I did in the beginning. Those first few weeks you couldn't pry it
out of my hand. I also ordered supplies to make my own e-juice that very first Thursday night and haven't purchased any
juice since that first day. Although I am against any overt government control in this industry, I do feel that e-liquid
should be made under the AEMSA guidelines. I make my own so that I am sure what is in it and where it is made. Vaping
has made it possible for me to stop smoking seamlessly. Intentionally avoiding tobacco flavored e-liquids is crucial to
completely divorcing the cigarette /tobacco habit. We must educate the public at every opportunity, if we are to protect
our rights. I would love to see business card size Vape info. printed by CASAA that I could buy by the 1000's like business
cards for a few dollars. Bullet points of facts, not the misinformation fed to the public via the media. Thank you CASAA
for all that you do and thanks for asking for my opinions. It's nice to matter.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:49PM

119,845,582 I'm 50 plus days
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:48PM

119,845,558

Both my parents died from smoking related diseases. I had been vaping and smoking for about three or four months
when my mother passed. After she died I switched to vaping and have now been clean for 8 months. My longest quit
time ever.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:46PM

119,845,534

I am 61. I began smoking at the age of 11, and smoked heavily for the next 49 years. A friend began vaping and then
began nagging at me to do the same... I listened to her for a year, and bought a personal vaporizer finally mostly to shut
her up... I had no desire and no intention to quit smoking... I enjoyed smoking! My last cigarette was two days after I
bought my e-cigarette, and I have now been tobacco-free for fifteen months. I feel better, I can taste food and smell
things, I don't smell the way I must have (although I never really knew!), I breathe much better, I cough much less... I
suspect I have done enough damage in 49 years that I will never be as if I had never smoked, but I am still improving. My
friend is still annoying... she nags about lots of stuff... but, I am very grateful to her for poking me with a stick and giving
me the gift of a better life.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:45PM



119,845,524

I smoked from age 15-19 and decided one day to quit cold turkey. It lasted about two weeks before I was on the verge of
returning to tobacco, it was then I bought my first vape and since then have had no urges to pick up smoking again. Now
I work in a vape shop and see this happen to people daily and how much they enjoy it as well as the flavor options
available.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:45PM

119,845,347
I casually started vaping and the smoking fell away naturally. I didn't put any pressure on myself and after about 4 weeks
I was completely smoke free

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:38PM

119,845,290

I was in the ER on a breathing machine due to asthma for nearly a week. I am 29. I planned on smoking again as soon as
I was out of the hospital. I mean, my life revolved around cigarettes practically. But, I have a 3 year old that I need to be
able to take care of. So in order to do that, I have to be alive. Cigarettes became a literal life and death situation for me.
But I had tried everything in the past to try and help me quit bit NOTHING worked. Not a higher power, not the gum,
patches, counseling.. Nothing. I gave ecigs a chance and my life has been changed. I smoked for 16 of the 29 years I've
been alive. Thanks to ecigs I am a proud non smoker. I've been vaping and not smoking for 113 days today. :) My quality
of life has drastically changed and I have ecigs to thank for that.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:36PM

119,845,163

After 17 years of smoking and numerous health issues with Pulmonary and Respiratory illness I picked up Vaping. It all
started out as an idea and wondering if anyone had thought of a safer alternative to smoking. After a long night spent on
the internet, I had bought my 1st vape kit. Volcano Magma, 510 Cig-a-like kit. This kit was nothing short of anemic and
useless. I upgraded 4 months later to an ego style stick battery. I was on the path of success at this point. 5 years later, I
have not had one issue with blood pressure, not one respiratory illness, not one chest infection, not one bought of
bronchitis and best of all, not one more instance of asthma. My breathing and my health have been drastically
improved, all because electronic cigarettes helped my quit smoking traditional tobacco cigarettes. This product and the
industries freedom to evolve have help myself as well as 100s of thousands of people choose a safer alternative to
smoking.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:31PM

119,845,096

I didn't know a thing about vaping until a co-worker let me try his. The flavor I remember was a grape tobacco. By the
next payday I had my own vaporizer with a vanilla tobacco flavor. That was the one and only tobacco flavor I purchased
as I found so many other non tobacco flavors.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:29PM

119,844,907

I watched my grandmother die a slow painful death from tobacco. I chose what I believe to be a healthier alternative. I
have since cut down to 1/6th the original nicotine amount in my eliquids. I feel healthier and that can never be disputed. I
am so thankful to find vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:26PM

119,844,689 30 years smoking tried every method to quit and failed. Ecigs saved my life.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:21PM



119,844,540

I was a 2+ pack a day smoker for almost 20 years. I tried most everything to help me quit smoking...and sometimes I was
able to quit, for a month or 2. But, I always ended up buying that next pack of cigarettes. I was always sick, or had some
type of cough, or cold, and I was broke ALL the time. I use to plan all my activities around when I would be able to smoke
a cigarette, and even missed out on activities because certain establishments were not smoker friendly. About 2 years
ago, my step father was diagnosed with lung cancer, and it scared the crap out of me. It scared the crap out of my whole
family. So, I decided I HAD to quit....only problem was, I had no idea how I was going to do it since nothing had ever
worked for me before. After telling a friend what was going on, she suggested I try using an e-cig. I was skeptical, but I
figured I would give it a shot. So, I went and got a starter kit from the local tobacco shop where I used to buy my
cigarettes and gave it a try. At first, I didnt think I was going to be able to use it. It just was NOT the same as my beloved
cigarettes. But, I stuck with it. Every single day, I was vaping more and more and smoking less and less. I had gone from
2+ packs a day to only one cigarette a day, that first wake up morning cigarette. Then, one morning I woke up, put on my
robe, went outside to smoke. I got half way through my cigarette and the strangest thing happened...I DIDNT WANT TO
FINISH my CIGARETTE. The taste of it disgusted me, the smell of it disgusted me. It was so gross, that I put it out half way
through, and have not had another cigarette since. As the days past, I soon discovered I could TASTE food. I could smell
things I never smelled before. I could walk to the mailbox without getting winded, and could actually jog and work out
without having to stop to catch my breath. That was almost 2 years ago. Since then, I have helped numerous people get
off the cigarettes by way of vaping. I have become a more active member of my family, because I can now participate in
everyone's activities without worrying about not being able to smoke. I have not ONCE been sick, or caught a cold, and
can actually enjoy life. There is no question in my mind that Vaping saved my life. Without it, I would still be smoking
cigarettes and digging myself into an early grave. I understand that there have not been as many studies done on the
long term effects of vaping. That might bother some people, but it doesnt bother me. I know, FOR A FACT, that it is way
less harmful than cigarettes. How do I know this? Because of the way I feel, I know I made the right choice by switching to
vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:16PM

119,844,464
Went in to have my laptop fixed and Ron of Crystal ECigs and computer repair, was using an ecig. We talked about Ecigs
and he sold me a beginner set up and a fruity juice at 18mg. I smoked one last cig as I left and not one since.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:14PM

119,844,303

My father a smoker of 40+ years quit smoking and started vaping in March of 2014. He bought me a nautilus mini and
an eleaf I stick for Christmas 2014. I have been smoke free since that day. My lung capacity is back. No weezing going up
stairs or doing physical work. I am soon going to start training for some 5k and 10k road races. Vaping is going to help
me enjoy my life and keep me alive longer. No more stinky clothes,car and breath. I would recommend vaping to anyone
trying to quit smoking.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:09PM

119,844,300
Non-tobacco corporation products helped me quit smoking. Cigalikes and similar products are merely transitional
products.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:09PM

119,844,231

I smoked 1/2 pack a day and had severe asthma. I was dependant on 2 inhalers daily to breathe. I've been vaping for 7
months and I haven't used either inhaler in over 5 months. No wheezing or shortness of breath. Vaping has been a
lifesaver and it upsets me that the powers that be want to destroy my choice!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:06PM

119,844,195

I started smoking at 12 and continued the habit for 27 years. At the end I was smoking two packs a day. I had tried to quit
repeatedly with the approved NRT products and none of them worked for me. I suffered a P.E. in 2009 and yet continued
to smoke. 5 years ago I made the switch. I am very happy with my choice. I have no doubt that if vaping and flavors were
taken away, I would be back to smoking.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:05PM

119,843,996

I started smoking at age 17 and tried a lot of methods over many years to quit and never could I have been diagnosed
nicotine dependant and vaping is the only way I have ever gave up traditional tobacco I smoked about 15 years and have
been a non smoker for over 3 years now thanks to vaping I have been without my vaporizer a few times and when the
"nic fit" kicked in I tried to smoke and hated it I can't imagine going back but if I lost the ability to vape I would be right
back to the more dangerous cigarettes again

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
11:00PM



119,843,769
Started on fruit flavors part time then found a sweet coffee/tobacco flavor that stopped all cigarette cravings - smoke
free for a year this month. Ex smokers that I know all had to find that one flavor that allowed them to stop cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:52PM

119,843,658
My husband lost his job and we needed to save money. I figured if we curbed the amount we spent on cigarettes it would
be helpful. My device worked so well for me I didn't need traditional cigarettes anymore.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:49PM

119,843,406 I can breath now
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:40PM

119,843,403 Quit at the time I started ecigs
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:40PM

119,843,378

I smoked for over 20 years. I tried everything available on the market to help me quit smoking. I just could not do it. I
tried patches, gum, Wellbutrin and Chantix. Nothing helped and for the most part the side effects were horrible! I quit
with no problem using electronic cigarettes. I suffered no side effects and NO stress!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:39PM

119,843,237

I tried many methods to quit smoking. From the patch and gum to the pills and hypnosis. None of them lasted more than
a month. My mother and I challenged each other to quit and my cousin who vapes told us to try it. We both quit at the
end of October and haven't looked back. We are both very proud to be Vapers!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:34PM

119,843,129

I bought my first pv thinking I would use it in desperate situations when I couldn't smoke. I had smoked for 25 years
never able to quit for more than a day or two (miserable days at that) After my first day with my pv I have never picked
up a cigarette again. When my kids were telling me how happy they were I quit smoking, I almost felt guilty because it
was so easy. I have not had any desire to smoke a traditional cig since day 1 of vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:31PM

119,843,124

I smoked a pack a day for 8 years and chewed a can of tobacco a day for 16 years. I stumbled across vaping a little over
3 years ago and when I first started vaping I cut back on the tobacco products and 3 months later was able to quit
completely. After making the transition from tobacco to vaping I noticed a big change in everything i.e. taste , smell, and
being able to breath today. Vaping has given me back what I thought I would never have ever again.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:31PM

119,842,975

My spouse died of a smoking related illness. A friend introduced me to vaping. I didnt get it at first. It just wasn't clicking
with me. But i kept trying different flavors and i finally found THE one for me. I didnt even realize I had quit for a couple
of days. I havent had the urge to smoke since

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:26PM

119,842,733

I smoked 1-2 packs a day for over 25 years. I enjoyed smoking, I just didn't like how it was affecting my health. I had
previously tried to quit many times using all other NRT's and 2 different medications without success. I researched ecigs
for about a month and ordered an eGo starter kit. I hadn't intended on quitting traditional cigarettes abruptly, but the kit
& liquid worked so well that I had my last cigarette the day I first used my ecig. At this time I haven't had a traditional
cigarette for almost 2.5 years. I still use & enjoy my ecigs daily with 12mg nicotine e-liquid in many fruit, candy &
dessert/bakery flavours.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:19PM

119,842,567

I smoked butts. Bought a cheep pen style vapor at store. Have moved up to mods. Without these products and there
many juice flavors I would still be smoking. And possibly die a horrible death, like my father whom died from copy from
smoking. Or like my mom whom passed away from a heart attack from smoking as well.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:13PM

119,842,434

I smoked pack to a pack and a half a day since I was 13. I'm 29. That's 16 years of smoking. I lost my job and went to my
brothers house on Feb. 10th 2015. He vapes and I was like let me try that. He juiced up a dripper and I smoked it
coughing alot. He has about 8 vaporizers so he gave me his Atlantis clearomizer tank and an e-go 1 and I was off to the
races. Still had a full pack of marb reds too. After a couple hours of smoking the vape pen and asking him alot of
questions and getting the last couple years of the vape scene shoved in my throat (by choice that is) because I wanted to
know how it all worked I went home. Next day I think I smoke a cig when I woke up an maybe one at night when a friend
came over. Other than that I VAPED. And I can honestly say I haven't smoked since. I've tried to help others to quit
smoking too since I've started and a few have and I can't say it was because of me, it was because of the vape pen and
the selection you have when you vape in regards to nicotine level and the flavors. Because if I want to quit I'd rather
smoke grape vape juice over a menthol tabacco flavored juice, but that's just me .

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:08PM

119,842,395

After patches, gum, and other attempts at quitting, I still smoked. Started vaping over 2 years ago and haven't smoked
since. LEAVE PEOPLE WHO VAPE ALONE, we don't need you to decide for us. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

10:07PM



119,842,362

I started vaping as a way to stay inside during the winter and possibly reduce my asthma attacks on nights when I would
chain smoke. I started vaping with tobacco flavored prefilled e-cigs and continued to vape and smoke until I changed
brands and used a cappuccino flavor. This tasted far better than smoking, and I ended up increasing my vaping until one
day I realized I had actually quit smoking. I am an accidental quitter. I vape a cappuccino flavor daily and experiment with
bakery, candy, and fruit flavors as well. I have no desire to ever use a tobacco flavor again.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:06PM

119,842,342

In November of 2013, I smoked my last cigarette.

Before you cheer me for such a huge victory, let me tell you something, I am one who had absolutely NO desire to quit
smoking. I loved smoking, I just hated all the hassles which come with it, and the expense, and the dirt and ash and stink
and offense to others, and even a little bit, the health risks. BUT, I LOVED smoking and so I was not looking to quit.

I learned about E-cigs, and I switched. Gone are the heavy expenses, the hassles, the dirt and ash, the bad health risks,
the offense to others, but I still LOVE vaping.

This gives me total satisfaction, enabling me to not miss regular cigarettes at all. Two of the biggest bonuses as is, are
the much lower costs, and much less offense to others as well as negative health to myself.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
10:05PM

119,842,018
After twenty years, got tired of feeling like shit all the time, feeling like a slave to the leaf. Tried vaping on and off for 3
years until i found a tank that i liked. Been quit for 18 months now. Will never go back.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:55PM

119,841,972 Started smoking lucky strikes in 'nam, now these new fangled vapes are giving me a whole new outlook on life.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:54PM

119,841,944
After smoking 1 to 2 packs of cigarettes a day for 24 years I am finally 2 years cigarette free! My doctors are as thrilled
as I am!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:53PM

119,841,416

I smoked at least 1 pack per day for about 30 years.
I tried many different cessation methods and nothing worked.

I started vaping with the intent of replacing 50% of my cigarettes.
I smoked the last cigarette,in the pack I had, on the way to the vape shop... Even though it was not my plan, I completely
stopped cigarettes the day I started vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:39PM

119,841,355

I smoked cigarettes (Camels, Winstons, Marlboros, and finally, Kools) from the age of 12 to 52. I tried several times to
quit using gum, patch, etc. and was unsuccessful. I knew I had to quit when I quit breathing during a medical procedure
due to nebulizer treatment for low oxygen levels caused by smoking. I almost died. My doctor prescribed Chantix and I
took it for two weeks. During that time I was nauseated and vomited daily. I was angry and difficult to be around. My
hand to mouth habit kept me smoking even when the effects of nicotine were being blocked. I finally decided to try an
electronic cigarette. That was three and one-half years ago and I've never looked back. I enjoyed smoking and I enjoy
vaping now. I find it relaxing, my lungs have cleared, I am more energetic, and people like to hug me now because I no
longer stink of cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:37PM

119,841,145

Once I had a good quality kit in hand, good flavor, and proper nic level, I just woke up one day realizing I hadnt smoked in
3 weeks. Then a few months later, I went for a jog, and I was able to jog longer than I ever could, even in my teens, and
my legs gave out before my lungs did. I started to quite cigs and nic in general. Today, I still like my nic, but my body tells
me when I get too much, as I just vape for fun and drop nic levels as needed to be able to continue entertaining myself
with the habit. Its more fun, than addiction now. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

9:31PM

119,840,931

I started vaping Nov of 2013. I smoked a pack and a half to two packs a day. My last traditional cigarette was Nov 4th of
2013 on 24mg of Butterscotch flavored juice. Within about 6 months I had dropped to 9-12mg and after a year am down
to 3 and 6mg juice. I had asthma and would get bronchitis at least twice a year. Since I've quit traditional cigarettes I
have not had to use a rescue inhaler and havent had a case of bronchitis since I started vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:24PM



119,840,910

I was a pack a day smoker for over 30 years. I had tried many times over that 30 year period to stop smoking. I tried
patches, gum, pharmaceuticals and cold turkey. None of which were successful in any way. At the age of 40 I had my
first heart stent placed. I continued to smoke. Age 42, my first heart attack and subsequently 2 more stents were placed.
I continued to smoke. Age 43, more stents. Age 44, second heart attack and more stents. My 47th birthday was spent
recovering from open heart surgery after suffering my third heart attack. I STILL continued to smoke. During these 7
years I really stepped up my attempts at quitting, but nothing worked. Then on February 4th, 2012 I bought my first
electronic cigarette and have not had a tobacco cigarette since. Not one. I have not even craved or desired one in the
least. On October 28th, 2012 my wife did the same thing. Since I have been a vapor I have helped 6 of my personal
friends quit smoking also. I am a supporting member of a group that has literally thousands of people with the same
outcome. We all stopped smoking using these devices.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:24PM

119,840,446

a father of 2, a had tried most methods to quit.
gum
patches
lozenges
chantix
cold turkey

nothing worked long term, i would always relapse, that is until vaping. i used duel usage for the first week, then quit
analogs all together.

i look forward to a healthier life, and being around for my family for a long time

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:13PM

119,840,253

I first tried an tobacco ecig in Spring of 2009 and after trying a variety I found a product and taste that made me not
want another analog cigarette since Oct. 2011. After years of wheezing and hoarseness and breathing problems after a
year of mostly using ecigs the wheezing faded and after an added few months of no analogs wheezing disappeared
along with my breathing problems. I got my voice back and healthier life.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:08PM

119,840,164 I smoked daily and havent in over a year, not one cig
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:06PM

119,840,152

I originally tried the first e cigs over 6 years ago save a smoker type of pen, they were horrible, when the ego tanks
came out my son asked me to go to a vape shop. I had never heard of such a place, he said I could try it before I bought
it. Well I bought it thinking it would keep me from going outside in the heat so much to smoke, well I was shocked 4 days
later I wasn't smoking, decided to see how long I could go 4 days later I was in Club Lavela in Panama City, FL to watch
my sons band play during spring break could have cut the smoke with a knife, I didn't smoke I vaped. I threw my last 4
cigarettes away at the club and that has been 3 years ago. I had tried everything, chantex, gum, patches, cold turkey.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:05PM

119,840,118 I smoked for 35 years and was able to quit in 6 days after buying my first open system mod or e-cig
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:04PM

119,840,063

I smoked 1-1.5 packs a day for 35 years - quit virtually overnight using an e-cig. I started out using the tobacco flavors -
later switched over to the sweeter flavors. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

9:03PM

119,839,962

After 20 years of smoking vaping may have just saved my life. Had to do it all online as we had to stores here in
wisconsin. The local stores will save more lives than any politician ever will. They need to see it to understand. Sweet
flavors are for kids my ass. If not for these flavors including cotton candy I would still be smoking. Hard to explain but
when your tastebuds come back these flavors come to life once again.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:00PM

119,839,955

For a long time I've had a lot of cognitive dissonance caused by the need to quit smoking but not the will. I smoked longer
than I hadn't, and I was only 40; smoking and obesity killed my father at 48. I was browsing the web one day and
happened to come across something that led me to the Reddit ECR forum. I read a bunch of stuff there, and decided or
order my first kit. Two days after it arrived, I threw my smokes in the garbage and haven't touched one since - that was
June of 2014. I'm coming up on one year smoke free (completely, no relapses) and I feel so much better.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:00PM

119,839,826

My husband and I decided together that we should quit. We tried regular gas station e-cigs, but they were not effective.
Where most people might give up at that point, my husband (who is an engineer) instead said, "surely someone has
improved upon this design..." He started researching everything he could on e-cigs and vaporizers. We started at the
bottom with a small EGO, but from the first "vape" we were hooked. We knew that going back to regular cigarettes could
no longer be an option as long as this alternative was available. We have not only quit smoking, we are healthier,
wealthier (lol) and used the money we saved in just one year of not buying cigarettes, to replace the carpet in our entire
house. So now things also smell way better, too :)

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:57PM



119,839,673

I am a very picky person. When I first started vaping, I was strictly menthol. And I became very frustrated and unsatisfied
w just menthol. I have grown as a vaper and have found many fruits, desserts, custards, etc that have helped me stay
away from cigs for good. I am finally satisfied and no longer need cigarettes. I have cut my nicotine back from 18mg to
3mg and want to continue and be completely nicotine free. There is no option for nicotine levels in cigs...and you also get
the horrible chemicals. I haven't felt this great health wise in many many years. I smoked cigarettes for about 15 yrs.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:52PM

119,839,500

I was at 2+ packs of cigarettes a day. I was tired of the tight chested feeling, constant sinus issues, and bad tast in my
mouth and November 2014 I decided to try vaping. About two weeks of vaping I wasn't even taking cigarettes to work.
My problems went away in two months. Feeling real good now!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:47PM

119,839,404
I tried everything to quit cigarettes, patches, gum, Chantix. Nothing worked. My dad died from smoking, I was able to quit
for about a year then but I started again. Vaping is the only thing that worked for me.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:44PM

119,839,365

I smoked for 20 years and tried to quit a few times. I tried meditation tapes that didn't help, cold turkey which didn't last,
and Chantix but the side effects were horrible. Then, two years ago I got 2 ego batteries with Evod tanks and haven't
touched a single cigarette since.

Now I use box mods with RDA atomizers or a Subtank exclusively with 1-2mg nicotine eliquid. I'll drop down to 0 nicotine
in the next few months.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:43PM

119,839,360

I started smoking in elementary school and continued up until I was about34 years old. I quit temporarily for two years
but wanted a cigarette every single day. I started smoking again after my father was diagnosed with lung cancer. He
smoked up until the week he passed away. I figured that if he couldn't quit there was no way that I would ever be able to.
One day a friend of mine came by and said "hey, check this out". He handed me a little ego pen to try. I thought it was
neat but nothing more than a gimmick. It took me about two months of thinking about it before I said what the hell and
bought one. I figured at least I wouldn't have to go stand on the porch anymore, I could just use this. I never intended to
quit smoking with it and I actively tried to sabotage myself because I didn't really WANT to quit but lo and behold six
months later I couldn't stand the taste of cigarettes. I have been smoke free for almost 2 years now and have gotten
several friends and family members to also put their cigarettes down. I KNOW vaping has saved my life.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:43PM

119,839,307

I had smoked Newport 100's for the past 20 years. I started vaping with a cig-a-like 4 years ago and that did NOT help
me quit (not satisfying). It wasn't until 2 years later when I bought my first mechanical mod and rebuildable coil setup
that produced more vapor that finally helped me to quit over about a 4 day period. I have not had a traditional cig now
for almost 2 years and constantly being around people who still smoke I can honestly say I do not crave them any longer.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:42PM

119,839,293

I smoked for 35 years and tried EVERYTHING to quit. Switching to vaping did the trick. I've been vaping exlusively now for
nearly 2 years and have not wanted a cig. I started with 24mg of nicotine, and I'm down to 3... ready to move down to 1. I
recommend vaping to ANY smoker who wants to quit.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:41PM

119,839,266

I quit immediately, after 32 years of smoking 25-30 cigarettes per day. I bought a starter tank set, and never looked
back. A few days later, I bought a starter set for my wife, who also quit immediately on that day, after 30 years of
smoking a pack a day.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:40PM

119,839,252

Carton a week smoker for 25 years. Though my transition to vaporizer only actually took about a year and a half, by the
time I finally quit, I was down to a cigarette a month. I had tried everything short of prescription medication to quit ... cold
turkey, acupuncture, hypnosis, patches, gums, etc. Nothing worked for very long. I suffered from anxiety attacks when
trying to quit in the past. Quitting with a vaporizer was virtually painless, though it did take some time to stop having my
"security blanket" pack of cigarettes in the fridge and it took a bit of time to find my "sweet spot" of nicotine and flavor
and devices that worked consistently. My last cigarette was August 2012, right after celebrating my grandmother's 100
birthday.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:40PM

119,839,227
I smoked for 35 years..i tried the patch,prescrition,cold turkey and gum... nothing worked.. I bought my first e cig 1 1/2
years ago and have been tobacco cigarette free since!.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:39PM



119,839,188

My husband and I were both heavy smokers. He was in a motorcycle crash and in the hospital for 3 months. He was
unable to get out of his bed for 2 of those months and I figured he would have broken the habit and I didn't want to be
the cause of him starting to smoke again so I researched the little information available online 5 years ago, then visited
the only vape shop in the state, possibly the country, and spent 2 hours picking their brains. I picked up a starter kit. After
a week of vaping all day, I would allow myself to have 1 cigarette at night. A week later that cigarette tasted like licking
the bottom of an ashtray and I've never lit another one.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:38PM

119,839,095

Well, my story is a bit crap. When I started smoking, I did so because I didn't want to feel left out when I was out with
friends plus the fact that I liked the smell and taste of American Spirit Lights. So, I smoked those every now and again
(once every 3 months or so) with friends/at work/on walks...but I never actually inhaled the smoke. I guess my rationale
was that I was an asthmatic, so inhalation was a recipe for disaster; therefore if all I did was get the flavor I'd be okay.
And, for the most part it worked. A pack would last a year or more, assuming they didn't go stale by the time I was done
with them. So, when I found out about vaping (specifically, mechanical mods and RDAs/Cloud Chasing) I became very
interested in that aspect. When I finally went to a local vape shop and saw the wide variety of flavors to choose from, I
knew I had found what I was looking for--flavor without the threat of tar, formaldehyde and disease (so far).

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:35PM

119,839,029

I was truly 'smoking more, but enjoying less'. I hated the taste, the smell, the whole 'thing', but was already mentally
lighting up a new smoke even before stubbing out the one I was already sick of. Once I started vaping, ACCIDENTALLY, I
found myself NOT smoking. I carried my cigs with me for nearly a month, afraid to let go, but vaping had already
become my preference. With a bit of anxiety, I decided to leave home without the cigs, and, darn it, I didn't even miss the
little guys!
My health is improved, my skin is improved, my clothes, my home, my SELF no longer carries the stench of stale
nicotine. CigaRette ashes no longer plague my tables and desktop. I no longer have to worry about cigarette cherries
that 'fall off' the end, fall under car seats, fall on my new outfit, fall on my furniture.
I am free of smoking, and do NOT feel that vaping is a crutch. Vaping is an enjoyable habit that satisfies on levels that
smoking could only hint at.
I was recently diagnosed with Ulcerative Colitis, and oddly, while my meds no longer manage the symptoms, vaping
does. When I feel the cramps, pain, sickness, a few pulls on my vape device calms my guts right now!
Also, I have NO cravings for cigarettes. Some days, I vape a LOT, while other days, not so much. I do NOT feel addicted,
but I want the CHOICE, to vape, to select flavors that I enjoy, to chose the level of nicotine that I want.
I may be fooling myself, and actually be addicted to vaping, but I prefer that addiction to smoking any day. I also
understand that vaping is NOT 'safe', but it certainly is not as bad for my health as smoking was. My breathing is
improved, my vital signs are all very good. My doctor prefers that I vape instead of smoke.
Increasing taxes on vape gear, or placing restrictive bans on vaping would be very bad for my health, as I fear I'd end up
smoking again. I enjoy the whole experience of vaping; charging batteries, cleaning the gear, filling my tanks, holding the
device. It's all comforting and enjoyable for me.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:33PM

119,838,997

I started smoking when I was 15 years old and continued to smoke for the next 12 years. This was during the time when
it was "cool" to smoke and being from a small town, that was what you did if you were cool. I tried to quit on multiple
occasions, but it never worked out. I chewed the gum. I used the patches. I did cold turkey. I even took Chantix, and that
was a horrible idea. I met my now husband who is active duty Navy and knew that I wouldn't be able to stop smoking
unless we did it together. My brother runs a vape company, and he would send me starter kits periodically to try to get
me to start vaping. But I was never really ready to finally once and for all put down the cigarettes. It was when my
granddad, who has since passed away, was diagnosed with lung cancer, and he never smoked a single cigarette, ever.
That really shocked me. Here I am smoking my life away, slowly killing myself by choice, and my granddad who didn't
smoke is going to die due to lung cancer. It was then that I truly got serious about quitting the cigarettes. Vaping was the
only thing that did the trick for my husband and I. If electronic cigarettes were not available, we would probably still be
smoking. I can honestly say that if the government tries to prohibit the sale of e-cigarettes and related products, I'll be a
bootlegger for vapes and e-liquid. lol It was my choice to start smoking. It was my choice to quit, and I chose my choice of
quitting via vaping.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:32PM

119,838,647

Smoked a pack of cigarettes a day for about 30 years. Quit smoking tobacco entirely within 3 days of vaping, and have
not touched tobacco since. Started at 12mg, am now at 3mg nicotine. Plan to be at zero nicotine in the future, but will
still vape - as it also fills a taste for sugar (which I quit PRIOR to quitting smoking tobacco). So, I have quit tobacco, and
sugar - but am so much healthier and happy for both. I loved to smoke, now I love to vape.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:22PM



119,838,591

I was a pack and a half a day smoker, my brother had starting vaping about a year and a half ago about the same time I
started using one. After 10 years of smoking, from the time I was 17 until I was nearly 27 I just needed A change. My
body was starting to show signs of smoking, shortness of breath, having to take breaks regularly to rest. I never thought
ecigs would get me to completely quit smoking but they did. I had previously used one a few years back, but then all we
had was cigalikes and it just didnt cut it for me. With the new technology and all the options I was able to quit my
addiction to analogs and am happy to be completely smoke free for a year and a half. Even my nicotine consumption
has gone down from 18mg to 3-6mg now and honestly I could vape without it. I dont feel im addicted to it anymore. My
health has greatly improved, I can breath better, my quality of life is better. I have much more energy now and feel much
better about myself. I feel vaping changed my life in a big way, not only did it give me my health back. It gave me a whole
new world filled with great people in the vaping community and a great hobby one thats much safer than smoking. I
hope to see a bright great vaping future for all of us. It saved me from tons of health problems down the road and I hope
it saves many more people like me.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:21PM

119,838,547

I wanted to quit for a long time and vaping made it much easier transition...my family is very happy that I don't
smoke...the stench is gone. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

8:19PM

119,838,491
Vaping helped me stop smoking in one day. After over 40 years of smoking - and I spent 35 of those 40+ years trying
everything under the sun trying to quit.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:18PM

119,838,452
I quit smoking 3 years ago. I hate the taste and smell of traditional cigarettes. I had a lung test, and only after 4 months
of vaping, I passes with flying colors considering I smoked for 30 years. I could NEVER go back to smoking.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:16PM

119,838,446 48 years of 1 pack a day + and a do not want to go back
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:16PM

119,838,196

I started smoking in high school at the age of 15 or 16. It was a stupid mistake but within a short period of time I was
hooked. Not too long after, I was smoking about half a pack to a pack a day, never going a day without a cigarette. I had
tried to quit several times but did not succeed. I was first introduced to vaping in December 2012. ( Age 20 ) I decided to
try to completely lay off cigarettes as opposed to some people who cut down on smoking while vaping. I was surprised
because within the first week, my cravings had gone down tremendously. Needless to say, I have not had a cigarette
since then.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:10PM

119,838,017

I tried the patch which created a welt at patch site and nightmares, then welbutrin which induced a psychotic episode (no
prior psych history) and nothing helped until E-cigs. I have not had a cigarette in 18 months! I reduced my nicotine level
from 18 mg to 3 mg and hope to go down to no nicotine soon.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:05PM

119,837,922 I quit using analog cigarettes one year and two months ago. I feel healthier and even younger.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:02PM

119,837,871

My Dr. told me that he feared that I had the onset of emphazema and told me I needed to quit smoking. I told him that I
was thinking of vaping instead. He said "do it". I quit smoking that very day 6 years ago and have never smoked since. I
used to get bronchitis at least 2 times a year. One year I had phenmonia 4 times. Since quiting smoking and started
vaping instead I have not been ill even once. With anything!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:01PM

119,837,825
After 18 years of smoking vaporizers and fruit flavors were the only thing I've tried that actually allowed me to quit
smoking.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
8:00PM

119,837,797

I started vaping after a failed attempt to qui asking cold turkey. My husband had discovered the electronic cigarette and
after 1 day of use he was pretty impressed that in a 6 hour time period he had not gone oI to smoke one time! I got an
electronics cigarette for myself and slowly over the course of about 2 years I was able t cut out all the nicotine and stop
vaping all together. I no longer smoke or Vape and I am really happy about it!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:59PM



119,837,584

i smoked 2 packs a day. My grand son gave me my first e-cig 5 years ago. it took me a month to get completely off of
analogs. most of the first year i spent searching for a flavor i could live with. the first flavor i had was very enjoyable, but
the device lacked the stamina to keep up with me. when i discovered my tastes had changed due to the lack of smoking
and clogging my taste buds with TAR, i figured out how bad smoking actually stinks. none of the tobacco flavors i tasted
were good IMHO. so sweeter things tended to be more satisfying. i shied away for the overly sweet ones in favor of
mildly sweet like vanilla or caramel flavors. i kept a store of juices to keep from running out while i mail ordered
supplies. i found a device that i have been using for 4 and a half years after going thru miscellaneous, cheap, devices. i
have only swapped types of atomizers and batteries since. i have been smoke free for 5 years, 68 days, 22 hours, 44
minutes and 40 seconds. and have enjoyed every moment of it. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

7:54PM

119,837,424

I smoked cigarettes for 35 years, since I was in high school. I had tried every method available through the years to quit.
Patches, prescription meds, pills, gum, Chantix, cold turkey, and even hypnotism. I had given up on ever being able to
quit. I suffered from chronic bronchitis and had pneumonia twice a year. This year I was diagnosed with copd and
beginning stage of hardening of the arteries and I knew I had to try or die literally. I tried the cigalike BLUs. They were
horrible, expensive, leaky and terrible and I went back to cigarettes. Then I heard about Ego batteries and ejuice from a
friend and I tried them. After a month I quit smoking cigarettes and have never looked back. I've been cigarette free for
7 months thanks to vaping and I have no desire for a cig since I'm getting the nicotine I want..which is less and less these
days...and having a great time with the flavors and gadgets. Vaping literally saved my life and continues to keep me
away from cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:50PM

119,837,382

Needed to quit because my smoking was causing health problems for my wife. Tried vaping when cigalikes were all that
was available and it didn't help, so I stopped smoking around my wife, but still smoked. About 2 years ago, I decided to
try again after seeing a newer device (eGo style battery and tank system). Initially, I started with 16 mg as the shop
owner (new to vaping) said it should be strong enough (he was wrong, but I did decrease my smoking from a pack and a
half a day to the same amount in a week). After a week, I went back to the store and got 24 mg and have only recently
purchased a lower level juice (18 mg). I am hoping to be off the nicotine in the future, but I am not rushing it. For two
years, I have been off of analog cigarettes and have only touched them once in that time - to throw a pack I found in the
trash. For me, vaping means I am free of cigarettes for good. If for some reason the only flavors allowed are tobacco
and menthol, I will go for menthol or I will just start making my own juice.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:49PM

119,837,360

I neesed surgery on my neck and the Dr. said he wouldn't do it if I was smoking and he recommended I try e-cigs. I was
just going to do it til after the surgery but enjoyed it so much I stayed with it. I had tried everything in the past and
nothing worked and there were some bad reactions from the prescription meds. 3 years and 3 months later and I can.t
imagine going without my vape but I can.t stand tobacco flavored e-liquid. Makes me gag literally. Health is better
breathing,blood pressure etc...

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:48PM

119,837,313

I saw a friend using a vaporizer about a year and a half ago. At that point, all I knew about were the ecigarettes that look
like a regular tobacco cigarette. After trying one of those, I decided to just keep smoking the tobacco. It was harsh,
tasted horrible, and I just didn't like anything about it. My friend's set-up was different and I asked some questions.
About 6 months later, I decided it was time to do it. On March 15, 2014, I got my first vaporizer and a few short hours
later, smoked my last cigarettes. The first set-up I got was from a gas station and had a battery with a refillable but still
disposable tank. It was a nightmare to use so it wasn't long before I upgraded. I think if I had been stuck with the basic
cigarette type or gas station type of disposable tank, I would have had a much more difficult time staying off of
cigarettes. Getting the right equipment and finding flavors I enjoyed to vape made a huge difference in my life over the
past year. I feel better, smell better, and have made new friends because of the strong vaping community in my area
and online.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:47PM

119,837,237
I started vaping after a very bad COPD attack that put me in the hospital for a week. Since I gave up cigarettes I haven't
been hospitalized.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:45PM

119,836,780 I quit burning tobacco after 30+ years the first time I tried vaping. It has changed my life for the better.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:35PM



119,836,772

I have early stage COPD.
Had to quit tobacco.
Used lozenges (no tobacco) daily, for a FULL THREE YEARS.
Found vaping to be MUCH LESS EXPENSIVE than daily lozenge use, and also more satisfying (less desire to smoke when
vaping than when solely using lozenges).
Rely upon vaping now, with occasional use of lozenges in certain environments not friendly to vaping (grocery stores,
theaters).

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:35PM

119,836,754

I started smoking a bit over 30 years ago when I went on Spring Break with “Smoking” friends. My wife had also been
smoking "regular" cigarettes for over 30yrs. I was smoking 2 packs a day, my wife was at 1 to 1 1/2 packs a day.

Over the years, we had both tried to quit MULTIPLE times using ALL the "Conventional" & "Approved" methods. Patches,
Gum, Hypnotism, Quit Line Support, Cold Turkey, Chantix ... NOTHING Worked!

We both purchased a simple evod e-cigarette starter kit on Monday February 3rd 2014. Within 45 days we both put
aside our combustible, (regular), cigarettes and have not smoked since and have not felt the need to. Our health,
breathing, blood pressure and energy levels have improved tremendously as was proven on both our last regular
physicals!

Both my wife and I were able to quit smoking tobacco cigarettes and not return to it because of the variety of products &
FLAVORS available. If we had been limited to just tobacco flavors ... I know we both would have returned to smoking
combustible cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:34PM

119,836,604
I feel that it's very crucial to my success in leaving behind traditional cigs. I've tried the cig-a-likes with their cig taste and
always returned to real cigs. I am cig free of 8 weeks and counting all due to flavors and variety.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:31PM

119,836,223

smoked for 33 years. Had COPD. Doc told me next round of pneumonia could do me in. Had a friend introduce me to
vaping, Dec 14th 2012 I started vaping and have never looked back. Doctor is SHOCKED at my lungs, have no had
pneumonia or bronchitis once since I quit smoking and have never felt better!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:24PM

119,836,066

Started smoking at 14. Several quit attempts over 20 years following. Nothing worked. Had resigned myself to being a
life-long smoker. Tried a 1st generation ecig in early 2011. I put down cigarettes within 1 week, but it was a struggle for
about year because it was very hard to find flavors I liked back then (there wasn't good quality or a vast assortment of
flavors). Once I was able to find a good flavor category (for me it was fruity/tart) I was able to wean down my nicotine
content. I still vape (and still haven't smoked even ONE cigarette in 4 years!) but am currently down to 3mg/ml of
nicotine and working easily toward 0mg now. Vaping saved my health.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:21PM

119,836,049

I used tobacco in all form for over 40 years. I tried all the smoking cessation products, patches, gum, Zyban,
acupuncture, etc. Nothing. Tried an NJoy cigalite and it was so so. I was introduced to a GenII device and within 1 day was
off Tobacco. That was 3 years ago. I breathe more clearly, am less winded and As long as These products are available I
will never go back.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:21PM

119,835,925

Have been smoking for 30 yrs. Tried everything to quit. Every single NRT and medication. Cold turkey. Acupuncture. I
first succeeded when trying vaping - I managed to quit without putting any effort in trying; it just happened. After a
couple of weeks vaping the cigs just were disgusting. My husband hadn't planned to quit, but it just happened for him
too.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:18PM

119,835,864 Quite five years ago, was on the verge of emphysema and COPD due to 40 years of smoking cigarettes.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:17PM

119,835,656 Fifty year smoker with over a hundred quit attempts. Quit smoking April 2010 using an ecigarette. Used every day since.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:12PM

119,835,651 Wie and I dropped cigarettes for ecigs nearly 6 years ago.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:12PM



119,835,502

I was tired of being sick from respiratory illness. I was tired of being tired. I was sick of smelling like smoke. I hate
spending so much money on tobacco. And most of all I don't want my kids exposed to cigarette smoke, I remember how
much I hated it as a kid.

In July of 2014 I had a bad respiratory infection that would not go away. I also had an extremely stressful time at work.
Quitting would have sent me over my limit. I've tried patches, gum, wellbutrin, and chantix in the past. This time instead I
bought a starter kit for vaping.

When I went back to the doctor a week later my doctor congratulated me on quitting smoking. He also said my lungs
were finally clear. I haven't had a cigarette since. Another benefit is that I no longer need to take blood pressure
medicine.

I am very, very slowly weaning myself off of nicotine. I find myself vaping less and less each week. At this point I get
about 20mg of nicotine total a day. In 2 months I plan on being nicotine free. I will probably continue vaping though
because the motion of it satisfies my cigarette addiction.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:09PM

119,835,185

Smoking was my first love. As time when on I found it harder and harder to catch my breath so I began to chew. I would
chew long enough to get my mouth and gums to hurt then right back to smoking I would go 2-3 packs a day. A friend of
mine began the e cigs and since trying them I have been tobacco free.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
7:02PM

119,834,840

I was a 2 pack a day smoker for 33 years. When I finally quit smoking traditional cigarettes, I couldn't walk more than 50
feet without having to stop and catch my breath. Now that I am using an E-cigarette, I have found that I can walk quite far
before stopping for a breath (unless I walk too fast, then I have to stop sooner.) But it is usually around 1,000 feet now.
I do know it will take quite a while before my lungs are back to a more normal state, but in the last 8 months that I have
used an E-cigarette, I have gained quite a bit already.

I had thought of trying the stop smoking items (patches, pills gum), but I felt that the side effects weren't worth the risk.
E-cigarettes offer a better chance of quitting, with less side effects than traditional stop smoking programs.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:55PM

119,834,812

I have almost 2 years free of smoking traditional cigarettes. Thanks to vaping and having flavor and nicotine level
choices. I was a pack a day smoker for 28 years. And thought I'd always be a smoker. Then I found my first personal
vaporizer and in about a week I was cigarette free. Love my personal vaporizer and flavor choice.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:54PM

119,834,775

I smoked for over 35 years and tried many times to quit, using every available option over many years, starting with
willpower ( well that didn't work! )and moving on to nicotine patches, gum, prescription drugs (Chantix, Zyban) and
hypnosis, repeatedly trying to give up cigarettes and achieving only short periods smoke-free. The longest period was 2
years and I suffered great self-disgust when I began smoking again, especially considering that I have a medical
diagnosis of COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) with shortness of breath as the primary symptom.
I first used an e-cigarette over 4 years ago in the hope of simply cutting down on smoking, but realized within a few
weeks that without any difficulty or cravings I no longer desired to have a cigarette. The flavours and vapour of the e-
cigarette were satisfying and pleasurable, with none of the unpleasant aspects of smoking such as ash, butts, smell and
loss of taste. Within 6 weeks I became free of a 35 year addiction. My lung function rapidly improved as my medical
records show.
Having begun with a small device, I quickly found the small battery capacity a nuisance, so graduated to a larger device
which no longer has the appearance of a cigarette. Initially I needed about 24mg nicotine strength, but over time I found
that reducing the nicotine gradually allowed me to enjoy more flavour, which is an integral part of the experience.
Currently I vape 8mg strength and mix my own liquids from pharmaceutical grade ingredients. I have several devices to
hand, each with a different flavour, like dipping into a box of chocolates. Chocolate happens to be one of my favourite
flavors too!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:53PM

119,834,518

I started smoking when I was 11 and finally quit when I discovered vaping. Within a week of vaping, I had quit analog
cigarettes completely and haven't had a cigarette in 2 years. It's been liberating and I don't vape nearly as much as I
smoked! I may have my vapepen on me at all times, but I don't find the need to vape all the time.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:49PM

119,834,428
smoked for over 45 yrs. Quit cold turkey. After 3yrs almost started again until my son in law game me an ego with a
tobacco flavored juice. Found MANY different flavors and have used them since.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:47PM

119,834,389

Switch was instant. Bought an e-cig, and that same day as of the first vape have never had the desire to return to
traditional cigarettes. Flavour is big factor - but, I have found satisfying flavours which have provided me with absolutely
no reason to return to tradtional cigarettes.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:46PM



119,834,280

I was a two plus pack of cigarette smoker for forty years. I tried smoking cessations in the past, Chantex, Nicorette and
patches. Nothing worked long term. I was introduced to vaping by some coworkers during the summer of 2014. I was
quite intrigued by it at
the time. The thought of a nicotine intake without all the smoke related carcinogens from cigarettes sounded good to
me.

Later that year I was diagnosed with Peripheral Vascular Disease. Peripheral arterial disease (PAD) is narrowing of one
or more arteries (blood vessels). It mainly affects arteries that take blood to your legs. The cause of this disease is due
to my smoking for forty years. In order to correct this problem I had to have a Femoral Popliteal Bypass Surgery. During
this ordeal I had no other alternative but to stop smoking immediately in order to get the operation.

I started vaping and became smoke free in July of 2014. Since then I noticed so many health benefits, for one I'm not so
winded anymore. I can breath once again. Some of the other benefits like smell and taste are back. My vaping satisfied
my surgeon in order to have my surgery.

Since I started vaping I was able to gradually cut down on my nicotine intake. I started with 18 mg. in a six month period I
dropped down to 6mg of nicotine. I will soon be taking 3mg and then 0mg of nicotine. Zero nicotine is my goal.

They say some flavors tend to attract minors. That also applies to tobacco products. I smoked fruit flavored cigars. Now
at a mature and responsible age of fifty-three the fruit and candy flavored eliquids appeal to me and I enjoy vaping
different flavors.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:44PM

119,834,254

I did not. I had not had a cigarette in 16 years when I started vaping. I missed them immensely but did not want to go
back to the toxins involved. I enjoy vaping a great deal for a great many reasons; some of them are the same reasons I
liked tobacco but others have nothing to do with smoking.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:44PM

119,834,058 Tried many alternatives over the years, but Vaping has done it for me.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:40PM

119,833,772 Quit smoking for vaping and never had an urge for another cigarette.
Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:34PM

119,833,641

Started using a vaporizer with very little hope that it would help me quit. I used both for about 3 weeks. I put no pressure
on myself to stop smoking regular cigarettes. I started smoking less cigarettes everyday. After 2 weeks using a
vaporizer I was down to 1 cigarette a day in the morning. After about a week that last cigarette tasted so bad to me I
threw it away. I have not had a cigarette since December 2013. I had tried every other known method to quit smoking
including nicotine gum, patches, lozenges, and cigalikes (Blu, Njoy). I know for a fact that if it were not for vaping i would
still be smoking. I also know that if it were not for the variety of flavors I would not have stuck with vaping long enough
for it to curb my smoking. Tuesday, Mar 3rd

6:31PM

119,833,502
See Smokers tale
@John O Gaunt

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:28PM

119,833,291
I completely quit using tobacco (cigarettes) by the third day after starting to vape. Only smoked three on the first day
and one on the second day. By the third day I had quit completely.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:23PM

119,833,156
I smoked for 36 years and gave up on trying to quit. I liked smoking. I tried every pharmaceutical product and they did
not work. E-cigs did! Now I like vaping better, and have reduced the nicotine I use to 6 or 9mg.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
6:21PM

119,831,183

56 years old smoking a pack and half per day. I ended up in the hospital with pneumonia for three days and tests
showed the beginnings of COPD. I wore the patch while in the hospital and tried to continue but I had bad dreams
between sleepless nights. Started to smoke again for a month. While in my tobacco shop buying my cigs I looked down in
the case and saw a ecig kit, I asked about it went home and researched it for a week and odered one online with some
liquid (18mg). Coughed my lungs up the first week but it became better as the days went on. Found the best tasting
flavor after about a month and never looked back! Desert flavor I might add. Love creams and custards too!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:50PM

119,830,555
50 rollies a day for 18 years, got my first personal vaporiser march 2014 and quit smoking overnight. My health has
improved dramatically and I have lowered my nicotine from 24mg to 5mg. I am healthier and happier.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:41PM



119,830,449

I have not bought a can of snuff since I started using rebuildable atomizers. The flavor experience I am enjoying is
chiefly the cause of my newfound freedom from traditional tobacco products - it was not there as heavily as during the
first few years I attempted to quit using eGo batteries and disposable clearomizers. If flavorless or tobacco flavored are
the only options available due to restrictive laws and/or regulations, I fear that I might return to the "safe and legal"
forms of nicotine ingestion via tobacco products.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
5:40PM

119,804,222
Did not intend to give up... only tried e-cigarettes to help me cut down. Gave up tobacco in less than 2 weeks, and that
was 14 months ago!

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
12:28PM

119,790,868

I knew about smoking my beloved husband died of lung cancer. My best friend died of COPD. Myself I devolved
symptoms of early onset COPD needed albuterol and Symbicort inhalers. A close friend of mine talked me into trying
again with ecigs--patches, gum over the counter stuff cold turkey, meds didnt work on us. My never smoking kids are so
happy that it worked for me!Both my friend (58) and I quit smoking over 2 years ago and haven't looked back. I no longer
need my inhalers I can breath.Now I tell all about the miracle of ecigs and many of my friends have quit too.

Tuesday, Mar 3rd
9:57AM

119,401,908 It happened in a moment. One day I was a chain-smoker, next day I had quit smoking.
Thursday, Feb 26th
4:59PM

119,305,599

I smoked about 20 cigarettes a day for just over 20 years. I tried quitting multiple times using Zyban, Chantix, patches
and nicorette gum. Longest quit length was 2 months and stress or anxiety always caused a relapse. Felt pretty down
about not being able to quit and demonization of smokers by public health did not make me feel any better. I found out
about e-cigs after a co-worker brought one into work and showed me what they look like. I researched about how safe
they are, how they worked and the different device options and flavours available. I bought a kit on January 6'th 2014
and haven't smoked a cigarette since. Vapourizers with nicotine and flavours completely satisfy me and as long as I
have access to them, I will never smoke again! Wednesday, Feb 25th

7:42PM

119,305,007

Smoking was becoming increasingly more expensive, and I hated the feeling of paying Big Tobacco to make me sick. I
found vaping through a friend and thought this was something that could work for me. Patches, gum, prescriptions
never appealed to me, especially the way Chantix was affecting so many people, no thank you. It did work, quit within 3
days, and only because I had to wait until another battery for my cigalike arrived! No craving for cigarettes whatsoever
then or since. And vaping doesn't cause the wooziness and sick feeling tobacco does. Almost 5 years later I am still
vaping, happier, healthier, and will never go back.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
7:32PM

119,304,539

Bought my first Ecig over 2 years ago now, after 35 years smoking, (mostly hand rolling tobacco Old Holborn)
I had quit within a day, and haven't smoked since.
I feel clean and healthy, and tell anyone who listens about the benefits of using an Ecig.
I am truly saddened by Public Healths hostility towards them, and their point blank refusal to follow the science.
If they kill Ecigs, they will be killing 100s of 1000s of people too.
I will not let that happen!

Wednesday, Feb 25th
7:22PM

119,298,404

I could Vape inside my parents house and not smoke tobacco in their house so that was a factor starting out especially in
the cold months, it once I spend the time, money, and effort into making Vaping a hobby as well as a lifestyle, now that I
own really high quality mods that perform amazingly well I don't feel the need to use tobacco and enjoy Vaping ten times
more than I ever enjoyed tobacco. And I don't plan on quitting Vaping because it's become a rather large part of my life
now because of the time money and sweat perfecting the perfect vape and constantly trying different setups it never
gets boring and is always a fun time.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
5:54PM

119,297,541

Smoked for 34 years and thought I'd never quit. So grateful for vaping technology and look forward to improvements in
same. I have 2 brothers who also quit and 1 who no longer either smokes or vapes. Also 3 work colleagues have quit
smoking thanks to vaping.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
5:43PM

119,297,210 The first day I tried an e-cigarette was the last day I smoked. I truly believe that these things have saved my life.
Wednesday, Feb 25th
5:03PM



119,293,118

Following heart attack 10 years ago made wholehearted effort to quit

using NRT with medical supervision.NRT did not help and when I was

told that I could not POSSIBLY be craving cigarettes after 2 months

abstinence I went back to smoking approximately 30-35 a day.

3 years ago I tried a cigalike and with no effort stopped smoking

immediately.Since then I have had no desire to smoke and have

amassed a sizable collection of 1st,2nd,3rd and 4th generation ecigs

and atomisers.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
4:53PM

119,286,364

A friend of mine gave me an electronic cigarette to try for the day. That next weekend I went out and got my first e-go
starter kit. Since that day, I've had one drag on one conventional cigarette. I started out at 18-24 mg nicotine e-liquid.
Since that first day, through the innovation in the electronic cigarette free market and better devices, I've reduced my
nicotine level down to 3-4.5 mg.

From the beginning, I've been able to run/walk/bike farther and faster than I ever had while smoking. I breathe better
and am sick (sinusitis) far less often now than when I smoked.

Wednesday, Feb 25th
3:51PM

119,075,366

I had tried to give up smoking in the thirty years which I had smoked, without success. One day I was waiting to pick the
kids up from a party in town, and just to kill time when into an E-cig store just to see what all the fuss was about. I didn't
want to give up at the time, but I brought one to see what it was like. Three days later I had smoked my last cigarette.
That was eighteen months ago. I have since found my taste buds again and no longer like tobacco flavour e-liquid. NO
WILL POWER WAS USED IN THE MAKING OF THIS NON SMOKER.

Tuesday, Feb 24th
1:31PM

119,006,522 Started doing half an half then eventually preferred vaping overall
Monday, Feb 23rd
11:01PM

118,427,538

I had tried several times to quit normal cigarettes with various types of aids, gums and prescriptions but failed. Early
2013 I was diagnosed with asthma and chronic bronchitis. May 2013, I bought my first e cigarette and have never looked
back. Having annual Spyrometry readings taken at the doctors I was told that my lung capacity on the last visit (
december 2014 ) had INCREASED by 5%. The same as if I had quit altogether

Sunday, Feb 22nd
2:15PM

118,342,438

I started smoking when I was 12 years old just to feel big amongst my peers. Looking back it wasn’t one of the better
decisions I’ve made in my life. By the age of 14 years I was smoking 10 cigarettes a day by my mid 20s that number had
risen to between 20-40 a day depending on what I was doing. I had tried to quit on many occasion over the years using
remedies such as Nicotine Patches and Gum. The gum was of no use at all to me in my fight to quit. When I used patches
I could go a few day without smoking until I went out for a drink at which point I would smoke while wearing a patch. I had
more or less given up hope of ever quitting smoking.

But then one day in October 2013 I came across a video on YouTube about Electronic Cigarettes. A week or so later my
wife and I were out shopping and we walked passed an electronic cigarette vendors stand in a shopping centre. The
video I had seen came to mind so we stopped and had a chat to the young lady behind the counter. The price was £50
for a starter pack with 2 batteries 2 clearomizers a charger and some E juice. We walked away after chatting and went
to a cafe. While sitting having a cuppa my wife said £50 is less than I would spend on cigarettes over the next week. We
then returned to the vendor and I bought the starter pack.

At that time I had 10 cigarettes left in a pack so I decided I would finish those that night and start using the electronic
cigarette the next day. At about 10am 1st November 2013 I filled the clearomizer with 24mg nicotine tobacco flavour e
juice and took my first vape. That by far was the best decision I have made to date! I now vape mainly fruit and sweet
flavours with 9mg nicotine. I am confident I will eventually be vaping 0mg nicotine.

Sunday, Feb 22nd
11:25AM

117,481,309

I smoked 2 packs a day for 26 years. I tried to quit for 18 of those years and couldn't . From gum to patches to Chantix.
Even after a COPD diagnosis. My adult daughter bought me a basic device and juice and I quit OVERNIGHT!! Yes, 1 day.
And I haven't looked back. I stopped hacking and coughing immediately and I don't have to use an inhaler anymore. I
have stamina and endurance like I haven't had in a decade. I have added years to my life. So can you.

Saturday, Feb 21st
1:45PM

117,393,815
I am 2 weeks off of cigarettes, no cheating, no relapses. I plan to drop my nicotine level down slowly. Plan to be at 0%
nicotine by July 1, 2015. And I will probably continue to vape for the enjoyment of it with flavors that are not tobacco.

Friday, Feb 20th
12:33PM



117,381,426

Started using a Tornado-c cartridge style e-cig in December 2012 my first flavour was tobacco and hated it.I changed to
a fruity flavour and it took a while to get used to but now I would never go back to smoking cigarettes.I like being smell
free, I feel healthier.As the e-cig industry has moved on I have moved with it.I now make my own e-juice and coil my own
atomisers thanks to the many friendly and helpful Facebook groups.If the government proposes to tax or regulate e-
juice It would have a big impact on the e-cig industry and would only serve one purpose.It would become black market. I
think there should be more QC on the e-cig market especially where the majority of E-cigs are from China.

Friday, Feb 20th
10:25AM

117,343,885 Starting doing half an half an finally preferred vaping instead.
Friday, Feb 20th
12:41AM

117,343,092

Other family & friends had quit smoking traditional cigarettes with e-cigarettes, so my husband and I for our 2014
resolution went and bought a "starter kit" e-cigarette. I have not once since January 11th 2014 smoked a traditional
cigarette. I began using 18mg e-juice flavored closely to my brand of cigarette's. After a couple of months I was over the
cigarette flavor because I felt better, healthier, more energy, tasting & smelling. I didn't want to taste cigarette anymore.
I have since in less than a year have gone down to 3mg of nicotine in my ejuice & I'm buying less ejuice less often. My
husband is exactly the same. They have saved our health, money, and future.

Friday, Feb 20th
12:23AM

117,338,357
Started on a cig-alike, graduated to an eGo battery and clearomizer, then finally moved onto rebuildables. Rebuildable
drippers are my favourite device, because you can switch between many flavours very easily.

Thursday, Feb 19th
10:35PM

117,337,048

When I first started camping the only thing available was the Blue brand pen style vaporizer. It didn't work well because
of price, leaking cartridges and battery failure. No need to mention the limited variety of flavors. Sad to say I relapsed to
analog cigarettes. A few years later vaporizers became more advanced and user friendly. I relapsed again only after
about a month due to uneducated sales people and living in an area with limited supply. Finally as RDA's (rebuildabe
dripping atomizers) had become available and more knowledgeable sales people, tech's and better equipment I am now
smoke free for 18 months. The wide array of flavors and nicotine levels is what has made me analog cigarette free for
so long!

Thursday, Feb 19th
10:08PM

117,114,888

A friend of mine showed and let me try his Provari and a variety of flavours he had on hand at the time. I was so
impressed by it that I ordered one the same day. After smoking a pack day for 27-28 years, I quit them all together.
Within a month of being off them, I found a noticeable difference, my sense of smell and taste greatly improved and I
was no longer hacking on a constant basis. I have NO desire to have even a drag of a traditional cig

Tuesday, Feb 17th
9:52PM

116,990,962
I bought a starter set with spearmint liquid and reduced traditional tobacco constantly to zero in 3 weeks. Then I tried
several flavours and reduced nicotine over 3 months to zero.

Monday, Feb 16th
4:11PM

116,867,214

I smoked for 30+ years, started when i was 12. I tried every cessation aide available and nothing worked. I started using
cigalikes when i first heard of ecigs, they didnt work as the options were limited. The day i got my first starter kit was the
day i had my last smoke, 3 years ago. I started at 36mg and moved down to 24mg quickly. Two months later i got my
first rebuildable device and dropped down to 6mg. I went down to 3mg from there and now only use nic when i need to
concentrate. The rest of the time i vape 0mg flavors to keep me from eating every sweet thing in the house.

Saturday, Feb 14th
9:15PM

116,796,726
I originally started with 20mg nic, but had to go up to 24 for a very short time to feel like I could put down the stinkysticks.
Once I started to reduce, I haven't stopped. Will be at essentially 0 soon, with maybe a very occasional 3-6mg nic bump.

Friday, Feb 13th
11:23AM

116,672,682

Dziennie potrafiłem palić nawet 2 paczki papierosów, które paliłem od 4lat bez przerwy. Kiedy weszła moda na e-
papierosy nie byłem do nich przekonany, po dwóch latach od palenia papierosów co miesiąc obiecywałem sobie
odstawienie tych "śmierdzieli", jednak nie byłem w stanie. Pierwszy raz spróbowałem e-papierosa od przyjaciela, który
namówił mnie do jego zakupu, początkowo byłem do tego sceptycznie nastawiony, lecz po zakupie specjalnie zakupiłem
sobie liquid o smaku Malboro o mocy 24mg, jednak szybko zauważyłem, że mi on nie smakuje i przerzuciłem się na
miętowy 12mg który zaspokoił mój "głód nikotynowy". Dzisiaj uważam, że zakupienie e-papierosa było moim
największym sukcesem, dzięki niemu nie mam problemów z ciśnieniem, lepiej oddycham, nie kaszle w nocy i
przesypiam spokojnie całą noc. Polecam każdemu z czystym sercem. Pozdrawiam e-palaczy :) Wednesday, Feb 11th

6:53PM



116,439,124

Tried using Tobacco flavour liquid in both cartomizers and ego systems, but always found myself wanting to return to
hand-rolling tobacco. by upgrading to a VW/VV box mod with low ohm atomiser tank (Kanger Aerotank with 1.5ohm
running at 7.5W) and using fruit flavours ( Raspberry, Orange, Lemon and Apple mainly) I found much greater
enjoyment. I stopped using Hand-rolling tobacco without thinking about it, no "i will quit smoking", just by prefering to
fire up my E-cig.
To not put people off, a VV/VW box mod with varying resistance atomisers is not confusing at all. Low resistance offers a
cooler vape and more vapour production for less strain on the battery, but uses liquid a bit quicker. Higher ohm
atomisers are a bit warmer, and battery drops quicker but liquid last longer. The VV/VW works out required/desired
output based on resistance and gives a constant production rate.

Monday, Feb 9th
8:51AM

116,346,783
I enjoy the vape flavors, non pg organic liquids especially. But ultimately my vaping is a means to an end of nicotine
dependence. A quite effective one at that, I might add.

Saturday, Feb 7th
2:52PM

116,336,063 20 years. Pack or so a day. Never as delicious as my caramel macchiato vapes.
Saturday, Feb 7th
11:33AM

116,235,115

I am a Christian & The Lord convicted me one evening. I was lying in bed & thought I was having a heart attack. Mind
you...I have been smoking for over 35 yrs. I turned to the vaping the next morning...and it's been 10 months & I haven't
touched a regular cigarette. I went from 18 mg of nicotine to my present 4 mg. This has been a lifesaver for
me...LITERALLY!

Thursday, Feb 5th
10:59PM

116,107,319

A friend stayed over for the weekend he had an eGo type kit with him, I tried it and liked it. At the time I wasn't thinking of
giving up tobacco, I was a very committed smoker. That was 3 years ago and I haven't had a tobacco cigarette since that
weekend. Of course there is no evidence that ecigs can help people stop smoking tobacco ;-) except....wait... dozens of
people I know have done just that!!!

Wednesday, Feb 4th
7:29AM

116,101,721

My niece was dying of AML and my Dad was diagnosed with Aplastic Anemia. They died 1 Year and 2 weeks apart. My
sister died of lung cancer 3/1/14. I believe Benzene from cigarettes (all three smoked) and other chemicals are why they
died. It was my niece that asked me to quit before she died July 2005 at the age of 21.

Wednesday, Feb 4th
5:28AM

116,089,683

I smoked for 50 years and had tried giving up using every technique except acupuncture. I had resigned myself to death
within a few years because of COPD. I now expect to live a lot longer in much better health. I can exercise now and my
health has improved dramatically. I was virtually a prisoner in my own home because of breathing problems but I can
walk up a steep driveway after quitting tobacco use five months ago.

Vaping has literally saved my life.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
11:10PM

116,058,154
My first night without a cigarette was by accident because I couldn't put the watermelon candy flavor down. I got enough
nicotine so I didn't desire a cigarette.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
1:38PM

116,057,933

Like many middle aged people, I started smoking as a rite of passage at puberty.

In 2011, I started out with a fair-poor expensive cig-alikes which turned out to NOT be compatible with non-brand parts.
Plus, it felt like a half measure. I still felt the need to smoke. While it curbed the "desperation" need to smoke in many
cases, but not all.

So I went from crave (intrusive thoughts) to need (could withstand longer periods) and without the anxiety of worrying
about where I can smoke if I go somewhere.

After doing a lot of reading (I had no one nearby to learn from) I understood much more about the 510 open systems
and had the "evangelistic" experience because there was FINALLY something better AND cheaper than buying even the
cheapest smokes. And it kept improving. And is constantly refining and improving every month.

The immediate benefits from switching back in 2011:
GREATLY reduced fire hazard
None of the stink or debris or burnholes
My partner was very happy the house didn't smell
My teeth weren't stained
My gum health greatly improved

As I increased my use of e-cigarettes, the better my overall health became- breathing, snoring, tasting, reduced anxiety,
money saved.

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
1:35PM

116,032,061

I quit traditional tobacco after 20 years by using a vape. I had tried everything; pills, patches, gum, hypnosis, and none of
it worked. Before making the switch, I was told that I was pre-COPD, since changing to vaping I have not had one case of
bronchitis or pneumonia. Quite an improvement from four to five cases a year!

Tuesday, Feb 3rd
8:15AM



116,008,307

I first tried to stop smoking by vaping in Jan 2014. I had tried cig-alikes in late 2013, mainly to tide me over in situations
where I couldn't smoke. It helped a bit for limited periods but seemed weak and definitely wasn't enough to stop me
smoking. At the end of 2013 I went to a (not close)friend's place and he had an Evod, which I had never seen before. He
recommended a trusted online vendor. I bought an Evod starter kit with my Christmas money and got it in Jan 2014. I did
extensive online research to try to work out what strength nic I should get, but this was extremely difficult. I eventually
found a website which provided a table purporting to give the nic strength of various brands of cigarettes and rolling
tobacco. This led me to buy 18MG nic liquid.
In Jan 2014 I started vaping with the 18MG nic liquid and managed to go about 4 weeks without smoking, but it was a bit
of a fight, I still had urges to smoke that I was resisting. Sometime In Feb I was out with friends who smoke and ended up
asking for a cigarette. I only had the one that night, but the next day I started dual-using. This meant that I was smoking
less, which was an improvement but I would have preferred that I felt satisfied with vaping alone.
In May 2014 I was going on holiday with family members, none of whom have ever been smokers. I had had holidays
with them before and had got through by using strong nic patches and going off for a smoke when I got the chance. I
managed it, but it was pretty stressful and the minute I got off the train in my home town I lit up! So, this time I put a lot of
thought into my plans to get through my holiday smoke-free and ideally withdrawal-symptom-free. I decided to buy
24MG nic juice in the hope that it would 'hold' me better than the 18MG had. I also bought strong nic patches. I left my
tobacco at home so that I wouldn't be tempted by it.
I was staying with younger family members who knew me as a smoker and I openly vaped in their company. They were
cool with it and were pleased that I'd stopped smoking. However, we made frequent visits to older family members and
it wasn't appropriate to vape in front of them. When we were out at restaurants or pubs I could have the occasional puff
in the toilets or carpark but when at their home it would've been very difficult to sneak off for a vape , so this is where
the patches came in. I put on a patch every morning. (I had tried using patches alone to stop smoking before and had not
succeeded, but they did help a bit). There were times that I felt the need to vape but couldn't and I got through this by
giving myself internal pep-talks and telling myself that I DID have nicotine in my system from the patch and so I wasn't
experiencing full-on withdrawal and I could do it. The benefit of the patch may have been more psychological than
physical but it worked. I enjoyed my holiday.
When I got home after my smoke-free week I saw my packet of rolling tobacco. There was very little left, but I felt a
compulsion to smoke it. Over the next 3 or 4 days I smoked the occasional half-cig untill it was gone. I didn't really enjoy
it compared to vaping. Also, when at home I could vape at will so my vaping increased compared to during the holiday.
When the tobacco ran out I had to decide whether to go and buy more or commit to vaping. It was a no-brainer really but
I just needed to make a conscious decision and be clear in my own mind that I was going to really go for vaping. I have
not smoked since :)
As I said before I have since gone from 24MG nic to 21MG and intend to slowly cut down further in my own sweet time.
I am so grateful for vaping technology it is a great-tasting liberation!
Thanks for letting me share my experince. I hope my story wasn't too long, but you did ask ;) Vape On people x

Monday, Feb 2nd
10:22PM

116,002,232

My story is simple. I impulsively purchased an e-cig starter kit instead of a carton of cigarettes at Costco 16 months ago.
That started my vaping journey and I haven't had a cigarette since. I upgraded to an advanced vaporizer, a rebuildable
atomizer, and have done some DIY for juice. I'm in a happy place now.

Monday, Feb 2nd
8:26PM



115,998,860

I started smoking "analog" cigarettes when I was a sophmore in high school, and smoked for over 30 years. I tried
quitting cold turkey many, many times, but never succeeded. When I started vaping in October 2008, I found that vaping
satisfied my cravings for nicotine. I finished the pack of analog cigarettes that was open and have not bought a pack of
cigarettes since. With a history of cancer in my family, I am very sure that vaping has saved my life.

Monday, Feb 2nd
7:09PM

115,996,839

I tried all other methods and none worked for more than a short while and even that short time was difficult. I tried
vaping and instantly found I preferred it to smoking. I have now been vaping for 18months without any cravings or side
effects. I feel much healthier and think I look much healthier too with hair shining clear skin and cleaner teeth

Monday, Feb 2nd
6:15PM

115,996,723
Didn't plan on quitting. Just tried it and realized that vaping a coffee flavor felt and tasted better than smoke, and now I
don't like cigarettes.

Monday, Feb 2nd
6:13PM

115,991,268

I quit by accident. I had tried many times to quit by approved methods and each time failed to the point I had resigned
myself to dying a smoker.
My start on ecigs came after forgetting I had entered an online competition then receiving a discount coupon for a cig-a-
like brand. My initial thoughts were that I could use them to circumvent the cig ban in bars as almost all my relapses
were accompanied by alcohol.
Within a week or so I made a spur of the moment decision to smoke my remaining tobacco and on purely a flippant test,
see how long I could last on ecigs. Within 2 weeks, surprisingly, without much effort at all, I hadn't smoked or relapsed
once. On a low budget I quickly discovered hacks to get longer life from my cigalikes. A month smoke free I made a
decision to get a decent VV (itaste v2) and a couple of CE4's.
In mid February I will of been smoke free for two years and now have a collection of VV's, VW's, mecs, RBA's, RDA's,
BCC's and my first box mod is on the way.
In the words of America's rather extreme NRA, they will stop me Vaping when they pry it from my cold dead hands.

Monday, Feb 2nd
4:29PM

115,970,238

I started vaping out of curiosity, had no real intention or expectancy to quit smoking. To think it only took 3 days!
I got my vape-kit on a Thursday afternoon. That evening I alternated smoking and vaping. On Friday I didn't bring my
vape-kit to work, because it would've made me too self-conscious. But at home, I just vaped. On Saturday I usually go to
the stables and I brought my vape-kit and vaped throughout the day. That evening I knew I didn't want to smoke
anymore, vaping was so much better. I had one last cigarette, just to be sure. I remember feeling very disappointed
about that last cigarette, wondering how it was I couldn't have quit that in the previous 24 years.... From that day on I
vaped and was a quitter.
The smokedevil still sometimes tries to seduce me, but I then I remember my disappointment and that last cigarette and
it goes away.

Monday, Feb 2nd
11:54AM

115,959,938

I started vaping almost 3 years ago with the intention of cutting back on traditional cigarettes, hoping to eventually quit
them but not sure I could. I haven't had a cigarette since day one of vaping, and not once even had the urge for a
cigarette. This is after 25 years of fairly heavy smoking and multiple unsuccessful tries at quitting.

Monday, Feb 2nd
9:51AM

115,932,623

I started smoking in the 1980s when I joined the Army. Smokers got two extra breaks back then.
After Basic Training, I switched to a pipe because I liked the flavor better.
Then after 25 years, I was waking myself up with that wheezing sound you get lying on your side and had to sit up and
cough really hard to clear it out.
I started looking to quit or switch to something else. Heard about vaping, but e-pipes were expensive and didn’t work
well. The Government and many organizations funded by large pharmaceutical companies confused the issue by trying
to tell me that vaping was worse than smoking.
In October 2012, I started finding ones I could try without breaking the bank or the device so I got a one in the mail on
Friday November 2.
I’m one of the lucky ones. I immediately replaced smoking with vaping.
I have more energy now, and do not lose my breath walking down the street.
I noticed a large reduction in muscle stiffness and no longer sound like a breakfast cereal when I get up in the morning.
My sense of smell and taste are like they were when I was a boy. My skin is no longer ashy, and my blood pressure is
now normal.
Banning Personal Vaporizers or over-regulating them would be a disservice to America, and the world.

Sunday, Feb 1st
11:36PM

115,930,241

One morning in August 2014, I was on my way to work when my breathing was much difficult and painful than usual. It
wasn't until I lit a cigarette in my car that I realized it was time to quit. I took a friend's advice and switched to vaping
starting with Blu ECigs. Unsatisfied with the battery life, I searched for a more advance device. After a month of
searching for the right Vape pen, my nicotine level began to drop. The less nicotine a bottle of eliquid contained, the
more flavor I was able to taste thus, continued to decrease my level of nicotine. Not once did I have a traditional
cigarette since I switched to vaping and my lungs feel renewed. 5 months later and I can go hours to a day without
craving a puff.

Sunday, Feb 1st
9:47PM



115,930,155

Smoked at least 20 a day from the age of 16 (17 Years!). Got a decent Vape with strong cherry flavour. Been completely
off tobacco for 8 months. I even use the vape at lot less now and I feel amazing. My lungs have improved, food tastes
amazing and my clothes no longer stink like an ashtray!

Sunday, Feb 1st
9:43PM

115,911,327

Smoked for 42 years, roll-ups for the last 30, and had no intention of quitting. Tried an e-cig out of curiosity, and the
thought that I could cut down my tobacco consumption a little. After 24 hours a traditional cigarette tasted horrid; I tried
one twice during the day and after that never touched one again. The tobacco flavours weren't to my liking, but as soon
as I discovered other flavours (coffee being the key one for me) it was all plain sailing.

My health has improved - can climb more than 2 flights of stairs without having to stop for breath, my blood pressure is
right down (good because I'm on meds which were keeping it just out of the danger zone), cough has disappeared, I
haven't had one migraine since quitting, and I'm listed as a non-smoker with my GP.

All good! I just hope that the powers that be can somehow muster up enough intelligence to understand that, even if
there are risks (life is a risk, get used to it!), they are nothing compared to the proven (and personally experienced) risks
that accompany combustible tobacco cigarettes.

Sunday, Feb 1st
12:56PM

115,908,393

I smoked for 35+ years. The last 18 years, I generally smoked a about 2 packs a day. I stopped completely after picking
up a Kanger EVOD. I haven't had a cigarette since.

Within a week my breathing was easier, congestion in my sinuses and chest disappeared, I haven't had my annual
bronchitis episode, I'm not coughing any longer, I can walk up steps without being out of breath and a host of other
things every other former smoker who turned to vaping reports. My sense of smell returned, my sense of taste
returned, and I haven't gained more than 5 lbs of weight since I quit 8 months ago.

There are so many former smokers who have quit by moving to vapor that it's laughable we still have people saying
vaping is not a smoking cessation method. A politician only needs to spend 1 day in a vape shop working the counter,
talking to customers, interacting with people who vape and listen to their stories to figure this out. The challenge is most
politicians are more concerned with money and politics than public health and doing the right thing.

Sunday, Feb 1st
11:54AM

115,906,065

I'm 31 and had been smoking since I was 16 (Was the legal age at the time!) Started off infrequent smoking and but for
the last 4-5 years was smoking 25-30 a day. Had previously tried to quit smoking through a variety of methods (Cold
turkey, nicotine patches & gum at different times). None of them worked for me in any meaningful way. A friend of mine
start on a vapor device and I decided to give it a try myself in August 2014. Beyond a evening when I was caught short
without a battery back in the early days I haven't smoked or looked back since. I've since introducted another friend to
them who was also a long time smoker to them who was also quit with the devices. The difference between quitting
using a vaping device and the other methods I tried is massive.

Sunday, Feb 1st
10:58AM

115,903,576 I was introduced to a tornado tank 2 years ago which was a better experience than smoking tobacco
Sunday, Feb 1st
9:54AM

115,801,835
Aged 50. Mostly vape cola and citrus flavors. Vaping helped me completely quit a 36 year smoking tobacco habit over 14
months ago. Life saving technology.

Friday, Jan 30th
1:01PM

115,796,945

I am 59. Smoked for around 47 years. Attempted to quit many times using everything except Champix. Always either
failed early or relapsed later. Twice I nearly made 5 years. Vaping was instant and I knew I would never touch tobacco
again.

Friday, Jan 30th
11:58AM

115,741,774 Quit accidentally by buying an e cig to use to bridge the gap in getting to shops....never smoked tobacco since.
Thursday, Jan 29th
6:29PM

115,723,965

Used to smoke 20 roll ups a day for 15 years. I tried patches, gum and abstinence with no success. With e cigarettes I
had halved my tobacco intake over 2-4 weeks. Then moved to e cig only and haven't touched a tobacco product in over
two years. My health has improved and I highly advocate it as a significantly less harmful alternative for regular tobacco
users.

Thursday, Jan 29th
2:33PM



115,710,639

Like most teens of my generation, I smoked from the age of 16. It was on and off during my two years at college, mostly
in social environments with a beer or three. Back then a pack of 20 would last me 2-3 weeks, often the latter.

Starting work at the age of 18 saw an increase in my smoking habit, a pack lasting a week instead of 2-3. I smoked at
every opportunity, as such the number of cigarettes I smoked went up considerably to the point where I'd be smoking
almost 2 packs per day.

I tried several times to give up, at the age of 21 I tried cold turkey - lasted 3 weeks. 25 I tried the inhalers, which lasted all
of 2 days - the inhalers for me were worse than the smokes! At 28 I tried patches, only to end up with painful rashes
within a few days.

I even went as far as trying the official NHS Quit Support in my local area - the weekly sessions were always fully booked
it was difficult to actually arrange one.

I gave up giving up, and went back to my 2 pack per day habit, after all I enjoyed it. After both my parents were
diagnosed with Cancer I started to think about giving up again. Dad passed away in 2008 at the age of 69, and I started
giving it more thought but didn't actually try to give up. It was only when mum passed away in 2014 at 70 that I felt
compelled to try again, mainly because my 2 pack per day had increased to 3 and sometimes 4.

With help from my friends, I made a concerted effort to quit using an e-cig. I started with a strength of 18mg (roughly
equivalent to the cigs I'd been smoking). Over the course of a week, my cigarette intake went from a daily 30/40 to 10
then to 5 and then eventually none.

June 11th 2014 was my first day "smoke free", within a week I started to taste different flavours in my daily meals. Within
two weeks, I started to feel that I had more energy.

Since the switch, I've steadily felt better in myself and can perform more energy intensive tasks (such as DIY and
gardening) without having to stop for a break every 30 minutes or so, although I still have trouble sleeping which is
completely unrelated to smoking/vaping!

Over the course of the following few months, I reduced the nicotine strength from 18mg, to 12 and then just before the
turn of the new year I went to 6. There have been occasions where I've vaped more than I would have normally smoked
(usually when writing documents and such at work!) but I've often not vaped for several hours (whereas I would have
smoked at least 3 or 4 cigarettes).

I may choose to stop vaping at some point in the future or I may not - it's my choice.

Thursday, Jan 29th
12:14PM

115,668,163

I started smoking cigarettes in college and I tried to quit several times using the patch,gum, cutting down cigarettes, and
cold turkey. Each time I failed and last year I decided that I would switch to e-cigarttes. I haven't had a regular cigarette
in one year. I mainly wanted to quit due to the constant nagging of other people and the rude comments that people
made in public. I know that cigarettes are bad for me plus I didn't like smelling like an ash tray. I like nicotine just as
much as I like to drink coffee and I consider both drugs to not be as harmful as other drugs that are sold in America.
Such as alcohol.
I consider myself lucky because I am a 54 year old woman in great health. I have worked out for over thirty four years on
a regular basis even though I smoked a lot of cigarettes. I do cardio and strength exercises plus I walk a lot. In the past
thirty years I have not had any health problems. I refuse to give up nicotine to make some self righteous, moralist bullies
happy. These are the very same people that complain about smoking while they drive their cars to work and pollute the
air. I live near a smoke free university yet the employees and students drive 95,000 cars to get to this university. My city
did a transportation study on this and yet not one of the anti-vaporing , anti smoking people are willing to give up their
cars or are concerned about car exhaust pollution. This is about money and collecting a pay check by extending the anti
smoking to e-cigarettes. These people don't care about the public health if they did then they would do something about
the growing meth and heroin addiction in New Mexico.

Wednesday, Jan 28th
9:45PM

115,650,080 No.
Wednesday, Jan 28th
3:48PM

115,636,662 50 days clean
Wednesday, Jan 28th
12:54PM

115,599,359

I quit within a week on 24mg apple and tobacco mix. After a few months i was down to 12mg, thanks to the purchase of
an advanced device with a large tank i was able to quit nicotine completely 6 months ago. Since i quit smoking my heart
rate dropped at least 15 bpm and my breathing feels much easier. I started eating healthier and drinking more water.
Ecigs saved my life in a painless way, i have no craving anymore.

Wednesday, Jan 28th
4:59AM

115,570,351

First try with Ego-C Set - wasn´t satisfied with flavour, throat hit and cloud production. Returned to normal tobacco
cigarettes.

2nd try a year later with new Hardware (Vivi Nova on Vamo). Good flavour, good throat hit. From time to time upgraded
to Mechanical Mods and RBA/RDAs – Never touched a normal cigarette again.

Tuesday, Jan 27th
5:32PM

115,558,683 4 years smoke free thanks to vaping and the multitude of flavors and being able to stel down nicotine levels.
Tuesday, Jan 27th
2:38PM



115,502,161
My son found vaping and said Dad would be alive today if these were around 30 years ago. That was my impetus to try
and I never looked back.

Monday, Jan 26th
10:01PM

115,494,303

First, I don't like the word "quit"!
I initially "switched" from tobacco (roll-up) cigarettes to e.cigs as I was made redundant from my job and could no longer
afford to smoke, but wanted to carry on using nicotine, so using e.cigs wasn't exactly planned, it was to save money. I
didn't really want to give up smoking as I enjoyed it.
After I had my final tobacco cigarette in 2011 and took the first puff on my e.cig, I've never smoked a tobacco cigarette
since and have no desire to either, vaping is so much nicer and better in many ways.

Monday, Jan 26th
7:16PM

115,487,578

I'm a registered nurse & struggled with tobacco addiction for over 30 years. I have tried every cessation method
available including Champix four times. I tried vaping in May 2013 & will never have to worry about smoking again. I will
make my own hardware & ejuice if I have to to stay off tobacco

Monday, Jan 26th
5:29PM

115,472,149

I was dual use for 6 months, the chose January to quit smoking. 2 weeks later I tried a cigarette, and that was my last. I
vape exclusively now, and I never want to go back.

Even with dual use I was noticing my breathing and taste improving. It would be a nightmare to be forced to return to
cigarettes. Vaping is cheaper and souch more enjoyable.

Monday, Jan 26th
2:35PM

115,471,695

I first tried them on 09, but only for a month. I decided to wait for them to get better. When I saw enough change I
ordered liquid and used it in my old ecigs. The watermelon was so good I accidentally went the night without a cigarette.
After I got the new models it was pretty easy. I had half a cigarette in the morning for a week.

Monday, Jan 26th
2:28PM

115,434,003 Smoked for 40+ years quit instantly with ecig, never been able to quit for more than 24hrs before.
Monday, Jan 26th
7:13AM

115,417,623
Smoked for 42 years. Tried every method of cessation. E-Cigs ended tobacco use even though my intent was to just
reduce the amount of tobacco used.

Sunday, Jan 25th
9:44PM

115,405,898

I smoked for 43 years. I tried all recommended methods to quit, over the years, in the recent years prior to using E-
Cigarettes, I had resigned myself to being unable to quit. E-Cigarettes immediately reduced my smoking by 95%, I still
dual used though, partly because, I was told not to pressure myself into quitting smoking but to have an open mind and
just use the E-Cigarette. Well, I would ocassionally smoke but as use of the e-cigarettes increased my desire to smoke
decreased. When the devices became more advanced, and the liquid delivery was less finicky, meaning I was able to
have the open tank type of system, I was really about completely free of smoking. I made up my mind that I would not
ever smoke again, August 2013. It has been easy and I am not missing smoking.

Sunday, Jan 25th
5:00PM

115,397,787
I picked one up try it and quit smoking cigarettes within 3 days, my lung function has improved considerably since I quit
the cigarettes.

Sunday, Jan 25th
2:31PM

115,387,392 started using e-cigarettes and immediately quit cigarettes. No brainer.
Sunday, Jan 25th
11:57AM

115,386,147

I was a social smoker and stress smoker, I would smoke 2-3 cigarettes/cigarillos on a stressful work day or any time I
was feeling overwhelmed, and I would also smoke cigars/cigarillos/pipe on the weekend in a social setting with friends. I
started stress smoking a lot more when I changed jobs to a high-stress office environment, and it wasn't feeling great.
Then I heard about vaping when a friend of mine started posting things about a vape shop he worked at on social media.
I had started working remotely from home on the night shift, and I though that vaping indoors would be a lot better than
going out for frequent breaks, and it might help me stay awake. Bought a 10 dollar starter kit and it's been down the
rabbit hole ever since. Now I drip and use my Nautilus daily and heavily enjoy it, I've stepped down to 6mg in the Nautilus
and 3mg dripping. I hugely enjoy it as a hobby now.

Sunday, Jan 25th
11:35AM

115,384,225

I've tried quitting with nicotine replacement products, cold turkey and reduction. None of them worked in the long run.
The longest quit period was nine months with yoga. Every time I wanted a cigarette, I did yoga. The nicotine replacement
systems were garbage. I always went back to cigarettes within a month. It was clear that nicotine was not the reason I
wanted to smoke. I missed the *ritual* of smoking intensely.

I picked up a gas station disposable on a whim a couple of years ago and haven't had a regular cigarette since. That
disposable interrupted my smoking habit with a half pack left. I still have that half pack eighteen months later. It sits
within reach on my desk. I have no desire to smoke. I no longer wheeze and I can't hear myself breathe anymore. I'm no
longer constantly congested.

Sunday, Jan 25th
10:56AM



115,382,678

Was a pack a day smoker for about 15 years. Found e-cigs in about 2010, never gave any thought to it. In 2012 decided
to give it a go, because I was tired of waking up coughing junk of my chest and not being able to walk up a hill without
getting winded. Day one with my new e-cig, the analog cigs went into the bin and have never gone back. My mother, 40
year smoker, also quit day one with help from an e-cig. Something I never thought I would see. Now 3-4 years in, I'm
much healthier and so much happier.

Sunday, Jan 25th
10:31AM

115,372,766 I smoked for 4 years or so and eventually decided to get a vape after trying a friends'.
Sunday, Jan 25th
6:28AM

115,371,779
Smoked for 43 years, bought a starter set out of curiosity, liked it so much that after ONE evening I decided to quit
smoking and start vaping. That was 16 months ago. Haven't smoked since.

Sunday, Jan 25th
6:00AM

115,368,780
I switched to eGo style e-cigs after failing with cigalikes, and managed to reduce my use to only occasional. When I got a
mod, I stopped buying cigarettes entirely.

Sunday, Jan 25th
4:04AM

115,368,037

Tried a vaporizer, loved the fruit flavors, quickly stopped enjoying cigarettes as much, then soon after realized I'd rather
vape than smoke because it tastes and smells so much better, and it's physically more satisfying. I quit accidentally, I
suppose. I've only had one pack of cigarettes in almost a year.

Sunday, Jan 25th
3:31AM

115,367,954
I bought a simple starter kit back in 2013 and immediately cut down my cigarette use to 1 cigarette a day. I had my last
cigarette on the 31st of december 2013, 8 days after I first started using an ecig.

Sunday, Jan 25th
3:27AM

115,367,471
I decided to quit on new years this year after I started to notice the increasing need to smoke. I had been smoking half a
pack a day for about 3 years. I'm still amazed at how easily vaping has made the quitting process. Still cigarette free!

Sunday, Jan 25th
3:03AM

115,366,263

It has been amazingly easy. I have dropped from 24mg to 3mg in 4 months, and I had NO mood swings, extremely light
cigarette cravings for only the first few weeks, and no weight gain. I breathe easier, smell better and no longer cough.
Vaping has been the best decision I have ever made.

Sunday, Jan 25th
1:44AM

115,366,193
I started smoking at 15 due to a acid habit and decided to replace one habit with another and while I hope to one day
end that cycle totally it's best to do the best I can and pick the lesser of two evils.

Sunday, Jan 25th
1:46AM

115,362,585
I smoked a pack a day for years, and picked up ecigs on a whim. I've smoked less than a pack in the last three years
combined. My lungs feel better. My life is cleaner. And I take in substantially less nicotine.

Saturday, Jan 24th
10:51PM

115,361,706 Ordered a kanger evod 2-pack starter kit with a 30ml bottle of menthol in late 2013, haven't looked back since.
Saturday, Jan 24th
10:17PM

115,361,461

I smoked anywhere from half a pack, to a pack and a half a day for almost four years. I had tried quitting — "cold turkey"
style — on several occasions, but was never successful.

I started using electronic cigarettes about one year ago. While I still smoked traditional cigarettes for a while, I was
typically only smoking one to three of them per day; a major decrease from 20-30. After a few months with the
electronic cigarette, I just stopped thinking about cigarettes and never bought any more.

I have not smoked a tobacco cigarette in almost 6 months, and I feel much better for it. I no longer wake up with a sore
throat, my clothes don't smell like an ashtray, my senses of flavor and smell are much more sharp, and I can breathe
much deeper and easier than when I was still smoking.

I enjoy electronic cigarettes (which is really not a very good term) for the same reasons I was initially attracted to
smoking tobacco cigarettes; I enjoy the flavor of the mist as I inhale and exhale it, I enjoy the feeling of the mist in my
throat and lungs, and the ritual of sitting outside with a cup of coffee and something to smoke/vape in the morning is
relaxing. The difference is that I now know exactly what chemicals are going into my body, and that there are
exponentially fewer chemicals in E-Liquids than their so-called "analog" counterparts.

Saturday, Jan 24th
10:08PM

115,359,556

i started to smoke in high school and me and my friends were defiantly addicted. 2 years ago i started to vape. first i
started with the cheap cig-a-like ones and they did not work. after battling trying to quit i got better ecig. it worked for a
long time but was not enough i eventually went back to smoking again. this last time i was able to find a home in the
community of the vape world. i made friends on the forums and at brick and mortar shops who all enjoyed this hobby
which is much healthier than smoking. i was able to find a good device and though the help of those friends find good
juices i love which are what keep me off cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 24th
9:04PM



115,355,422

I was a pack a day smoker for 7-8 years, and 5 of my closest friends were also heavy smokers. Two of my friends got
into vaping and easyily stopped using tobacco products. I was tired of te congestion, coughing, shortness of breath, etc.
and gave it a try. After my first purchase I found quitting cigarettes to be very easy with the aid of my electronic device. I
have been cigarette free for over a year now and feel incredibly better. Occasionally for months at a time I don't even
use my electronic device, and I have no urge to use it or tobacco products. I continue to use my vaporizer because I
enjoy using, just like some people enjoy smoking a cigar or pipe. I never thought me or my 5 friends would be able to
quit smoking, and we all quit together thanks to electronic cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 24th
7:20PM

115,352,763 as above
Saturday, Jan 24th
6:21PM

115,352,703

Smoked 45+ years and tried everything to quit from Chantix to hypnosis and nothing worked for very long. Even a minor
heart attack in my 50's only got me to quit for a couple of months. This has been a Godsend for me as my health has
improved dramatically! Had a Dr. checkup in December and he commented on my improvements especially my
breathing. He dropped the dose level of my blood pressure meds as it was very near normal levels!

Saturday, Jan 24th
6:20PM

115,341,180
I smoked cigarettes for 27 years and have switched to vaping about 6 months ago. I have never felt as good as I do now
physically or mentally . Vaping has changed my life and what I feel is for the better.

Saturday, Jan 24th
2:24PM

115,340,664

I started smoking when I was 12. I then spent over 3 decades trying to quit. I tried patches, gum, lozenges, behavioural
support, accupuncture, Allen Carr ... nothing worked. I smoked through 2 pregnancies, smoked half my teeth out and
contributed towards an early menopause.

In October 2013 I was given a kit by a friend. It didn't work so I went online in search of answers. I discovered that the
6mg liquid I was using was very low strength so I bought some 18mg and haven't looked back. I switched effortlessly the
same day it arrived, several weeks before my planned quit date.

Since then my breathing has improved and I'm much more active. My gums are healing and I shouldn't lose any more
teeth. I no longer smell and I can taste again. A few months ago I smoked one cigarette on a night out and it was
absolutely disgusting. I will never relapse to smoking as long as I have access to decent vape equipment and liquid.

Saturday, Jan 24th
2:16PM

115,337,452
Omdat ik na 30 jaar gewone zware shag, nu alleen de E-sigaret gebruik. Al andereneenhalf jaar! Ben begonnen met 18
nicotine Nu 6 nicotine. Gaat zonder problemen. Streven is 0 nicotine. Reden : Gezondheid.

Saturday, Jan 24th
1:05PM

115,328,915 Quit immediately with no trauma or regret after several attempts using NRT,all of which failed miserably.
Saturday, Jan 24th
10:00AM

115,326,989

I have tried to quit tobacco by using pharmaceutical therapies including nicotine gum, nicotine patch, Chantix, and anti-
depressants. All caused undesireable side effects including swollen gums, itching, irritability, anxiety, manic depression,
and psychosis. Using the vaporizer, the only side effect has been dry mouth. I have been able to step down on nicotine
levels comfortably, and feel confident I will become nicotine free. I have far more hope than at anytime of my life after
30 years of smoking and struggling to get off tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 24th
9:14AM

115,223,792

I had asthma I tried to quit for the longest time. The first time i tried an ecig was when I was in korea i did not like it they
did not have a variety of flavors. I was trying to replace the taste of tobacco with a similar taste. I came to the states tried
many others like the Blu ecig i always relapsed so I walked into the vape shop and told the guy i have asthma I am a
heavy smoker HELP! he hooked me up with a variable wattage device on a protank 3 with some stawberry flavored e
juice I have not looked back since and I can run again do you hear me I can run again !!!

Friday, Jan 23rd
12:45AM

115,219,187

I smoked for over 30 years, at times quite heavily. Up to two packs per day. I quit once for about a year, but relapsed. I
spent almost 2 years using 21mg patches daily, and continued to smoke about a half pack per day while on patches. Cut
down smoking rapidly after initiating with cigs, but continued very light smoking for some time, about 1-5 cigarettes per
day. Still smoke a cigarette now and then, only when driving my car. I do not consider myself currently to be a "dual
user" because smoking is so infrequent.

Thursday, Jan 22nd
10:46PM

115,205,320 http://lakeofvape.com/vaping/why/
Thursday, Jan 22nd
7:11PM

115,135,677
Everyone at work quit using vapourisers, i was sceptical but gave it a go, never looked back, it wasnt 100% easy but it
helped get through the intense cravings

Thursday, Jan 22nd
11:13AM



115,120,229

After smoking almost 2 packs a day for something like 10 years, it finally caught up to me when I had to be hospitalized
for a blood clot. The doctors told me it was from the birth control I was using combined with smoking, so I jumped into
getting 'cigalikes' to help me not smoke anymore.

Three plus years later, I'm still vaping. I haven't even wanted a stinky since.

Thursday, Jan 22nd
8:41AM

115,117,747

My son was home from college on summer break and he mentioned to me that his friends vaped and he had purchased
a kit and juices with 0 nicotine. At first, I nor his father approved but we both realized it was a phase and would pass. He
talked me into trying it because he knew I had been curious about vaping before and I had tried numerous times before
to quit smoking without success. I tried it and purchased a Halo Triton kit the next day. I had smoked for 26 years and
tried to stop using the gums, patches and even the cold turkey method. Nothing worked. At the time, I had been reducing
my tobacco usage. I had went from a pack and a half a day down to 6 or 7 daily. I bought the kit and decided that when
the cigarettes were gone that I wouldn't purchase anymore. I smoked my last cigarette a couple days later and began
vaping. The lady at the store recommended 6mg of nicotine and I tried it but it was not enough and I was chain vaping
(lol) so I now purchase the 12mg. I had one puff of a cigarette since and it was terrible. Never again! It has been almost 6
months since I had my last cigarette and I hope to reduce the nicotine to 0 and quit vaping completely at some point. If I
am able to do so and ever crave a cigarette then I will not return to smoking but I will go back to vaping! I would also like
to add that I have family and friends who smoke and it doesn't interest me at all. It stinks and tastes terrible! ;)

Thursday, Jan 22nd
8:04AM

115,092,707
Within 24 hours of vaping the first time, I have never picked up another regular cigarette. I am going on month 9. Never
felt better. I smoked for 40 years.

Wednesday, Jan 21st
9:33PM

115,010,283

I've smoked since I was 13. My first quit was Wellbutrin- made me a teary mess, completely unable to get out of bed the
second day on it, never quit. Tried the patch, no go, I was so wired and it didn't help cravings for anything. I tried chantix,
caused anger outbursts so bad I was a different person, my family was almost torn apart, Never fully quit. Gum was just
gross, never took a second piece. Quit 6 months ago over a 7 day period, easy peasy. My asthma is no longer needing
medication, I have 100% full capacity back. I reduced my nicotine twice, the second week, and again three months later. I
am not affected emotionally anymore by addiction. Sometimes I still need it daily but it's nothing like what cigarettes did
to me. It's such a lowered dose that it helps as needed. I'm blessed to be educated now, I wasn't when I was 13. My kids
now play with me and I can keep up, that is a blessing for my kids! And after all I never would have quit had I not had free
access to tailor my quit to my needs. I feel sorry for smokers still attached to the ball and chain, I am almost free.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
9:44PM

115,009,747

i started smoking at age 15. I tried chanting, Wellbutrin which both caused side effects. I tried hypnosis and it lasted 12
hours. I tried the patch and it lasted 12 hours. I tried gum and it was plain nasty. I have wanted to quit forever but
couldn't until I started vaping and haven't looked back. I have anxiety and the nicotine and hand to mouth action is a
must for me. I no longer stink nor does my home and car. I just plain feel better vaping. I love the flavors to choose from.
I want a battery and tank that gives me plenty of vapor and taste. I need that vapor to mimic smoking. I will not stop
vaping, if I have to learn to mix my own because it is taken away I will or find someone to mix for me. I won't go back to
smoking. If there is a will there is a way.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
9:30PM

115,005,423 40 years smoking, tried many quit methods nothing worked until e-cigarettes.
Tuesday, Jan 20th
7:44PM

114,979,147

I smoked for over 20 years, more than 18 years of that using various menthol brands (between 1/2 and 1 1/12 packs a
day). My wife purchased a device for me for Christmas, and shortly after the first of February, I was completely off
traditional cigarettes and have not gone back since (more than 2 years ago now). My APV has literally saved my life - I
was nearly diagnosed with COPD and emphysema, and my doctor has told me that now it's almost impossible to tell that
I ever smoked. I have stopped taking my daily asthma medication and rarely use my "rescue" albuterol inhaler.

I have experimented with various flavors over the past two years and have found that I primarily prefer dessert/candy
flavors. I occasionally use other flavors like menthol, but usually with a fruit flavor as the "base".

Tuesday, Jan 20th
12:45PM

114,976,548

E-cigs are saving my life! 30+ years of smoking, waking up every morning a coughing my lungs up was getting scary. I
tried the patch ( nightmares sleepless nights) Chantix (to many side effects happened) Gum (yuck!) E-cigs= one year cig
free! I'd like to stay that way until I get my nic down to 0.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
12:05PM

114,974,532

i was admitted to the hospital with pneumonia, had a three day stay and they put the nicotine patch on me, I was
miserable! Bad dreams when I could sleep. I knew I had to quit but the patch was a nightmare. I started smoking again. I
went to my tobacco shop to get my cigs and started looking around and saw a ecig kit, bought it along with some liquid,
the liquid sucked but I used it and had a cig sometimes, when I found the right liquid that I like (banana mix) I never had
another cigarette!

Tuesday, Jan 20th
11:35AM



114,949,633

Started smoking-12 yrs old (very casual)
Full time smoker-20 yrs old (minimum pack a day)
Vaping-42 yrs old (2 weeks today)
I immediately dropped to 3-4 cigarettes per day when I started vaping. It has now been almost 48 hours, and no
cigarettes!

Tuesday, Jan 20th
5:16AM

114,942,278
Back in 2010, I had been hearing about e-cigs and thought it sounded good. I was going on a long bus trip (no smoking
on buses) and bought a kit to use. It worked fine and I've never gone back to regular cigs since.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
12:42AM

114,941,755

When I first quit cigarettes I looked for and used Tobacco flavored juices and did not believe that I would use flavored e
liquid. Now flavors other than tobacco are all I prefer now. Quit in 1 month after smoking for 42 years. Think now about
the thousands of dollars I spent on patches, gum, Chantix and other methods of quitting.

Tuesday, Jan 20th
12:16AM

114,935,300 Trying to quit now bro. #VAPELIFE
Monday, Jan 19th
9:05PM

114,927,035
It's easy to quit smoking with the right ecig setup. I stopped in one day with an ego kit and vanilla flavored liquid. I tried
blu cigs and other cigalikes a few times and they were useless.

Monday, Jan 19th
5:55PM

114,922,861
I didn't mean to give up smoking but enjoyed the variety of flavours so much I got in to vaping and accidentally quit
tobacco.

Monday, Jan 19th
4:32PM

114,917,109

i smoked for 34 years and thought I would never quit. I hated the expense, the smell, the coughing etc but enjoyed the
habit and in my heart wanted to carry on. When I tried vaping I dual used for about 6 months while trying to get the right
equipment and juice for me. When I got the right kit for me (Ileaf estick and mini nautilus) and a couple of juices I really
like it just clicked into place. One day I had a fagg and it tasted disgusting to me, and that was the last one I had. As long
as I can continue to get the flavours I like I can't honestly imagine going back to smoking.

Monday, Jan 19th
3:14PM

114,908,506 It was surprisingly easy
Monday, Jan 19th
1:10PM

114,890,301

I dual used for about a year with the cig-a-like types. Then I switched to a tank system with variety of flavours - without
any real intention to fully quit, as soon as I'd moved to the better device I no longer had need for cigarettes and simply
stopped.

Monday, Jan 19th
8:41AM

114,863,563

i started with cig a likes and found i could cut down on smoking but this wasn't enough,so invested in an ego type kit with
2 battery's and before long found i had no cravings for real fags at all.as time went on i found my self ordering lower
strength e liquids to suit my level of progression

Sunday, Jan 18th
9:18PM

114,859,954

For many years, I would try to quit smoking, as many as 3 times a year. I tried gums, patches, lozenges and "cold turkey"
and found that if I quit, I was back to it within days. Then, my wife (who does not smoke, but calls herself a "second-hand
smoker" because it doesn't "bother" her, developed a cough that would not go away (that painful sounding cough that
wakes you up at night). I found vaping and, after a week of trial and error with the nicotine level, quit smoking for good
(almost 2 years now). Using e-cigarettes to quit smoking is not for everyone, but it has a lot higher full success rate than
any nicotine replacement (gum, patch, lozenge) because it not only satisfies the craving for nicotine, but also the actions
that smokers are used to (the hand to mouth motion being the most dominant). These actions are often harder to quit
than the nicotine dependence and gums/patches/lozenges do not address this (that's why so many people go back to
smoking).

Sunday, Jan 18th
7:25PM

114,836,300

I bought a cheap e-cig with the intention of cutting down on smoking and instantly quit, really by accident. I had never
wanted to quit smoking as I found it so enjoyable. The sole reason that I do not smoke at present is because I prefer
vaping, largely because of the variety of flavours/strengths etc. I feel I have much more control over the experience of
vaping than I did over smoking. We're vaping to be banned I would simply return to smoking as I am not aware of any
other enjoyable alternatives.

Sunday, Jan 18th
10:24AM

114,833,395

I quit almost accidentally never expected too it started with a friend daring me to join him in quitting..I was developing
copd on 2 inhalers and wheezing getting breathing treatments sharp pains in my chest not getting enough air! Anyway I
attempted patches and lozenges but they gave me bad headaches weird dreams and rashes also I still wanted to take a
whole pack of salem lights shove them in my mouth and light up! My kids (never smokers) ran out and bought me a cig-
a-like surprisingly it worked! I started looking for better and soon found on line and never looked back. I smoked for over
42 years 2+ packs a day expected to die with a cig in my hand told all to shut up about my smoking oh and did I mention
my husband died of lung cancer? Now my breathing is great no inhalers and I feel better than I did 15 years ago no more
bronchitis yearly and so on. My family is thrilled as am I e cigs are a miracle

Sunday, Jan 18th
9:34AM



114,825,189

I had tried many times to quit smoking but nothing worked. Then I got an e-cigarette and started replacing the
occasional cigarette with that. After about three days I realised that I actively preferred the e-cigarette, so I just stopped
smoking. It was that simple.

Sunday, Jan 18th
7:25AM

114,803,260

nearly 2 years now without a cig and wouldnt thank you for one, after smoking for 40 years why wasnt these available a
long time ago must have saved over £6000 as well i use GHE cigar and espresso
after trying hundreds of other liquids they suit me fine

Saturday, Jan 17th
7:33PM

114,781,603

I am asthmatic and I used to get regular chest infections, since 2013 I started vapeing, and I have not had chest infection
since, peer pressure got me started on cigarettes when I was in school 15 now 33 been on my personal vaporizer for
just under 2 years, march 3 2013 and not looked back I have not picked up a cigarette since, I am feeling so much better
for it my site smell hearing and taste has come back I am very happy

Saturday, Jan 17th
10:45AM

114,779,395 Nothing to it. Vaping allowed me to choose flavors and still keep the oral and hand habits that are hard to break.
Saturday, Jan 17th
10:03AM

114,771,104

I smoked from the age of 13 till age 28 when I discovered ecigs once I got one I never had another smoke except for the
one time I lost my ecig and couldnt replace it for 2 weeks during which I went back to tobacco and my asthma came
back. I had bad asthma after smoking a for few years once I started vaping it went away and I stopped getting colds and
flus, when I did get a cold or flu they were typically very brief compared to when I smoked tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 17th
7:13AM

114,750,036

I never meant to quit I didn't have any ciggys on me one day and borrowed a friends vaporiser, after a weekend on that I
had a traditional cigarette and hated the taste, smell and price now I work in the industry. I always say to my customers "
the best way to really quite is to say, I am still a smoker I just choose to smoke e-cigs as an upgrade" Friday, Jan 16th

7:24PM

114,745,437

I last smoked a traditional cigarette(roll-up)on the evening of 12th January 2013, the next morning i started using an
ecig(generation 2 device),since then i have never even felt tempted to return to using tobacco, i feel better in myself and
feel quite proud of myself for giving up tobacco so easily(the success of which i attribute to my use of ecigs)

Friday, Jan 16th
5:34PM

114,731,265
25 years on 2.5 packs a day, at current prices, I smoked a CAR. And not a cheap car, a decent car. Found vaping, once I
got a decent starting setup quit smoking over a weekend. It was almost magically easy.

Friday, Jan 16th
2:09PM

114,725,352

I tried a cig-a-like for 3 weeks, it was ok, enough for me to cut down smoking and switch to full time vaping. After
switching to tanks and mixing my own it was a revelation. Now I use rebuildable drippers and mech mods and would
never go back to smoking and I would resist any attempt of the EU to force me to smoke again.

Friday, Jan 16th
12:41PM

114,710,718

I smoked regular cigarettes from the age of 14. I am now 60. When I have tried to quit tobacco several times over the
years because of costs/health by using quit products, ie; patches and cold turkey. It didn't work. My continuous cough
and health was getting a whole lot worse and by 2011 I was smoking 60 cigarettes a day. One day at work, in 2011, I was
introduced to the 'look-alike' electronic cigarette and thought it great. I went straight home and did some research on
the internet to see where I could buy these from. I bought 2 starter kits. They came with an eliquid juice 2 days later. To
cut a long story short, I have never had a 'normal' cigarette since! In 4 years!! Obviously, I have progressed with my
ecigarette since then, but for almost 4 years I have stayed with a particular type, 510 thread with a ce04 tank. I can take
them anywhere. They last all day and fulfill my need for nicotine as I still want to 'smoke' I have stayed with 'tobacco'
flavours as I prefer it. The eliquid I started off with contained high nicotine content but I soon reduced the ratio to 12mg.
My health improved and that hacking cough disappeared over 2 days not to mention my purse keeping the wages in it.
Ecigs were a Godsend to me! I would never go back to tobacoo cigarettes. I recommend them to everyone I see
smoking! If I can do it, anyone can!!

Friday, Jan 16th
9:33AM



114,694,266

Started on cigalikesfor a month or two. They worked but it became more convenient to use ego style devices for the next
2 &1/2 years.
Recently started using small vv devices which seem to provide a more effective delivery and therefore less ueage.
From 20 a day for 30 years I have generally consumed 1ml of 10-24mg liquid per day.

Friday, Jan 16th
5:12AM

114,690,972 Quit 3 years ago with a cigalike and progressed to ego and so on
Friday, Jan 16th
3:55AM

114,677,571
I simply told myself on New Years Eve that on the 1st no more tobacco and with ECs I was able to hold myself to it.
Awesome.

Thursday, Jan 15th
8:21PM

114,674,061

Well i had been smoking tobacco since i was 15 and at the age of 25 i started to change my lifestyle, eating healthy,
more exercise, stop any and all drugs, quit drinking but the one thing i could not kick was tobacco.I did try to quit tobacco
many times but it is very addictive as we all know.The father of a friend who smoked for 40 years stopped smoking by
discovering E-cigarettes and i thought i would give it a go, i am now 30 and stopped smoking tobacco 1 month ago and
replaced it with E-cigarettes and i can honestly say i have never even thought about tobacco.Now hopefully E-cigarettes
are as safe as "they" say.I already feel healthier, happier and generally feel better about myself.

Thursday, Jan 15th
6:55PM

114,667,797

I gaveup smoking for 16 years and relapsed because of the ban on smoking in pubs. My friends left the room for
frequent smoke breaks, evenutally being social I joined them and slipped back.

I started with a cigalike product because I hated smelling of cigarettes and knew it was bad for me. I hated the pariah
status. I liked the similarity of the vaping experience, patches and other NRT did not work for me. I now find vaping highly
enjoyable and like the consumer-led feel of what is essentially self-medication.

If vaping can continue unhindered by regulation and unnecessary taxation many lives will be saved, perhaps mine and I
will never smoke again.

Thursday, Jan 15th
4:52PM

114,666,904

Nothing unusually about my quit stories: Prior to my starting to vape I was waiting for something that I hoped would let
me quit smoking.
I had tried most everything and smoking 3 or more packs a day was killing me in both health and finances. I learned one
thing over all my years of trying to quit was that I actually see benefits of nicotine and I researched it. It made me
understand why I was firmly hooked on smoking. I have concentration problems, mental health issues and fibromyagia
(other health problems but not listing them) smoking just helped with focus and kept me calm allowed me to just deal
with the pain of fibromyagia. Simple it is I require nicotine to help me in my daily life.
So after over 40 years of heavy smoking (3 or more packs a day) I beat it by using e cig and there is nothing anyone can
tell me that would make me quit it

Thursday, Jan 15th
4:38PM

114,661,630

Tried quitting using cig-a-likes a couple of years ago but quickly relapsed due to dissatisfaction with vapour and flavours.
Start of 2014 i moved to proper mods and atties, bought myself a mixing kit and have never looked back.
Coming from a 30+ a day habit over 35 years i'm actually quite amazed it has been possible.

Thursday, Jan 15th
3:23PM

114,625,935 I purchased a cig-a-like ecig from Tesco on a whim just to see what it was like and I've never smoked since.
Thursday, Jan 15th
7:56AM

114,607,645

I smoked 20-25 cigarettes for about 40 years. about 2 1/2 years ago I was at a friends house and he was on a chinese
website looking at vapourisers etc. I thought "ooh, gadgets" and ordered a Vamo kit and some pineapple liquid.
a couple of weeks later they arrived. I filled the clearomiser, took a couple of draws and threw a packet with 18 Marlboro
in the bin, I haven't had a cigarette since. Neither has my friend.

Thursday, Jan 15th
3:39AM

114,572,721
I smoked for 60 years,i am 71 now and could not give up until I started to vape,not touched a cigarette in 8 months and
was a 40 a day smoker.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
4:25PM

114,571,897

Picked up a cigalike 6 years ago when first available on a gadget website....haven't turned back!

Really appreciate the abundance of quality gear and liquid available now.

Although I happily made do with my crappy ecig to start off with -there was no alternatives around! I can really see how
they wouldn't have cut it for most though.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
4:17PM

114,570,055

My foray into vaping was an experiment: thought I'd try it for a day or so and see how it went. I never promised anyone,
including myself, that I was giving up smoking. However, I haven't touched a cigarette since that day. Lost track, but
maybe 4-5 years ago.
For the first couple of years, my nose would still follow the 'smoke track' if anyone lit up near me, but now I am oblivious
to it and no longer tempted to smoke.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:57PM



114,569,633

Decided that spending £65 a week on tobacco was no longer an option, plus the health benifits of quiting, and still being
able to enjoy the effects of nicotine, helped me to decide to try e-cigs.
Once i found the flavour i enjoyed the most (Red bull types) it became easy to quit tobacco.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:53PM

114,568,671

Firstly I was a smoker for 36 years, in this time I tried every Tobacco replacement product from the NHS. All completely
failed for me then I tried ecigs cigalikes @ first with limited success. The turning point was the ego type battery and
cartridge type nicotine delivery; I stopped smoking that was August 2012, I feel 100% fitter, happy chap.

I find the Custard and Bakery type flavour very enjoyable and these flavours tipped the balance for me and stopped me
smoking for over 2 years (3 years in August 2015?)

The thought of only Tobacco flavours really concerns me, I can't vape them any more; it's the flavours that keep me off
the fags period.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
3:42PM

114,563,934

I am a 55 year old registered nurse currently working in the field of surgical trauma at teaching Level I trauma center in
the Midwest. I had smoked tobacco cigarettes from the age of 13. That’s a 42 year history of smoking.

I developed the smoking habit after exposure to the second hand smoke of my parents’ cigarettes appeared to no
longer make me ill after smoking my first cigarette. I was no longer bothered by the smell of their tobacco use either. I
attempted over a dozen times to quit the habit once I was on my own and noted the impact my habit was having on my
ability to breathe. My longest previous success was 10 weeks in 1991 using support therapy and nicotine replacement
patches. I was able to get through the entire reduction therapy of 8 weeks and remained nicotine and tobacco free for
two weeks. Sadly that attempt was ruined when I was again exposed to tobacco smoke and stress and took up the habit
again.

Over the next 22 years I tried again to quit with each new resource, including several combinations of drug therapy,
nicotine replacement, counseling and environmental changes. None had the success at relieving the craving for nicotine
and the habit would quickly return.

On September 25, 2012 I was diagnosed with Stage II Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD) subsequent to my
smoking history and my fifth episode of bacterial pneumonia. My physician, Dr. Shalindra Saxena, MD urged me to do
whatever it took to stop smoking as my health would likely rapidly deteriorate from this point forward.

I had heard of electronic cigarettes from a colleague who had some success in smoking cessation with these devices.
After researching the subject, including reading several journal articles available at that time though The Consumer
Advocates for Smoke-free Alternatives Association (CASAA), I discussed the alternative of using electronic cigarettes
with my physician and was encouraged to try it. I purchased my first electronic cigarette kit two days later on September
27th 2012.

That day I began using the electronic cigarette as an exclusive alternative to smoking. Even with a spouse who continued
to smoke, I was able to continue the use of the electronic cigarette and completely avoid primary smoking. As the weeks
elapsed my spouse graciously limited her smoking to specific areas of our home to reduce my exposure to second-hand
smoke. My lungs began the course of healing.

Today, I am tobacco free and I have reduced my nicotine exposure through the strength reduction of the liquid that is
used to refill my electronic cigarette. My COPD is now at stage I and I am able to take the entire flight of stairs at my
place of employment from the first to fifth floors where before I could barely do one floor without severely impairing my
breathing.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
2:58PM

114,561,347

I was curious after seeing a point of sale display of cigalikes in a supermarket, so did some research and spoke to some
vapers. I ordered a generation 2 device, and was delighted to find that it came with a partial charge in the battery. From
that moment to this, I havent had one single drag from a cigarette, and nor would I want one.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
2:37PM

114,542,499

After many years of trying and failing to quit using traditional NRT products a friend introduced me to vaping and as my
vaping increased my smoking decreased and after 3 weeks I quit smoking completely. The main thing that caused my
vaping to increase was that the vaping tasted nice but still delivered the nicotine that I craved. I'm 39 years old, I enjoy
the sweet flavours, like custard and pudding flavours so why assume they are market at children and not people like me.

I haven't smoked tobacco products for 10 months and my health as greatly improved.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
12:27PM

114,459,123
Cut way down immediately with first "puff" of first ecig. Stopped smoking completely after 2 weeks. That was a year and
a half ago.

Wednesday, Jan 14th
2:05AM

114,458,948 Didn't really want to quit tabacco. I just thought, let's try it, and never smoked again.
Wednesday, Jan 14th
1:58AM

114,455,547 i quit
Tuesday, Jan 13th
11:06PM

114,451,757 As above
Tuesday, Jan 13th
8:49PM



114,426,044 Former smoker gave me a vaping kit...never touched traditional tobacco products since.
Tuesday, Jan 13th
12:55PM

114,387,421

I was a 20 a day man, tried to quit using nicorette patches, gum, and willpower but felt terrible and tired and sick and
always went back on the city. I woke up one day and could barely breathe thanks to cigarette use, coughing and
wheezing, and in desperation I decided there and then to buy a vape, not a cigalike, flavoured like tobacco but a
personal vaporiser that could one min taste of mint and another taste of treacle tart and custard. Since that first day I
have never smoked a cigarette, and more important not WANTED to smoke one. I still get my nicotine, a stimulant I use
along with caffeine to get through the day but now i can breathe, taste things again and my general health has
improved. If that were to be taken from me by uninformed knee-jerk reactionaries in government I don't know what i
would do...

Tuesday, Jan 13th
6:05AM

114,381,863

I gave up smoking accidentally. I'd never before tried to give up smoking, and had no intention of giving up. I bought a PV
to maybe cut down and use it where I couldn't smoke. Soon found I preferred the PV to smoking, so stopped smoking
entirely.

Tuesday, Jan 13th
4:03AM

114,380,558

I started using electronic cigarettes nearly 2 years ago, I wasn't a heavy smoker, but enjoyed smoking so didn't want to
quit even though I knew it was bad for my health.
It was a literal "lightbulb" moment for me when I started using them, I realised this could work - it helped with the hand
to mouth problem that quitting cold turkey could never replicate, I've found in 2 years my weight has not changed as I
can still get the sweet flavours and my overall health is better.
I have managed to start several people at my work on electronic cigarettes and hope to keep changing minds.

Tuesday, Jan 13th
3:22AM

114,374,260
I was smoking 2 packs a day and saw a commerical for e-cigs. So I went on the internet and started researching them.
About a week later I got my first e-cig and within a week I stopped smoking. Since then I have never smoked again.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:37PM

114,372,975

I used to smoke about a pack a day for several years. Smoking was a stress reliever for me. I started vaping simply as a
way to get a fix of Nicotine when I couldn't smoke, such as when I went to school or when I was around my parents. But
eventually I realized that vaping wasn't bad for me like smoking was, and I enjoy the taste and smell much better, so I
quit smoking altogether. I could not have quit without ecigs.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:02PM

114,351,425

I started smoking full on at the age of 12 when 10 No10 were 9p and I got 10p a day for bus fare to school..
For many years I tried to quit smoking but failed. I tried patches and gum on several occasions but I continued to smoke
while using them. Then on 1st November 2013 40 years after I started smoking I bought an ecig starter kit. I smoked my
last stinky that evening the following morning I filled the Clearomizer with 24mg tobacco flavour e liquid and I have not
looked back since.... :-) I now Vape many different flavours. Vaping has become my hobby

Monday, Jan 12th
3:44PM

114,351,228

Smoked 30 a day for decades. Tried cigalikes a few years back, without success. Started again last year with a decent
device and clearomiser, and enjoyed it much more. Swapped between cigarettes and vaping for about a week, and then
on the Monday morning decided to have a cigarette with my first coffee of the week after breakfast.
Got half way through the cigarette, and said out loud to my girlfriend "this is FOUL compared to vaping!" Stubbed it out
and I have not looked back. Vaping has made me healthier, and much happier. I can now (more honestly than before)
say I never really thought I'd quit, but I have.

Monday, Jan 12th
3:42PM

114,342,439 Fantastic invention, never looked back.
Monday, Jan 12th
1:42PM

114,339,203
I went from a 30 a day smoker to zero cigarettes in a week and have never smoked since. I have been using a vaporiser
for over 5 years now.

Monday, Jan 12th
12:54PM

114,338,266 It just tasts better.
Monday, Jan 12th
12:40PM

114,332,458

4 months ago I quit smoking after 35 years and a 40 a day habit. I have previously tried to quit many times without
success.
I started vaping with tobacco flavours as a substitute. This was highly successful.
I am now vaping almost 100% Custard / Fruit based liquids

I feel that these sweeter liquids further separate us from deadly tobacco as I now dislike the smell

Monday, Jan 12th
11:18AM



114,330,479

vaping is the only thing that worked to quit smoking. I loved smoking, but society has mandated that to be criminal
offense and governments worked to strip that freedom from many. Vaping is the only suitable replacement that
provides a similar enjoyment, yet it too is under attack. I can vape in the house without the wife going crazy, she is a non
smoker, non vaper and it doesn't bother her in the least.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:50AM

114,330,299

Tried ecigs when they first came out but relapsed due to poor quality products. I gave ecigs another try when equipment
appeared to improve.
I was "dual fuelling" for a while gradually reducing cigarette use over a period until I finally quit in June 2013, I've not had
a cigarette since. My current devices bear no resemblance to a cigarette and are a fantastic alternative. My health has
improved noticeably, ecigs are the best thing to happen to me regarding my health.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:48AM

114,329,483

My mother died of lung cancer 5 years ago due to a 2 pack a day habit. I was headed down that same path of
destruction, then I found vaping through a friend. At first it was tough getting started, but I was using a low strength
nicotine and couldn't afford any new juice. A lady in Canada sent me 6 bottles of stinky Canuck and I quit that very day
because of her kindness and generosity. I got the juice and used it for 3 days and had to cut it with glycerin and I've gone
down to 0mg now!

Monday, Jan 12th
10:38AM

114,327,898

I tried a rather poor cigarette style ecig about three and a half years ago and haven't had a cigarette since. I use for
more advanced devices these days and although I have reduced my Nicotine levels I have absolutely no intention of
smoking again while my current vaping style is an option.

Monday, Jan 12th
10:17AM

114,325,944

I never intended to give up smoking. I enjoyed it too much but wasn't overly keen on tobacco taste. I started on a cigalike
in 2008 but it was useless so didn't try again til 2010. Once I had found my fave flavours (custard and strawberry ice
cream) and a decent ecig (provari) I unintentionally quit smoking straight away as I preferred vaping and the taste of the
flavours.

3 1/2yrs on, vaping is just vaping for me, it is so far removed from smoking. This time, the smell of smoke repulses me, I
always craved it when I gave up with willpower in the past that only lasted a year. I have no desire nor thoughts of ever
wanting to smoke again. Flavours are the most important part for me.

Monday, Jan 12th
9:53AM

114,316,102

I was an habitual, heavy smoker for over 55 years.
Bought my initial starter kit (Evod type) I stopped smoking tobacco that day.
I am now in my 10th month of vaping and have no wish, or desire to go back to smoking tobacco.

Monday, Jan 12th
7:40AM

114,313,184

In my 50s now and had been a smoker since age 16, averaging 20 to 30 cigs a day. I quit cold turkey in 2007 and held out
for 3 years, but never lost the craving to smoke. I also put on 50 lbs in excess weight, which I lost again when I restarted
smoking.

In 2012 I attempted to quit again by using a variety of nicotine patches, gums, lozenges etc which proved to be revolting
to use and totally ineffective, despite their hefty price.

In June 2013 I tried my first ecig - a generation 2 device and experimented with a few flavours and nicotine strengths.
Within 2 weeks I had cut my tobacco usage down to nothing and I have not smoked a cigarette since.

I moved to generation 3 devices in my 3rd month of vaping and found them to be far superior in achieving my ideal
vaping preferences

Monday, Jan 12th
6:52AM

114,305,569

Starting vaping was somewhat of a rocky road, i started when the only thing available were "cig-alikes", they were
expensive and more than useless, smoking was still a better and cheaper way of getting my nicotine hit.

When the 2nd generation "eGo" type devices landed it was much easier to abstain from smoking, i still suffered from
leaky clearomizers and burnt cotton taste quite often so i stuck to "ice mint" flavour for an eternity, still smoked
occasionally because of my devices failing or not delivering the "hit" i was after.

Now i'm on 3rd generation rebuildable devices there's no looking back, i can control nearly everything about the vape
just by the way i build the coil and the wick i use, there's a whole plethora of devices out there which has increased
competition to make the whole experience cheaper, my vape is now a lot more satisfying than when i used 1st or 2nd
generation devices and i've never felt the need to use a cigarette since using rebuildables.

I've also entered into "Mixology" to create my own e-liquids, mainly due to cost but now i know EXACTLY what's going
into my liquids and i can have greater control over the nicotine content, flavours, and i can have the flavouring as strong
or as weak as my palette desires.

As a final comment i think the last thing the industry needs is "Regulation" this would lead to big tobacco and big pharma
cornering the market and we'd be stuck with the useless 1st and 2nd generation devices and only a few select flavours,
this would destroy any competition and ultimately destroy vaping for people like myself.

Monday, Jan 12th
4:37AM

114,298,769 love vaping i'am a sub ohm addict
Monday, Jan 12th
12:33AM



114,296,435
I quit because I have a granddaughter that I would love to see graduate college and get married some day. She is only
one now so I quit for her.

Sunday, Jan 11th
10:53PM

114,292,700 it was very easy. vaping replaced the habit and the nicotine. first day i used vaping I knew i was done with tobacco
Sunday, Jan 11th
8:37PM

114,290,764

I started 6 years ago using a cigalike, I could see the potential and had reduced my cigarette consumption from 20 to 5 a
day, but it wasn't really cutting the mustard, the battery life was poor and the vape quality equally so, I did some
research and found ECF where I found out about the first mod being produced in the uk, it was called the Screwdriver
and it was powered by a 16340 battery which was about 6 times more powerful than a cigalike battery, they were
difficult to get hold of but I managed to get one, so 2 weeks after I'd bought my first ecig I got my first mod and it was like
night and day, when I received it, it came with a fully charged battery and some Flue cured flavour e liquid, I put some in
the cartridge of the 901 atomiser and fired it up, it was amazing, there was flavour, throat hit and performance, I
remember thinking this is what smoking should be like and from that day onwards I never touched another cigarette.

Sunday, Jan 11th
7:34PM

114,290,146 Had to quit, my lungs told me
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:15PM

114,290,144 Smoked roll ups heavily for 25 years and have now stopped completely at 50 years of age.
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:15PM

114,289,208

I smoked cigarettes for 33 years and had tried most of the cessation aids, all to no avail. I could see no way out of this
habit that was ruining my health, yet had such a hold over me. Then over a year ago, I got an e cig and have not used
traditional tobacco products since

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:46PM

114,288,339

16 months ago. Was smoking 20 a day. And had been for 30 years. A few failed attempts over the years, gum, zyban etc.
2 months of vaping while still smoking then I totally quit. I've never looked back. I love not stinking of smoke. Lung
capacity has certainly improved as has my general fitness and skin tone. Money saved, kinda but that was not my main
concern.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:23PM

114,286,563 Simple story. Someone told me to try the e cig. I did, never looked back. Been off cigs 1 year this May!
Sunday, Jan 11th
5:40PM

114,286,012

I was smoking 60 rollups a day for about 40 years, I got a e-cig and gave up traditional tobacco straight away, I have
been off traditional tobacco for nearly 7 weeks which I know is not long but I dont even want traditional tobacco any
more, I have been around people using traditional tobacco and even had people ask me if I would like one but I don't.

Sunday, Jan 11th
5:27PM

114,285,635 the only thing that worked was e-cigs, all big products are crap
Sunday, Jan 11th
5:18PM

114,284,786

I quit using a cigalike type eciggerette. It helped me quit but didn't quite do the job well enough to completely satisfy.
Moving on to more advanced equipment and better flavours has completely removed my desire to smoke traditional
cigarettes.

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:59PM

114,284,049

I smoked cigarettes for over 30 years - tried like hell to quit and nothing worked, that is until l purchased a quality VAPE
Setup, after finding my favorite flavor of e-juice, l never took another puff of a cigarette! Smoke Free for OVER 2 YEARS
NOW! Vapes WORK!!!

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:41PM

114,281,752

When I started vaping I never intended to give up cigarettes it was just to try and reduce the amount of money I spent on
smoking.
As soon as I started vaping I just didn't want another cigarette. Within a week I found the smell of cigarettes distasteful
and after 3 months my blood pressure has reduced considerably, I have more energy and feel generally better.
As an ex smoker of 40-50 roll ups a day I cant believe that anybody would be stupid enough to try to ban vaping on
health grounds. If I could give up easily and without pain or suffering anybody can.
I have tried to give up many times before with just willpower, patches, gum, microtabs, zyban and probably a few others
I have forgotten. Vaping has released me from the chains of a product that was probably going to kill me.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:46PM

114,281,048

After attempting to quit for almost 15 years trying cold turkey, patches, gum, lozenges and sprays I quit trying to quit
and was resigned to probably dying from smoking.
Not intending to quit I bought an e-cig out of curiosity. After using an e-cig for a day I ordered an ego and tank online and
have not smoked a single cigarette since the postman delivered it, 2 years ago.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:30PM



114,280,616

I never dual used, once I started vaping I never looked back. No urges, no headaches, no weight gain, and no
grumpiness either. After over 30 years of smoking at least 20 a day and numerous attempts to quit with hypnotherapy,
gums, patches, sprays and tablets, vaping is the only thing that worked for me.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:21PM

114,280,246 Began with cheap flavours, but odorous, Vanilla, Custard, Tobaccco, this resulted in giving up smoking
Sunday, Jan 11th
3:13PM

114,278,999

I used tobacco for more than 40 years, and the only time I was able to stay off it was when I was pregnant due to
extreme morning sickness. I started up with tobacco after giving birth, and then it was a battle to stop. I tried everything
out there, and nothing worked. The ugly pics on the packages were not enough to keep me away, and had zero time for
councelling as I work for a living and would be fired if I had to take time off every few hours for anti-tobacco counselling! I
started vaping after seeing Katherine Heigl on tv late one night, researched where to get it online, made my order and
the rest is history. I will never go back to tobacco.....ever! I have vaped for going on 6 years now and feel so good
healthwise. I am so happy there is finally an alternative that really works, and it was so easy I still laugh when I think
about the transition. My husband is an alcoholic as well as a tobacco user, and I didn't think I would ever be able to steer
him away from either one of his addicitons! He started vaping a year ago and has not gone back to tobacco, and when
people offer him a cigarette, he tells them he doesn't smoke anymore. I am over the moon and the money we have been
saving has been huge. We can finally start paying off some of the debts his longterm addiction threw us into.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:47PM

114,277,667

been a smoker since i was sixteen, now 54 i have seen dearly loved people dying because of the dreaded weed, so i
decided it was time i gave them up. after trying the various quit aids that are available and having no success. i tried the
vaping of which i had my doubts, but it is working no fags since august 2013. and loving all the various flavors. i think that
the government need to help to promote vaping as a way of quitting.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:20PM

114,277,338

Smoked pack+ a day for over 25 years. Tried a disposable cig-a-like and it was terrible. Then tried a rechargeable cig-a-
like, better but not that satisfying. Managed to persevere with it and cut down a half a pack+ a day. After a few weeks got
two ego twist batteries and a couple of cleromisers. Arrived in the morning, put on to charge about 11:30am 26th June
2014 and had a smoke while batteries charged. Batteries charged by noon and haven't had a single cigarette since noon
26th June 2014 (nearly 7 months now) and don't even have any cravings for an actual cigarette. Had tried everything
before - patches, gums, tabs, tablets - nothing had worked and cravings were terrible.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:13PM

114,276,958

Nearly four years ago now after a bad chest infection I decided to
give vaping a try, for health and financial reasons.
I've never looked back my health has improved after smoking most of my life, I don't know how I could of afforded to
smoke looking back
but somehow you always find the money.
Vaping had such a profound effect on as I would never consider any
form of NRT, I always said best place for that stuff is on a bonfire.
For me to find that vaping works and I actually prefer vaping to smoking was the eureka moment, so much so I decided
to work in the
vaping industry.
Now i have thousands of customers who share similar stories to mine
and will live longer and healthier lives.

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:05PM

114,276,000

Quit 4 years ago after my Dad died of cancer. I've lost many relatives to the disease, but I didn't want my Dad to die
watching me make the same mistake as he did.

I could elaborate but I'm not sure what else needs to be said. I switched because I didn't want to kill myself prematurely.
The side benefits are the delicious flavours, the lack of bad breath, smelly clothes, not having to go outside so frequently
when I desire nicotine... what more could an ex smoker want?

Sunday, Jan 11th
1:46PM

114,274,357

I smoked 60 a day for 20 years, then I was hooked on nicotine lozenges for three years then discovered E cigarettes…
Quite simply they have changed my life.

Health is a lot better, finances, my sense of taste has come back

Sunday, Jan 11th
1:14PM

114,273,212 Easy with the right gadgets!
Sunday, Jan 11th
12:51PM



114,272,971

I had tried gum, patches, inhalators & going cold turkey to try to quit smoking but nothing stuck for more than a couple
of weeks before I would relapse. A friend mentioned someone he knew had an e-cig and I thought what the hell... That
was 6 years ago this month (January) and I haven't used tobacco since. E-cigs were the only thing that have helped me
maintain a smoke free lifestyle. I started out on 18mg liquid but over the years I've decreased my intake to 3-6mg
depending on what device I'm using. I have more energy and are sick a lot less often since I started using e-cigs.

Sunday, Jan 11th
12:47PM

114,272,017

I set a date of October 1st 2013 and decided to quit with the help of an e-cigarette. I initially bought a first generation
device but decided there had to be better products out there so did some research and bought a second generation
device. I immediately knew I would never smoke again after trying it, and have since found my preferred set up (device
and flavour). As long as these products remain available and affordable, I will never smoke again. My health has
improved dramatically and can breathe easier without any wheezing and getting out of breath when climbing stairs etc.

Sunday, Jan 11th
12:28PM

114,271,293

I was a 20-30 a day smoker for 22ish years, I smoked B&H gold most of that time. I tried vaping with one of the cig alike
devices originally and realised quickly that it was not for me as the device felt awkward and tasted vile. Fast forward 2 or
so years, I met up with 2 friends whom had been heavy smokers but had successfully made the change using a decent
VV/VW device with a tank, I tried one of their devices and found it so much better, the draw was better, it was easier to
handle, it wasn't trying to be a cigarette and I could have my cigarette in any flavour I liked. now move on a bit further
and I would say I am now what would be termed an enthusiast, avidly making coil art and dripping for taste at home on a
huge 26650 mech mod, but most importantly cigarette free.

Sunday, Jan 11th
12:14PM

114,263,055 Vaping make me feel better than smoking
Sunday, Jan 11th
9:54AM

114,262,784
One day i just ordered my joytech egrip, after i get it, i throw my tobaccos away. And since i have been without. 1 month
now and doing well! Not going to start smoking again, ever.

Sunday, Jan 11th
9:50AM

114,261,899 I found electronic cigarrettes about six months ago, I was a dual-user until about a month ago I found a flavor and a
setup from wich I got a vape that kept me off of traditional cigarrettes.

Sunday, Jan 11th
9:39AM

114,256,229
I started vaping 15 months ago just to cut down on the use of traditional cigarettes,i was smoking 50 a day, after 2
weeks of vaping i gave up cigarettes completely and have never gone back to smoking and hopefully never will.

Sunday, Jan 11th
8:27AM

114,255,267

I smoked over 20 cigarets a day before I tried e-cig. I started with pretty strong nicoting lvls around 20-24 but now when i
have used e-cig for 1 year i have dropped it to 3-6mg/ml. My life is much better now, its easier to work-out, breath etc. I
dont smell so bad anymore and i save a lot of money too. I feeel much better now without real cigarets and cant imagine
going back to that if there is e-cigs available.

Sunday, Jan 11th
8:05AM

114,254,649

43 yrs I smoked on the average of 2.5 packs a day .Through all those years I tried everything on the market to try and
quit , worse was Chantix , almost killed me . Went by a vape shop on the way to work for quite a while before deciding to
stop in . I finally did and asked so many questions and walked out with ego style ecig .Never looked back and haven't had
a cig sense 1/28/13 . I will add because of how much I smoked before vaping I had to move up to a mod , the provari and
a tank system .But all frustrations were gone and vaping was a beautiful thing . I am down to 0-3 nic , mostly 0 .I will say I
could not of done it with tobacco flavors . You don't want to use something your trying to get away from .

Sunday, Jan 11th
7:48AM

114,254,553 See above
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:46AM

114,254,086 never again traditional tobacco
Sunday, Jan 11th
7:35AM

114,253,568

I was a low user of tobacco. Probably 2 or 3 cigarettes during the day 1 or 2 in the evening. But if I went out for a drink I
could get through 5 to 10.
I went out on a date with a woman one evening who introduced me to vaping. A couple of days later I went to the shop
she told me she got her kit from and from that day I never touched another cigarette. I would say that vaping has totally
put me off tobacco and as long as it is freely available and the price remains low I will never smoke another cigarette.

Sunday, Jan 11th
7:17AM

114,253,066
myself and my husband were out on a shopping trip when we stumbled across an ecigarette. My husband tried with
nointention of quitting and gave up that instant! That was nearly 2 years ago and we haven't looked back.

Sunday, Jan 11th
7:00AM



114,252,591

I ordered an electronic cigarette and when it finally came in the mail I gave the remaining cigarettes that I had to a
friend of mine. I still sometimes might smoke one, and every time it tastes absolutely horrible. When I was out of liquids
last year I smoked cigarettes for a week and every time I knew that I'm actually craving for electronic cigarette. Now if I
can't afford liquids or it takes a long time for the mail to deliver the orders I just buy some nicotine free liquid from the
supermarket and some nicotine "candy". I really like the fact that I don't smell like cigarettes anymore, my nose and
throat aren't full of crap and I don't have to wake up in the middle of the night to cough up sticky brown slime.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:44AM

114,252,548

With no intention to quit my wife persuaded me to try one and even though I had 1kg of rolling tobacco at home I never
smoked again from that first try. It was immediately clear that at last I had found a viable alternative to tobacco & I just
pray the regulators don't send me back to smoking by implementing restrictive legislation.

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:42AM

114,252,104

20+ a day smoker for over 25 years, decided to give vaping a go. Stopped the cigarettes less than a week after picking
up a vv/vw battery and decent tank. That was several months ago, haven't had a cigarette since or even wanted one.
Working on lowering the nic level (currently on 6mg max)

Sunday, Jan 11th
6:26AM

114,252,006 Better health and money saving
Sunday, Jan 11th
6:21AM

114,251,472

I started smoking at age 13 I am now 37 and have been vaping for two years without a single cigarette, I have reduced
my nicotine feel healthier and enjoy vaping, in the past I have tried nrt will power and nothing worked, untill I started
vaping !

Sunday, Jan 11th
5:59AM

114,251,174 I quit 12 days ago by using a vaporiser.
Sunday, Jan 11th
5:48AM

114,249,941

I've tried to quit for many years.
I got pneumonia and i needed really bad to stop smoking. I found vaporizers and a huge range on e-liquids and i thought:
why the hell didn't i find this earlier?? Now nearly 3yr whitout a cigarette

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:54AM

114,249,860

My quiting story isn't all that exciting. I smoked 2-3 packs a day, saw an electronic cigarette, decided that I really wanted
one. Smoked 1-2 cigarettes for few days after getting my first ecigarette. I've been smoke-free ever since, which is over
a year now.

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:53AM

114,249,506

I was about to reach 39. I smoked for almost 25 years. I needed to find a way to stop. A friend told me about ecigs ... so i
found a shop near home, went in, and came back home with an expensive high end kit plus 20ml of 16mg liquids. Fact is
this high end kit was total bullshit but i could highly lower my numbers of cigarettes a day (from 20 to lets say 5). So i
bought 1 month later a new cleaomizer, really efficient, and tried new liquids too. I dropped to 1 occasional cigarette
immediatly!
Then, 3 months later i think, 6 months passed since i started, i bough a hammer and a Taifun GT: I never touched a
tobacco cigarette again.

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:37AM

114,249,389

Quitong was the smartest thing I've ever done. And couldn't have done it without ecigs. Believe me, I tried! Did it
OVERNIGHT once Infound out how to choose my flavor and nic level with a tank vaping system. It saved my life and will
save the lives of millions if we help embrace this miracle. Vape on. Please!

Sunday, Jan 11th
4:30AM

114,248,410 Friend give me a taste of ecig thafs it...
Sunday, Jan 11th
3:43AM

114,247,452
I was totally desperate in the hook of tobacco. When founding e-cigarettes it was very easy to stop smoking the regular
tobaccos. Now I am vaping with less and less with nicotine. At last the way to get rid of the smoking totally.

Sunday, Jan 11th
3:00AM

114,246,869
I tried everything in 30 years time, all medics, all nicotine products and even I got astma I couldn`t stop...with e-cig even
easily <3

Sunday, Jan 11th
2:25AM

114,245,926 Bought my first e-sig. Gave up trad. smokin. Completely. After starting e-sig I have never tasted trad. tobacco.
Sunday, Jan 11th
1:22AM

114,245,628
I had enough of cigarettes and the damage they do to your body. Since using e-cigs, I feel healthier and would never
touch a cigarette again.

Sunday, Jan 11th
1:04AM



114,245,283 Quickly.
Sunday, Jan 11th
12:44AM

114,242,654

August 25th I walked into my local vape shop, I walked out a former smoker. That same day I took my adult daughters in
and we've been smoke free since. I smoked for 29 yrs and when the urge hit me I would hit the vape hard. It soon passed
and at least this winter I have enjoyed vaping IN my house instead of freezing parts off outside. My home, clothing and
vehicle sure smell cleaner. I don't want to loose the one thing that actually worked for me. Nothing else I tried helped me
lay the cigs down and walk away like vaping did. It saved our lives.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:30PM

114,241,994

i was smoking for 14 years almost nonstop until my friend let me try his e-cigarette. The second day i logged in to the
website my friend told me about and ordered me my own one. I've been thru quite a learning curve trying different
products and devices. Few times i've had to go back to traditional cigarettes because of malfunctioning or broken
devices. It usually takes a week to order new e-gigarette. and just 5min to walk to the nearest shop to buy pack of
cigarettes. Now i try to choose better quality products and long lasting batteries. They cost a bit more, but are easier to
use and there is less headache with the devices. I've noticed the better quality product are cheaper in the long run
because they work well and last longer. ANd the juices, usually i order a bigger amount of flavourless nicotine base juice
and many smaller bottles of different flavours. It's nice to change flavour from time to time just to keep it interesting.
Also good to have around some "hit flavour juices" if my friends sometimes want to have a taste and hear them say how
much better it tastes comparing to traditional cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:05PM

114,241,873

i smoked for at least 25yrs, my wife started vaping 1st, then i tried it, at 1st i used vaping to reduce the urge to smoke
and did both, but then the more i vaped the more i disliked smoking cigarettes, i dont like the tate/smell of tobacco
anymore, also when i smoked i would sometimes cough and heave which has now stopped. i feel more healthier.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:00PM

114,240,749
After many failed attempts to quit a 30+ year smoking addiction using patches, gums and lozenges I quit overnight with
a vapourizer and am now 2 years smoke free

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:21PM

114,240,171 break whith LADY, moved new apartment, just new deals and point to save money
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:01PM

114,239,749 it tasted good and hit the spot - 4 years on still vaping!
Saturday, Jan 10th
8:47PM

114,239,606 wanted to give up cigarettes, started vaping, never looked back feel healthier look healthier. end of story
Saturday, Jan 10th
8:42PM

114,238,647

I did use ecigs to help me quit smoking. I started by reducing to half a pack a day and then introduced the ecig only
keeping 2 cigars each day. After one month I was able to fully use only ecig. I've started with 24mg and after 4 years I
smoke only sweet and frutty with 0 or 3 mg and feel no urge to go back to cigars.

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:12PM

114,238,302

I smoked around 40 a day for 26 years and I thought I would die a smoker. I have mental health issues which mean as
well as being addicted to the nicotine and other chemicals in cigarettes, the ritual of it all was important. It took me two
weeks to transition from cigarettes to a vaporizer and the hardest to give up were the last one at night and first one of
the morning. Then one day I just vaped instead without really thinking about it. I never looked back and I am extremely
happy.

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:00PM

114,238,203

Funny story... I never meanth to quit. Vaping was just a way to smoke a bit less. But I found myself having not lit up a
stinky for a week, and when I eventually did... well it was awful. So why smoke when you can vape? Been off the stinkies
for four months now, without even trying.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:56PM

114,238,041

I was a 20-a-day smoker who had tried many many times to stop.
I was prescribed Zyban which worked for 9 months but then I began smoking again.
I smoked through 2 pregnancies but managed to stop for 2 years on my third.
I always went back to smoking though.
I have asthma and ended up in hospital a couple of times after a very bad bout of flu. Even with breathing difficulties and
a very low peak flow reading, I continued to smoke.
A family member recommended e-cigs and although I did not hold out much hope, I found it worked for me immediately.
My breathing improved which I could readily see from my peak flow readings and in 5 years I have not had a chest
infection.
This is the longest period of time I have stopped smoking. I started at 17 and am now 55.
From day one of using my electronic cigarettes I did not touch a regular cigarette.I still haven't.
For me, electronic cigarettes have been a life enhancing experience.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:51PM



114,237,761

I tried everything, for years. Pills, gum, patchws, hypnotism...you name it. The cravings and desperate
depression/anxiety always took me back to smoking. After 26 years at 2 packs/day I decided to try this ecig thing out of
desperation, not thinking it would work. Within a week I was smoke free & within two the smell of a cig turned my
stomach. It saved my life, I have no doubt.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:42PM

114,236,269

I used to be a very heavy smoker - averaged 50 a day. Bought my first e-cig over 6 years ago & even though it was a
rather pathetic ciggie lookalike, I cut down, to on average, 10 a day.

After finding far better products, I then cut down to 2 a day & not long after, gave up the real cigarettes completely &
now only vape.

The health benefits have been amazing! I could go into so much detail but to keep things short - it's so blooming good to
be able to take a deep breath of fresh air without coughing my guts up.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:57PM

114,235,499

After 25 years of smoking 20-30 a day and several failed quit attempts trying NRT, cold turkey & therapy (Allen Carr) I
was introduced to vaping by colleagues at work.

I walked into a store and got good advice and could sample dozens of different flavours. I walked out with a starter kit
and a few sweet juices and haven't smoked since.

That was 8 months ago and thanks to the variety of devices & flavours, I've found a set-up that means I will never go
back to smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:37PM

114,235,246
A friend gave me a few toots on his ecig. I liked it so I did some research and bought a ciggalike starter kit. Did more
research and within 2 days I bought a vv kit. Haven't smoked since and it was an easy switch to make - no issues at all.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:31PM

114,235,131
Started with the garage/supermarket type of basic kit, which didn't really kick me off the analogues until I found the
option of better choice, which helped me kick the habit for good.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:28PM

114,234,770

30+ years of smoking cigarettes.
Started vaping 3+ years ago
First time got a "gas station" e-cig, really bad experience, and went back to cigarettes. Then researched a little bit more
and got a CE4....almost there but still not satisfied, still needing a cigarette....then got a Mini Protank 2 with a battery, and
THAT did it! never again went back to a cigarette. Maybe yes, I did...once, just out of curiosity...and it tasted like shit! I
could never, ever smoke a cigarette again it tastes like shit.
I now wonder if those really bad e-cigs sold in gas stations have the purpose of taking you back to smoking cigarettes....I
mean, those cheap e-cigs serve the purpose of making people feel they tried but is was not good so they stick with the
poisonous cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:19PM

114,234,422

25 year smoker, I never managed longer than 24 hours without a tobacco cigarette in all that time. I took my first vape 2
years ago, and knew immediately I would never smoke again, I have never even come close to relapsing yet. (Fingers
crossed)

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:11PM

114,234,249

I had trouble breathing and woke up every morning coughing and hacking. I did not REALLY want to quit smoking but with
my health deteriorating and my family pushing me I tried patches and gum Chantix and all of the other "approved"
NRT's with no luck. I started with a cig-a-like but it really didn't help I cut back a little but eventually started smoking
again. I then tried an Ego style and that was much more satisfying. I dual used for about 3 months eventually getting
down to 2 cigarettes a day. Then decided to try not having any cigarettes, within a month I stopped using tobacco flavors
as well and I have been vaping only for almost 2 years now.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:05PM

114,233,612

Smoked a pack a day for 13 years. No other smoking aids helped. Before my wife got pregnant I decided to try ecigs as I
wanted a change. It helped almost overnight and changed my life. I am no longer a slave to cigarettes. My cravings are
soft, anxiety levels are lower and feel better. This was 2009 and I never relapsed on cigarettes or felt the need to.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:50PM

114,233,140

My wife and I bought our first basic vaping kit 20 months ago with the intention of trying it and perhaps cutting down on
tobacco. We actually gave up overnight and have not smoked nor missed smoking since. Both of us had failed in the past
on numerous occasions using the whole gamut of NRT products. Both of us are significantly healthier and happier since.
My wife's asthma has abated dramatically and measurably - her "peak flow" results have increased from a trough of
around 230 to consistently above 600.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:26PM

114,233,099

I'd tried all forms of NRT several times (except gum as I dislike chewing gum) with very little success. I also tried
hypnosis which worked better but I'd still re-lapsed to smoking within 6 months.

I've not had a cigarette since I bought my first vaporiser nearly two years ago.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:36PM



114,232,986

From 30 marlboro lights a day to 0 for me and from 10 a day to 0 for my girlfriend all in one day. I started smoking at the
age of 14 and am now 42. I cant remember a day in those 28 years that I didnt have a cigerette, i tried all the
prescription / medical offerings and non worked, not even for a day... Then one day I walked into a tabacconists to by my
daily pack and noticed a display of ecigs with a massive range of flavours. The chap was very knowledgable and gave
me some detailed information and left me to make my choice. I picked up a pair of ego devices and my vape of choice
for me an my girlfriend... that was it, in one day I was off the cigarettes. I have now cut down the level of nic that I use as I
have found atomisors and batteries that deliver less nic in a more effective way. My sense of smell and taste has
returned, I am less out of breath and have now taken up regular running, my chest dosnt hurt when I take my first breath
in the morning! I dont smell like an ashtray... I am more effective as I take less breaks at work... the list goes on!! I dont
want to go back to cigarettes... so please dont make me....

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:34PM

114,232,958

I really wanted to quit smoking, so for a while a duel fueled - but then about a year ago I decided to give up smoking
completly and never looked back - a huge help for me was specially the AAEC forum with it's great people and great
support

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:33PM

114,232,914

smoked for 25 years, had tried every method of quitting without success until I picked up an ecig. I consider ecigs as a
gift to smokers, and they will save many lives. They have improved mine without doubt, I feel so much better, can smell
and taste, and have more energy. My bank balance is much improved since switching!

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:32PM

114,232,906 quit easily, just decided to give up, insurance and health.
Saturday, Jan 10th
5:32PM

114,232,322

On 1st of may 2014 I picked up a personal vaporiser and have never had a cigarette or wanted a cigarette since.
I smoked for 15 years quite heavily.
I started on 18 mg nic str and within 3 months was on 12 mg.
The second and 3rd generation devices are so much better than the cigalikes.
Cigalikes are owned mostly buy tobacco companies and generally do not work ( tobacco/pharma/gov does not want you
to quit)
The 2nd and 3rd gen devises are small business/artisan made and are so much more effective.
Refillable tanks are also very important.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:17PM

114,232,270
I had smoked for more than 40yrs and tried many different methods to quit all of which failed! I started on e-cigs and
never had another cigarrett from that day!

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:15PM

114,232,022

I had no intention to quit using tobacco, I originally tried vaping kit to use in airports and flights.
I found after the first day vaping I wasn't smoking tobacco and haven't since.
I had failed with multiple quit attempts.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:10PM

114,231,926

After failed attempts trying to give up over the years with various NRT products & acupuncture, I was introduced by a
friend to ecigs. He was a heavy smoker & had given up with them. I then tried & was amazed how after only a few days, I
didn't want a cigarette. Now over two years later, I enjoy vaping, with the choices it offers me & I never want another
cigarette. As long as I can continue in the same way, unhindered by the governing of flavour choice & nicotine content,
then, that's goodbye to tobacco for good.

Saturday, Jan 10th
5:07PM

114,231,571
I had tried gum and snus with no success but ecigs made me quit instantly. Literally one puff :) I even had a few drinks
the first evening and had no craving for stinkies.

Saturday, Jan 10th
4:59PM

114,227,639

I had tried vaping from a magazine ad...but ran out of the prefilled cartridges before to could order more...once I saw a
the refillable tanks I started researching and took a shot...finished the opened Pack and have not bought another...After
a bit of malaise I started advocating, snd have found the Best support group anywhere...

Saturday, Jan 10th
4:07PM

114,227,152
first e-cig kit got delivered on the friday, I began using it on the saturday morning, and have not touched a fag again in
2.25 years and never will again as long as I can vape.

Saturday, Jan 10th
4:03PM

114,226,831 35 years of smoking a pack a day - gave up completely within two weeks of starting vaping
Saturday, Jan 10th
4:00PM

114,226,241

Smoked for nearly fifty years gradually escalating to 40 per day. June 2013 switched to vaping. gradually cut nicotene
strength. Found different flavours helped this. July 2014 stopped altogether. After years and years of trying to quit and
failing badly, these things made it unbelievably easy.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:51PM



114,225,548

I smoked heavily for 25 years. I didn't want to give up smoking, I was reluctant to even listen to people 'nagging' me to
try methods to quit such as vaping.

Finally my mother just bought me a kit and told me to try it, along with 4 bottles of juice. I have not smoked a single
cigarette since the morning it arrived in the post. That was 10 months ago.

I quickly upgraded my kit, and I am now using mechanical mods and rebuildable atomizers to save money. But even if I
had the money, I wouldn't do it any other way, it is an enjoyable aspect of the 'hobby'.

I have to add, the money I save week to week is one of the major attractions of vaping. I have managed to convert about
a dozen smokers into vapers, and the two major attractions are the flavours and the low cost compared to smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:37PM

114,225,345

I was a regular smoker for 40 years and I enjoyed it. I saw somebody using an e-cig and was intruiged by the blue light
on the end. After doing internet research I decided to invest in a cig-alike kit. This proved to be partially successful, in
that I reduced my cigarette consumption from 25-30 a day down to 3 a day. More research led me into 2nd generation
vapourizers and a much , much better vaping experience. I am now tobacco free for just over two years, and have
reduced my nicotine content from v.high to medium/low with the intent of being nicotine free in the next 6 months.
The type of equipment that would probably be available post TPD will not IMHO be good enough. The restictions will
mean others will not have the quality of vaping equipment too successfully quit tobabcco products. The end result of the
TPD will be e-cigs as useful and successful as patches and gum, about 3-6% from my research. The TPD will result in
MORE people going BACK to cigarettes. So much for the TPD protecting our health. It has nothing to do with health, its all
about the money, lobbying, and protecting vested interests. The TPD is a dogs dinner of legislation and vaping has now
place in it. I am not using tobacco products and my juice/equipment is already covered by many laws regarding safety
and quality and more regarding juice quality would be useful but thats all.
Thank you for providing the survey and lets hope this ridiculous legislation is ammended accordingly.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:33PM

114,224,719
End smoking after my first nicotine e-liquid come at hand, nearly 1 year ago. I hawe tried everything else to quit, but this
is the only thing who has helped me.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:16PM

114,224,639

Prior to 9th Sept 2014 I smoked 30 to 40 B&H per day, then for the first time I tried vaping. That immediately cut my
cigarettes down to single figures, whilst I was sorting out flavours etc.. I took to vaping like a duck to water, my cigarettes
and desire for them quickly fell to none and I have neither had the desire nor a cigarette since.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:15PM

114,224,569

I smoked for over 40 years and for the most part was smoking 2 to 3 packs a day. I tried all the others except the pills as
I was aware I would have problems with it due to having tried others similar with bad results. The patches I had an
allergy too them was told it was what stuck to skin allergy. I have acid reflux and not a lot of teeth so the gum just made
more acid for me to deal with.
I quit smoking Oct 1, 2010 the day I got my first e cig or what some of use call personal vaporizers and I haven't touched
a smoke since. I'm doing great and proud of myself for finding e-cigarettes and researching them. There is no negative
for me and I will continue to use the best E cigarettes/PV for my own pleasure that doesn't affect others.
There are lots of studies out there showing that E cigarettes are much safer than smoking and personally I can attest to
that. I am breathing better and using less of my asthma medications.
Switching to E cigarettes was the most positive thing I have done in my life and I am so thankful that I heard about them
and then I researched for months about the products before I bought my first kit. I was ready to quit smoking but not quit
nicotine and I stand by that to this day. The progress in equipment has been so good for the consumers and I will say I do
love some sweet flavors and not interested in tobacco flavors: Don't need the reminder on that.

Another thought is: Smoking took me out of society and E cigarettes are bringing me back, for the first time in years I
have gone out for a meal and spend some time with a friend.

I hope you do the right thing and help the people that want another way out of smoking.

Thank you for reading

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:13PM

114,224,455

I smoked from the age of 14, most of my life between 30 and 40 cigarettes a day. For over a year before switching I was
smoking at least 50 a day. I started vaping with the intention of reducing my cigarette consumption but accidentally
stopped smoking. I just forgot to light a cigarette and felt no need to do so.
However, because of legislation which will make all e-cigarettes that work illegal to sell, and only tobacco companies
able to afford the onerous regulation, I am considering smoking one or two cigarettes a day so that being forced to do
so will not be as much of a nasty experience. I would do my best to buy smuggled or counterfeit cigarettes under those
circumstances, or buy smuggled black market eliquid as the cost of legal and taxed versions would force me to
frequently go without decent food. I am a pensioner on a fixed income, cannot afford to spend most of my money on 'sin
taxes' but have no intention of giving up my one pleasure. I hope that the government does not make me damage my
health far more than I have done before I discovered vaping because they choose to believe statements that are
disproved with all research and want to continue making billions in tax, cigarette sales and medicines for smokers,
including useless 'stop smoking' medicines. They have never worked for me.

Saturday, Jan 10th
3:10PM



114,223,961

Tried my first cigarette aged 9 and by 11 I was smoking at least 5 per day, by 13/14 smoking 10. In my late teens smoked
20 plus per day.

In my last 30s started trying traditional quitting methods (inhalers, gum and patches) but with no success. In August
2011, purely by chance, saw a video on youtube about e-cig. Intersted spurned, looked into this and bought a kit online
(sky cig). Over the next 4 months I used both e-cigs and traditional tobacco, though my use of traditional drastically
decreased. In that time I bought a more advance kit (ego-c)and it was this that did it.

On the 17th Feb 2012 at approx 18:30 I put a cigarette and said "fuck it thats my last one". I've vaped ever since and
have never touch a real cigarette and now been smoke free for almost 3 years (after smoking for over 33) and it was
vaping that did.

As a smoker I was so unfit but now I feel both mentally and physically healthier. I even managed to do a coast to coast
cycle in the UK, completing over 150 miles in 2 1/2 days ... and that included cycling over the Pennines!!!

In my opinion, vaping has the edge over the other quitting aids as it also deals with the psycological addiction i.e. the
sensations of inhaling, the hand mouth actions, the visual stimulus of watching the exhaled vapour. The ritualistic nature
of smoking and its this aspect of addiction which very much ignored.

Hope this helps

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:58PM

114,223,402

I was a smoker for nearly 40 years and had tried every type of stop smoking method including acupuncture and patches
and the foul nicotine inhalator, then I tried a cig a like, first generation e cig. That also was rubbish and made me cough.
It was tobacco flavour, or supposed to be. However, I then searched and found better devices, nicer flavours and an
amazing forum where I learned so much more and with a decent device and a range of flavours I was able to initially
reduce my smoking from over 20 a day to four or five, and then quickly to stop tobacco smoking completely. I have
reduced my nicotine level from 18mg to 6mg, simply because the flavour is better. Flavours are vital. Without them, or
vaping, I would be smoking tobacco.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:45PM

114,222,938

As above , bought vaping equimemt, and stopped the day it arrived, never feel the need for a fag, and never will , unless
the Gov screws it all up!
NRT is useless compared to vaping, people have found a far safer way of nicotine replacement, any attempt to ban
certain flavours will result in people either going back to fags ( Big T will like that) or use the black market.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:32PM

114,222,765 I stopped nearly three years ago and have not smoked since and I never again will.
Saturday, Jan 10th
2:28PM

114,222,516

I smoked a pipe constantly & really enjoyed it- researching & buying traditional old tobacco blends was as much a part
of the pleasure as stoking up a pipefull of a blend that I knew they'd smoked in the trenches of WW1:I never intended to
give up..then early in 2013 I discovered I had skin cancer. This had spread to my lymphs,and 3 op's later I got the all
clear :-) During my treatment I had adult chickenpox, which made me seriously ill. So,still addicted to nicotine & missing
my pipe I tried a disposable ecig...I never smoked again,haven't even been tempted! There's enough variety of vaping
hardware & endless flavours of liquids to keep me interested & satisfied. Without this variety I would undoubtedly have
gone back to my old briar.

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:22PM

114,221,556

Got my 1st ecig set-up May 2012 and have never ever smoked a cigarette from that day onwards. Prior to that I had
tried numerous times over many years to stop smoking using all the costly and useless Nicotine Replacement
Therapies.

ECIGS WORK ECIGS SAVE LIVES

STOP EU FROM CONTROLLING AND LIMITING ECIG DIVICES OTHERWISE POLITICIANS WILL KILL MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:00PM

114,221,433

I decided I had to quit smoking. Had there been no PVs I'd have quit cold turkey. This way, I found I could still enjoy my
pastime without damaging my health. From the day I started vaping, I never took one single puff again. And I never will.
I'm 52 and cigarettes are part of my personal history, I can't deny it. But I wish I'd never smoked. It's a shame that the
powers that be have been after the safe alternative. If they wanted to simply abolish tobacco, I'm sure they could and
there woudn't be any terrible Al Capone afterwards. Still, it's the power of the corporations: there are no countries
anymore, only corporations.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:58PM

114,220,959

after 23 years of smoking i tried ecigs and feel better for doing so,i no longer wheeze when i breathe,i don't smell like an
ashtray and overall think they are better for my health than smoking,if things start changing with flavours,price etc. then
i think i will stop but have no intentions to going back to cigarettes after 3 years of not smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:47PM

114,220,710

Miraculous. I tried to quit for 20 years with NRT and willpower, vaping was an instant cure. My partner could not quit until
better equipment became available but is now smoke-free too. It took some work to find the right equipment for us but
we now prefer vaping and would not smoke again unless regulation takes what works for us away.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:42PM



114,220,574

I was smoking when VIP shop opened in Manchester city centre but I told the lady that I can see one of them helping me
stop smoking. A few years later a friend I'd not seen in a while told me he'd been vaping for 2.5 ,yrs and he smoked
more than me. He lent me a ce4 tank and ego battery I took it to work left my backy at home so I couldn't be tempted
and went all day will no cigs and didn't feel like I needed a smoke once. I know this didn't happen with everyone and yes I
may be lucky to make the switch that easy but form that day I've never inhaled smoke again.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:39PM

114,219,829

After 29 yrs smoking pack/day, quit overnight in Jan 2014 using 36mg cigalike. It was unflavoured and is what I have
stuck to- I like its "unflavour". But I do like to sample flavours occasionally as it makes life interesting. I have no intention
of ever going back to tobacco- 29 yrs was enough, but I do like and I think need nicotine though I feel far less addicted
than I was when smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:25PM

114,218,956

I was approaching my 40th birthday, I was at the time smoking around 30 cigarettes a day, I started smoking when I was
10 years of age, after getting married at 28 to a never smoker I spent the next 12 years trying to give up, I tried the
patches, inhalers, sprays, lozenges and gums but none would ever keep me off the cigs for any longer than 2 months.
So with the big four o quickly approaching I happened upon a ecigarette thread on an audio video forum that I'm a
member of, there was all kinds of contraptions on it, I settled for a ego kit. The kit arrived a month before my birthday
and from day one I knew this was going to be the winner and have been smoke free since 13/02/13, now who says
thirteen is in unlucky number.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:07PM

114,218,808

I was a heavy smoker (90 Texan plain a day) and in recent years a heavy pipe smoker. I suffered from chronic bronchitis
and wheezed and coughed constantly. I was told by several doctors to quit, but nothing I tried worked. The first e-cig (an
NJoy with atomizer and cartridge) arrived here and I bought one. It didn't work very well and I spent my time refilling and
recharging, but it worked. I gave up smoking right away. So did my wife. Since then my toll has evolved several times, but
I am a vaper and been smoke free for over 5 years. Doctors are amazed. My chest is clear, I don't cough or wheeze and
I can smell again. Best thing I ever did. In fact I was so grateful and satisfied that I set up a business and I now help
others to move across to vaping.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:05PM

114,218,805

Started 2008 with my first e-cigarette after having smoked for 40 years, because I was fed up with the awful smell of
myself as well as all my clothing, the brown walls and most important, my daughter never let me hug or kiss her
because of my foolish and stinky smoking.
That was the only reason I started, I never had health issues. After quitting tobacco cigarettes, I suddenly even felt
better, I could smell stuff I couldn't before. My daughter huged me and loves me for having quit smoking. I still love the
good nicotine and will not decrease strength, why should I, its not the nicotine that kills.
I've been vaping for over 6 years now, and I will keep on vaping.

Saturday, Jan 10th
1:06PM

114,218,599 Smoked 40 per day until 1st January 2014,the day I stopped altogether and went into vaping full time.
Saturday, Jan 10th
1:01PM

114,217,167 5 years this year since I had a cigarette thanks to ecigs, after smoking 40/50 a day, that says it all for me.
Saturday, Jan 10th
12:46PM

114,216,320

i NEVER intended to quit. i never wanted to quit. i'm not one of those people who ever even tried, because, and here's
something a lot of anti-smoking people loathe to hear - I LOVED SMOKING. i loved everything about it. so when a friend
picked up a disposable e-cig in a garage on her way to visit me i tried it, and went ''hey, the flavour might be a bit wonky
but i think this might work as an alternative'', i knew there was a way away from tobacco. i hunted out a forum online, got
some advice, bought a rechargeable battery and was told there was a vape fest about 2 weeks away. there i bought a
proper starter kit and some bottles of e-liquid and i've never looked back. that was 2 years and 5 months ago and i can
honestly say if it weren't for vaping i would still be smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
12:36PM

114,215,864 Once I tried vaporizers, I quit smoking completely
Saturday, Jan 10th
12:28PM

114,214,931 I quit on the day that I got my first e-cigarette
Saturday, Jan 10th
12:12PM

114,214,173 E-cig bought 26/07/12 total quit from tobacco 27/07/12
Saturday, Jan 10th
11:58AM

114,214,060
I never seriously intended to quit smoking. I started vaping some 5 years ago just to cut down. Some six months ago
after purchasing some more effective vaping kit I simply realised I had no need for analogue cigarettes any longer.

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:56AM



114,213,576
Much the same as above really, I smoked for years was getting ill from it so started vaping and have never looked back.
Health wise I feel back to normal .

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:46AM

114,213,540

Started on Supermarket cig-a-likes. Didn't help, kept smoking.

Bought an eGo and quit in a week.

Got into mods and dropped down 2 levels of nicotine.

Now vape 12mg is regular mods, 6mg in power mods.

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:45AM

114,212,649

I never expected Vapeing to work and only tried so as I could say “ I tried and failed” then continue to smoke. However I
was determined to at least give it two weeks.
In reality from the first day I have never bought tobacco again and once the tobacco I had left was used up (3 days duel
fueling) I have not smoked since.I would also say that I had been a smoker for over 40 years having started at the age of
11.

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:27AM

114,212,420

I am a vaper of necessity cos I was having too many chest infections and hacking and stinking....

3 months into my vaping journey I discover 36mg/ml and the rest is history....

A few broken vamos a long the way am now trying a slow reduction in nic/ml concentration (cos a fast one just bungs me
in the psych unit) from 6mg/ml -3mg/ml ready for any zombie apocalypses next year (no other reason!!!). I will reduce
when I am ready and when I feel like it. Not when eejits tell me too!

Vaping has done so much for me and even helped me get out of debt - no there is no way I'd want it on prescription and
get some GP or pharmacist telling me how to suck eggs and that they know more than me and stressing me out in the
process fish-head-smash-smiley-emoticon. To me right now it's perfectly affordable (vaping note - not shinyitis) and half
of you at least my Ma would love to meet as she loves me vaping and says I should be a 'vaping ambassador' - even
didn't mind waiting for me at the station last week when I took double the amount of time I should have done vaping
outside whilst waiting for her train - why? Cos I was telling an East coast train employee how to start vaping :D

Saturday, Jan 10th
11:22AM

114,212,191 I tried ecig on holiday and never went back to traditional tobacco
Saturday, Jan 10th
11:17AM

114,211,312

I was discussing ecigarettes with someone I work with on May Day 2012 and thought I'd give them a try so ordered a kit
from VIP that evening, kit arrived 2 ays later, charged the battery and from the very first puff I knew I could make the
switch. Had my last cigarette on 17th May 2012 and have been vaping ever since and have never wanted a normal
cigarette.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:57AM

114,210,888 Wasn't intending to quit. They are a true game-changer,
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:49AM

114,210,326

Starting with the now antique Janty Dura-C, I was immediately excited by the possibility of being able to swap cigarettes
for something that not only tasted good, but also banished the smell of stale smoke from my home, clothes and hair and
of course made a noticeable difference to my health. The delivery system was so primitive that it was at times difficult to
totally give up tobacco. That first happened 4 years ago by using dripping atomizers and the early rebuildables (Bulli and
early genesis models).
Nowadays we have the luxury of so many different types of atomizer with so many different devices and flavours, I can
understand that new users are initially baffled, but the fantastic choice and pace of innovation keeps things interesting,
and is hopefully making vaping a viable choice for even more tobacco smokers.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:37AM

114,210,322

I smoked for 42 years.
The pain in my lungs decided me to try and smoke only when I really needed to. I was able to half my consumption for a
year.
Then a vape shop opened in my local shopping centre. I bought an eGo CE4 kit with some 24mg liquid to try. I
immediately stopped smoking and switched to vaping. I missed the cigarettes for a couple of months but was able to
replace the smoking addiction with a vaping habit. I am very happy to have stopped smoking and am certain that I will
never smoke again.
I now realise that nicotine is not addictive and vape for the enjoyment and to exercise an old habit.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:37AM

114,210,084 Smoked over 25 years with many quit attempts. Vaping is the only thing that worked and will never go back to smoking...
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:32AM



114,210,082

Smoked for 41 years and would not have considered quitting without a PV. I did try "cigalikes" on and off for a while but
they were not enough to get me to stop smoking cigarettes. Once I upgraded to generation 2 and 3 devices I stopped
smoking cigarettes completely 13 months ago. For me (I enjoyed smoking), this is a huge achievement and I am angry
and dismayed that it could be taken away from me.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:31AM

114,209,931

Started by ordering a starter kit out of curiosity, not to quit but after vaping a combination of cherry/vanilla in the
daytime for a few days, and a traditional tobacco flavour when drink ale or coffee - found myself preferring the taste of
vaping. 11 months later and I haven't smoked since. I still use fruity type eliquid during the day and tobacco flavours in
the evening. I did drop my nic level but found I'd vape more frequently, so I am now back up to 18mg and try to vape less
frequently.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:29AM

114,209,882

I actually did expect to quit smoking using e-cigarettes, even before using one, but I didn't commit to giving up because I
didn't want to put myself under pressure. I went from 20 cigarettes a day to 2 almost overnight and after a month or so I
was physically sick after smoking so stopped completely.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:28AM

114,209,778
I decided I had to quit smoking for health reasons, so I simply bought an e-cig starter kit and threw my cigarettes in the
bin. It worked.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:25AM

114,209,232 Found e-cigs four and a half years ago, quit smoking within a week and have not had a smoke since.
Saturday, Jan 10th
10:13AM

114,209,194

The reason I quit regular tobacco with e cigs far more easily I feel, and I have tried patches, gum, lozenges, sprays and
inhalator etc was because of the visual affirmation of the vapour. My vaping habit doesn't match my old smoking habit
at all, in that when I used to smoke it would be twenty a day, at regular intervals taking 5 - 7 minutes per cigarette, I vape
far less frequently and for a duration of about a minute, often going 3 or 4 hours in between, which would never have
happened with my old habit.

Saturday, Jan 10th
10:13AM

114,208,434

I'm now 54yrs old and have smoked since I was 15/16 yrs old. Before I quit tobacco I was smoking up to 40 a day.
2 yrs ago I realised I was spending too much money and needed to reduce my spend on tobacco.. I tried a 'cig-a-like' that
was marketed at '£2 for 20 cigarettes worth' but realised it wasn't as good as it could be.
I did some research in a vapers forum and finally tried a 2nd generation vaporiser.. success.. but only after I had 'found'
my taste and my level of nicotine.
It took about 3 weeks of trying various liquids, but when I had found IT, I haven't smoked since.

Thank you E-Cigs, you have given me my life back.
I'm no longer classed as a smoker, I breathe easier, I don't cough, I can run, and I feel so much fitter all round.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:57AM

114,208,088

I was a smoker of traditional cigarettes for 40 years before taking up the e-cigarette. I smoked around 30 cigarettes a
day and never ever thought I would be able to give them up.

Since the very first day I received my e-cig I have never touched a cigarette since.

At the time I started using an e-cig I was going through a very stressful time, after losing my son and was in the midst of
grieving, but even this stressful time in my life did not deter me from staying on the e-cig and I managed to keep off the
cigarettes much to the surprise of all my family & friends as well as myself.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:51AM

114,208,079

Developed quite severe copd asthma. Was in a bad way. Started using a personal vaporiser on the 1st of January 2014
ezclusively and haven't looked back or smoked since. First flavour was sex on the beach. Since making the switch my
asthma and copd has pretty much gone for good. Maybe without the options availiable I probably wouldnt be here now.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:51AM

114,208,067

I "accidentally" gave up tobacco through the use of a vaporizer. Giving up tobacco wasn't something I was really
considering, reducing my use was the aim. I tried a vaporizer and found it to be a much better alternative to smoking,
that my tobacco use stopped almost instantly.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:51AM

114,207,994
A friend gave me a strter kit, I used it sporadically, until I found a flavor that I really liked. Cinnamon roll. A few more
good flavors found, and I quit using tobacco at all a few months later. I have not smoked a cigarette in 6 months now.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:50AM

114,207,751
I quit tobacco over a year ago by switching to vaping and I have not had a cigarette since nor have I craved one. I actually
find the smell really repulsive now and I know I would not have stopped without having vaping as an alternative.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:45AM

114,207,709 would have returned to ciggies if not for ecig
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:44AM



114,207,606
moved straight on to vaping tobacco juices,and six months later am still on them,tried all other flavour variants and
hated them.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:43AM

114,207,599

Smoked from the age of 15yrs old until I gave up smoking tobacco 3 yrs ago.
Had a lot of help from a a forum AAEC before I decided to quit and vape e cigarettes. Never used any of the ciggie look
alike electronic
cigarettes in favour of using Ego510 1100 Mah.

I have progressed since then to using more sophisticated batteries, and I have not even wanted a cigarette since the day
I stopped.

They have been a godsend for me, I am a happier person now and very proud of myself as are my family and friends.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:42AM

114,207,212

I ordered an e-cig kit almost 4 years ago with a menthol e-liquid. As soon as I started to vape, I found I could no longer
stand the taste of traditional cigarettes, and never have touched one since that day. I find the smell of cigarettes
revolting now, and hope I am never forced to return to smoking but losing flavours and nicotine choices.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:35AM

114,207,171

My first attempts to switch to vaping weren't all that successful (using 1st generation 'cigalikes'), but were at least
promising enough to to prompt further research. The subsequent purchase of a more powerful 2nd generation device
ended 40 years of smoking, and the further purchase of 3rd generation devices has kept me away from smoking for
almost three years now.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:34AM

114,206,738

30 months ago I saw a news story about e-cigs, it was the first time I became aware of them, bought on that day a quit
smoking. I was almost as hard as will power and as expensive as smoking with cigalikes as I did not want to use a big
device for the first few months. I moved to bigger rebuild-able devices and found an affordable sweet spot, then
gradually move down to no nicotine which was a big mistake and caused me to have a few lit tobacco binges. I have
since learnt more about the real risks of nicotine use and don't worry about them and ignore the pressure form the
media to quit nicotine and concentrate on cutting out the very harmful lit tobacco.
I had previously given up using patches and will power once for 18 months, another two times for over a year and a few
more times for a few months. I feel vaping has finally freed me for the grip of lit tobacco addiction, if it is over regulated
or over taxed to the extent it stops being viable for me I will end up getting sucked back into smoking despite not wanting
to.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:24AM

114,206,429
I moved from tobacco to vaping for one reason only - I was not going to queue up at a "closed" supermarket tobacco
kiosk like a junkie queuing for methadone.

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:18AM

114,206,226
I started vaping in Feb 2009 with a DSE901 and tobacco juice, switched to a Screwdriver in April 2009, have used
mechanical mods, drippers etc ever since. I hat fruit flavours, custards etc. I like tobacco flavours!

Saturday, Jan 10th
9:14AM

114,205,721 All because of all the different types of flavor
Saturday, Jan 10th
9:02AM

114,204,808
My daughter bought them. I flew to Florida to visit and on my way back home, she stopped by totally wicked and bought
me the whole set, plus eliquids. I have not smoked since. And I really enjoy ecigs.

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:45AM

114,204,186

Smoked pipe and 1.5-2 cigarette packs/day for 20+ years. Became prohibitively expensive in New York State due to
added "sin tax", plus noted asthma inhaler use becoming more necessary. A friend picked up a simple "cig-a-like" kit for
me, and I immediately ceased using all tobacco products. Haven't used a traditional tobacco-based product for 4 years
(tried it once and found the experience literally distasteful), and have vastly reduced the use of inhaler (~2-3 puffs or
less a MONTH now, versus 4-5+ DAILY while smoking.)

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:31AM

114,204,009

I had a badly broken arm that would not mend and I was told by my surgeon it was due to smoking. I had been a smoker
for nearly 50 years and had tried many times to quit in the past so I argued with him that it is easy to say but not easy to
do. He told me that I should try e-cigs as they are a safe alternative. I tried many different types which did not satisfy and
so used them in conjunction with cigarettes. Then I was advised of the type that I currently use and I phoned and spoke
to them of my previous unsuccessful experiences with e-cigs and they asked about my smoking habits and preferences
and advised me what to try. From the first day I used their product (3rd Oct 2013) I have not touched a cigarette. There
are lots of different products available and there needs to be because every smokers requirements are different. I also
found that the help and support I received from the company was invaluable, if I have any questions they will always
spend time to explain or advise which I believe is an invaluable service and far better than the help I received from the
stop smoking service provided by the NHS. Oh and by the way... my arm healed within 6 months of using my current e-
cig.

Saturday, Jan 10th
8:27AM



114,201,033

I smoked up to 30 cigarettes daily for 50years and tried every quit method available none worked for more than a few
weeks and even those weeks were difficult. I tried vaping after seeing them firstly with 0% nic and found I liked it. I went
the following week and got some 18mg juice and found I preferred this to smoking and quit overnight with no intention
at the time of quitting just reducing. I have been smoke free now for 1 year 4 months without any cravings for cigarettes.

Saturday, Jan 10th
7:18AM

114,199,006

It is a traditional story apart from me needing to quit smoking for I have COPD. I have been wanting to quit smoking for
decades. I have tried lessening, accupunture, cold turkey, gum, lozenges, anti-depressives and Champix. Nothing
worked and it made me feel worse and worse about myself. Using a battery with clearomizer and liquid it took me ONE
DAY to quit smoking.

Saturday, Jan 10th
6:24AM

114,191,883
Over 3 years ago I started to use e-cigarettes and stopped smoking tobacco cigarettes (40 per day) at once! Since then
I'm feeling much better and I'm really glad about my choice to use e-cigarettes. My e-cigarette is saving my life!!!!!

Saturday, Jan 10th
2:25AM

114,181,453

I started in 2009, briefly, I tried a regular 24mg. tobacco flavor on the Njoy. I had little connection to any others using it,
and the length of time the battery performed, the cartridge lasted was more of an impedence than an incentive to leave
real cigarettes behind. I didn't try again until May 2010. At that time, I met someone that recommended a better more
advanced device and suggested I use a Vanilla flavor at 24mg., because I was starting all over. Well, what a difference,
my smoking decreased 80% within the first week, stayed about that level for the better part of a year. In 2011, I was
using even better mod style batteries and more tank like liquid cartridges. the flavor was even better and my decision to
stop buying real smokes became very easy to make. I still ocassionally thought I wanted a cigarette to smoke. After two
puffs, I was disgusted by the foul odor and taste. Psychologically, I hadn't let go 100%. The friend that I met in 2010, told
me not to pressure myself, but to let E-Cigarettes work for me naturally. To let go of the guilt and all the "I should" kind
of talk. He was right, I just naturally stopped wanting to smoke. I had a few puffs a couple times a week, but in August
2013 I just knew It that finally I never would again. I have not had one craving, thought and not a single puff since August
2013. Flavor and 24mg. did make it possible for me to lose my desire to smoke in an enjoyable and unstressful way. This
year I started reducing my nicotine strength, I am now using 12 mg. nicotine. I also, use many other flavors than vanilla.

Friday, Jan 9th 8:23PM

114,180,304

I had no intention of stopping smoking. Despite being an intelligent person and well aware of the health hazards I liked
the way that smoking broke up my day. I had tried to quit in the past but always inevitably went back because without
smoking my days became stressful and I didn't take timeout to focus my thoughts.
I had seen a few friends vaping and one afternoon i walked past a vaping shop in town and decided to by a kit for a
giggle. Not to quit, though I thought it might help me cut down a little. That was on the Saturday afternoon. By Monday
my smoking had dropped by three quarters. I wasn't trying to quit so there was no pressure I just smoked when I wanted
to smoke and vaped when I wanted to vape. About a week later I was on a day off sat at my PC all day and at about 11:30
at night I decided I really fancied a fag before bed. As I reached for my tobacco I realised that it was the first cigarette I
had had all day, and I hadn't noticed. A week later after tweaking my nicotine strength and finding a juice that killed off
the post toothpaste cravings I smoked my last cigarette. That was 9 months ago and I haven't had a cigarette since.

Friday, Jan 9th 7:53PM

114,179,558

I had smoked for over 40 years averaging a pack/day and tried quitting several times. Gum, patches, cold turkey, Zyban
and even hypnotherapy hadn't worked for me. I'd become resigned to the fact that cigarettes would eventually kill me.
As soon as I tried my first ecig (a cigalike) I thought 'This could work', three days later I got my first 2nd gen device and I
knew it would work. I'm now over 6 months without smoking, no desire to go back to cigarettes, no withdrawal, nothing -
it's a miracle :)

Friday, Jan 9th 7:31PM

114,176,942

I smoked cigarettes for 30 years and then a pipe for 30 years. Developed a nasty smokers cough and switched to vaping
2 years ago when I was 73. Had no difficulty switching , have not smoked tobacco since and my cough was gone after
only 2 weeks.

Friday, Jan 9th 6:24PM

114,174,315

I started smoking when I was 13 years old. My mother and older brother bought them for me because at the time it was
illegal fro a minor to purchase them, but not for a minor to use them. In my senior year of high school (1996) it became
illegal for minors under the age of 18 to be in possession of and use tobacco. It's funny though because I still knew
where I could purchase them, I only had to use my brother or mom occasionally. I still was able to get them. I continued
to smoke for 23 years. I cut back to only 2 a day when I was pregnant with my daughter and quit for the pregnancy of my
son, but each time I went back to smoking. It was a part of me. I enjoyed it. I decided, after much torment from my now
teenage children, to quit smoking and it was my new years resolution for 2014. I have not had a cigarette since January
1, 2014. I have been vaping instead, and I feel great! I even got my older brother to start vaping and he quit smoking too!
He prefers the custard flavors while I like the fruits. Neither of us would have been able to do this without flavors. I tried
many times before, so did he, we both tried medicine, gum and patches. We both tried tobacco flavored juice thinking
that was what we wanted. The flavors are what made it happen. The flavors are what made our two decade long
addiction end. And the flavors are what keep us lowering our nicotine level and eventually we will off vaping altogether.
But, not without the yummy goodness.

Friday, Jan 9th 5:29PM



114,173,681 Out of time e-cigs is the only way I could quit smoking. Friday, Jan 9th 5:16PM

114,172,709

I started vaping in 2008 having been smoking about a 1/2 ounce of RYO tobacco a day for about 20 years at that time,
and cut down smoking immediately. Prior to this, I had many failed quit attempts using NRT, none of which lasted very
long. In 2009 I quit smoking entirely using e-cigs, and have since seen health benefits, for example no more chronic
bronchitis. I have also had a returning sense of taste and smell and am able to exercise more. I am still a nicotine addict,
but am comfortable with that. I have no desire to quit nicotine. I would not go back to smoking unless there was no other
alternative.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:59PM

114,171,139
40 year smoker, two packs a day . over a year ago picked up a gen 2 ecig and I haven't looked back and not in the least
interested in tobacco now love my vape.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:32PM

114,169,792
I haven't smoked a cigarette since December 5, 2013....the day I started vaping. Carried two packs of cigarettes in my
car for three months, just in case. Finally threw them away!

Friday, Jan 9th 4:09PM

114,169,559

I have smoked for over 30 years 20+ a day. Tried the conventional methods prescribed by the doctors. Patches, nicotine
gum even pills. I failed with all and returned to smoking. I bought a vapouriser last October 2014 when I finished my last
pack of tobacco I started vaping. Since then I haven't smoked a cigarette or felt the urge or caving for one. Also I haven't
been a horrible person to be around, like I have been with previous (failed ) smoking cessation attempts using
prescription methods.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:05PM

114,169,235

I smoked for 30 years, age 13 to 43. After finding appealing and fun vape flavors, I stopped smoking on Oct. 7, 2014. I
vaped 18 mg for 2 weeks, 12 mg for 2 weeks, 6mg for 3-4 weeks and now 0 mg. 94 days and going strong. Vaping
helped me quit smoking & it's helping me stay quit.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:00PM

114,169,195

I had no real intention to stop smoking before I discovered vaping. In 25 years, I had never even made a quit attempt.
But I found vaping to be a vastly superior alternative that eliminated my desire to smoke. So I stopped smoking, and I am
reaping the health benefits of that decision.

Friday, Jan 9th 4:00PM

114,167,849

Smoked regularly from age 15-63 when I had a heart attack.NRT was unpleasant and ineffective so started
vaping.General health has improved since then.
Apart from easier breathing I feel more alert and relaxed.

Friday, Jan 9th 3:42PM



114,167,784

After experimenting with cigarettes in high school, I became a daily smoker at the age of 18. I smoked heavily
throughout college (a pack a day or more) and continued to smoke once I graduated. I tried quitting cold turkey several
times in my late 20's, but was never successful, and the truth is I never really WANTED to quit smoking, because even
though I knew it was terrible for me, I really enjoyed it.

At the age of 29 I began dating and eventually got engaged to Jen (now my wife) who hates cigarettes. I went out of my
way to not smoke around her, and it soon felt like I had to sneak around to do what I wanted to do. Once we were
married I decided I would quit for her, so I went to my doctor and was prescribed Wellbutrin. It worked, and I quit
smoking for 2 years. I changed jobs at the age of 33 and many of my new coworkers smoked, so it was not long before I
began smoking again, though at a lesser amount, typically around 5-8 cigarettes a day. I also went back to sneaking
around so I wasn't smoking in front of my wife. She knew I was smoking again though and made me promise that when
we had kids I would quit again. I broke that promise. I tried Wellbutrin again after my son was born, but this time it had
no affect and I remained a smoker.

This past January, at the age of 38, I was at a friend's house playing cards. Several of us were smoking, and then one guy
who had been a smoker pulled out a simple eGo kit and started vaping. I was instantly intrigued. I peppered him with
questions and he let me try his device. I knew right away that this was different and could truly work for me. My friend
gave me a couple links to online suppliers, and I ordered a starter kit the next day. While waiting for my kit to arrive I
began researching vaping online, reading as much information as I could. I became a member of Electronic Cigarette
Forum and tried to glean as much as I could from other members.

My kit arrived on January 28, and I excitedly fumbled through setting it up and started vaping. I quit smoking that day and
never smoked an entire cigarette after that. The first week was a little rough, as I went through withdrawals. I learned
that one is addicted to far more than just nicotine in a cigarette. The other issue I dealt with initially was dry mouth, and
found that I needed to increase my daily water intake. The withdrawals passed, as did the dry mouth, and I never looked
back. I spoke with my doctor about it in February, and he was pleased with my decision and supported my efforts, though
he reminded me that the end goal is still the same...to quit nicotine entirely.

I quickly noticed several benefits to vaping. While smoking I would spend the first 15 minutes of every morning coughing
up phlegm. That went away. I didn't get winded going up a flight of stairs. I could run around the yard with my 3 year old
son and not get tired. My fingers weren't yellow from tobacco smoke. My wife didn't tell me to take a shower before
coming to bed. My clothes and hair didn't reek anymore. I no longer worried about offending someone at work. I didn't
have to stand outside in the freezing cold just to get my fix (my wife doesn't mind me vaping in the house...no smell!).

Only one time did I actually try smoking a cigarette after quitting, and that was in late May. Some friends and I were in
northern Michigan on a golfing trip. They were all smoking and I was happily vaping. I had several bad holes in a row,
and asked for a cigarette from one of the guys. After 3 puffs, I gave it back to him apologetically. It tasted so terrible I
couldn't stand it. I'll never put a cigarette to my lips again. I've even given up cigars, which was something I had planned
on continuing to smoke even after quitting cigarettes. They simply don't hold the same enjoyment for me as vaping, and
are obviously much worse for me health-wise. Why spend 45 minutes smoking a cigar (I liked the big ones) when I could
vape for a few minutes and be satisfied? It was an easy decision.

I started at 24 mg nicotine strength eliquid, and have gone down to 3mg. My goal is to completely wean myself from the
nicotine altogether. I can't tell you how much I wish someone had introduced me to vaping years ago so I could've quit
cigarettes that much sooner.

Friday, Jan 9th 3:42PM

114,165,678
My daughter asked me to try e-cigarettes and gave me a starter set. I quit smoking immediately as I realised that ecigs
were a more than adequate alternative.

Friday, Jan 9th 3:20PM

114,162,801

I smoked for nearly twenty five years. It was starting to affect my health and I started trying different quit methods. The
patch, nah, would always come off and I would smoke with it on anyhow. The gum is gross as I find all gum to be nasty.
Got hypnotized and that lasted all of about 5 miles until I got to the Shell station. They straight up lied to me about
Chantix. Never, ever, ever again. Then my wife started sending me ads for Blu. Did a little research and ordered a DSE
901 from a guy in New York that's actually still in business. Within a week I was off the cigs and happily vaping. Still cig
free to this day 6 years later and everything is just better. Thanks to vaping I can probably put a few more years onto the
end of my life.

Friday, Jan 9th 2:49PM

114,161,792

2nd last attempt to quit (using NRT's) was 10 years prior to committing to ecigs. About 18 months ago I was coughing up
some really nasty looking phlegm with lots of tar specs in it. Not good at all and my lungs felt 'heavy'.

After researching ecigs, Oct 16, 2013 I was a smoker Oct 17, 2013 I was a vaper, my last best chance at quitting in my
opinion. Day 3 was hell just like any other attempt at quitting but day 4 and every day since was a bit better. Coming up
on 15 months tobacco free I very rarely get the urge to have a smoke, and my lungs feel better than they did 25 years
ago.

Friday, Jan 9th 2:28PM

114,158,315

I am an accidental quitter.
Smoked for 35 years. Never wanted to quit. I liked smoking. Smoked too much for a few years (personal circumstances)
and smoking too much was not doing me good. Saw an e-cig in a colleague's hand. She explained and let me try. I liked
it. So I bought one, to maybe use in the evenings, so I could maybe cut down on smoking *too much*. - Started it up on 4
Nov 2011 - and made the switch to the e-cig completely, immediately, effortlessly and with great pleasure.
The e-cig gives me all that smoking gave me (and yes, smoking gave me something), but without any of the negative
side effects of smoking. - Without that 1st e-cig, I would still be smoking today.
Even people like me - people who never ever intended to quit smoking - can (and do) stop smoking tobacco by switching
to the much more pleasant e-cig.

Friday, Jan 9th 1:37PM



114,155,329 Smoked since I was 18... for 26 years. "tapered down" off of analogs after starting vaping 4 years ago. Now tobacco free!
Friday, Jan 9th
12:52PM

114,153,197

45 years of smoking quitting most months in the last 10 years or more. Used every NRT including mind bending drugs
that nearly sent me round the twist !
Ecigs have been my saviour.

Friday, Jan 9th
12:18PM

114,153,063

Started off using an ego with watermelon ejuice at 24mg. Now using more advanced mods, on 0, 3mg and 6mg
depending on the time of day. Not had a smoke for 9 months and I feel a huge amount better. The fruit, candy and
desserts have been a fundamental part of helping me break away from tobacco smoking.

Friday, Jan 9th
12:16PM

114,148,133

I wasn't very optimistic when I got my first e-cig, since I had no luck with other methods recommended by health care
providers. I was very surprised to realize after a few days that I had not had a regular cig! It was also surprising to me
that I had none of the "crankiness" normally associated with quitting.

Friday, Jan 9th
11:08AM

114,147,455
I started using ecig to cut back on my smocking and felt so much better for it, in the end tobacco tasted awfull compared
to the ecig so I just stopped, it was so easy.

Friday, Jan 9th
10:58AM

114,144,950 Smoked for 6 years and after getting my first vape pen, I haven't looked back. And I FEEL healthier.
Friday, Jan 9th
10:20AM

114,134,247

I'm 35 years old and used to smoke a minimum of 20 roll-up cigarettes a day for about 16 years.
In October 2012 I purchased an ego style kit on-line along with some 24 mg/ml mint flavored e-liquid.
During that first week I noticed that 24 mg/ml was not strong enough to eliminate cravings so I bought some 36 mg/ml
e-liquid after which I was able to stop smoking cigarettes completely and just vape.
After a few months my sense of taste returned with a vengeance and I found the minty flavours far too strong so
searched around and discovered desert flavours which were much more to my liking, with the added bonus that I no
longer felt the need to eat deserts.
About six months in to vaping exclusively I decided to try regular cigarette just to see if I still liked the taste. I did not like
it at all, it was revolting. I don't remember my first ever cigarette tasting bad so can only surmise that flavoured vaper
has conditioned me to despise tobacco flavour!
A year in to vaping I found I no longer needed 36 mg/ml e-liquid and that 24 mg/ml suited me just fine.
I do not intend to reduce nicotine levels further or quit vaping.

Friday, Jan 9th 7:37AM

114,132,610 I've had many friends using ecigs and they helped me get the right equipment and eliquids for vaping. Friday, Jan 9th 7:07AM

114,125,862

I smoked for almost 50 years approximately 25/30 a day. When the smoking ban came in I bought a cig a like for planes
and bars etc for when I was out with just my partner, to save leaving her on her own while I nipped out for a quick cig.It
wasn't very good and when gen 2 came out and I tried one I quickly realized I could stop using cigarettes completely. So
since 28th June 2013 I have never had a cigarette nor felt like having one. I now have a gen 3 mod and very happy with
my set up.I do feel anger and disbelieve at all the lying and disinformation coming from PH etc. I do realize that it has
nothing to do with health and all about money.

Friday, Jan 9th 5:08AM

114,124,790

7 years ago I switched from traditional cigarettes to e-cigarettes because I didn't want to irritate my husband any loger
with smoke.
After 35 years of Smoking traditional cigarettes my hunsband and I are happy.
E-cigarettes work

Friday, Jan 9th 4:43AM

114,124,675

Helped me quit a 30 year old habit in 1 day - where all other methods I've tried in past 10 years failed. Since I have quit.. I
have had 8 of my fellow smokers started vaping.. one fellow had smoked for over 50 years.. we all say the same - we
feel great.. no more morning coughing.. no more shortness of breath going up stairs.. lower blood pressure.. foods taste
better

Friday, Jan 9th 4:41AM



114,123,187 Was a duel smoker but vaping slowly took over and haven't had a cigarette for 18mths to date. Friday, Jan 9th 4:02AM

114,122,695

Two years ago, my wife came home with a cigalike. We both tried it out of curiosity ... it was pretty awful, and spent most
of the rest of the month on the coffee table.

Next came a spam email selling an e-cig starter kit. That was the beginning of our facinating introduction to vaping.
From cartomisers to carto tanks, then to bottom coil clearomisers; finally ending up at fully rebuildables, mods and
APVs, and learning to make e-liquid. I now had a new hobby!

Yes, there is an awful lot of "faffing" involved ... but we are both smokefree for over two years now.

Friday, Jan 9th 3:50AM

114,121,199

I have tried to quit meny times by using nicotine gum, pills etc. When i strarted with e- cig, i thought that was easier and
so it was! I'm very proud of myself becouse i dont smoke cig anymore! I have fresh breath now and it is easier to run and
do workout!

Friday, Jan 9th 3:09AM

114,120,317
I quit a 36 year 2 pack a habit in 3 days with a vaporizer. I have been able to breathe and not had a significant COPD
issue since. I am no longer taking medication for COPD and it is my first year Bronchitis and Pneumonia free in 20 years.

Friday, Jan 9th 2:41AM

114,120,221

I had no intention to quit anything. The absurd scaremongering by some zealots raised my curiosity. i tried vaping and
switched.

To make the short story long: https://nzillatron.wordpress.com/my-story/

Friday, Jan 9th 2:37AM

114,120,018 i used traditional tobacco for 25 years, and i got my first e-cig at christmas present. i quitted smoking after 2 days... Friday, Jan 9th 2:28AM

114,119,619
I never wanted to quit. I just switched to a better options. I don't even care about improved health. What I care about are
things like better taste, better feel with inhale, can smoke inside and it's easier to use than handrolling my own
cigarettes like I used to. It's cheaper too. Superior in every way to "the old way".

Friday, Jan 9th 2:07AM

114,118,895 Two months traditional tobacco free, all because of e-cig. Best thing ever!! Friday, Jan 9th 1:29AM

114,118,874

Smoked for 40 years and could not quit despite various methods used.
The longest abstinence period lasted 14 months and was a result of kind of hypnosis with a lot of cold turkey. But then I
gained 25kgs in weight and had symptoms of serious depression. Took wellbutrin afterwards (doctor told me Bupropion
also helps with quitting).
After having suicidal trial and serious problems/stress at work I returned to smoking. 26 months ago I opened a starter
kit and...firstly drank a little of liquid but then - NEVER tried smoking. The cigarette odor is repulsive and nasty since.
I fight for the right of other smokers to choose this wonderful device.

Friday, Jan 9th 1:27AM

114,118,805 I have not set fire to tobacco for 5 years except on very rare occasions. Ecigs are a good alternative Friday, Jan 9th 1:25AM

114,118,366 I simply have something much better now. Friday, Jan 9th 1:08AM

114,116,869 After my first e- cig I have smoked zero tobaccos. I smoked almost 20 years
Thursday, Jan 8th
11:57PM

114,116,590
Been smoking since I was 7. Quit many times once for 6 years. After starting to vape have been totally without smoking
for more than two years. I'm 50 years old.

Thursday, Jan 8th
11:45PM

114,116,253

I smoked for over 50 years and had no intention of quitting. Out of curiosity, I ordered an e-cig starter kit, simply to see
what it was all about. When it arrived, I had half a pack of cigarettes left. After using the e-cig for about an hour, I
realized I had no desire to smoke any more! (Though I did finish that half pack, purely out of frugality.) I've been vaping
for 2 years 3 months now, with no craving at all for a cigarette. I call myself an "accidental quitter."

Thursday, Jan 8th
11:32PM

114,113,207

When I received my first ecigs, I still had a pack of cigarettes. I smoked 2 a day while vaping. Once the pack was done, I
never had the desire for one again. I feel better. No more wheezing, coughing, shortmess of breath, bronchitis, sinus
infections and colds. Best of all, I dont smell like an ashtray. Cant stand the smell of cigs anymore.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:54PM



114,113,102

I am a 61-year-old adult who smoked tobacco cigarettes for over 44 years. During this time, my cigarette habit had
increased to the point where I was smoking between 3 (60) and 4 (80) packs per day. For most of the last 20 years, I had
been trying to quit my smoking habit. I had tried most of the available methods to stop smoking. None of these quit
attempts were successful. I had managed to stop smoking for as long as 4 weeks, but never more than that. The nicotine
replacement products just did not provide enough satisfaction to make them effective.

In August of 2013, my daughter introduced me to electronic cigarettes. She had stopped using tobacco with one of these
new devices. I gave it a taste, but I had long ago given up any hope of belong able to stop smoking. Although it seemed
interesting, I couldn’t see me using one. A couple of days later I ran into an acquaintance of mine who is about my age.
He too was a long time, very heavy smoker. He pulled an electronic cigarette out of his pocket and told me how he had
totally stopped his heavy smoking habit with it. He said he had stopped coughing like crazy in the morning and that he
felt much better overall. His story increased my interest in the electronic cigarette and I thought, if it can work for him,
perhaps it would work for me. I really wasn’t interested in quitting cigarettes, I was just curious.

The next day, I went out and purchased an inexpensive 2nd generation device, which consisted of a rechargeable
battery and a refillable atomizer. When asked what flavor I wanted, I told the store clerk that I wanted something that
tasted like the cigarettes I had been smoking for the last 44 years. Over the course of the next week, I was using both the
electronic cigarette and regular cigarettes, gradually reducing the number of tobacco cigarettes I was smoking. The
tobacco flavor just wasn’t very good. After about three days, I went back to the store and purchased a new flavor, Grape
Jolly Rancher was the name. It tasted just like the grape flavored hard candy of the same name.
That was all it took. Once I started using this flavor, I found that I no longer needed to smoke as many of the tobacco
cigarettes. The electronic cigarette was able to meet my need for nicotine and they tasted so much better.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:51PM

114,112,617

I bought an ego style battery and basic refillable plastic clearomiser in June 2013 and promised myself I would `give it a
go`. I went from being a 40 cig a day habit to a confirmed vaper. I now own an array of mods and tops and a `larder` of
juices, and no longer need cigarettes. I have had less than half a dozen cigarettes in 18 months. The key to success (in
my opinion) is not to be a dual user. If you want to give vaping a try, buy the latest kit (speak to a seasoned vaper for
advice) and promise yourself that you will go without the tobacco for a week,,,,then try a second week, and so on...
Vaping is a different `hit` to smoking...and you need to convert to the hit of vaping. If you keep on reaching for a
cigarette, you never properly convert to the vaping hit - but it can be done. I smoked for over 40 years, and I am only one
of millions who have succeeded in beating the smoke option.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:36PM

114,112,447 smoked a pack a day for 18 years. Quit cigarettes in 5 days by vaping with flavored ejuice
Thursday, Jan 8th
9:31PM

114,112,241
It was pretty easy and I have tried cold turkey and nicotine gum but they suck ass. When I got my e-cig I slowly smoked
cigarettes less and less and finally on one day I didn't need any nor wanted. Took me about a month.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:24PM

114,111,490
I was curious and just cheked electronic cigarette, then find this is interesting and after a month I noticed Wow! I havent
smoked cigarettes today. So I stopped smoking accitendly by usin e-cig.I never attempt to quit smoking.

Thursday, Jan 8th
9:04PM

114,110,961
I had tried quitting smoking many times, I had smoked for over 12 years, had been without for several months, but then
again started. With I tried e-cig two years ago, and never gone back to smoking.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:41PM

114,110,773 Smoked 2 packs a day. Tried e-cig and never looked back. that was 2 years ago.
Thursday, Jan 8th
8:46PM

114,110,760 Former 1 pack/day smoker, now using electronic cigarettes daily and decreasing my nicotine.
Thursday, Jan 8th
8:45PM

114,110,259

First 4 or 5 months smoking cut by about 75% using cigalike with 36mg/ml tobacco/menthol flavour. With better
equipment and larger choice of juices and nicotine concentrations I stopped smoking completely. Will hit 4 years smoke
free this year.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:31PM



114,109,905

I’M FREE
Well I have done it, never thought I would succeed but I started vaping with an Ecig back in June 2013 and I have not had
a single tobacco cigarette since then, over 6 months smoke free and I am so proud of myself, but It alarms me
somewhat that the EU parliament are trying their damnedest to get Ecigs banned or very heavily regulated, (medical
regulation was thrown out by the courts in Oct last year because it is not a medicine) which is in fact a near enough ban,
8 other European countries have now thrown out the medical regulation as well, whilst leaving tobacco cigarettes
unregulated and on general sale unhindered, that to me beggars belief that something which is 1000 times safer is
being banned whist cigarettes still be available, and something that I consider to be beneficial to my health is being got
at with a vengeance and being taken away from me, or so they think.

I started on 20 June 13 with a cigylookalike from E lights, I was impressed at first because they were pretty close to the
real thing, that is where the problems start, because it looks like a real cigarette it attracts the anti smoking brigades in
full flow kicking off, so after a week or two was not doing the job as I intended it to do, batteries didn’t last very long,
cartomisers were nearly as expensive as a pack of ciggies and didn’t last very long, nowhere near the 200 ciggies they
are supposed to replace, but it introduced me to the vaping world so I’m thankful for that.
I then moved onto stage 2 Ecigs like the ego and boy what a difference they made a lot better, I learned from u tube
videos how to rewind my own coils and re-wick the atomizers instead of buying them ready made, and I have now got a
new hobby to boot, I am now well into the blingy shiny stuff and very quickly moved on to stage 3 personal vapouriser
which is a variable voltage, variable wattage mod that gives me all the adjustments for all the different types of kit there
is out there, I am now a committed vapist (if there is such a word) and I intend to carry on vaping regardless in spite of
what the EU do, I have all the gear I need and you can mark my words, I WILL NOT BE GOING BACK TO TOBACCO
SMOKING you have had enough taxes and duty out of me over the past 50 years and I have ended your tobacco
monopoly over me at least.

My health has got to be improving now and getting better, wheezy chest has disappeared along with the hacking cough,
sinuses have unblocked and cleared my nose, my taste has returned, I don’t smell of smoke any more, the house/car
doesn’t smell of smoke any more, and I generally feel a lot healthier now so too many positives to go back to smoking
analogues, and I certainly wont be,

Ecigs definatly work to help you off tobacco, so don’t take them away from us.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:21PM

114,109,580

47 yrs old, smoked for 30+ years, tried multiple time to quit, tried all avail methods, was stuck till this revolutionary life
saving life changing device came along, Thank the Vape Heavens for this product !
Live on and Vape on !

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:05PM

114,109,296

After several years of hearing hints but no general information on what electronic or smokeless cigarettes were got into
conversations with friend quitting 4 pack a day habit and later starting up family run eliquids business. Ended up
sampling flavors for new business was far enough into refillable clearomizers and tanks.

After vaping for a full six months and just starting to get into better gear the decision to end smoking entirely was made
easy. Non smoke alternative for vaping menthol easily replaced smoking menthol cigarettes to control environmental
type allergies.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:04PM

114,109,129

I didn't buy an e cig to quit smoking. I just liked the flavour, but suddenly cigs started to taste like shit so i quit smoking. E
cigs stayed to keep my nicotine levels high, but the 18mg juice suddenly felt too strong so i dropped to 12, then 10, 8, 6
and now am at 3mg. It hasn't yet come as a feel of too much nicotine, but i will do 0mg juices soon to try if i really "need"
the nicotine anymore. Vaping has become a hobby for me.

Thursday, Jan 8th
8:00PM

114,109,043

Smoked for 30 years. Bought vapouriser to try out. Switched to vaping on morning that vapouriser arrived, despite
having no intention of quitting and having 10 x 50g packs of rolling tobacco in a drawer. Haven't had a cigarette in 11
months.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:57PM

114,109,020

Few years ago I found internet pages and forums related to e-cigarettes and made some research of them on my own.
After reading how other people had easily got rid of traditional smoking I decided to give a try.
It took only a month for me to get fully rid of traditional tobacco. Now I've been without tobacco for about 4 years and
also been able to reduce the nicotine from 24mg/ml to 0mg/l.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:56PM

114,108,842

Tried cigalikes for a short time Autumn 2012, not effective enough to maintain interest. Bought gen2 device April 2013 -
immediately reduced cig consumption from 17-20 per day to av 5 per day. Dual used for 14 months & quit tobacco in
June 2014. would likely have been sooner if employer hadn't banned vaping on company property & sent me out with
smokers

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:51PM



114,108,807 I started vaping two years ago and never touched a cigarette again. It's just as simple as that :)
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:50PM

114,108,729

I've tried my vaporizer first day, and quit smoking after smoking for more than 30 years. I stopped using tobacco flavor
liquid on day 3 of vaping, and for sure I will never ever smoke again, and I will never ever use tobacco flavored liquid
again. The taste is digusting.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:48PM

114,108,647 Quit pretty much as soon as I tried ecigs. Tried all other forms of quitting but this worked first time.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:45PM

114,108,403 Accidental quitter using e-cigs. Never intended to quit.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:39PM

114,108,380
5 years ago I quit a 20-year 2 pack a day habit. It took two weeksfor me to stop buying cigarettes at about 4 months for
me to stop asking others for the occasional cigarette. I have been free of Philip Morris for over 5 years now.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:39PM

114,108,102
no story.
tried. found to be better. convinced.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:32PM

114,108,057 30 years 1 pack a day. Bought my first ecig ego style with ce4 clearomiser. Never took a drag of analogs after that day.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:30PM

114,108,037

I enjoyed smoking but became annoyed at constant anti-smoking sentiments and increasing costs. I made a few (half-
hearted)attempts to quit, and once managed a 13-month abstention, but relapsed. In October 2013 I bought a cigalike,
with the intention of testing the concept. I enjoyed the experience, but found it unreliable and expensive. I purchased e-
juices in order to refill the cartridges, but still was not happy until I purchased an ego system. I was totally happy with this
arrangement, and have completely broken away from my 50-year, 25+ per day smoking habit. I feel better, have more
money in my pocket, and have the approbation of my wife, family and friends. Unfortunately, I am increasingly angry at
the anti-smoking establishment who continue to attack me in spite of my having done exactly what they said they
wanted me to do - that is, I have quit smoking. Now I spend a great deal of my time in trying to debunk their perverted
'science' in order to continue my enjoyment of nicotine in a way that I believe is much better for me, and for those
around me.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:30PM

114,107,620

Smoked 28 years. A pack+ per day. I also dipped snuff. I experimented with different cig-a-like products as they
appeared. Found them interesting, but expensive and not fully satisfying. Bought a vape pen just over two years ago and
have never smoked again. Never will. I do occasionally use snus when on an airplane or in a meeting for hours where
vaping wouldn't be appropriate.

But I use a variety of different vape devices, constantly upgrading, a variety of different flavors, I adjust my nicotine level.
Not sure that I want to go to zero because nicotine does provide some benefits, but I might eventually.

People are actively engaged in not smoking by using vapor products. One size doesn't fit all. One size doesn't fit one
forever. Device innovation must continue, a wide variety of flavors and nicotine levels must be available and products
should be affordable (no excise taxes) or more people will have more incentive to keep smoking or return to it. I'll never
return, but I'll break the law to get what I want ... and need. And it will be easy to do. But people shouldn't be placed in
that position.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:19PM

114,107,458 See previous question.
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:14PM

114,107,383
got a vape initially to cut out the odd cigarette but found within 7 days I had totally replaced the cigarette with no
intention to go back, preferring the fruity blueberry flavour to the nasty taste of tobacco

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:13PM



114,107,350

On January 18th last year I wrote this whilst smoking a cigarette:

"I’m smoking too much. It’s crept back up on me from where I’d smoke 3 or 4 rollies a day, to where I’m now back over 20
a day, and my health is poor enough without adding that load to my system. I’m wheezing more, I feel in myself that it’s
damaging me and I know full well that giving it up is a road to all sorts of self-hate, failure, weight gain, mood swings and
ultimately ends with me smoking again. I stop smoking every day. More than 20 times a day. It really is about time I
stopped quitting."

Over the last 22 years I’ve relapsed to smoking far too often. The physical addiction to nicotine was long gone, and you
can’t explain it away by saying that I was still “psychologically addicted” after a five year quit failed. Each of these quit
attempts convinced me that there was something else going on, something that was dismissed as “nonsense!” when I
tried to discuss it with the (never smoker) practice nurse at the GP surgery I was with at that time. I tried to suggest that
I’d need to use the NRT products for longer than 12 weeks, at my 10 week interview, because I was really struggling with
withdrawal stepping down levels and I’d put on a stone in weight in 4 weeks. She basically told me that it was all in my
head and to eat better; I was eating no differently from when I smoked. I did have carbohydrate cravings which were
making my life sheer hell, and I knew that those would only get worse. She said that the products I was using weren’t
designed to be used long term because nicotine was evil stuff and I needed to get it out of my body. (Guidelines for NRT
use have since changed.) I ended that interview in frustrated tears as she turfed me out for her next patient, and on my
way back to the bus stop I bumped into a friend who gave me twenty cigarettes and a hug and told me Illegitimi non
carborundum. Five weeks later I was a stone lighter and perfectly happy again, so smoking was doing me no good? It
was all in my head?

If we stopped looking at smoking as a disease, and instead of dismissing the experiences of smokers, listened to what
we were saying, then the idea that we did find benefits from smoking might not be such a shock, horror. Real, actual
benefits to that “filthy habit”, that means that rather than be without it, we’d risk our health to keep it. What those
benefits are is not important; just that they were real and to a lot of us worth more than the benefits of not smoking.

Right now I am a non-smoking vaper. I’m breathing better, my sense of taste and smell has come back, I don’t smell of
stale tobacco smoke. My health is a little better; but that’s affected by my long term illness, so I don’t really expect to see
much improvement there. Right now almost a year since I switched to vaping I have the benefits of not smoking lit
tobacco and I don’t have any of the problems that caused my quit attempts to fail. None of it. I can choose to reduce my
nicotine levels further – having already come down from 36mg to 12mg – painlessly and at my own pace. Or I can
choose to stick at 12mg, knowing that I’m doing myself a relatively small amount of harm with continued use.

Thursday, Jan 8th
7:12PM

114,107,306 Like Mark Twain I quit tobacco several times a week
Thursday, Jan 8th
7:11PM

114,106,576

i bought an Ecig because I was driving to manchester and didn't want to smoke in my new car. Within two weeks I had
completely switched to vaping, unintentionally and with no effort. That was nearly two years ago and I know that as long
as ecigs / flavoured juices are available I will never smoke again.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:54PM

114,106,260

Smoked for 45 years at 40 per day and tried the usual alternatives like patches,gum,sprays,hypnotherapy,medication
like Champix over a period of 6-8 years to stop smoking. All attempts failed,purely by chance I was reading a cycling
forum article about a man's attempt at using e-cigs to convert ,this was a whole month's account. Reading that inspired
me to give the concept a go,I took the written forum advice and spent a few days looking at and joining Vape Forums and
ordered a basic beginners kit for myself and my wife.
2 years later after starting I haven't touched or thought about a traditional cigarette and have progressed to higher
power models with a reasonable size tank system that I self fill. With the worries of over-regulation I shall start to make
my own juice very soon.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:47PM

114,105,786

I tried quitting many times using all available NRT-all failed. I had resigned myself to being a lifelong smoker and gave up
on quitting altogether. Then, in 2009, I tried vaping a cigalike, but did not help me quit. Another attempt in 2010 with a
different cigalike, same failure. Early 2011, picked up an eGo device and quit smoking 3 days later. I still have the 1/2-
empty bag of RYO tobacco I was using then, never been tempted to use it again. Serves as a reminder of how effective a
good vaping device can be.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:37PM

114,105,148

I started smoking cigarettes socially in my late teens and ended up smoking about 20 cigarettes a day for 23 years. My
oldest daughter is 17 years old and when she was born I was determined to quit smoking. I tried to quit about 15 times
using a variety of methods including doctor support, nicotine gum, patches, cold turkey, Zyban and Chantix. I managed
to stay off cigarettes for months at a time, but stress and anxiety triggered relapses each time. Finally, in late 2012 I had
a co-worker show me his first generation e-cigarette and how it worked. I began researching and found many
testimonials from people who quit smoking using e-cigarettes. I also looked at e-cigarette studies available at the time
and was happy to see that many of the carcinogens found in tobacco smoke were entirely absent and the ones that
were observed were at trace amounts, below levels of concern for health. I was able to find a local vape shop and made
my first purchase of an ego battery starter kit and tobacco and fruit flavoured e-liquids. The first day I made that
purchase is the last day I smoked tobacco. I feel amazingly healthy now and I'm not ashamed of myself. My daily life has
drastically improved. I forgot what it was like to be able to take a full breath, not cough up phlegm every morning, run up
stairs, play soccer with my girls and have energy every day.

Thursday, Jan 8th
6:20PM



114,105,048

After smoking for 22 years, and trying/failing multiple times to quit with the "help" of all the standard cessation products,
I had accepted that I would probably always be a smoker. But I was sick of smelling like one, and sick of the damage the
smoke was doing to my both myself and my belongings. Despite WANTING to be healthier, I was too self conscious to
even go to the gym because I was so self conscious of my sweat reeking of tobacco.

I originally ordered (online) a 510 threaded Kanger E-Smart kit and a 18mg/ml menthol tobacco flavored ejuice. It
arrived May 8th, and I smoked my last combustible cigarette on May 14th (possibly could have been even sooner but the
stubbornly frugal part of me couldn't throw out the carton of cigarettes I had on hand since I'd paid so much for them, so
the last cigarette of that carton was my last cigarette).

During that week, I had decided that I needed to find some other flavor or this would be yet another failed quit attempt,
because even though I had smoked menthols, and the menthol liquid DID taste like a menthol cigarette, I had NEVER
smoked for the flavor. Quite frankly, I always hated the taste of cigarettes, even menthols. So within a few days I had
switched to a 12mg/ml Root Beer Float flavored liquid and I knew immediately that this quit attempt was different.
Dropping from 18mg/ml to 12mg/ml was painless, despite only being done initally because the liquid I switched to
wasn't available in 18mg/ml. The next few flavors I tried were hit or miss, but allowed me to confirm that I could tolerate
very low (ie 6mg/ml) nicotine levels much more comfortably than I ever expected.

As a financial incentive to make this quit attempt "stick", and as a long term plan/hedge against proposed bans, I
decided to invest in hardware and DIY supplies. Within a month I was mixing my own liquid, which allowed me to tweak
the flavors and nicotine levels. The next step was to upgrade/standardize my hardware so that I could rebuild the
cartomizer coils myself (bought an MVP with an ohms meter for that purpose). Obviously this somewhat labor-intensive
and technical approach is NOT for everyone, but for me, it works.

For me, switching from smoking to vaping was surprisingly, nay SHOCKINGLY, easy. Sure, I had the occasional craving
just because the nicotine is absorbed differently, but it has never been to the point that I've seriously considered buying
a pack of cigarettes. As a bonus, I've cut down my junk food consumption because now that I'm not going into the
convenience store across the street for cigarettes, I don't go in at all. I've also worked out more in the past 8 months
than I have in the past 25 years, and I'm feeling stronger and healthier every day. None of the benefits I've realized from
making the switch would have been possible without that first bottle of Root Beer Float.

Thursday, Jan 8th
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114,102,546
One "cigalike", found I needed a backup the next day, got that, haven't looked back since. ONE DAY.

(Vaping It)

Thursday, Jan 8th
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